tr&
ree,

Akai, Teac, Cambridge, Denon,
Philips, NEC, Technics, Sony, Sharp

Ultimate Accessory offer
Report from Las Vegas
Capacitors Condensed

Celestion's SL6S
Koetsu vs van den Hul
Supercut records
Cécile Ousset interviewed

The critics have put it on apedestal. (But it sounds better on aspeaker stand.)
The Wharfedale Diamond, voted 1984's Best Speaker under £ 100 by the Federation of British Audio. Price £70 apair, excluding pedestals.
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COVER
Three years after the launch of
Compact Discs, we picture the
ultimate in miniature hi-tech, the
portable CD players from Technics and Sony which Martin Collm reviews on p59. Photography
by Tony Petch; tiles courtesy of
Art Editor John Gash's bathroom.

93

SUPERCUT RECORDS Cut
and pressed Dy Nimbus, the
Hi Fi Today records are
offered to HFN/RR readers
for £ 6.50 each, plus p&p

95

CLASSICAL SAX Steve Harris listens to the great jazz
saxophonists

REGULARS

138 BACK DOOR Fred Dellar
examines Western Swing &
all that jazz

COMMENT
by
John
Atkinson
33 VIEWS — letters on credibility in hi-fi journalism, progress, subjectivity, narcissism
and musicality, and arecording engineer's perspective
on digital
37 NEWS
45 TECHNOLOGY by Barry Fox
47 RADIO by Angus McKenzie
MBE
57 ACCESSORIES CLUB: The
HFN/RR Flux Shunter
91
NOTES Music news by
Edward Seckerson
99 BOOK REVIEWS
130 LOCAL DEALER ADS
136 CLASSIFIED ADS
137 ADVERTISERS' INDEX

LITTLE & LARGE Martin Colloms
revie,ws 10 of the latest, greatest,
dearest and cheapest CD players
59 Introduction
61
Akai CD- M515
61
Cambridge Audio CD1
63 Denon DCD1100
65
NEC CD5096
69 Philips CD- 150
69 Philips CD- 5.55
70 Sharp DX610
71
Sony D50 II
72 TEAC PD300
73 Technics SLX-P7
75 Table
75 Overall Conclusions

31

FEATURES
42

LAS VEGAS, LAS VEGAS
John Atkinson reports from
the Winter CES

48

WITH A STRANGE DEVICE
Ben Duncan starts a threepart investigation of the
humble capacitor

51

KRELL POWER Strange
things are happening in Connecticut: John Atkinson
returns with a tale to tell

55

IF THE CAP FITS Walt Jung
& John Curl offer a real-time
test to determine subjective
capacitor quality

57

THE HFN/RR ACCESSORIES
CLUB An affordable ultimate
excessory, the HFN/RR Flux
Shunter

91

NOTES Music news compiled by Edward Seckerson

91

CÉCILE OUSSET, pianist,
interviewed by Hugh Canning
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THE ALCHEMIST Christopher
Breunig on the latest offerings
from ' audio wizard' AJ ‘, an den
Hul
82 van den Hul MC10 cartridge
83 van den Hul cables
POT POURRI Martin Colloms on
silver cables; John Atkinson on
the HFN/RR DIY preamplifier; and
Ken Kessler on new speakers
from Jim Rogers
85 Siltech interconnect &
speaker cable
87 AMP- 01M preamplifier
89 Phobos loudspeaker

101
101
103
127
129

RECORDS OF THE MONTH
RECORD REVIEW INDEX
CLASSICAL LPs & CDs
CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
NON- CLASSICAL LPs & CDs
by Fred Dellar, Ken Hyder,
Pete Clark, Denis Argent,
and the HFN/RR team

NEXT MONTH

ON ITS METAL John Atkinson
lives with the latest version of
Celestion's classic small two-way
loudspeaker
77 Celestion SL6S loudspeaker
ORIENT EXCESS Ken Kessler on
£1000 worth of Japanese m- c
cartridge
79 Koetsu Red Signature cartridge

RECORD
REVIEW

John Atkinson reviews Celestion's
SL65 Loudspeaker — see p77

Quad's new 306 amplifier is featured on the cover of the May
issue of HFN/RR, and is reviewed
inside, along with amplifiers from
Mission, conrad johnson and
Musical Fidelity — the Mk11 version of their MVT preamplifier!
Ken Kessler offers reports on
Revox' B215 cassette deck and a
new budget amplifier from San sui; Dr Malcolm Hawksford looks
at the theory behind some of the
less mundane aspect of hi-fi performance; Trevor Attewell offers
a DIY subwoofer to match the
HFN DC1 loudspeakers; and Ben
Duncan looks at capacitor construction.
Add to that list a CD offer
featuring an exclusive hour-long
'party' CD of rock ' n' roll compiled for HFN/RR by Ace records,
and you can see why there will be
a big demand for the May issue
of HFN/RR. Place your order with
your newsagent now. Or better
still, take out apost-free subscription for just £ 14.40!

HFN/RR
TEST COMPACT DISC
SEE SUPPLEMENT
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Today's Lowest Priced

Amplifiers...
Sans-itLy
•

A500 Stereo Amplifier

AKAIv

AMA1 Stereo Amplifier
•
•
•
•

30 watts RMS per channel
Flat key function buttons
LED function indicators
Output for two pairs of
loudspeakers
• Bass, treble and loudness
controls
• Headphone socket

• 40 watts RMS per channel
• Slider bass/treble tone controls
• Connections for driving 2sets of
loudspeakers (A, Band A + B)
• Slider volume control
• Loudness
• Headphone socket

COMET PRICE

£64.90
inc. VAT

COMET PRICE

£66.95
inc. VAT

tk"

Kira

Er :AL

PM151 Stereo Amplifier
• 40 watts RMS per channel
• 4source inputs including CD
• Output for two pairs of
loudspeakers
COMET PRICE
• Source input indicators
• Headphone socket
• Bass, treble and loudness controls inc. VAT

£69.95

Instant Credit up to £1,000...

Pe
e

AKAI

AMA301S Audio-Video Integrated
Amplifier
•
•
•
•

65 watts RMS per channel
Two video inputs for audio dubbing
LED source playback level meters
Output for two pairs of
COMET PRICE
loudspeakers
• LED function indicators
• Headphone socket
inc. VAT

£124.90

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

THE BEST
PRICES
TODAY AND
EVERYDAY..

THAT'S ACOMET
PROMISE
"If you should find that any item you intend
buying at Comet is currently advertised and in
stock at a lower price in any other showroom
... let us know and ...

... WE WILL BEAT THAT
PRICE ON THE SPOT

AKM

on all brand new merchandise in stock."

Michael Hollingbery
Chairman

"Everyday without fail we monitor our competitors
prices to make sure that we are keeping our promise
and offering you the lowest Hi Fi prices in the U.K.
So, before you buy always check the current Comet
price ... it could be lower than published."
"Our aim at every Comet store is to make shopping
adelight. To provide an atmosphere of light and
space, peacefulness and luxury, with merchandise
displayed in the clearest possible manner, all at the
best possible prices. All we ask is please come along
and judge for yourself."

...

w. j. Mason,
Managing Director.

A

eD PIONEER
SA960 Stereo Amplifier
• 87 watts RMS per channel
• Two tape inputs for dubbing
• Will drive two pairs of
loudspeakers
• Sliding tone and volume controls
• Loudness control
• Headphone socket

COMET PRICE

£129.90
inc. VAT

BIGGEST CHOICE
Because we are Europe's biggest discounter of Hi Fi
equipment, our buying power allows us to offer you
the biggest range of Hi Fi equipment at the best prices.
You'll find the very latest in Hi Fi technology and
Audio development, including such top brand names
as Akai, Aiwa, Ortofon, T.D.K., Maxell, Koss, Garrard,
B.A.S.F., Pioneer, Sanyo, Marantz, Goodmans, Sharp,
Sony, Ferguson, Fidelity, Amstrad, Philips, Solavox,
Tensai, Sansui, etc... It's along list, so if you're
serious about Hi Fi then Comet is right up your street.
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•
SansuL>

-

T500 Analogue Tuner
•
•
•
•
•

3band LW/MW/FM
3LED signal strength meter
FM muting to eliminate interstation noise
PLL multiplex IC for stable stereo reception
Stereo indicator

COMET pRicE£54• 90 inc. VAT

c) Po' cc "

letDPIONEER

TX560L Analogue Tuner
•
•
•
•

LW/MW/FM wavebands
Slimline design
Stereo and tuned indicators
Thumbwheel tuning

COMET PRICE £64.90 inc. VAT

mernearimmuiz>
ST151L Quartz Synthesiser Tuner
•
•
•
•
•

AM/FM wavebands
8FM/AM presets
Digital frequency display
Stereo and signal strength indicators
Soft touch tuning operation

COMET PRICE£79.90 inc. VAT

Superb After Saks Service

Today's Lowest Priced

Tuners and
Tuner Amplifiers
lAKAI

ATA301S Quartz Synthesiser Tuner

N. NI
•

.

r=t—

Ii

limemaiminlimentelege/'

•
•
•
•
•

LVV/MW/FM wavebands
16 random preset stations can be memorised
Lithium tyqe memory back-up system
Digital frequency display
Auto scanning of preset stations

COMET PRICE £ 85.90 inc. VAT

(PIONEER

SX212L Tuner/Amplifier
•
•
•
•
•
•

25 watts RMS per channel
Analogue 3waveband LW/MW/FM tuner
Stereo and tuned indicators
LED tuning pointer
Headphone socket
Bass, treble and loudness controls

COMET PRICE

£114 90
•

inc. VAT

AKAI

AAA1L Tuner/Amplifier

ELT

•
•
•
•
•
•

30 watts RMS per channel
Analogue 3waveband LW/MW/FM tuner
LED tuning and stereo indicators
Bass and treble tone controls
Loudness switch
Compact disc input facility

COMET PRICE£

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

14.95

inc. VAT

Today's Lowest Priced

Turntables...

etDPIONEER
PL560 Belt Drive Turntable
• Semi-automatic
• Straight tone arm with
dynamic resonance
absorber
• Plug in T4P cartridge

COMET PRICE

£74.95
inc. VAT

A
alltiiM It*

MR

TT151 Belt Drive Turntable
•
•
•
•

Semi- automatic
Plug in T4P cartridge
Low mass tone arm
Front operation

COMET PRICE

£54.90
inc. VAT

PD15 Direct Drive Turntable
• Automatic arm return
• Plug in T4P cartridge

• Low mass straight tone
arm
• Front panel operation

Lowest Prices

COMET PRICE

£39.95
inc. VAT

That's aPromise.

COMETCARE
asuperb
after sales
service
We not only offer you the biggest range of top
brand Hi Fi at the lowest prices, but we also provide
an After Sales Service that is dedicated to customer
satisfaction.

Every product range on display in our stores has
already been fully tested at our own specialist
electronic laboratory, and must meet our exacting
standards of durability and performance before even
being allowed onto the shelves. But we still give
every item afull 12 months' guarantee, which also
covers parts and labour.
If you do have aproblem, then we can rectify it
quickly, without any fuss or inconvenience.
Our own Service Division employs over 1,000
skilled service personnel throughout the U.K., many
on call via radio linked vehicles. Once you've notified
us of your particular problem, we are in touch with
the nearest engineer immediately. He'll be on your
doorstep before you know it.

Increase your cover with
a5year guarantee
Why not extend your initial guarantee period?
One modest payment ensures that you are covered
for a5year period.
It's avery attractive
option and one that
means that you
can forget about
rising repair
costs.

APA201C Direct Drive Turntable
• Auto tone arm return
• Plug in T4P cartridge
• High precision straight
tone arm
• Slim profile
• Front operation

II •

COMET PRICE

£84.95
inc. VAT

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

AKAI>

HXA1 Dolby B NR
Cassette
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soft touch controls
Timer start/record facility
LED peak level meters
Manual tape type selector
L/R microphone jacks
Tape counter

COMET PRICE

£79.90

inc. VAT

iAIWA

ADF250 Dolby B + C
NR Cassette
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soft touch controls with cue/review
Timer standby (rec/pb) facility
Bias fine adjuster
Normal Cr0 2/metal tape
Peak level LED meter
Digital tape counter
COMET PRICE

£94.90

inc. VAT

SHARP>

RT320 Auto Reverse Cassette
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dolby B + C NR
Soft touch operation
3position tape selector
2colour 5LED peak level meters
Soft eject cassette compartment
L/R microphone sockets
Manual recording level

COMET PRICE

£97,90
inc. VAT

Professional Service

Sound

Today's Lowest Priced

Hi-nStereo
Cassette Decks...
1 Irma

eit ra

SD155 Twin Deck Cassette
•
•
•
•
•

Dolby B NR
Single touch hi- speed dubbing and sequential play
Quick music search for rapid track identification
Auto tape type selection
JR microphone sockets
COMET PRICE

• Headphone socket

£122.90
inc. VAT

neeleiMe.

4

(
V)Plormeen
CT1060W Twin Deck Cassette

IN*
.....
.........

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dolby B + C NR
Continuous play
Timer standby record;playback
Synchro recording ( normal/double speed)
One touch recording
COMET PRICE
Auto tape selector
Cue + re\,iew
L
. i

131
_9.90

AKAI

HXR40 Auto Reverse Cassette
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dolby B + C NR
Plays both sides without removing cassette
IPLS — finds next track on tape
Intro scan — plays first 10 seconds of each track
Peak level meters
COMET PRICE
Timer start facility
Manual tape type selector

£142.90
inc. VAT

Advice

fun.
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DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

Goodmans
Quartet Q55

• Suitable amplifier power 10-60 watts
• 2way speaker switch
COMET PRICE

£'39.90

40WHARFEDALE
Diamond Mk II
• Suitable amplifier power 15-75 watts
• Two way speaker system

inc. VAT

TB80
• Suitable amplifier power 15-80 watts
• 3way bass reflex system
COMET PRICELSZ90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE£84.90 inc. VAT

Instant Credit up to £1,000...

COMET
FOR CREDIT
0 WHARFEDALE V
304
• Suitable amplifier power 15-75 watts
• Two way
COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

Provides you with instant access to awide range of
top brand products — all at terrific discount prices.
And the beauty of aComet Account is that it enables
you to forward plan your spending budgets, so that
you know exactly what you're paying every month.

ow it works

Decide to pay afixed amount each month. Anything
from £ 5to £ 50. This entitles you to an instant credit
of 24 times your monthly payment. So, £ 10 amonth
will give you £ 240 instant spending power.
Each month your payment
is deducted from your
balance, which
means that
you can
use your
Comet
Credit Card
again,
having
made part
payment for
your original
purchase.

Goodmans.
PQ150

• Suitable amplifier power 15-120 watts
• 3way bass reflex
COMET PRICE

£129.90

inc. VAT

No
Deposit
Instant Credit
up to £,000
(APVAIL3
BicE3%
Call into any Comet Discount store, fill in an
application form and you could have £ 1000
credit, on the spot.
Comet is aCredit Broker for this service.

47
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DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

Goodmans

GCD500 Midi Compact Disc Player
•
•
•
•
•

16 track memory
Elapsed time/track no. display
Repeat one or all tracks
Music search
Fast forward and reverse
COMET PRICE

£194.90 inc. VAT

AKA/

CDA 30 Compact Disc Player
•
•
•
•
•

36 track programming
High precision 3beam laser pick-up
Dual display of track/index or elapsed time
Index or manual search
Programme repeat

COMET PRICE

£209.95 inc. VAT

PD5010 Compact Disc Player
•
•
•
•

Random programming for up to 27 tracks
Track search and manual search
Track number display
Repeat function

Lowest Prices

COMET PRICE

£239.90 inc

VAT

That aPromise.

Today's Lowest Priced

Disc
Players...

Compact

•(
V
)PIONEER
PDX500BK Midi Compact Disc Player
•
•
•
•

Matches 5110 + 5330 systems
Random access programming ( 10 tracks)
Track search, slow scan and repeat functions
4way display — elapsed time — index number
— total play time — remaining play time

COMET PRICE

£279.90

inc. VAT

ISan-S 111—
-

.

PDM-6 Compact Disc Player

'

•
•
•
•
•
•

Full remote control
1D- M6 multi play magazine
Up to 32 track pre- selection
4 repeat modes
3speed manual search
Headphone socket with output level

COMET PRICE

£339.90

inc. VAT

•CDPIONEER
PCV750 Compact Disc Player
•
•
•
•

3beam laser pick-up
8track random access programming
Auto spacing ilserts 4second gap between tracks
Fluorescent display shows track number
elapsed time and remaining play time
• Repeat all or just programmed tracks

COMET PRICE

£289.90

DISCOUNT HI- Fl AND VIDEO

inc. VAT

Today's Lowest Priced

HiFi Systems...
I
.

QPIONEER
S110 Midi System

• 2x32 watts RMS amplifier
• 3waveband LW/MW/FM
analogue tuner
• Belt drive semi automatic
turntable with T4P type cartridge
• Dolby B NR cassette deck
• 5band graphic equaliser
• Complete with 2way
loudspeakers

A

SAN VC)

GXT270 Hi -Fi Rack
System
• 10 watts RMS per channel
• 3waveband LW/MW/FM
analogue tuner
• Twin cassette deck with
synchro dubbing and
cominuous play
• Semi automatic belt drive
turntable
• Dolby BNR
• 5band graphic equaliser
• Complete with two way
speakers

COMET PRICE

£242.90
inc. VAT

QPIONEC-12>
xzi 010 Hi -Fi

Rack System

• 32 watts RMS per channel
• 3waveband LW/MW/FM
analogue tuner
• Belt drive semi- automatic
turntable
• Dolby BNR cassette deck
• 5band graphic equaliser
• Complete with two way
loudspeakers
• Rosewood look cabinet with
glass door and top
COMET PRICE

£284.95
inc. VAT

COMET PRICE

£209.90
inc. VAT

Unbeatable After Saks Service

4AKAI

MlOW Midi System
• 2x30 watts amplifier
• 3waveband LW/MW/FM digital tuner
• Twin cassette deck with high
speed dubbing
• Belt drive semi- automatic
turntable
• Dolby B NR
• MIC mixing facility on amplifier
• Input for compact disc player
• Complete with 2way speakers
COMET PRICE

£384.90
inc. VAT

AKAI>

M8W Midi System

• 2x25 watts amplifier
• 3waveband LW/MWIFM
analogue tuner
• Twin cassette deck with high
speed dubbing
• Belt drive semi-automatic
turntable
• Dolby B NR
• 5band graphic equaliser
• Direct connection for easy
assembly
• Input for compact disc player
• Complete with 2way speakers
COMET PRICE

£334.95
inc. VAT

?
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DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

Today's Lowest Priced

1-11fi Equipment.
Stereo Amplifiers continued

Hi -Fi Stereo
Cassette
Decks

• ••••••••••>"‘

COMET
PRICE Inc VAT

AIWA ADF350
with Dolby B & C NR £119.95
AIWA ADR550
Dolby HX Prof
£ 199.95
AKAI HXA3 with
Dolby B & C NR
£94.95
AKAI HXA301W twin
deck, Dolby BNR
£119.95
MARANTZ 5D151
with Dolby B NR
£74.90
PIONEER CT660
Dolby BNR
£ 79.95
PIONEER CT760
Dolby B & C NR
£ 94.95
SANSUI D35BF Dolby B
NR, full logic tape
control
£ 74.95
SANYO RDW4OD twin
deck with Dolby B NR £94.90
SHARP RT100/110
with Dolby BNR
£54.90
SHARP RT160
with Dolby B & C NR
£74.90

FERGUSON
3V48 Hi -Fi Stereo VHS Cassette
Recorder

Tuners

A superb Hi Fi stereo video cassette recorder that offers
you the best of both worlds.. .
. It records crystal clear TV pictures and FM stereo
radio simultaneously. The result - good viewing that
sounds great.
The 14 day, 4event timer means that you'll never have
to miss your favourite programmes, and the ' Display Off'
facility ensures that the recorder switches itself off after
recording.
The instant play-back button, pause picture and frame
advance, picture search - forward or reverse at 9times
normal speed and 16 channel tuner allow for the ultimate
in recording and viewing. And you can control
everything from the comfort of your chair courtesy of a
full function infra red remote control urit.
It's atremendous example
COMET PRICE
of advanced technology at its
best - so you won't be
surprised by the quality
of its performance.
What will surprise
you, though, is the
incredibly low discount
price.
inc. VAT

.9

COMET
PRICE inc. VAT

AKAI ATA1L
LW/MW/FM
£61.95
PIONEER TX960L
LW/MW/FM synthesised
tuning, 8FM/8AM
(LW/MW) pre-sets £ 79.90

Tuner/
Amplifiers

COMET
PRICE inc. VAT

AKAI AAA25L 2x33...£164.95
PIONEER SX-V200BK
2 x30, 8FM/8AM ( or
LW) station pre-sets ..£ 174.90

Stereo
Amplifiers

COMET
PRICE inc. VAT

AKAI EAA22 9band
graphic equaliser
£64.95
PIONEER SA560 2x40
with 2tape inputs £ 79.90
PIONEER SA760 2x62,
non- switching
£ 102.90

PIONEER GR560 7band
graphic equaliser £ 96.90
SANSUI 5E300 7band
graphic equaliser
£62.90

Compact/Midi
Systems

COMET
PRICE inc. VAT

AKAI M666 2x30 £ 279.95
AKAI M2OW 2x40 £ 449.95
PIONEER S330 2x50. £ 342.90

Hi -Fi Rack
Systems

COMET
PRICE Inc. VAT

AKAI PRO A100 2x35 £ 289.90
AKAI PRO A200 2x35 £334.90
PIONEER XZ3030
2 x 52
£ 384.90

Compact Disc
Players
AKAI CDM515

Turntables

COMET
PRICE Inc. VAT

£ 189.95
COMET
PRICE inc. VAT

All include magnetic cartridge
AKAI APX1 belt-drive.... £ 64.90
AKAI APD3C
direct- drive
£94.90
MARANTZ TT251
direct- drive, semi- auto
with pitch control
£ 69.90
PIONEER PL460
belt- drive
£59.95
PIONEER PL760
direct- drive
£94.95
TENSAI TD885L
belt-drive
£ 59.90

Loudspeakers

COMET
PRICE inc. VAT

All speakers are priced as pairs
GOODMANS Quartet
Q452 way ( 10-50)
£ 34.90
GOODMANS Quartet
Q70 3way ( 10-70)
£ 63.90
GOODMANS PQ130
3 way bass reflex
(10-100)
£ 89.90
GOODMANS Magnum
3way ( 10-90)
£154.90
SOLAVOX TB40 2way
(15-40)
£37.90
SOLAVOX TB70
2way ( 15-70) £ 47.90

Unbeatable After Saks Service

COMET

HIRE
PURCHASE
Loudspeakers continued
SONY APM22E5
2way ( 15-80)
£189.90
WHARFEDALE 302
2way ( 15-75)
£79.90
WHARFEDALE 306
3way ( 15-85)
£109.90
WHARFEDALE Mach 3
2way ( 15-100)
£119.90
WHARFEDALE Shelton
Mk II (
15-50)
£49.90

Speaker Stands
SOLAVOX SV1 trolley
type with castors
SOLAVOX 5V2 pillar
type for book shelf
style speakers

Microphones
ROSS RE336
ROSS RE342 stereo

Headphones

PRICE i
C
n(
c
3M
VA
ET
T

£16.90

£27.90
PRICE

COMET
VAT

Inc

£ 7.25
£12.90
COMET
PRICE inc VAT

AKG K130
£ 19.90
GOODMANS HP1
with volume control
f8.90
GOODMANS HP2
£ 9.90
HI- TECH ST- 60
£ 3.90
KOSS K6X
£ 19.90
PIONEER 5E2
£ 13.95
SOLAVOX SH200
£ 6.90
SOLAVOX SH300
£ 7.90

Cartridges

COMET
PRICE inc. VAT

GOLDRING G800
£ 8.90
GOLDRING G950
£ 8.50
GOLDRING G950E £ 10.90
ORTOFON VMS5E
£ 9.90
ORTOFON OMP-10
T4P mount
£14.90
ORTOFON VMS10E £ 16.90
ORTOFON VM520E
Mk II
£ 25.90
SHURE ME75E1 £ 11.25
SHURE ME75ED £ 15.25

Styli
GOLDRING
GOLDRING
GOLDRING
GOLDRING

Styli continued
ORTOFON NF15E
(FF15E)
£6.50
ORTOFON D2OE
(VMS20E)
£14.95
ORTOFON D1OE
(VMS10E)
£10.90
ORTOFON D5E ( VMS5E) £ 6.90
SHURE N75E1 ( M75E1) .... £ 7.50
SHURE N75ED ( M75ED) £ 9.25
SHURE N95ED ( M95ED).£11.25

Blank Cassette
Tapes

COMET
PRICE inc VAT

BASF
LHEI C60 3pack £ 2.20
LHEI C90 3pack £ 2.75
LH Maxima C90 3pack... £ 3.65
Chrome II C90 3pack £ 3.90
Maxell
UL60 3pack
£ 2.25
UL C90 3pack
£ 2.85
UD1 C90 2pack
£ 2.60
XLIIS C90
£ 2.15
XL1 C90 2pack
£ 3.00
XL2 C90 2pack
£ 3.30
MX C90 metal
£ 3.00
UD35 907 1800' spool £4.10
Sony
HF60 3pack
£2.15
HF90 5pack
£4.50
HFS 90 3pack
£ 3.25
UCX 90 2pack
£ 2.80
TDK
D60 3pack
£ 2.40
D120
£ 1.50
AD60 2pack
£ 2.25
AD90 3pack
£ 3.60
ADX90
£ 1.70
SA902 pack, chrome bias £ 3.45
SAX90 chrome bias
£2.50
MA90 metal
£ 3.50
MAR90 metal
f5.40
LX35/90 open reel £ 3.75

Accessories
ALLSOP 71300
audio head cleaner

COMET
PRICE inc. VAT

£3.95

COMET
PRICE inc VAT

D110 (
G800)
£3.95
D110E (
G800E) £8.25
D150
f4.90
D150E £ 6.90

Extend your guarantee to
five years for just one single
payment. Ask for details at
your local Comet store.

Increased
Spending Power
Allows you to buy now and spread your
payments over achosen period to suit your pocket.
There's no need to wait. You can take advantage
of Comet's low prices today and spread the
payments to suit your needs.
It's an extremely attractive credit facility and one
that offers our customers real value for money.

Up to £1,000 Credit
You can spend
up to £1,000 simply
by making a 10%
deposit and
settling your
account by equal
monthly instalments with up to
3 years to pay.
Flat Rate 17%
Typical APR 33.2%.

For example:
A Hi Fi System -COMET PRICE £ 349.90
Your deposit will be £ 35.90 with the
balance paid over 36 months by equal
monthly instalments of £ 13.04. Total
credit price £ 505.34.
And of course you can pay the balance
in less time if you prefer.

3yrs to pay

Over £,000 Credit
A 10% deposit
gives you over
£1,000 credit,
repayable by equal
monthly instalments with up to
5 years to pay.

Flat Rate 16%.
Typical APR 29.4%.

For example:
A selection of Hi Fi items
COMET PRICE £ 1,200
Your deposit will be £ 120 with the
balance paid by 60 equal monthly
instalments of £ 32.40. Total credit
price £ 2,064.00.

5yrs to pay

Ask at any Comet Sales Counter for full details. Written quotations are available on
request via your local Comet Store. All transactions are completely confidential.
Comet is aCredit Broker for this service.

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

COMET
COME AND

_
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SCOTLAND

WAREHOUSES • ABERDEEN: 96 Willowbank Rd., off Holburn St. Tel: 0224
590529 • DUNDEE: West Hendersons Wynd Tel: 0382 28101 •
EDINBURGH: 1Newhaven Rd. Tel: 031-554 4454 • ELGIN: Weston House,
South St. Tel: 0343 48644 • GLASGOW: Blytheswood Court, The
Anderston Centre, Argyle St. Tel: 041-204 2355 • GLASGOW: Argyll Av.,
Blythswood Trading Estate, Renfrew. Tel: 041 886 5731 • GLASGOW:
Kilmuir Rd., Birkenshaw Industrial Estate, Tannochside, Uddingston. Tel:
0698 815134 • INVERNESS: Chapel St. Tel: 0463 241922 • IRVINE: 85
Lamont Drive. Tel: 0294 78917 • KIRKCALDY: The Esplanade. Tel: 0592
268405
DISCOUNT SHOPS • AYR: 41-43 Dalblair Arcade. Tel: 0292 262284 •
DUMFRIES: 66 Glasgow St. Tel: 0387 63958 • DUNFERMLINE: Aberdour
Rd. Tel: 0383 735136 • EDINBURGH: 118 Dalry Rd., West Haymarket. Tel:
031-346 0191/2 • FALKIRK: Meeks Rd. Tel: 0324 34247 • GALASHIELS: 25
Market St. Tel: 0896 57722 • GLASGOW: 22 Byres Rd. Tel: 041-334 4667 •
GREENOCK: 4Jamaica St. Tel: 0475 20261 • KILMARNOCK: Loreny Farm
Industrial Estate, Second Avenue. Tel: 0563 20126 • PERTH: 15 Canal St. Tel:
073829117/8 • SHAWFIELD:Shawfield Industrial Estate, Boundary Rd., Nr.
Rutherglen, Glasgow. Tel: 041-647 5832 • STIRLING: Wallace St. Tel:
0786 72370
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NORTHERN ENGLAND

TDK D90
Triple Pack

This is just one
example from the
fantastic selection of top
brand Audio Cassette
tapes available at Comet
. . . all at unbeatable
Discount Prices . . .£
COMET PRICE

.10
inc. VAT

ere
Sr
Lowest Priced
Audio

Cassettes

WAREHOUSES • BARNSLEY: Twibell St. Tel: 0226 204069 •
BIRKENHEAD: 10-22 Hamilton St. Tel: 051-647 6481/2/3/4 • BLACKBURN:
25 King St. Tel: 0254 54298 • BRADFORD: Cemetery Rd., off Thornton Rd.,
Four Lane Ends. Tel: 027445384 • BURNLEY: Yorkshire St. Tel: 0282 412546
• CARLISLE: Crown St. Tel: 0228 38441 • DARLINGTON: 24 Grange Rd. Tel:
0325 57361 • DONCASTER: Unit 4, York Rd. Tel: 0302 786670 • GRIMSBY:
Pasture St. Tel: 0472 59623 • HALIFAX: Bull Green. Tel: 0422 59434 •
HUDDERSFIELD: 23 St John's Rd. Tel: 0484 540261 • HULL: 140/150 Clough
Rd. Tel: 0482 46441 • JARROW: 56-64 Ellison St. Tel: 091-489 2211 •
KEIGHLEY: 2 Sainsbury Centre, Cavendish St. Tel: 0535 67021 •
LANCASTER: Parliament St. Tel: 0524 62904 • LEEDS: 78 Armley Rd. Tel:
0532 440551 • LIVERPOOL: Sefton Works, Field Lane, Litherland. Tel:
051-928 6688 • MANCHESTER: Cheetham Hill Rd., Cheetham Hill. Tel:
061-833 0200 • MANCHESTER: Marlborough Mill, Poplar St., Failsworth.
Tel: 061-682 6016 • NEWCASTLE: Ponteland Rd., Cowgate. Tel: 0632
868811 • PONTEFRACT: 63 The Horsefair. Tel: 0977 704249 • ROCHDALE:
Richard St. Tel: 0706 50606 • ROTHERHAM: Canklow Rd. Tel: 0709 361901
• SCUNTHORPE: Berkeley Court, Scotter Rd. Tel: 0724 869615 •
SHEFFIELD: 15 Guernsey Rd., Queens Rd. Tel: 0742 580501 • SHEFFIELD:
The Mill, 1 Loxley Rd., Malin Bridge. Tel: 0742 341721 • SOUTHPORT:
Regent Court, Lord St. Tel: 0704 31813 • SPEKE: Unit G, Speke Industrial
Pk., Speke Rd., Liverpool. Tel: 051-494 9933 • STOCKPORT: Lower Hillgate.
Tel: 061-477 2000 • STOCKTON: Teesway, Portrack Lane. Tel: 0642 612311
• SUNDERLAND: Roker Avenue. Tel: 0783 659993 • WAKEFIELD: 44 Ings
Rd. Tel: 0924 371499 • WARRINGTON: Unit G, Cockhedge Centre. Tel: 0925
54439 • WIGAN: Wharf Mill, Princess St. Tel: 0942 34741 •
WORKING1ON: Unit 12, New Yard, Clay Flats Industrial Est, Tel: 0900 2225
DISCOUNT SHOPS • ASHTON UNDER LYNE: Clarence Arcade, Stamford St.
Tel: 061-308 4225 • BARROW-IN-FURNESS: Rawlinson St. Tel: 0229 31520
or 31595 • BOLTON: 63-79 Blackburn Rd. Tel: 0204 387153/5 •
BRIDLINGTON: 26/27 Prince St. Tel: 0262 672050 • CHESTER: 43-45 St.
James St., off Black Diamond St. Tel: 0244 313724 • CHESTERFIELD: 40 St.
Mary's Gate. Tel: 0246 71390 • CREWE: 249/251 Edleston Rd. Tel: 0270
214328 • DEWSBURY: 71 Daisy Hill. Tel: 0924 461203 • GOOLE: 62/64
Pasture Rd. Tel: 0405 3449 • HARROGATE: 16 Parliament St. Tel: 0423
56795 • HORSFORTH: 101 New Rd. Side. Tel: 0532 588679 • HULL:
George St. Tel: 0482 20681 • LEIGH: 96 Bradshawgate. Tel: 0942 670711 •
MACCLESFIELD: 17A Chestergate. Tel: 0625 610030 • MANCHESTER:
Deansgate House, 274 Deansgate. Tel: 061-834 1861 • MANCHESTER:
320-326 Palatine Rd., Northenden. Tel: 061-998 1183 or 1657 • PRESTON:
37 Church St. Tel: 0772 21900 or 21909 • SCARBOROUGH: 8 & 9York Pl. Tel:
0723 375537 • YORK: 55 Piccadilly. Tel: 0904 21654

MIDLANDS

WAREHOUSES • BIRMINGHAM: Heeley Rd., Selly Oak. Tel: 021-472 6181 •
BIRMINGHAM: The Swan Shopping Centre, 1570-1572 Coventry Rd.,
Yardley. Tel: 021-706 0684 • BURTON-ON-TRENT: 2 Union St. Tel: 0283
69109 • COVENTRY: 322/324 Walsgrave Rd. Tel: 0203 440151/440176 •
DUDLEY: 132 Wellington Rd. Tel: 0384 214511 • HALESOWEN: 91-107
Dudley Rd. Tel 021-503 0880 • HANLEY: 46 Bryan St., Stoke-on-Trent. Tel:
0782 264495 • LEICESTER: Syston St. Tel: 0533 530236 • LINCOLN: Tritton
Way, VVestTrading Estate. Tel: 0522 37437/8 • NORTHAMPTON: 139/141 St.
James Rd. Tel: 0604 54572 • NOTTINGHAM: 121 Town St., Sandiacre. Tel:
0602 396116 • NOTTINGHAM: 786 Mansfield Rd., off Daybrook Square,
Arnold. Tel: 0602 204972 • WEST BROMWICH: 14 New St. Tel: 021-553
2001 • WILLENHALL: Walsall Rd. Tel: 0902 60411 • WOLVERHAMPTON:
21-25 Snow Hill. Tel: 0902 29672 • WYLDE GREEN: 346/350 Birmingham
Rd., Wylde Green, Sutton Coldfield. Tel: 021-382 8866
DISCOUNT SHOPS • KETTERING: 93-97 Montagu St. Tel: 0536 515191

OPEN
TILL EIGHT

FOR HI-FI
SEE WHY!
• LEAMINGTON SPA: 39 Bath St. Tel: 0926 39417 • MANSFIELD: 57
Westgate. Tel: 0623 35112 • NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME: London Rd. / Brook
Lane. Tel: 0782 626435 • NUNEATON: 96/100 Queen's Rd. Tel: 0203 387023
• SHREWSBURY: 7Barker St. Tel: 0743 67629 • TELFORD: 8-10 Tan Bank,
Wellington. Tel: 0952 47261/2 • WORCESTER: 4 Wylds Lane. Tel: 0905
356805

EAST ANGLIA

WAREHOUSES • CAMBRIDGE: 280 Newmarket Rd. Tel: 0223 312248 •
IPSWICH: St. Matthew's St. Tel 0473 53124 • NORWICH: Roundtree Way.
Tel: 0603 411831 • PETERBOROUGH: 48 The Broadway. Tel: 0733 46633 or
46683
DISCOUNT SHOPS • GREAT YARMOUTH: 137/138 King St. Tel: 0493
858828/9 • KINGS LYNN: 18/20 Railway Rd. Tel: 0553 762043

LONDON

WAREHOUSES • BROMLEY: 51-57 Masons Hill. Tel: 01-460 4272 •
CATFORD: 80/82 Rushey Green. Tel: 01-690 8611/2 • CHINGFORD: Unit 12,
Deacon Est., Cabinet Way, Walthamstow Ave., North Circular Rd. Tel: 01-531
3817/8 • DAGENHAM: Rainham Rd. South. Tel: 01-595 5111 •
HACKBRIDGE: ( Nr. Croydon), 190 London Rd., Hackbridge. Tel: 01-669 4321
• HAYES (Middlesex): Silverdale Rd., Pump Lane. Tel: 01-573 1841 •
ILFORD: 114 Cranbrook Rd. Tel: 01-554 1322 • NEASDEN: The Old Book
Centre, Brent Trading Estate, North Circular Rd. Tel: 01-459 8877 •
POTTERS BAR: Station Close, Darkes Lane. Tel: 0707 43491 • ROMFORD:
Southend Arterial Rd., Harold Wood. Tel: 04023 74841 • SWISS COTTAGE:
117-121 Finchley Rd. Tel: 01-722 6486 • TWICKENHAM: 2/4 Heath Rd. Tel:
01-891 6461 • WEMBLEY: Unit 4, Block C, Olympic Industrial Estate. Tel:
01-900 0777 • WIMBLEDON: 153-161 Broadway. Tel: 01-542 2201/2
DISCOUNT SHOPS • BEXLEYHEATH: 288-290 Broadway. Tel: 01-301 1881
• FINCHLEY: 208/210 High Rd. Tel: 01-444 5150 or 5159 • HOUNSLOW: 10
Staines Rd. Tel: 01-572 5013 or 5023 • KINGSTON: 117 London Rd. Tel:
01-549 8799.

SOUTH

WAREHOUSES • BLETCHLEY: South Terrace, Albert St. Tel: 0908 79262 •
BRIGHTON: 15 Station St. Tel: 0273 692421/4 • CHELMSFORD: 45
Broomfield Rd. Tel: 0245 266212 • CHRISTCHURCH: 2 VVilverley Rd.,
Somerford Rd. Tel: 0202 476581 • CRAWLEY: Telford Pl., Southgate Ave.
Tel: 0293 543551 • EASTLEIGH: Chickenhall Lane. Tel: 0703 614722 •
GUILDFORD: 7Woodbridge Rd. Tel: 0483 38003/4 • MAIDSTONE: 60/61
High St. Tel: 0622 672218 • NEWHAVEN: Avis Way. Tel 0273 515081 •
OXFORD: Ferry Hinksey Rd., Osney Mead. Tel: 0865 248232 • POOLE: 17
Redlands, Poole Rd., Branksome. Tel: 0202 760060 • PORTSMOUTH: 84/90
Palmerston Rd., Southsea. Tel: 0705 824666/7/8 • READING: Monarch
House, 75-81 Caversham Rd. Tel: 0734 599911 • ROCHESTER: Maidstone
Rd. Tel: 0634 49171 • SOUTHAMPTON: East St. Centre, East St. Tel: 0703
36944
DISCOUNT SHOPS • ALDERSHOT: 75-79 High St. Tel: 0252 331142/3 •
AYLESBURY: Unit 2A Cambridge Close. Tel: 0296 28771/2 • BASILDON:
High Rd., Vange, Pitsea. Tel: 0268 556299 or 556349 • BEDFORD: 18/20 St.
Peter's St. Tel: 0234 46625/6 • BOURNEMOUTH: 210 Old Christchurch Rd.
Tel: 0202 293334/5 • CANTERBURY: Unit 4, Cotton Rd., Wincheap
Industrial Estate. Tel: 0227 456744 • COLCHESTER: 27/31 St. Botolph's St.
Tel: 0206 41382/3 • EASTBOURNE: 50 Kingfisher Drive, Langney District
Shopping Centre. Tel: 0323 766010 • FOLKESTONE: 26-30 Tontine St. Tel:
0303 59166/7 • HIGH WYCOMBE: 16 Frogmoor Tel: 0494 444771/2 •
LUTON: 52-52A Wellington St. Tel: 0582 414965 or 419888 • SALISBURY:
33 Catherine St. Tel: 0722 24562/3 • SLOUGH: 270 High St. Tel: 0753
70535/6 • SOUTHEND: 817-821 London Rd., Westcliff-on-Sea. Tel: 0702
715151 • STEVENAGE: 74 High St., (Old Town). Tel: 0438 316545 •
SWINDON: 73-75 Cricklade Rd. Tel: 0793 641606/7 • TUNBRIDGE WELLS:
41 Mount Pleasant Rd. Tel: 0892 41477 • WATFORD: 78 Queens Rd. Tel
0923 21311/2 • WEYMOUTH: 54 St. Thomas St. Tel: 030 57 74711 •
WOKING: 6/7 High St. Tel: 048 62 20026 • WORTHING: 16-18 Brighton Rd.
Tel 0903 211161

WALES AND SOUTH WEST

WAREHOUSES • BATH: 3-4 Manvers St. Tel: 0225 64302/3/4 or 64201 •
BRISTOL: Barton Hill Trading Estate. Tel: 0272 559841 • CARDIFF: 52 North
Rd. Tel: 0222 394016 • CARDIFF: 558 Cowbridge Rd. East. Tel: 0222 566138
• CHELTENHAM: Tewkesbury Rd. Tel: 0242 573440 • CLEVEDON: 4-9
Kimberley Rd., (off Strode Rd.). Tel: 0272 876041 • EXETER: 17 Frog St. Tel
0392 76435 • NEWPORT: Maesglas Industrial Estate. Tel: 0633 50431 •
PLYMOUTH: 119 Mayflower St. Tel: 0752 229501 • RHYL: St. Asaph
Avenue North, Kinmel Bay. Tel: 0745 32361 • SWANSEA: Metropole
House, Wind St. Tel: 0792 463332 • TORQUAY: 12-14 Market St. Tel: 0803
28323 • TRURO: 29a River St. Tel: 0872 71039
DISCOUNT SHOPS • BRISTOL: 16a St. Thomas St. Tel: 0272 293395 •
GLOUCESTER: Morroway House, Station Rd. Tel: 0452 411233 •
HEREFORD: 65 St. Owen St. Tel: 0432 59259 • TAUNTON: 5Eastgate, East
St. Tel: 0823 86116 • WREXHAM: 20-26 Brook St. Tel: 0978 357115

All branches open Monday to Friday 9am-8pm,
Saturday 9am-5.30pm.
All Scottish branches open Sunday 10am-5pm.
(Except Ayr, Dumfries and Greenock).

OR ORDER
FROM HOME

If you can't get down to your local Comet store or
haven't got the time, then simply order the goods
you require from the comfort of your own home.

BY PHONE

Ring your local Comet store, tell us what you'd like
to order, then sit back and pay cash on delivery. We
operate avery prompt delivery service and will be
on your doorstep before you know it.
If you want to buy on Access, Barclaycard or Comet
Credit Card then phone your order through to

COMET 0532 440551

OR MAIL
ORDER

Access

Send your order by ,/
post to the Comet '
address listed
below. Include
the appropriate
delivery
charge in
your cheque
or postal
order made
payable to Comet.
You'll receive your
goods quickly, courtesy
of Comet's express delivery
service.
If buying on Access, Barclaycard or Comet
Credit Card include your card number and
mark your order "Access/Barclaycard/Comet Card".
Goods purchased by mail order are origin marked in accordance with
the Trade Descriptions (Origin Markings) Miscellaneous Goods Order,
1981, and are returnable within 14 days in accordance with the
above Order.

Securicor Delivery: All stock items will be delivered by Securicor
(mainland U.K only). Please add £5.75 to your order for this service.
All goods are luny insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.
Postage and Packing (
per item): Cartridges 80p, Styli 70p,
Headphones £1.75, Microphones £1.60.
Blank Tapes -- per order, irrespective of quantity: Spool tapes,
Cassettes, video tapes £1.20.

All orders to: Comet Discount Warehouse
78 Armley Road, Leeds 1512 2EF

APERSONAL GIFT
DELIVERY SERVICE
Birthday, Anniversary or Wedding. Whatever the
occasion, make it alittle bit special by sending
someone you love apersonal gift from Comet.
Whatever you select in our stores, together with your
personal message, will be delivered (for anominal
charge) to anywhere in the U.K.
You can also ' phone your order' quoting your Access,
Visa or Comet Card Number to Leeds (0532)444395.

lea MARKETS

The New NAD

Unbelievable value,

• Unmatched NAD sound quality
• Power output conservatively
rated at 30 watts per channel,
but capable of much higher
levels
• Low level muting device
incorporated for high output
of CD
• Separable pre/power amp to
increase power at alater stage
• 8 ohm impedance selector
• 2 sets of speaker outputs
• 2 tape deck inputs or tape
and video

NAD 3130
Amplifier

NAD 30 SERIES1
Setting new standards
in sound quality

NAD has always been known as the
performance product for the audiophile
on abudget. This philosophy was best
exemplified by the 3020 Amplifier— the
best selling amp in the history of Hi Fi.
In the ensuing years. NAD has continued
to improve upon the performance
characteristics of the basic units. Now,
Hi Fi Markets bring you the NAD 3130
Amplifier. It includes NAD's high current
design and + 3db of IHFdynamic headroom.
This means that the 3130 can develop more

than 60 watts of power per channel into
speaker impedances of almost any value.
The speaker impedance selector matches
the power supply to the speakers. This
allows for the high current necessary to
drive low impedances, an area most budget
amplifiers fail to address. Instead of the
usual spring clips, heavy duty speaker
binding posts are used to ensure low
resistance connections for high current
delivery with any type of speaker cable.

Hi Fi Markets Price £ 149-00

30 SERIES

NAD 4130 AM/FM Tuner
The 4130 Tuner employs aMOSFET front
end that is nearly immune to strong signal
overload. The combination of adirect 75
ohm coaxial input for maximum sensitivity
and shielding and three ultra- linear

Setting new standards
in sound quality

ceramic I.F. filters results in excellent
selectivity and very wide stereo separation.
The tuner also features NAD's dynamic
blend circuit (to reduce noise in weak stereo
signals without impairing stereo separation)

and adual notch, low-pass multiflex filter
that completely suppresses SCA subcarrier
interference.

Hi Fi Markets Price £ 4149-00

HUI MARKETS

Range for 86.

even by NAD Standards
NEW NAD 30 SERIES
ci

Setting new standards
in sound quality
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NAD 7130
Receiver
Combining an AM/FM stereo tuner with
an integrated amplifier on asingle chassis
saves cost and simplifies installation. But
with NAD it does not mean sacrificing sound
quality, since NAD receivers contain the

same circuitry as NAD's separate tuners
and amps. The 7130 consists of the 3130
integrated amplifier and 4130 tuner. making
it the best performance/price value in
stereo today.

AWARDED HI-FI
GRAND PRIX
PRODUCT OF
THE YEAR

Hi Fi Markets Price £ 259-00
Setting new
standards in
sound quality

NAD 6155
Cassette
Deck
The best cassette deck NAD have ever
made, comparable with other makes costing
twice as much. Features include Dolby B
plus Dolby C- type NR. The ' Amorphous"
head is remarkably saturation-free even at

recording levels of OdB. Play Trim, anew
circuit developed by NAD and Dolby restores
true brilliance and clarity to recordings.
And Dolby HX Pro Headroom Extension
dramatically improves high frequency

headroom. With the NAD 6155 you can
make recordings which are indistinguishable
from those on cassette decks at the very top
end of the market.

Hi Fi Markets Price £ 249-00
NAD 5355
Compact
Disc
Player
Precise tracking and powerful errorcorrection circuits ensure flawless playback
of discs that may be dirty, scratched, slightly
warped or defective. The NAD 5355 offers
wireless infra- red remote control for

maximum convenience logical controls that
are functional and flexible, and both passive
and active output filtering for smooth sound
without transient distortion.

Hi Fi Markets Price

NAD 5355E
Same as the NAD 5355
but without remote control

C399.00 £329.00

NEW

A truly " dynamic" power
amplifier from NAD

AWARDED HI-FI
GRAND PRIX
PRODUCT OF
THE YEAR

NAD 1155 Pre Amp
This brand new top specification pre amplifier from NAD
incorporates extremely low noise and high headroom for total
dynamic range exceeding 102dB in every stage. Independent
listen and record input selectors for maximum flexibility.
Super low noise MC head pre amp, yeilding moving coil
playbackthat actually sounds quieterthan high output moving
magnet cartridges. Bass EQ and infrasonic filtering for solid
powerful deep bass without boomy mid bass.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£199.00

NAD 2200 Power Amp

AWARDED HI-FI
GRAND PRIX
PRODUCT OF
THE YEAR

Hi -Fi Markets are proud to introduce the NAD 2200 Power
Tracker. The most powerful amplifier NAD has ever built, the
2200 is specifically designed to give the best reproduction of
today's digitally mastered recordings. Reproducing musical
signals, the 2200 will routinely deliver 500 Watts per channel
into typical loudspeaker impedances, but in size, heat
dissipation and cost, it is similar to other amplifers rated at
only 100 Watts per channel. The NAD 2200 is atruly
'dynamic' power amplifier. Its heart is the unique Power
Tracker control circuit, which automatically adjusts the
amplifier's maximum power output according to the dynamic
character of the signal that is being amplified. The NAD 2200
really has to be heard to be believed. Available at your
nearest Hi Fi Markets store now!

Hi Fi Markets Price

£389.00

Top End Top Value
NAD 3155 Amplifier
The 3155 is two products in one. As apreamplifier it
matches most separate audiophile preamps in sonic
performance and surpasses them in operating
flexibility. As ahigh- current high- headroom power
amplifier it drivnloudspeakers to surprisingly high
volume levels with clean, solid, full-bodied musical
sound. With flexible and musically useful controls
including CD input, very low noise and wide
dynamic range, the 3155 represents the kind of
value that has made NAD world famous.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£249.00

NAD 4155 Digital
AM/FM Tuner
AWARDED HI-FI
GRAND PRIX
PRODUCT OF
THE YEAR
Through numerous refinements in front end and I.F.
circuits, and NAD's new Dynamic Separation circuit,
the NAD 4155 is nearly twice as sensitive as other
FM stereo tuners. High AM rejection and low
capture ratio suppress multipath interference in
both strong and weak signals and there's exceptional
immunity to strong- signal overload. Other features
include convenient high- precision digital tuning
with 5FM and 5AM presets.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£239.00

NAD 6130 Cassette Deck
The new NAD 6130 embodies the well-known
NAD philosophy of equipment design: in a
budget priced product the cost saving must be
on the outside — eliminating cosmetic frills and
seldom used features in order that the highest
performance parts and circuits can be used
inside. The quality of the circuitry, the precision

of the low- flutter tape transport, the low
distortion and wide dynamic range of the MX
permalloy head add up to alevel of performance,
in both recording and playback, that normally is
found only on more costly tape decks. Other
features of the NAD 6130 include Dolby B and
Dolby C noise reduction systems reliable peak

reading LED metres, instant release pause
control and microphone input. At Hi Fi Markets
we believe the new 6130 Cassette Deck offers
outstanding value for money.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£129.00

HIM MARKETS
Fantastic
Yamaha
Performance
from under £ 100

Yamaha A-320 Amplifier
Power output is apowerful 30 watts per channel (8ohms,
20-20,000Hz) with 0.05% total harmonic chstortion, and
the A-320 boasts an impressive list of features. Low noise
pbono equalizer, pure current servo amp, built-in
subsonic filter, gold plated phono terminals.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£99.50

Yamaha T-320 AM/FM Tuner

Matching tuner to the A-320. the Yamaha T-320 ensures
extremely high broadcast reception quality with the use
of exclusive Yamaha tuning technologies. It offers an
attractive choice to those tuner enthusiasts who prefer
the manual control and " feel" of ana ogue tu-ing.

NEW Yamaha CD- 400 Compact
Disc Player

The CD - 400 uses Yamaha's new generation of LSI's,
developed to the uncompromising " 2- micron" rule
standard. This kind of precision creates ahigher
circuit density for expanded control and function
capability, as well as greater reliability and stability in
digital signal processing. To match the increased
precision and tracking servo control capabilities of the
new LSI's, the CD- 400 is equipped with an incredibly
accurate 3 beam laser pick-up system. Other
advanced features include programmable random
access playback, index search, 3- way music search
and multi - function LED display. Another outstanding
compact disc player from Yamaha, highly
recommended by Hi - Fi Markets

Hi Fi Markets Price

£269.00

NEW Yamaha CD-X3
Compact Disc Player
Offering all the features of the CD- 400 in acompact
chassis.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£249.00

Yamaha CD- 3 ' Best Buy' CD Player

Hi Fi Markets Price

£99.so

Yamaha K-220 Cassette Deck

Features not normally found on cassette decks at this
price are standard on the K-2:20 - the high performance of
Dolby C noise reduction and full logic controls are just
two examples. Then there's 2motor microcomputer
transport control for smooth, positive switching.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£129.00

The CD- 3continues the Yamaha tradition of
excellence in compact disc player performance, with
refinements in circuit design and functions that offer
simple straightforward operation And it comes with a
remarkably low price tag, making the high

reproduction quality of atop- grade CD player more
affordable than ever before. A 12 mode remote control
unit is supplied with the CD- 3, for total control over
all player functions.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£349.00

2 Superb Audiophile Units

Yamaha A-420 Amplifier
Low impedance drive capability enables the A-420 to
drive two sets of speakers simultaneously or use low
impedance speaker systems. Very high dynamic power
enables it to reproduce the full dynamic range of high
quality music sources such as digital audio discs.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£149.00

Yamaha T-520 AM/FM Tuner

A total of 8AM and 8FM stations can be preset for
instant, one- touch tuning. The FM stereo/mono mode is
also memorized along with the station's frequency And
the new IF count PLL synthesizer tuning system used in
the r-520 ensures easy, one touch tuning

Hi Fi Markets Price

IL149.00

Yamaha K-320 Cassette Deck

Features high sensitivity hard permalloy head and
Yamaha's original 2motor transport with micro computer
controls Also Dolby Band C. 7segment LED peak meter,
intro scan forward and reverse music search facifity,
record return, auto record mute and auto source change.

Hi Fi Markets Price

L159.00

Yamaha A-520 Amplifier

Yamaha R-3 AM/FM Receiver

The A. 520 is equipped with Zero Distortion Rule
circuitry which eliminates amplifier induced distortion
by comparing the shape of the signal as it enters and
leaves the amplifier section. Power output is 75 Watts
per channel and with low impedance drive capability
the A-520 lets you drive two sets of speakers
simultaneously.

The R-3 is a35 W/ch receiver designed for high
dynamic power and low- impedance drive capability.
The tuner section features the new IF Count PLL
Synthesizer tuning system, for maximum tuning
accuracy with preset and Auto Search tuning, and
8AM/FM preset station tuning provides one- touch
tuning convenience.

Hi Fi Markets Price

£199.00

Hi Fi Markets Price

£189.00

Top Turntable Value
Yamaha PF20 Turntable
Designed for the audiophile on abudget, the Yamaha
PF20 incorporates afloating sub - chassis to assist in
accurate cartridge to disc contact. Come along to
Hi Fi Markets and see for yourself the excellent
value offered by the Yamaha PF20 - complete with
quality cartridge

Hi Fi Markets Price

£109.00

11 MARKETS
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Exclusive Purchase
SAVE £30 on
AR19B Speakers
Here's afantastic offer from Hi Fi Markets — apair of top
quality AR19B speakers at asaving of £30! The 19B's
with the latest speaker technology please the eye as
beautifully as the ear. The softly curving edges represent
an important advance in acoustic design, reducing
deffraction distortion to aminimum. And new high
performance drivers give the AR19B's wide dynamic
range, adequate power handling and low colouration.
Visit your local Hi Fi Markets dealer today and audition
these superb speakers. You'll agree that they're abargain
too good to be missed at Hi Fi Markets special offer price.

Normal Price £1-1-9rou
Hi Fi Markets
Special Price
£89.00 PER PAIR
While Stocks last.
New Goldring G1000 Cartridges
The G1000 series has astrong
one-piece body construction
and incorporates ultra rigid
glass reinforced polyester
pocan — the latest development
in material technology. The result
is arange of advanced, high
quality magnetic cartridges which
offer outstanding performance,
consistency and reliability for
the audiophile and budget hi-fi
owner alike.
Goldring G1010 with Elliptical stylus £29.95
Goldring G1020 with van den Hul Type 2stylus £44.95
Goldring G1040 with van den Hul Type 1stylus £69.95

"In a
nutshell it's
astonishing
to listen
to ,,
NEW HI-FI
SOUND
October
1985

Goldring EPIC Cartridges
A new magnetic cartridge
of advanced design which
delivers the performance
and quality of much more
expensive models. The
diamond tip bonded to a
sapphire shank yeilds a
lower tip mass for accurate
high frequency tracking.

Hi Fi Markets
Price
£16.50

r

he EPIC is awinner"
WHAT Hi FI July 7984

Yamaha YHL-006 Headphones

NAD Cartridges
NAD 9100
The NAD 9100 cartridge has been awarded a
'Best Buy' by HI-FI CHOICE.

Hi Fi Markets
Price £11.50
NAD 9200

This highly acclaimed cartridge has taken its
place amongst our foremost budget
cartridges due to its excellent performance
and value for money.

Hi Fi Markets
Price £25.00

'Ahead of any of the cartridges
discussed so far"
WHAT HI-FI October 1983

Available in black, red or grey, the YHL-006 offer anew dimension in headphone
performance— and fashion. Designed by Porsche, they feature unique wrap- around
styling that's contemporary. yet functional. Extremely lightweight and compact, their
form- fitting headband and earpiece design provides optimum pressure for maximum
listening comfort. And they roll up tightly to fit easily into pocket or purse.

Hi Fi Markets Price £29.50

HIFI MARKETS

Hi Fi Markets-the largest specialist
hi-fi retailer in the country
AVON
Bath
C. Milsoms
11/12 Northgate St, Tel 0225 65975
Bristol
Hi- Fi Markets
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
Radford H.- F,
52-54 Gloucester Rd. Tel 0272 428248
Weston Super Mare
Paul Roberts Hi Fi
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934 414423

BEDFORDSHIRE
Bedford
Bedford Audio- Comm
76 Bedford Road, Kempston Tel. 0234 854133
Dunstable
Ashton,
6 Hi h Street South. Tel 0582 608003
Bracknell
B & 8 HI- Fr
The PaviIlion. Pace's Sq Tel 0344 424556
Maidenhead
Hi Fi Markets
18 King Street Tel 0628 73420
Newbury
86 B Hi Fi
62 Northbrook Street Tel: 0635 32474
Reading
B& B Hi Fi
36 Minster Street. Tel 0734 583730
Windsor
Radford Hi - Fi
43 Km Edward Coed Tel 95 56931

Weymouth
Dorset Electronics Centre
28-29 Walpole Street Tel 0305 785729

ESSEX
Barking
Hyper Ir
28-32 Longbndge Road Tel. 01:591 6961
Basildon
Woolfmans
59 Upper Mall. Eastgate ShoppIng Centre
Tel 0268 285922
Braintree
Beechwood Audio
6 Market Street. Tel 0376 29060
Colchester
Golding & Co
14.16 Culver Street West Tel 0206 48101
Lyon Audio
16 Peartree Business Centre
Peertree Road. Sanwa. Tel: 0206 560259
Epping
Chew & Osborne
148 He Street Tel 0378 74242
Harlow
Esse. Discount
57 Harvey Centre Tel 0279 26155
Hornehurch
Waters & Stanton Electronics
12 North Street. Tel 04024 44765
Ilford
A.T Laboratories
442.444 Cranbrook Road. Gants Hill.
Tel 01.5180915
Loughton
Essex Dtscount
152 Koh Road Tel 01-508 0247
Romford
Essex I/scant
8/9 Swan Walk Tel 0708 46600
Saffron Walden
Chew d Osborne
26 Ifing Street Tel 0799 23728
Southend
Essex Discount
15-24 Southaurch Road, Victor. Caus
Tel 0702 63400
Soundtrack Hi-F,Vnleo Market
149 Leigh Road. Legh•on-Sea
Tel 0702 79150

LANCASHIRE
Bloc kpoo 1
Practical Ho - Fo
198 Church Street. Tel: 0253 27703
Clitheroe
Hr - Tech Audio
7Moor Lane. Tel 0200 26563
Lancaster
Practical Hi•Fi
84 Penny Street Tel 0524 39657
Preston
Norman Audio
51 Fishergate Tel 0772 53057

LEICESTERSHIRE
Leiceeter
Meys Hi Fi
27 Churchgate Tel 0533 58662
Kimberley Hi . Fr
6 Silmr Walk, St Maras Sq Tel 0533 539753
Loughborough
Stuart Westmoreland
33 Cattle Market Tel 0509 230465

LINCOLNSHIRE
Lincoln
Super Fi Lincoln
271, Hogh Street Tel 0522 20265
Stamford
Rodger d Green HIFt
9 Red ion Scurare Tel 0780 62128

LONDON

DEVON

68 High Street Tel 0923 26169

Manor Park E12
Knitherley H. 1.
698 Romford Road Tel 01 478 5137
London El 7
Myers Audio
7Central Parade. Hoe Street Tel 01-520 7277
London N7
Bartlett sHo • Fr
175 177 Holloway Road Tel 01 607 2148
London N12
Analog Aucho
649 Hogh Road Tel 01.445 1443
London N22
Hr Tek
150 ffigh Road Wood Green Tel 01 881 3320
London NW6
Studs 99
79.81 Fairfax Road Tel 01 328 6666
Audio T
190 West End Lane Tel 01 794 7848
London WI
HIFt Markets
20 Tottenham Court Road Tel 01 580 9098
Hr Fr Markets
28 Tottenham Court Road Tel 01 636 7536
Brran's Hi.F1
19 Tottenham Court Road Tel 01 631 1109
Spanal Audio d %ciao
29 Tottenham Court Road Tel 01 637 8702
Crag HI•
Fr
47 Tottenham Court Road Tel 01 580 9951
HI.F1Expenence at Loon House
227 Tottenham Court Road Tel 01 580 3535
K J Lmsuresound
48 Wigmore Street Tel 0. 486 8263
London W2
Kimberley Hr. Fr
376 Edgware Road Tel 01 724 0454
London W3
Acton Camera & Ne- Fi Center
86 High Street, Acton. Tel. 01-992 4788/2305
London 8614
Kensington Hr • Fr
288 Kensington HIgh Street Tel 01-602 7066
London SE13
Bill Vee Sound Systems
248 Lee High Road. Lewisham Tel 01-318 5755
London 5E18
Sevenoaks HI•Fi & Voleo
162 Powls Street. Woolvoch Tel 01-855 8016
London SW?
Unilet
14 Bute Street Tel 01-589 2586
London SW11
Sound Information
13 St Johns Hill Tel 01.228 7126
bedon SWI9
M O'Brien Hi Fi Ltd
95 High Street. Wimbledon Village.
Tel, 01.946 1528

Exeter
K.J.B. Electronics
143e Fore Street. Tel: 0392 37888
Radford Gulliford

HUMBERSIDE

(GREATER) MANCHESTER

Grimsby
Super Fi Gnmsby

Aylesbury
Aylesbury Ho Fodeloty
98 Cambridge Street Tel 0296 28790
High Wycombe
B & B Hi Fi
4 Priory Road. Tel 0494 35910
Milton Keynee
JCV Hi Fi & Video Superstore
IViscount Way. Dukes Drim.
Bletchle . Tel: 0908 367341

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge
Hr- Fr Markets
19-20 Market Street Tel: 0223 312240
Peterborough
The Hi Fi People
42 Cow ate Tel 0733 41755
Chester
Peters Hi- Ft
4 St Michaels Square
Grosmnor Precinct. Tel: 0244 21568
Doug Brady Hi Fi
Kingsway Studios Kingsway North
Tel 0925 828009
Wilmslow
Swift of Wilmslow
4/8 St Annes Parade Tel 0625 526213

CLEVELAND
Middlesbrough
Gilson Audio
172 Borough Road Tel 0642 248793

CORNWALL
Truro
Truro Hi•Fo
25 Ken. Street Tel 0872 79809

CUMBRIA
Barrow In Furness
Searle Audio
223-225 Rawlonson St Tel 0229 21233

DERBYSHIRE
Chesterlield
Audi.cene
132 Chatsworth Road. Brampton
Tel 0246 204005
Derby
Active Audio
12 Osmaston Road. The Spot Tel. 0332 380385

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham
Absolute Sound & Video
42 Albmn Street Tel 0242 583960

HAMPSHIRE
Aldershot
Bryants 111.Ft
81 High Street Tel 0252 20728
Andover
Andover Audoo
105 High Street Tel 0264 58251
Farnborough
Aerco Ho Ft
7Queensmead Tel 0252 520146
Portsmouth
Hopkons Ho Fo Centre
38:40 Fratton Road Tel 0705 822155
Southampton
Sextons
37 Bedford Place Tel 0703 228434

HERTFORDSHIRE
Berkhameted
Berkhamsted Photographic
48 Lower Kings Road Tel 04427 5943
Biehops Stortford
C
Ile Products
9 Bakers Walk. Sawbrulgeworth
Tel 0279 726746
Harpenden
Studs 99
82 High Street Tel 05827 64246
Ilitchin
The Record Shop
Herrenage Road. Tel 0462 34537
St Albans
Square Deal Electronics
101 Victoria Street. Tel 0727 52501
Ird.
H
.. F
, c'
.ty
d

28 Cowick Street, St Thomas Tel 0392 218895 Ti Cade , Gate. Tel 0472.43539
Plymouth
Hull
Framptons Ltd
Simply Hi- El
90/92 Cornwall St Tel 0752.27600
48 Springbank Tel 0482 29240

DORSET

KENT

Bournemouth
Suttons Hi Fo Centre
10 Gervis Place. Tel: 0202 25512
Christchurch

Canterbury
Canterbury HiiFi Centre
21 The Borgne. Tel 0227 65315
Chatham
Seven.ks HiiFi & Video
4 Railway Street. Tel 0634 46859
Sevenoaks
Sevenaks Hi Fi & Video
Ill London Road. Tel 0732 459555
Tunbridge Wells
Sevenaks Hi Fi & Video
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel 0892 31543

183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0202 473901
Gillingham
Blackmon, Vole Shops
The Square. Tel 07476 2474/2728
Poole
Direct Vision
The Arndale Centre. Tel: 0202 432143

Bolton
Cleartone Hi Fi & Video
235 Blackburn Rd Tel. 0204 31423
Manchester
Cleartone Hi - Fi & Vdeo
62 King Street. Tel 061.835 1156
Rochdale
Cleartone Hi.Fi d Vid.
52 Drake Street. Tel 0706 524652

Harrow
Harrow Audio
27 Spagfield Road Tel 01.863 0938
Hounslow
Moscal Images ltd
45 Hogh Street Tel: 01 570 7512
Uxbridge
Uxbridge Audto
278 Hi h Street Tel 0895 33474

NORFOLK
Norwich
Scarf* Audio % vat
161 Unthank Roid Tel 0603 622833

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Kettering
Kettenng Ht F.
68 Starnford Ro. Tel 0536 515266
Northampton
Lost. Inn
32A Gold Street Tel 0604 37871

NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
Aodro Taes
85 Royal Avenue Tel 0232 229907
Audm Times
47-49 Fountarn Street Tel 0232 249117
Colombia
Best Hr Fr
24 Km s te Street Tel 0265 52843

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham
Nottonghare Hi Fr
120-122 Alfreton Rd Tel 0602 786919

OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford
Absokits Sound I VIC100
19 Old Hogh Street Heading,.
Tel 0865 65961
imirsulrrteSorrnd&Vrrino
256 Banbury Road. St. ..down
Tel 0865 53072

SALOP
Shrewsbury
Avon Hr Fr
12 Barker Street. Tel 0743 55166

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
Holluorn /At F.
441 149 linlburn Street Tel 0724 060713
Dundee
The Hi Fo Shop
53 Overeat.. Tel 0387 MOO
Edinburgh
Hr Fr Corner
1Haddencenn Place Tel 031 556 7901
The Gramophone
Rose Street Pedestrian Preconct
Tel 031 275 9530
Glasgow
Ho Fr Corner
52 Gordon Street Tel 041 248 2840
Stereo Showrase
98 Bath Street Te 041 332 5012
Hamilton
Tom Dockson Cameras
8/10 Cadrow Street Tel 0698 283193
Inverness
Tele on the- Blink
65.67 Tommurich Street Tel 0463 233175

SUFFOLK
Lowestoft
John Wells Photo & Aucho Ltd
11 London Road North Tel 0502 3742
Ipswich
Eastern Audlo
41 Bramford Road Tel 0473 217217

SURREY
Croydon
Hi.Voltage
53-59 High Street Tel 01 681 3022
Speldings
352-354 lower Addiscombe Road.
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Woking
Aerco
11 The Broadway Tel 04862 4926
New Malden
U ilet
35 High Street Tel 01-942 9567

WALES
Cardiff
Audio Excellence
134 Creeps Road
Llandudno
Peters Hi:Fi
Voctona Buildong.
Craig Y- Don Tel
Syr
Audio Excellence
9 High Street Tel

Tel 0222 28565

Mostyn Aven..
0492 76788

0792 474608

WARWICKSHIRE
Warwick
JCV Hr Fr & Video
Wharf Street Tel 0926 493796

WEST MIDLANDS
Birmingham
Norman H held
35 37 Hurst Street Tel 021 622 2323
Coventry
Frank Harvey
8 Marlborough Road Ball Hell
Tel 0203 458946
Walsall
Bodge Ho Ft
TdH
Bdg St
t 710972 640456
litifednesbury
Woods Audio Wiwi'
1Upper High Street Tel 021 556 0473
Wolverhampton
Woods Atedm
39 Vortnna Street Tel 0907 177401
Yardley
Komherley Hi Fr
Swan Centre, Coventry Road
Tel 021 707 3640

WILTSHIRE
Devices
1101, J Rutter
17 The Britt. Tel 03E10 2268
Salisbury
Sr,ItrrrrsHrFrCnrrtme
7Fgodless Street Tel 0722 77171
Swindon
Ahsnliote Sound 8 Video
60 flent Street Tel 0791 18772

WIRRAL
Birk nnnnnn
Peters Hr Fr of Chester
11 St Wed...rob Square
Grange Precinct Tel 051 647 0626

WORCESTERSHIRE
Worcester
Johnsons Sound Service
43 Far Street Tel 0905 25740

YORKSHIRE
Castleford
Eric Wiley
64 & 85 Bancroft Road Tel 0977 553066
Huddersfield
Huddersfield Hr Fr Centre
2-4 Cross Church Street Tel 0484 544668
Leeds
Super Fr
34-36 Queen Victone Street
Tel 0532 449075
Imaga Hi.Fi
8St Anne's Road. Headingley
Tel: 0532 789374
Sheffield
Supedo
1Rockongham Gate. The Moore
Tel 0747 23768
York
Sound Organisation
36 Gillygate Tel 0904 27108

SUSSEX

Liverpool
W.A. Brady & Son
401 Srnithdown Road. Tel 051-733 6859
Beam, Radio
20-22 WhitechaPel Tel 05 1-7 09 9898

Brighton
Sevenoaks Hi Fi
55 Preston Street. Tel: 0273 733338
Burge.. Hill
Mid Susse. Electronics
163/165 Church Road Tel 04446 42336
Chichester
Malcolm Audio & TV
12 South Street Tel: 0243 787562
Harting.
Hastings Hi Fi
32 Western Road -el 0424 442975

MIDDLESEX

TYNE & WEAR

Enfield
AT Laboratories
159a Chase Side Tel 01-367 3132

Gateshead
LIntone Audru
7-11 Park Lane Tel 0632 774167

MERSEYSIDE

Newcastle Upon Tyne
Hi Fo Opportundoes
33 Hanydsides Arcade. Tel 0632 327791
Sunderland
Saxons
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel 0783 657578

Heed Officer Cousteau House.
Greycaine Road. Watford. WD2 4SB.
Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the Hi•Fi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of
going to press (26/2/96) but may be
subject to change without notice due to
fluctuations in Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT

15%

Not all the products featured in Hi Fi
Markets advertisements are available
at all branches.
Please check before travelling

SORRY
WE WON'T
SELL YOU
ANOTHER
THING
AFTER SALE STARTS APRIL 5

extra 10% discount off the whole range of products
It seems hard to believe we know, but it's true. During
contained in our standard price list — more than 100
our once-a-year sale starting April 5, no one will be
different brands — whether you pay by cash, cheque
allowed to buy more than one item from our
or personal finance.
Early Bird Specials Blue List. If you want two /
•
Sr even if you don't want to queue all night for
the answer, regrettably, will be no.
\
the Early Bird Specials, for awhole month
Last year there nearly was murder at our Blue /
Murder Sale. People at the front of the queue I'd'7 UNI LET \ ,, you can get some great bargains on
(,
the sort of hi-fi that is not normally available
were snapping up boxes of the most
ridiculously priced top-end gear and then
SALE \' ,,. at sales time.
Phone 01 942 9567 now or send
selling them at aprofit to people at the / Clip this coupon for our \ ç<'`<',„
back of the queue. Hence the „7,
extensive price list containing
\ (0,.,
the coupon for the
restriction this year to only one ,
;
›..9 e
details of over 100 brands.
v
'co full list of
Early Bird item per person.
/
• Surrey.
\
I's.
bargains
k,
Mail to: 35 High Street,
New Malden,
'
ey,
. . , at
Not that you won't be able
.,
-->
Britain s
's,.0 only real
HUI
to buy as many other items .4-<NAME
\‘'s hi-fi sale.
as you like — all at very ,,*(')/ ADDRESS
special prices. We only ,/
Licensed credrt broker WrItten
ivé
cletads on request Lower
have one sale ayea
/wAtir2—\
cfiscounts apply to crecfit card
and it's amonster.
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COMMENT
MICRO,that we have agreat
cracks are
scientific discovery
sweeping
here, but if anyone
the USA!
can stop chuckling
Apparently the
and investigate the
spindles and bearings
matter further, Iwould
of analogue turntables
be delighted to hear
are being damaged,
from them.
with permanent
' This whole business
effects on the players'
;of apparently offability to keep a
the-wall hypotheses
steady speed!
does raise ageneral
The culprit? Accordpoint, however, and
ing to Judith Reilly, a
one Ihave written
physics and matheabout in the past, the
matics Professor at a
subjective nature of
college in Massachusupposedly objective
setts, bursts of ultrascience. The BBC TV
sonic noise from
programme Horizon
digitally- mastered LPs
on February 17th,
cause microcracks to
written by Hilary
appear, which first
John
Atkinson
store and then release
Lawson, examined
energy, causing the platter to change speed.
just this topic, how ' seeing' and
In aseries of well- documented articles by
'observation' are not necessarily the same
Neil Levenson in the American record review
thing and how seeing actually requires of the
magazine Fanfare, computer- drawn graphs
observer aconsiderable degree of
show the speed stability of several
interpretation based on expectations and
turntables, measured every second with a
already-formed models and structures. In Ms
'reflective photo-tachometer', apparently
Lawson's words: ' What we see is governed
worsening as more and more digitallyby what we already know is there'.
mastered LPs are played, and then
When an observer observes something
improving with the playing of analogue LPs.
new, we are amused because we know he or
Worrying stuff, eh? If Reilly and Levenson
she must be wrong, as with the microcracks.
are right, then the sheer act of owning a
But if we suspect that that observer is, in fact,
record collection with asignificant
correct, we tend to keep silent. To some
proportion of recent LPs will destroy the
extent, this was the case with the 1985
pitch stability of your hi-fi system. However, I Lagadec and Stockham AES paper, reported
have to admit to feeling alittle sceptical.
in Richard Elen's long letter in ' Views' on
Professor Reilly's measurements are not the
p34, which provided strong factual reasons
conventional way of looking at turntable
for the disapproval expressed by some
speed problems, but as the effects she is
audiophiles about early digital recorders.
talking about are not trivial, they should have
A more enlightened academic attitude to
shown up in the conventional analysis of
subjective amplifier differences is also
wow, flutter and speed stability.
emerging . A show of hands at Martin
Secondly, all the published work Ihave
Colloms' talk on amplifiers to the British
seen on the spectra recorded on LPs
branch of the Audio Engineering Society last
suggests that there is more ultrasonic
December revealed the consensus of
content on analogue LPs rather than on
opinion to be that amplifiers do sound
digital ones. True, the usually under- damped
different, even when not overloaded and
HF resonance of moving- coil cartridges can
when frequency response differences have
boost the level of ultrasonic spuriae, and
been allowed for. ( Statistical analysis of the
mistracking can produce bursts of FIF noise
listening test results next month.) Yet so
as the stylus loses contact with the groove
many ' carefully- controlled' tests have given
wall. But even if we accept the presence of
negative results that ' golden- eared
ultrasonic hash, it is hard to see how there is
subjectivists' have been forced into acorner.
enough energy floating around to affect the
A paper presented by Les Leventhal of the
hardened spindle and bearing of ahighUniversity of Manitoba, Winnipeg, at the
quality turntable.
AES convention in New York last October
As my own Linn has played no end of
(How conventional statistical analyses can
'digital' albums, one would have thought it
prevent finding audible differences in
should exhibit the speed instability due to
listening tests, AES preprint 2275 C-9) offers
microcracks. Iplayed the 3kHz tone from a
areason for this dichotomy.
test record ( Denon XL7007), itself digitally
When using conventional statistics to
mastered, and used afrequency meter to
determine whether adetectable difference
count the number of cycles every second,
exists between two stimuli, it is customary to
thus repeating, after afashion, the Reilly
insist that there be only one chance in 20 that
experiment. A perfect record and turntable
the detection was due to luck, the so-called
will give acount of 3000 every time: over
95% confidence level. There are two major
one minute ( 60 samples) my Linn gave an
ways to make an error in interpreting the
average count of 3001, with 90% of the
results: one is to decide that adifference is
counts varying between 3004 and 2998 ie,
audible when in fact the two stimuli are the
speed stability within 0.1% limits. These
same, aType 1error; the second is to decide
results ( which were very dependent on how
that there is no difference when there is, a
accurately the record was centred on the
Type 2error.
spindle) are almost an order of magnitude
Leventhal's paper shows that the
below those quoted on an identical basis by
conventional analysis of an NB listening test
Professor Reilly.
of the kind commonly performed, with
Perhaps the Valhalla'd Linn is immune —
between 8and 16 presentations, has a
Reilly does propose acorrelation between
built-in tendency towards producing anull
the incidence of microcracks and the stability
result. The chance of committing aType 2
of the mains supply — but the case for
error could typically be up to 40 times
microcracks remains unproven as far as Iam
greater than that of committing aType 1
concerned. Before you dismiss Professor
error, unless avery large number of tests is
Reilly's hypotheses with amused scepticism,
carried out. The dice, therefore, are heavily
however, remember Arthur Koestler's words
loaded against the detection of differences,
on scientific progress: ' Many great
and much of the work ' proving' that
discoveries of science have been greeted
amplifiers sound the same must be regarded
with howls of laughter'. Iam not suggesting
as suspect. 4-
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. . . about squanderin

idrIZEZIN
From: Jane Fredricks, Edinburgh
Dear Sir, It is really rather depressing how
you folks go on and on boasting about your
fine discernments of exquisite qualities in
'high-end esoteric equipment. Quite
obviously, virtually none of this stuff has
impressed ' non hi-fi' record and broadcast
reviewers for quality generalist or musical,
operatic, o, dramatic publications. Krell cuts
no more ice than Godzilla did amongst
Spectator, Guardian, Harper's, or Downbeat
reviewers.
Haven't you ever considered that, through
the pressure of one-upmanship or, in a
misdirected spirit of solidarity amongst
audiophiles, your ear may invent some
nuances and refinements that effectively
don't exist, or are in fact distortions having
nothing much to do with quality
reproduction? Do you really ever get out of
your cloistered and cosy critical situation, to
weigh your preferences vis-à-vis those of
really independent reviewers? How come
most of them stick to the Quad or Hafler
grade of thing? They are tools of atrade, a
business expense depreciation write-off. Do
you suppose that all of our most widely
known and respected record critics have
decided to accept less than the best as they
hear it?
What Iam getting at is credibility in hi-fi
journalism. You have all squandered it.
About all you can preach to are the
converted. Twenty or 30 years ago, the
critical opinions and judgements of hi-fi
journalists used often to be seconded by
independent music and record critics. The
former swung alarge share of the market
over from radiograms to components. But
now, generally, hi-fi journalists are not
looked upon as being even trustworthy.
Their judgements and opinions are never
submitted to any process of verification
outside the fraternity. Few customers pay
attention to them. And most customers are
drifting back to all- in-one-go music systems,
in the absence of advice that can be trusted.
Even when you deal critically with affordable
products, you do so in atone and context
that spells condescension. Interspersed are
all kinds of implications that one can't get
'real' hi-fi without spending thousands,
whereas there is no independent seconding
of the opinion that this stuff is any better
than what you can have for some hundreds.
And no evidence that it is more reliable and
serviceable, either — in fact, quite the
contrary.
Yours faithfully

. . . about Jane Fredricks
From Colin MacKenzie, Managing Director,
Hi Fi Corner, Edinburgh
Dear Sir, After receiving two letters from
Miss Fredricks, Iwas rapidly coming to the
conclusion that she must be afrustrated
spinster who had nothing better to do but
write letters all day. As Ilooked at her
handwriting, Itried to imagine in my mind
what she must look like. My thoughts were
filled with this horrific vision. No woman
should look like that. Unfortunately it is my
belief that she does. Am Ibeing unkind? I
think not. I'm fairly certain that Miss
Fredricks would agree with me that she
would be voted the ugliest woman in
Scotland if there was such acompetition.
Why else is she not on the telephone and
speaks to people via the post office? Perhaps
she is in hospital convalescing after that
dreadful operation she must have had?
Initially, how did Iknow that she must have
had an operation? Is it because no-one
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normally has handwriting like hers? Or is it
because Iknow her dark and deadly secret?
Yes, Miss Fredricks, I've found out about
you. Your secret is safe with me for the time
being although if the editor works hard at
this letter he may also be able to discover it.
Yours faithfully

. . . about progress & never leaving
well alone
From: Paul Meckhonik, Streatham, London
SW16
Dear Sir, Regarding the comments of
Raymond Wood ( Views' January) and
others about up-market products, most of
us, if possible, will buy the best rather than
suffer the shortcomings of cheaper and
lesser products. As for reading about such
equipment, as the old TDK advert once said,
'Progress is amatter of never leaving well
alone'. This applies both to our hobby and,
I'm sure, to pleasure. We all started with
Pioneer classics and wished we could own
the Shh ... We all at one time or another had
an NAD amplifier but wished we had aNaim
or the like. If you don't want to enjoy your
hobby to the full, you may as well bury your
head in the sand and not let technology
touch you or perfection move you.
Yours faithfully

. . . about subjective differences
From. Michael Martin, New Eltham, London
SES
Dear Sir, Irecently purchased acopy of
HFN/RR for the first time in two years and
was somewhat dismayed to find that the
debate about subjective differences is still
going strong. For what it's worth, here's
another point of view.
For many years Iwas amember of the
build- it-yourself brigade and developed my
own preamp to apoint where improvement
became pointless; the power amps are the
Hitachi MOSFET design built from kits. When
the penultimate version of the preamp went
into service one problem remained; you've
guessed it, subjective differences between
leads, plugs and sockets — you name it and I
could hear which was the better alternative.
Different loads worked wonders with a
Supex 900, the difference between 4mm
binding- posts and the original connectors on
the ESL-63s stuck out like asore thumb, the
power amps lacked guts at the top end, and
even the Quad 405 produced midrange
nasties.
There was, however, apeculiar earthing
arrangement on that preamp. Inspired by an
article in Studio Sound, Ihad isolated all the
socket earths from one another; 5534s were
arranged as buffer amplifiers between a
clean earth and the sockets. Offsets
consequently existed between the socket
earths and required that everything plugged

in had to be isolated from the mains earth;
furthermore, this arrangement was
unsatisfactory from the point of view of
safety, which is why Ieventually mounted all
the sockets on an earth plane. The result?
The mains interference, audible nasties, and
subjective differences between cables
became negligible.
The conclusion that Idrew from this
discovery was that the major cause of
audible differences is the way that acircuit is
implemented, not the quality of the
components; in effect, it is the way that the
thing is put together, wired up, and the
boards laid out that matters— and this
appears to be critical in the case of the
preamp. To acertain extent it confirmed a
suspicion that 'tuning' one item is
compensating for problems that exist
elsewhere in the chain, and has the following
implication for items of equipment that
audition better than others: subjective
differences are only valid for the specific
configuration of reference hardward used in
acomparative test.
Yours faithfully

. . . about ' musicality' & hi-fi
From: William Sommerwerck,
Mechanicsburg, PA, USA
Dear Sir, James Boyk's article 'The Music of
Sound' ( September 1985), would seem to be
the final answer to the question 'What is
"musicality"?'. Jim gives excellent examples
of recording aberrations creating changes in
one's perception of musical values. Is this
not justification for judging sound
reproduction by one's musical reactions
(which has become common among high end reviewers)?
Idon't think so, and I'd like to quash any
attempts to draw unwarranted conclusions
from Jim's piece. Note that in each case, Jim
is comparing the copy with the original. He
has an immediately-accessible reference; he
is not listening anecdotally, dependent only
on his memory. This is ajudgement of
accuracy, not of ' musicality' ( whatever that
may be).
The thoughtless acceptance of ' musicality'
as an evaluative criterion seems to come
from abasic confusion between the purpose
of high fidelity recording, and its function.
Yes, the purpose is to supply musical
pleasure, but the function is to reproduce
sound as accurately as possible. The two
have no necessary connection. A badsounding, musically-disagreeable recording
may accurately reflect the lousy sound
impinging the mics, whereas the opposite
effect may be the result of artful doctoring.
When record producers talk of musicallyvalid recording (
ie, honoring the composer's
intent), they may not be speaking of literal
sonic accuracy. ' Beauty is truth, and truth,
beauty', does not apply.
But what ( you ask) about the Technician
and Musician listening modes that Jim
describes? Doesn't the latter justify the
concept of ' musicality'? Again, Idon't think
so. In making adistinction between the way
we listen, and who listens, Jim has cleverly
(and, Ithink, correctly) sidestepped the issue
of why so many musicians are such poor
judges of sound. He rightly points out that
anyone may listen in either of these modes,
depending on their mood.
But the loss of ' beauty' he describes ( I've
heard similar effects, which Icall aloss of
'character' or ' involvement') is itself asonic
'category', which one can learn to evaluate.
Further, like any other aberration it has a
physical cause and ( in principle) can be
analysed and corrected accordingly. That we
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have little understanding of the cause does
not mean we can put the effect in adifferent
perceptual category. No reviewer would be
caught dead saying aphono cartridge with
15% harmonic distortion, or a20dB peak at
10kHz, was ' unmusical'. They would say it
was inaccurate, because they understand the
relationship between its measured errors
and the bad sound. Dig?
To draw an analogy, think of someone
who understands frequency response, but
knows nothing of harmonic distortion. Given
asystem with dead- flat response, but large
amounts of odd- order distortion, he may
wonder why the sound is so hard and
unmusical, when the curve is flat. He would
almost certainly put this ( to him) inexplicable
sonic failing in adifferent perceptual
category, because he had no measurements
to correlate with the perception.
We don't do that because we are used to
hearing and thinking about such things. If we
understood what caused the loss of ' beauty',
we would then treat ' beauty' just as we treat
any other perceptual category. Designers
would talk of amplifiers having excessive
'rimbleflammis distortion', rather than
saying they were ' unbeautiful-sounding'.
Anyone who couldn't hear this measureable
distortion would be considered cloth- eared.
Measurements have away of converting the
metaphysical to the mundane.
In atwo hour phone conversation ( and I
thank him for finding the time), Jim
encouraged bypass testing for component
evaluation. He emphasized the use of live
program material ( not recordings) as the
source, to ' stress' the equipment with
complex material. In this Iconcur, and
suggest that if listeners and reviewers made
an effort to understand what Jim and others
(such as Peter Moncrieff) were trying to do,
rather than projecting their prejudices on his
test results, they would talk of ' musicality' a
little less glibly.
Yours faithfully
. . . about open inquin , praginatimn
Ñ nar& isisin
From: Neil Levenson, Audio Editor, Fanfare,
Los Angeles, California, USA
Dear Sir, How nice to observe open inquiry
getting the better of pragmatism, as in the
case of Martin Colloms' further test
regarding capacitors (
HFN/RR December
1985).
But to give colour spreads to both the
Penta Show and to Anne-Sophie Mutter in
that issue is to suggest that the latest in
musicians can be promoted much in the
same manner as the latest in audio
equipment. What happened to your sense of
irony?
To reach full potential, even to aim at full
potential, ayoung musician needs to learn
so much about the mystery of music, a
performer's relation to it, its relation to the
audience, and the performer's relation to the
audience. In the example of Mutter, it is sad
to see, instead, confidence and so-called
wisdom developed in respect to rigours of
concerts and the rigours of Karajan.
Her affinity with the narcissism and
spiritual cauterisation of Karajan speaks
volumes in this day of mediocrity. And a
musician like Celibidache, whose care for
music is unfashionable and nearly
incomprehensible to the mass press, gets a
send-off from her.
Ishould be heartened to read of the young
musician repulsed by Karajan's shallow,
starry-eyed narcissism, alternatively
entranced and made abetter musician by the
opportunity to work with Celibidache.
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Do any of your readers agree that
commerce perverts art?
Yours faithfully
. . . a out

DC's West Side Story

From: R Mark Hodgson, London N10
Dear Sir, Following Sue Hudson's letter
('Views' February) concerning the
controversy over the casting of DG's West
Side Story, Iwould agree that the use of
'opera' singers was amistake, although in
the event, Kurt Oilman and especially
Tatiana Troyanos, are superb. However, I
have it on excellent authority that the
'mistake' was DG's idea rather than
Bernstein's, and he went along with it as the
financial incentives were so strong. Iregret
this very much as Bernstein is unlikely to
record it again. The opportunity to hear a
'definitive' performance by the composer
with the forces originally envisaged has
been lost to posterity.
Yours faithfully
...
ser%k e
From: NB Hodgson, Chorlton-cum-Hardy,
Manchester
Dear Sir, Some considerable number of
years ago, Ibought one of the earliest
examples of A&R Cambridge's CA/SA-200
combinations, in fact the power amp is
numbered 000063. Ihad the preamp updated
to the latest spec, with some considerable
improvement in sound. ( It also drives my
Radford SP15 superbly, Ken.)
Just before Christmas, the power amp
went down on the right-hand channel. On
opening it up, Ifound that the power supply
capacitors were at fault: they had obviously
over- heated and the electrolyte had run out
on to the pcb.
Iwrote to A&R and they replied that this
problem was not unique with their early
production units and said that they would
replace the four capacitors free- of- charge,
even though the unit was well out of its
guarantee period!
Swifts of Wilmslow, from whom Ihad
bought the amplifiers, eventually ended up
by replacing all eight of the capacitors and
did not charge me apenny for the time they
spent doing it! Iknow that such companies
as Quad, KEF etc, are fabled for the superb
treatment of their customers and ( think that
both A&R and Swifts deserve to be added to
the list.
My thanks to both!
Yours faithfully

al)out atrue iticliothile
From: Mike Weston, Manager, Absolute
Sound and Video, Oxford, Swindon,
Cheltenham & Bristol
Dear Sir, It would be afitting tribute if you
could mention the passing of Mr Stan Bolton
of Moreton- in- Marsh in your pages. Stan
was awell-known frequenter of hi-fi shows
and shops as far afield as Oxford and Bristol,
ahi-fi ' nut' in the nicest possible way, and a
human being of the best possible sort. He
worked at the Fire Service College in
Moreton- in- Marsh and used to take asource
of music to work with him — no, not a
Walkman, but aRevox A77 with built-in
amplifiers and apair of LS3/5As — ameasure
of the man's dedication. Iwill always
remember his pleasure on receiving his
long-awaited Quad ESL- 63s after ordering
them months before: one of the few times
selling hi-fi can be really rewarding.
Stan was aregular reader of HFN/RR and
will, I'm sure, be aloss to everyone who
knew him.
Yours faithfully

... about the evolution of CD
From: Richard Elen, Bracknell, Berks
Dear Sir, Iwas unfortunate enough to be tied
up in aweek of ( digital) recording sessions
when the Sony/HHB/Studio Sour d'
Digital
Information Exchange' — to which Ken
Kessler's February ' Comment' column was
devoted — happened. Ihad plenty of
information on it, however: that's another
reason why Ididn't go. It was hardly aimed
at people like me ( or hi-fi journalists for that
matter).
It was aimed at those people in the musc
and recording business who still have
problems dealing with what digital audio is
about. Unfortunately, those guys ( especially
those in the record companies, as Kessler
points out) weren't there either. The record
company people never are — it's always chart
day ( or some other excuse) when you invite
them to anything that might make them look
as if they were uninformed if they attended —
so they never learn.
This, dear friends, is at least one of the
reasons why our shiny silver discs, so overly
praised by the admen at the beginning, still
don't always sound right. Indeed, far too
often they sound downright awful. Mainly
because the guys at the record company
don't know what they're doing and can't be
bothered to ask the people who do
(producers, engineers, artists) when it comes
to getting together the masters for Compact
Disc. So half the time, when the records
come out, we ain't happy, let alone the hi-fi
freak. People have taken our lovely tapes and
mangled them without even having the
kindness to tell us they were doing it.
Sixth- generation production master copies.
No line-up or Dolby tones. Weird
equalisation. Off- azimuth. If you make aCD
from acopy of the nth- generation
production cutting master for Venezuela, it
will certainly sound at least slightly odd.
But there is more. Yes, in the studio, digital
is afait accompli. . . in asense. As far as the
manufacturers are concerned, it is. They are
currently gearing up for aVHS/Betamaxstyle war with machines that cost around a
hundred grand each and they want to sell
them into the studios. So of course their
machines work perfectly. Of course the
whole idea of digital is wonderfully perfect
and incapable of improvement. If you're a
studio person and abit worried about
spending all that bread, that's exactly what
you want to hear. Manufacturers are like
that. Certainly, Ihave yet to hear amajor hi-fi
manufacturer or distributor invite me along
to apresentation to tell me how naff their
gear is. Why is Kessler surprised?
Those of us who have been messing with
this digital stuff in the studios for some years
now know that it really ain't like that. We
don't believe manufacturers any more than
you do. Like you, we believe our ears. We
decided along time ago ( this stuff has been
around for around adecade now) that the
fact about digital was not that it cleared away
all the nasty things we disliked about
analogue, but that it replaced one nasty set
of problems with another. The point has
always been, ' Are the new problems as bad
as the old ones?' We reckon they aren't.
We had been working with at least 24
tracks at atime for over adecade, and we
already knew that the main problem with
that particular medium was noise— caused
by narrow track widths and large numbers of
tracks. We didn't even like the noise level on
stereo recorders. The fact that it's below the
noise on your average black plastic record is
neither here nor there. We didn't like it. So
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with that) but because getting from analogue
to digital and back again was aprocess
fraught with audible problems. Many of
them are exactlythe same problems as the
analogue supporters in the hi-fi fraternity
were pointing out from the beginning.
They pointed out how our all- pass filters,
our anti-aliasing and our anti- imaging filters
mangled the phase response, caused preand post- echoes, and generally messed
things up — enough to hear it. So even the
manufacturers knew they hadn't reached the
end of the development line. What
technology ever does? The manufacturers
went back to their labs and worked on how
to get round the problems, in ways which
Lagadec and Stockham laid out for us to see.
The results of their work are hardly on the
market yet — so now, as then, almost all the
digital recordings you'll hear have audible
faults which are not present on analogue
recordings. But bear in mind that even with
those faults, we reckon that digits, by and
large, sound better. We just think they could
sound better still. No doubt the next
generation will still have areas for
improvement. Digital audio is such anew
technology that every new generation is
markedly better than the previous model.
Analogue techniques keep improving too —
most of our consoles are still analogue, for
example, and there's plenty of good reason
for thinking that they will stay that way for
some time— but the improvements are less
obvious.
Meanwhile, back in the studio, we've been
actively comparing our old analogue
machines with the new digital ones, and
deciding that sometimes our old machines
sound better. We've been telling the
manufacturers so, and telling them what we
want from digital recorders, and they've
been doing it. The DASH and Pro-Digi
professional digital open- reel recorder specs
were developed on the basis of suggestions
for improvement made by the industry.
We in the studios don't merely want a
'better life', as Kessler puts it: we want it to
sound right, dammit, just like you do. At the
moment, digits make our life harder ( and a
good deal more expensive): the only reason
we put up with them is because we like the
way they sound, and are confident that they
will sound even better ( and give us an easier
life too). We need to see better and more
robust error correction. Better filters. Better
analogue circuitry at each end. We get very
annoyed when we don't get it. And we buy
our gear from the people who offer the best
—and when they get it wrong, we tell them,
in no uncertain terms.
The problem, as always, lies with the
record companies, who can't reconcile better
quality with what their accountants tell
them; who don't understand that people
listen carefully to records and prefer better
quality, and that the studios are trying to
give the consumer just that ( because we like
quality too); who don't understand the old
technology, let alone the new; and who can't
be bothered to come along and learn when
our people try to offer them the chance.
We're on the same side, really: you
listeners and we who make the records in the
first place. Yes, there will be differences in
the way things sound with one technology
as opposed to the other. Yes, you may not
know which is closer to the way we heard it
because you weren't there at the time. Yes,
some digital recordings will sound ' cold'
because we can't put down ' cold' sounds on
tape and expect the digits to warm them up
the way analogue did — because they don't.
We have to get it right in the first place —

what we put on now is what we get back —
and we don't always do it right. We're
learning too!
In studios across the world, at Nimbus,
Chandos, Windham Hill and — believe it! — at
EMI, engineers and producers are trying to
capture the best possible sounds and
performances.and deliver them on tape to
the record company the way we heard them.
We reckon that digital techniques can help
us do it. Both you and we and our artists
would like the record companies to
understand what we're trying to do, which is
to bring you, the listener at home, the sound
experience we had when we played back the
take in the studio, liked it, and labelled it
'Master'.
We would like the record companies to
make money relaying that experience we
had to you. But we'd like them to get it right
too. Maybe today they see less wrong with
digits than the advertising copywriters did
when CD was launched. Maybe they just
don't know one way or the other. But we like
to think that we do know. We hear the same
things wrong with digits, by and large, as
you do, and with any luck we stand agood
chance of changing those things for the
better. With your help, abetter chance.
So don't worry about whether or not we
can see through professional manufacturers'
propaganda. Don't worry about the
converted preaching to the converted at a
recording industry seminar— we can deal
with it. Don't worry about what you might
feel eavesdropping on agroup of industry
people discussing the day-to-day problems
and advantages of working with anew and
rapidly- developing technology.
Worry instead about the people who
vveren'tthere to listen and understand abit
more. They're the people who give you naff,
noisy pressings, won't release enough on
DMM, and will unwittingly give you duff
Compact Discs. Half the time it's not because
they vvantto give you rubbish— although
sometimes that may indeed be expedient —
it's simply because they don't know any
better and don't seem to be able to be
convinced that learning how to do it right
might be useful. Most of the time they don't
think you'll notice anyway. You can help by
showing them that you do notice and you do
care. We seem to be singularly unsuccessful
in persuading them of that fact, so we're left
simply doing our best and hoping that it gets
through the production process.
It's not atechnical problem we're looking
at. Most of us know that digital audio
technology in general and Compact Disc in
particular can be better, and both we in the
studios, and the manufacturers, are working
on exactly that. What happens between us
and you — after it leaves our hands and
before it crackles out of your loudspeakers —
is so much more of aproblem, whatever the
medium, that it makes the studio technology
side pale into insignificance. It's an
education problem — help us to solve it.
Yours faithfully

. . . and finally asign of the times froi
Jeff Goggin Of The Absolute Sound.
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when we were offered virtual noiselessness,
freedom from distortion and wow and
flutter, and so on, we were terribly
interested. But we didn't like the side effects.
In particular, we didn't like the fact that
reverberation decays were abit odd, that the
top end sounded abit hard, and afew other
things ( like the fact that wandering speed on
atape recorder didn't cause wow— it caused
timing changes!). As it happened, neither did
the manufacturers. They went away and
improved it. They added amysterious
Uncertainty Principle called ' Dither' to clear
up the echo decays. They went from 14 to 16
bits. Upped the sample rate. And afew other
things.
Ultimately, we were offered astereo
package ( and later, several stereo and
multitrack Other Packages) in which the
advantages outweighed the disadvantages.
The advantages you all already know— and
they really are true. The disadvantages are
more subtle than you can possibly imagine.
The inconvenience of electronic editing
(a problem that's well on its way to
disappearing). The fact that digital doesn't
warm-up and smooth out the sound the way
analogue does— that you get back what you
do, or don't, put on: punch, transients,
dynamics and so on. ( Honest — we're doing
NB tests all the time: between live and tape,
in the studio.) That if you record things badly
on analogue, you can get away with it, while
on digital, the masks are taken off and it
sounds awful. That you need to take more
care with every last thing you do. That
analogue multitrack classical recordings
mixed to stereo digital aren't good enough
for stereo digital — it should be done live to
stereo with no intervening stages. And many
others. Most important of all, we noticed that
digital recording as we were offered it was
not immutable.
Honestly, you can make adigital recorder
that sounds bad. The early ones were — but
we all knew there was potential there. The
current offerings in the professional digital
field are simply ones in which the problems,
as far as we are concerned, are not as nasty
as the problems with their predecessors —
analogue or digital. We are not stupid, we
will not be swayed by afashion unless it
works. Here at the sharp end, we have only
our ears to tell us what's going on. This is a
good deal more than the average record
company executive has going for him.
We told the manufacturers to make digits
sound right. They have nearly succeeded.
If digital audio in the studio is afait
accompli, it's simply because the guys who
spend all their waking hours slaving over
professional recording gear, after careful
consideration — if you have to persuade the
accountants to spend God- knows- howmany- grand on anew tape recorder, ' careful
consideration' is an understatement—
decided that digits were, by and large, better
than the old way of doing it. Indeed, whether
or not digitalisa better way of doing it is less
controversial to the average studio person
than agood many things. We went through
that one in the late ' 70s.
Thus, so far, Kessler is largely right, is he
not? Indeed so. Where he is just alittle
wrong is in suggesting that we think that
digits can't sound any better. We know damn
well that they can! Two years ago, Lagadec
and Stockham ( of Studer and late of
Soundstream respectively, so they should
know) pointed out before attendees to the
Paris AES Convention that digits didn't
sound nearly as good as they should. Not
because chopping up sound into little bits
was abad idea ( alow-pass filter will deal
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SONY ES
ELECTRONICS
Sony have anounced a new
range of hi-fi separates aimed at
the specialist sector, the first
deliberate move in this area since
the Esprit series of a few years
back. The first glimpse of this
range was the now-familiar highend CD player, the £ 2000, twobox CDP552es/DAS702es, along

SENNHEISER HD540
REFERENCE
First seen at the 1985 Berlin
Show, Sennheiser's new flagship
headphones are now available in
the UK. Deceptively light despite
their large size, the HD540s live
up to the ' reference' tag by virtue
of sonic advances gained by use
of aluminium voice- coils. Performance is said to rival electrostatics for speed and transient

DENON CASSETTE
DECKS
Denon have updated their popular DRM33/44 series decks with
the new DRM33HX Manual Bias
(£289.95) and DRM44HX Auto

with the other well- received ' 02
Series CD players.
These are now joined by the
100W/channel TA-F222ES integrated amplifier (£ 199.95) and
120W/channel TA-F444ES amp
(£299.95), the ST-S222ES
(£149.95)
and
ST S444ES(£199.95) digital tuners,
and the TC-K444ES 3- head cassette deck (£ 299.95). We'll be
examining acomplete ES system
in a future issue.
recovery, gains made without the
added complexity, driving difficulty, or high costs. The HD540
Reference, in keeping with Dr
Sennheiser's insistence that they
represent maximum value for
money, will sell here for around
£75. KK is assessing a pair at
present and will report his findings in due course. For further
details, contact Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont
St Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG
Bias/Direct-Drive (£349.95) models. Features include Dolby HX
Pro, a modified head block for
improved tape travel, LC-OFC
cabling, and real-time counter.
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Chiltern
Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks. SL9
9UG.

TOSHIBA PORTABLE
CD
Not long after putting ¿he final
touches to our portable CD player
round- up this month, Toshiba
informed us of their own entry
into this market with the new
XR-P9RC, which appears to suffer
the lowest power consumption of
the lot. This will help to minimise
one of the main complaints about
portable CD players, and Toshiba
have taken the art astage further
by adding remote control. The
XR-P9RC will sell for £ 249 including the remote control, battery
pack, mains adaptor, and carrying case. Still on the portable
front, Toshiba have added a CD-

equipped radio/cassette portable
ie, ghetto blaster) called the RI7095 for around £429; they've
expanded their midi line-up with
the CD-equipped SL-77 at £449.

indicate stereo reception, amono
button, and pushbutton activated
AFC.
Price is £ 139.90 inc. VAT.
Owners of the stylish and affordA&R also inform us that they
able A&R Arcam Alpha integrated amplifier can, at last, buy a have uprated the popular Arcam
matching tuner. The Alpha Tuner One speaker by improving the
is athree-waveband unit offering bass/mid driver and crossover;
pushbutton waveband selection, the housing has been changed to
rotary tuning control, and alinear ataller, slimmer design. Formerly
frequency scale with ' dual role' available as a passive/active
pointer; on LW and MW it glows model, it is now passive- only.
green, while on FM it changes Price is £329.90/pair, with dedifrom red to orange as it moves on cated stands available for £ 57.501
station, turning green when pre- pair. A&R Cambridge Ltd, Denny
cisely located. The A&R tuner Industrial Centre, Waterbeach,
also provides a red beacon to Cambridge CB5 9PB.

A&R TUNER

LOGIC
Logic have announced a new
flagship turntable due this year
which incorporates a new,
patented drive system; recommended price will be £600 if
partnered with the Datum II arm
or £700 with the Datum S. The
current Logic range now consists
III- II
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TEAC LATEST
TEAC have joined the rear-channel brigade with their own NV
surround- sound processor. The
AV- 400 (£ 179) offers proper
Dolby surround capability
(including a built-in 5-30ms delay
facility) as well as Matrix, Hall,
and pseudo stereo effects. The
AV-400 also incorporates its own
20W/channel amplifier for the
rear speakers.
TEAC have also announced a
new twin-cassette deck and three
new CD players. The W-880RX
cassette deck (£399) offers double auto- reverse facility for up to
three hours of uninterrupted
recording, double speed dubbing, Dolby-B, -C, and dbx noise
reduction, computerised search/

FINNISH PREAMP
While it's not our policy to torment you with tales of desirable
products unavailable in the UK,
we thought you might like to
know of an all- new valve preamplifier from Finland. Though not
known for its contributions to
hi-fi, Finland can boast asmall— if
active — audiophile circle, and
one of its number, designer
Jarmo Ohvo, is building a highend design he calls the Illusion
No.1. This preamp is handmade
in small quantities, demand
stemming from friends and
acquaintances who heard a
preamp Jarmo had built for himself. Selling in Finland for around

O

select capability, and an on- board
5- band graphic equaliser. TEAC's
new CD players include the
PD230, a basic model selling for
£229 while the ZD3000 and
ZD5000 models are firmly aimed
at the high end, as evidenced by
their prices of £579 and £ 669
respectively. Both offer remote
control, two D/A converters, oversampling digital filter, a floating
insulation system to protect the
players from external vibration,
and a variety of programming
options. The ZD5000 also provides the facility for remote control of the output level as well as
incorporating heavy-duty isolating feet for better vibration
damping. Details from Harman
UK, Mill Street, Slough, Berks
SL2 5DD.
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£2200, the Illusion No.1 boasts a
single mother board eliminating
all internal wiring, passive RIAA
eq, fine-trimming ability for all
line inputs, star earthing, avalvelife timer, and a host of other
novel features. Write to Home
Audiostudio, PL 66, FI -15401
Lahti, Finland.

AMSTRAD CD
SYSTEMS
As threatened, Amstrad have
announced apair of rack systems
with CD capability to sell for
under £350 complete with speakers, rack, amp, twin- cassette,
equaliser etc, etc. The CD1000
system (£299) differs from the
CD2000 (£349) by virtue of the
latter coming complete within a
free-standing unit; the CD1000 is
a shelf- ready ' midi'. Technical
details were not included in the
press release.

GOLDMUND
INTERFACE
Designer Bruce Brisson, of Monster Cable and MIT fame, has
created an interface box for use
with Goldmund turntables. The
module, housed in a box small
enough for internal mounting
with the Studio and Studietto
models, is passive and has no

of the Datum II arm (£ 119), Datum
S arm (£ 230), and Tempo turntable with Datum II arm for
(£239). An electronic speed conCD TRENDS
trol variant will be made available
for £ 299. Logic can now be Recent market research suggests
reached at Logic International that total sales of CD players in
Limited, 19 Hurlbutt Road, Heath- the UK for 1986 will be 180,000,
cote Industrial Estate, Warwick an increase of 200% over
1985.The projection continues,
CV34 6TD.

gain, yet it promises to restore
the group delay of signals from
even the finest of m-cs; it does ,
not affect loading.
Installed between the arm termination and preamp, the Goldmund Interface is fitted with
Lomo connectors and LC-OFS
wiring. Cost is £600. Absolute
Sounds, 42 Parkside, Wimbledon,
London SW19.
with anticipated sales of 360,000
for 1987, 600,000 for 1988,
800,000 for 1989, and 950,000 for
1990. They expect most of these
sales to come from 25-44 year old
males.
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Question: What do Audio Research and Conrad-Johnson
have in common?

Answer: The Infinity Reference Standard IB speaker.
The Infinity RS IB is the reference loudspeaker utilized by both Conrad-Johnson and Audio Research for all their major evaluative
work, as well as their listening pleasure.
These two distinguished valve amplifier manufacturer, along with the world's audio reviewers acknowledge that the RS-IB speaker
system is the finest available — surpassed only by Infinity's prohibitively expensive IRS system.
The Absolute Sound has written: ".. . the Infinity RS-IB is the best speaker Ihave ever lived with." And Stereophile concluded that
The " RS-IB must be ranked among the very best speaker systems money can buy."
The RS-IB system consists of four modules — two bass columns and two midrange/treble columns mounted in mathematically
curved diffraction control wings of solid oak. The radiating sound waves produced are nearly spherical, approximating apoint
source. The result is a level of musical realism that will astonish you.
The RS-IB is speaker for the fortunate few whose training, temperament and passion for music are matched by the means to
acquire it.
Where room size and budget are considerations the Infinity Reference Standard 11B is the only alternative. This speaker is ahighly
sophisticated adaptation of the technology used to create the RS-IB.
Much of the design philosophy embodied in the RS-IB and RS-IIB have been incorporated into much more affordable models.
The RS4B, for instance, captures the musicality and soundstaging of the costlier designs.
The Infinity Reference Standard Series of loudspeakers are now available through selected dealers in England. Scotland and
Northern Ireland.
Infinity Reference Standard loudspeakers are distributed by Automation Sciences Co., 20 Little Gaddesden, Berkhamsted. Herts
HP4 IPA, 044284-2786.

NEWS
PINK TRIANGLE
REPLACED

CLIFF STONE PI
Cliff Stone Audio Products,
manufacturers of the highly
regarded Foundation speaker
stand, have launched a new
model which they feel represents
the state of the art. The new
stand, called ' Pi', incorporates
twin support columns optimally
positioned according to much
subjective testing, a special formula infill, and structural crossbraces to prevent any flexure of
the structure. The Pi also incorporates spikes below, but spikes or
clamping between the speaker
and the stand have been deemed
undesirable. Weighing 20kg, the
Pi sells for £249/pair. We'll be
reviewing Cliff Stone's Pi in a
future issue. For details, write to
Cliff Stone Audio Products, 50
Poynders Hill, Leverstock Green,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2
4PH.

The Pink Triangle turntable is to
be replaced by a new model, the
PT TOO. To sell for around £520,
the new model, bristling with
electronic refinements, should
offer a reduction in motor vibration and noise, improvements in
spatial qualities and stability, and

B&O TWINCASSETTE

B&O's new Beocenter 4000 is the
Danish company's first twin-cassette offering. Selling for £545,
the 4000 consists of an FM/AM
tuner, amplifier, and two cassette
decks which provide tape-to-tape
transfer, voice-over recording,
and a number of multi- programme options for creative editing. The decks also provide autoreverse and continuous play facilresulting in unexpected bonuses ity, next and return functions, and
ORTOFON'S LATEST for
Hi Fi Western of Newport, Dolby HX Pro. The tuner section
Ortofon have announced their Hypertech in Letchworth, and offers four presets, the amplifier
first-ever high-output m-c cart- Spaldings of Croydon. The fact
ridge. The new X1MC yields 2mV that Spaldings is only a stone's
SANSUI AU-G3OX
output, despite using fewer wind- throw from these offices and JA's
ings than would be expected, parents live in Letchworth is Yet another Japanese manufacbecause of radical design fea- purely coincidental.
turer has taken heed of what the
tures the company is not yet at
Staying with Ortofon ( busy, UK has to offer, this time Sansui,
liberty to reveal. The X1MC is aren't they?), we have also with a new integrated amp
housed in a flat-topped body learned that Ortofon UK will be designed with input from Britit
which departs from the tradi- distributing Canton loudspeakers experts, including our own Martional Ortofon shape, and uses from Germany. Canton offer a tin Colloms. The £ 179 AU-G3OX is
samarium- cobalt magnets and range of over 15 models as well conservatively rated at 45W/
tipped elliptical stylus. Com- as car speakers, satellite/sub- channel, with capability of yieldpliance is in the 14-16cu region, woofer systems, and active sys- ing 175W/channel transients into
and the price will be under £40. A tems. We had the opportunity to 2ohm loads.
dearer model, the X3MC, is iden- examine three of the models
Though externally very
tical except for its fine line stylus; likely for importation, and all
price will be under £60.
were notable for their smart stylIn a display of largesse typical ing, excellent construction, and
of the Men In Red, Ortofon UK remarkable finish. For details,
have awarded three dealers with contact Ortofon UK, Denmark
vast quantities of cartridges for House, Tavistock Industrial
showing commitment to the mar- Estate, Ruscombe, Twyford,
que. Our own JA drew the names Berks. RG10 9NJ. Tel: 0734
from a hat, er, cardboard box, 343621.

SOLI-CORE CABLE
Cable Design have launched a
new lead, called Soli- Cores,
made up from solid-core wiring
of differing cross- sections, with
each wire individually insulated.
High purity copper is used, as
well as an optimum wiring configuration, and leads are labeled
for directionality. Especially

DELTEC SOLIDCORE
Deltec Precision Audio have
announced the world's first solidcore tonearm and low level interconnect. The STURN is made
from four 0.4mm silver-plated,

QED AMP & TUNER

appealing is the price: £ 1.65/
metre! Contact Cable Design at
87 Chessel Crescent, Bitterne,
Southampton SO2 4BT.
PTFE insulated, OFC cores per
conductor, and employs multiple
winding construction. Available
with 5- pin, phono, or BNC connectors, STURN prices start at
£38 for a 0.5m pair. Deltec Precision Audio, 16 Claude Road,
Roath, Cardiff CF2 3PZ.

MERIDIAN TUNER
After much delay, Meridian have
at last released an FM tuner to
match their innovative MCA and
MLP modular amplifier units. The
MFM tuner provides six presets
with digital read-out, and is a
'two box' unit with an outboard
power supply. The price of £359
includes the module to connect it
to Meridian's component amplifiers, but an £80 reduction will be
made for consumers who already
have a connecting module. For
further details, contact Boothroyd
Stuart Ltd, 13 Clifton Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7EJ.
HI- H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

an overall lowering of distortion.
Though exact details of the electronics are not yet available, a
known modification to the basic
PT includes repositioning of the
motor. Owners of the original
Pink Triangle can have theirs
uprated to PT TOO specification
for £ 138. Pink Triangle Projects
Ltd, 4 Brunswick Villas, Camberwell, London SES 7RR.
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QED have replaced the familiar
A230 integrated amplifier with
the A230S, a lower- powered,
slightly simplified variant of the
A240CD. Noise floor of the A230S
betters the A240's by 6dB in the
disc stage due to the completely
redesigned preamplifier stages,
and the transformer has been
uprated. Price remains at £ 109.
The new amplifier is ¡ oined by the

NATIONAL
DISCOGRAPHY
In January, the National Discography, the UK record industry-endorsed recordings information service, was launched to
meet the needs of the music
industry and anyone — from dealers to customers — who has an
interest in recorded material.
This compilation will be run by
National Discography Ltd, which
is a wholly owned subsidiary of
The MCPS. ND will be jointly
financed and administered by
MCPS and the British Library
National Sound Archive ( NSA).
Record companies have agreed
to supply ND with copies of
newly released product, including 7, 10 and 12in. singles, picture
discs, EPs, LPs, cassettes, CDs
and music videos, all of which

yields 20W/channel, and inputs
are provided for CD, turntable, a
third tape deck, and microphone,
while outputs are available for
two pairs of speakers and headphones. Bang & Olufsen UK Ltd,
Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4
7DE.
Japanese in character — je,
there's no shortage of facilities —
much subjective assessment
went into its design, and the
Sansui promises to rival such
worthies as the various Rotel and
NAD budget amplifiers. The San sui uses selected low- noise ICs in
the m- m-only phono stage and
single- point earthing.
Sansui Electronics ( UK) Ltd,
Unit 10A, Lyon Industrial Estate,
Rockware Avenue, Greenford,
Middlesex UB6 OAA.

T237 Dual Mosfet Stereo FM
Tuner. Selling for £ 149, the T237
features manual tuning in addition to four presets, adual MOSFET analogue front end for
improved RF performance, and
five separate power supplies for
the signal processing circuits and
display circuits.
For details, contact QED at Unit
12, Ashford Industrial Estate,
Shield Road, Ashford, Middlesex
TVV15 1AU.
will be used to compile the
National Discography.
Information relating to these
recordings will be compiled on
the MCPS's computer systems.
This ADABAS database uses a
DEC VAX11/780 8Mbyte memory,
with a similar machine for
development and backup. The
two machines share on-line disc
capacity of 3.3 Gigabytes.
The first phase of this massive
project will be completed within
four years, and by January 1990
the National Discography will
cover all currently produced
discs, audio and video tapes, plus
all available imported items,
deletions and reissues that have
occurred in the interim period.
The National Discography Ltd,
Elgar House, 41 Streatham High
Road, London, SW16 1ER ( 01677-5141).
Donald Aldous
39

Reeling, punchdrunk, battered and
broken.
CD crashes to the canvas floor. Out for
the count.
We can all dream.
But the reality is that CD with all of its
inherent problems, is here to stay — not
to conquer but certainly to compete.
Analogue must meet the challenge, and
it has the perfect champion in Thorens.
Backed by along line of classic designs
such as the now legendary TD 124 and
160S, Thorens has now focused its experience and expertise on producing acontender to outperform CD on the critical
grounds of both quality and price.
For the true audiophile, Thorens is the
logical choice. The ingenuity of design is
exemplified by the split- chassis and unique
leaf springing which isolates the arm
board mounting from the motor. This provides asimple solution to the problems
that have plagued rival manufacturers for
more than adecade.
The four new models are outstanding
in terms of value for money. The range
kicks off with the budget- priced TD 316
then follows through with the TD 318
model which comes with friction-free,
velocity- sensing electronic shut off.
The TD 320 has the additional attraction of aprofessional TP16 MkIll tone arm,
but the crowningglory of the new Thorens
300 series is the TD 321 which sits proudly
at the top end of the range. It doesn't
include an arm but easily justifies the price
tag on sheer quality of performance.
The CD cliques may scoff but the fundamental design of their system is intended
to, at the very least, inhibit if not completely eliminate the very idiosyncracies
and nuances of human genius and performance that go to create great music.
From the esoteric analogue audiophile
to the rising breed of digital enthusiasts,
the new 300 series offers awelcome confirmation of traditional standards married
to new technology — the result of which
has to be heard to be believed.
The masters have awoken.

T1101;t251
MASTERS OF THE ANALOGUE SOURCE

When CD
threatens the
existence of
Analogue, it's
time for the
Masters
to start flexing
their muscles.

marketing expert par excellence. MOTION ELECTRONICS have
EVENTS
What he didn't know about the introduced a 100- channel TV
ASTON AUDIO are presenting hi-fi industry probably wasn't sound tuner which, using the
musical evenings on Monday worth knowing.
latest technology, is designed for
March 24th and Monday May 1st BARCLAY CROCKER, the Amer- domestic and overseas use.
at the Stanneylands Hotel, Wilm- ican company specialising in Motion Electronics, 622 Tonslow, Cheshire. The March even- open- reel tape issues of commer- bridge Rd, Wateringbury, Maiding features an Automation Sci- cially recorded material from the stone, Kent. Tel: 0622 812814.
ences system of conrad — john- Philips, Vanguard and Vox labels, TDK have opened a tape manuson, Cello, van den Hul and is to close this Spring, due, it is facturing facility in Germany.
Burmester, while in May, Abso- said, to the effect on their market CELESTION have won an award
lute Sounds will be demonstrat- of Compact Disc.
for advances in audio technoling the Apogee Duetta full- range The FBA/BADA advertising cam- ogy. The award was granted by
ribbon loudspeaker, the two-way paign ( see ' Comment' January) the US magazine Audio Video for
baby sister of the Scintilla. Ring was a success, we are told, with Celestion's one-piece metal
0625 525225 for tickets.
some retailers increasing their tweeter.
London dealer THE SOUND sales of UK- made equipment by CD SINGLES have finally arrived,
ORGANISATION are presenting as much as 40%.
with John Martyn's 'Angeline'
Naim days on Saturday 5th and USA TEENAGERS listen to over being the first commercially
12th April and an Exposure day 9hours of recorded music per available after Dire Straits'
on Saturday 19th, starting at week, according to Teen- Age promo- only offering.
2pm. Personnel from Naim and Research Unlimited of Illinois.
Alan Sugar of AMSTRAD has
Exposure will be on hand to GLANZ and KISEKI cartridges are won the 1986 Recognition of
answer questions and light now being distributed in the UK Information Technology Achieverefreshments will be available. by Presence Audio, Eastland ment ( RITA) Award for his comRing 01-403 2255 for details.
House, Plummers Plain, Hor- pany's impact on the computer
The IERE are promoting a semi- sham, West Sussex RH13 6NY. market since 1984. We can't recall
nar on ' Audio Companding and Tel: 044485 333. New lower Mr Sugar receiving any kind of
Noise Reduction Techniques' at prices for the superb Kiseki range award for his services to hi-fi.
the Royal Institution, Albemarle are Presence's way of letting the BLAUPUNKT have introduced an
Street, on April 23rd, starting at UK know what they're up to.
in- car CD player, the CDP05,
10am. Papers are being pre- Ace PR and marketing man, and using a cartridge system which
sented by dbx, Dolby, Tele- occasional contributor to HFN/ stores the CD in a caddy to profunken, the BBC and Sony, the RR, ANDY GILES assures us that tect it from environmental
latter concerning the digital corn- he has not put up the money for damage.
panding used in the 8mm video/ the launch of ' new' magazine RADIO RENTALS now offer CD
audio format.
HiFi Review, edited by Chris players for under £ 10 per month.
UNIVERSITY AUDIO of Cam- Frankland whose previous ven- BSR's dbx division was recently
bridge are running CD evenings ture was The Flat Response.
awarded one ' gold' and five ' silon March 26th at the Cutter Inn, The SEX PISTOLS have won their ver' G Mark awards from Japan's
Ely, and on April 2nd at the Bull Elm lawsuit against ex- manager MITI for their Stereo Field
Inn, High Street, Royston. Visitors and street- ethnomusicologist speaker ( gold) and 224 Noise
should arrive at 7pm and admis- Malcolm Maclaren.
Reduction Unit, 3BXIII Expander,
sion is free.
CD PLAYER SALES in the US are SX-10 Video Sound Enhancer,
The April AES lecture, on Tues- expected to leap to 1.5m units in SX20 Video Impact Restorer, and
day 8th, should be of special 1986 compared with 850,000 sold SX-30 Video Bass Enhancer. The
interest to HFN/RR readers as in 1985.
honours are roughly equivalent
Chandos' Brian Couzens will be QUICKSILVER have opened a to our Design Council Awards,
talking about the ' Art of Orches- new factory in California to cope enabling the recipient to market
tral Recording'. Time is 6.30 for with the increase in demand for the products with aspecial logo.
7pm; venue, as usual, is the IEE, their realistically priced valve
Savoy PLace, London WC2.
amps.
HFN/RR SHOW dates are PHILIPS have won the Mainichi
September 18th- 21st; venue is technology award for their work KEF R107
the Heathrow Penta Hotel.
with Sony in the development of When KEF introduce a loudsMontbuild's trade- only CES CD; they are the first non- peaker, it tends to be asignificant
exhibition takes place at Lon- Japanese recipients of the award. product; when that loudspeaker
don's Olympia 2from April 20th- HERON have ceased marketing is their new flagship, significant
23rd. The FBA are encouraging Crown audio products, which will is an understatement. The Las
British hi-fi companies to take now be marketed in the UK by a Vegas Show in January saw the
part.
Crown-owned subsidiary, Krest launch of the R107, almost a
The FBA are planning to promote Electronics.
decade after the launch of the
apublic hi-fi show in late Novem- DICTAPHONE have launched a original R105, with which it
ber at Olympia 2.
new format cassette for dictation shares a superficial resemblance
A special AES lecture' Can you called Picocassette. Sized at due to the use of a similar
hear your mains plug?', pre- 36x25x4.5mm and weighing only swivelling treble/mid ' head' unit.
sented by Hudson & Crabbe, will 3gm, they are smaller than cur- Whereas the 105 used a 8110
include quadruple- blind C/B rently available mini and micro- driver, however, the R107 head
listening tests. Ample tea-breaks cassettes, and were developed uses a polypropylene cone midin accordance with IEC recom- for the firm's Exec pocket range driver coupled with a fermendations will be included, thus machine and Execmaster desk rofluid-cooled dome tweeter
showing whether a change is top model.
based on the R104/2 unit. The
really as good as a rest. Date is CLEARTONE have been granted 72Iitre bass cabinet is also
March 32nd; time is 4.20pm; the Naim agency for their Bolton derived from the R104/2, as it,
venue is Savoy Hotel Grill Room. and Manchester shops.
too, features KEF's 'coupled-cavMOBILE FIDELITY's Cafe Records ity' bass loading. Two 250mm
subsidiary have released CD ver- paper-cone drivers, linked by a
BRIEFING
'LIFE SOUNDS BETTER TO sions of LPs by ex- Door Robby force- cancelling rod, are
MUSIC' is the twee slogan Krieger, Buddy Rich, and Steven mounted internally, and fire into
acavity. This communicates with
adopted by the BPI for its new Bach.
effort to woo ' lapsed' record MANTICORE's Mantra turntable the outside world via a port — in
buyers back into the fold. The is now available with two- speed the R107, this port is mounted on
generic campaign, supported by electronic motor control. Price is the cabinet top to minimise room
HMV and possibly WH Smith £297, and the facility is retrofit- boundary effects — and the mass
of air in the port acts as the bass
with in-store material and TV able to earlier Mantras.
advertising, should serve as a SONY have announced a new driver proper, giving high sensireminder that music in the home easily assembled, compact AM tivity and low distortion coupled
is still avalid form of leisure and radio antenna for the UK market. with good LF extension, and a
The AN- 1 can receive LW, MW, natural low-pass roll- off.
is not actually illegal.
Coupled with this, KEF chose to
It was with regret that we heard and SW ( 150kHz-30MHz); price is
use their K-UBE box as an integthat HERB HOROWITZ died sud- £49.95.
denly at the end of 1985. Herb, in UK POP PAPERS lost 100,000 ral part of R107. The user can
a packed career, had worked for sales in the latter half of 1985, choose between cut-off frequenAR, Rotel, Tannoy, Harman, Koss with only Kerrang! and Smash cies of 50Hz, 35Hz, 25Hz or 18Hz,
and Qs of 0.3 (over- damped), 0.5
and many other companies as a Hits showing an improvement.
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SONDEX have announced a
name change for their Orpheus
range, as that name has been
previously used by another
manufacturer, Boothroyd-Stuart
about lOyears ago. Out of respect
to the previous user, Sondex will
be calling their range ' Opus'.
CELEF are now officially registered as Celef Audio International Ltd, as they now export to
over 30 countries. The ProAc division will soon be releasing anew
speaker, the £350 Studio 1.
STAFFORD COUNTY LIBRARY
have announced that issues of
CDs have increased by 1500% in
the past 18 months. They now
hold a stock of 4000 titles,
possibly the largest in the
country.
TATUNG have banned laughter
on the job among the 800 workers in one of its UK factories.
DENON have introduced a new
CD label called Tact Jazz. Among
the initial 10 releases are works
from Japanese jazz greats Sadao
Watanabe and Terumasa Hino.
KOSS, the American headphone
manufacturer has come out of
Chapter 11 of the US bankruptcy
laws, which means they are in
effect trading profitably again,
and need no longer be protected
from their creditors.
PHILIPS showed aCD-ROM drive
in Las Vegas based on the CD- 101
chassis, while HITACHI have
announced aCD-ROM drive compatible with the IBM PC.
DECCA LONDON speakers, which
couple the famous Kelly ribbon
HF unit with an 8in. cone woofer,
are available from Presence
Audio at a knockdown price of
just £ 195, less than the cost of the
drivers! List price is £460. Tel:
04485 333.

critically damped), and 0.7 ( maxmally flat frequency response
but less good time response),
and thus get the best match
between the speaker's bass performance and the room. The KUBE is connected in the amplifier's tape loop, and must be
used, as it also provides some of
the equalisation normally handled by a conventional crossover.
The crossover proper incorporates ' conjugate load matching'
to give a uniform, essentially
resistive, 4ohm load impedance.
The R107 will undoubtedly be
expensive. At the show it featured very wide dynamic range
coupled with extended bass and
good stereo. It gave of its best,
however, on smaller scale music,
the Harmonia Mundi CD of Viennese Dances ( HM 901013).
4I

LAS VEGA

KEF's R107, the Audio Research SP- 11 and
D-250 Servo, the Mark Levinson No.20,
Celestion's SL6S, Meridian's M30 speaker
and FM tuner, the new generation of CD
players, NAD's FMX tuner, and even an
R-DAT recorder from Onkyo on static display
— there seemed a lack of excitement in the
mass- market halls. In fact, the most talkedabout product, Panasonic's delightful little
colour LCD television, wasn't even hi-fi!
This is not to say that everything was dull.
Despite the absence of such luminaries as
Ivor Tiefenbrun, Julian Vereker, Farad Azima
and Dan D'Agostino, high end audio was
working itself up into its customary state of
justified, but admittedly hysterical, froth.
Sheffield Lab launched their new Kodo CD,
but had been let down by the manufacturer
of the CD of the recent Firebird recording.
This will now appear in February, just before
their Leinsdorf Wagner and Prokofiev
albums are also issued on CD. Ibumped into
Sheffield's Doug Sax, who had strong views
on the inviolability of digital data. Speaking
with the experience of an engineer who has
acquired considerable knowledge of digital,
his Mastering Lab doing considerable work
with PCM mastertapes, he has found that the
only observation I will make on the city quality of the data carrier is critical, the better
T WAS ASC'S SANDv HAWKINS, THE
the videotape performance, particularly at
designer of Tube Traps ( more on these dedicated to recreation of all kinds is that I
high frequencies, the better the decoded
failed to see anyone who looked as if they
later) who best summed up Las Vegas
were enjoying themselves! In fact, if it hadn't sound. This is most definitely not what
for me: ' Remember Nevada is a mining
been for KEF's David Inman finding asuperb would be predicted by theory!
st
and gambling is an industry. Some- exception in the form of the Las Vegas
Most interesting product for me was the
w re sober- suited men gather at conven- Musicians' Union Hall, where 16- piece big
aforementioned Tube Traps, which were
tic is to listen to academics presenting such
much in evidence at the show. Comprising a
bands, made up from off- duty professional
papers as The Suspension of Belief in the mu- -. ians and enthusiastic amateurs,
modular tubular resistive sound absorber,
Entrance Realm as a Positive Factor in wo:
I their way through classic charts, I the Trap sits in room corners, doing a
Resource Extraction. Where engineers wai
surprisingly good job at soaking up the
osevere danger of assuming that the
earnestly discuss the efficiency of light bulb Amceicans at play had forgotten how to have
upper bass room modes. The rooms were in
the main pretty dreadful, and the improvere ' enishment schemes. Where specialist fun. The live music also provided an ideal
a
itects argue about the conflict between antidote to the predominantly ' hi-fi' sound
ment effected by the 3ft high traps was
r : kind's need for lavatories, and the casi - quality of the Consumer Electronics Show: a noticeable. Ihave to admit that, aesthetically,
r ' need to disguise anything which band of four trumpets, six saxes, four trom- domestic acceptability could well be low, but
re.ninds gamblers of the passing of time'.
bones and rhythm section is loud, loud, loud,
for the recording engineer forced to work in
If you haven't been to Las Vegas, then it and clean, clean, clean!
often totally dreadful acoustic surroundings,
would be pointless to describe its tasteless
The show was strangely quiet; despite the Tube Traps could well be the inexpensive
and valueless outlook on life in detail. The introduction of several major products —
answer to many a prayer. 1
1

I

Meitner from Canada were producing a deep and detailed soundstage from tne
Vollenweider Caverna Magica CD with their remote control pre/power amp combination
driving SL600s. Ed Meitner is an ex-dbx engineer who, as might be expected, has
implemented the remote control for the PA-6preamplifier with voltage-controlled amplifier
technology. His CD player used aRevox as transport, the digital data stream then being fed
to a DAC box of his own design. This was a two-times oversampled type, with dual
convertors and apparently has very h'gh resolution at the signal zero-crossing point. Ed
says that there is no post-filtering as such (!) but that sampling artefacts are nevertheless
70dB down. Ed intends to produce a production player at the end on 86 with a North
American transport. It was rumoured that Krell might also end up using the Meitner
circuitry and the same transport in their player.

Old ideas never die, they just get continually reincarnated. Threshold showed this
prototype 70W PWM amplifier. Advantages of switched- mode operation are efficiency —
you can hardly see the toroidal mains transformer, which operates at high frequency — but
the main d.sadvantage is always preventing the switching frequency of afew hundred kHz
from escaping. Fully a third of the bulk of the Threshold amplifier is taken up by the
low-pass filters on the outputs.

•
•,'•••
The sound of the Boulder 500 power amplifier featured
excellent low end control with Nestorcvic speakers wellintegrated with matching subvvoofers. A professional
amplifier based on Deane Jensen's 990 discrete op- amps,
the 150W '500 was also beautifully constructed.
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This is the OED A240 pcb with the new Super Analogue pcb
piggy-backed. This is a compkete £59 replacement for the
disc amplifier, using discrete transistor regulators rather
than ICs. The standard A240 costs 1149; with the Super
Analogue board it costs 1199. OED's component system is
row available in very smart black of white.

The Mod Squad introduced a CD damping system and an
improvement kit for the Meridian Pro-MCD which another
'ournalist told me turned it into the best CD player in the
world. Ididn't hear that but Iwas impressed with their ' Line
Drive' preamp, which lacks a disc stage, but features
advanced thinking on passive components and singlestrand wiring.
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PS Audio followed other high-end companies in offering a
reworked Philips CD player. Their CD- 1 is based on the
CD- 204, but sounded very much better, and could be heard
in a number of rooms.

There is always awe.rd loudspeaker launched at at ashow.
This is Woicotts Omnisphere model, which fres the
tweeter at a 12m, diameter spherical deflector to give an
omnidirectional radiation pattern.

Dave Wilson's WATTS - Wilson Audio Tiny Tots - are, at
$4400/pair, the most expensive small two-way speaker in
the world. 'They're alot cheaper than the WAMMs' declared
Dave's wife Sheryl Lee, a statement with which Icouldn't
argue! Designed because Dave Wilson has signed to record
the Orchestra of Radio Luxembourg for 10 albums and
needed location monitors, the WATTs have the deadest
cabinet I've ever tried knocking. Fabricated from ceramicfilled acrylic, damped with sheets of lead and then crossbraced, the cabinet is about as far as you can get from the
SL600. The rear port can be ordered in 3sizes, to cope with
different amplifier damping factors. Mid/bass unit is from
SEAS, while the inverted dome fibreglass tweeter originates from Focal in France. Soundstage was wide, deep, and
ultra- precise, as you might expect!
Suppouedly the only tonearm to rival the SME MkV, the
Eminent Tonearm 2 is now available in the UK.

Prize for most unpleasant sound at the show goes to this
outrageous in-car installation, which featured four 18in.
Electrovoice drivers, and a plethora of horns and small
drivers for the other frequencies deemed appropriate by the
designer. The upper bass was sick- making in its intensity
and lack of pitch definition, and that was outside! B&W
tastefully showed their neat range of modular in-car
speakers in a classic Lamborghini Espada. Now that I
thought showed class.

Every snow has one totally off-the-wall product. Ialmos
bought one of these hats with a built-in solar-powered fan
for Ken Kessler.

Panasonic's LCD colour TV - the $299 ' Pocket Watch' - had
asurprisingly sharp picture, its 3in. diagonal screen consisting of 89,280 pixels in a240x372 matrix. It shou'd reach US
shops in May.
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Cambridge Audio showed their CD1 CD player with an extra
box sitting underneath. This has three LED displays to count
the number of corrected errors from a CD, the number o
uncorrected and therefore interpolated errors, and the
number of complete dropouts. A second mode indicates
when the laser output drops to 70%, < 40% and < 10% of
correct output. Stan Curtis is thinking about incorporating a
fourth display to indicate servo current, but this was
uncertain when we went to press. The box gives an
immediate and dramatic demonstration how even quite
perfect looking CDs can nevertheless result in a largish
number of uncorrected errors. Food for thought! The CD1
was being played through Cambridge monoblocks driving
the new Monitor Audio R652s. These are the same size as
the 552s but use the polypropylene driver from the R700.

virt

--

Magnepan had opted out of the main show and had taken a
smart suite at the Golden Nugget - Frank Sinatra's favourite
casino, apparently - in the older part of the Strip. These
for-show- only Perspex- baffled MGIlls sounded wonderful
on the Decca Dutoit Three-cornered Hat CD, played on a
Mend an Pro-MCD, and on a Peter McGrath PCIV-F1 tape of
Britten's Simple Symphony. It may have been the fact that
the separate crossovers are no longer subject to vibration,
or the fact that the speaker is now biwired, but these were
the most musical Magneplanars Ihave heard.

Mission are undoubtedly a serious company, far outgrowing their ' audiopnile' beginnings. They joined KEF in
exhibiting in the main audio mall, but still managed to make
a fine transparent sound from 700 ' Leading Edge' loua speakers driven by two Cyrus 2+ PSX combinations in a
dual mono manner. Source was Vollenweider on CD.
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UNISON Loudspeakers
THE JIM ROGERS
D.W.2
SUB WOOFER
anovel speaker
combination which
boasts discreet appearance
yet powerful bass
Specially designed for the Phobos, JR149, LS3/5A, Metro
and similar small sealed loudspeakers of 4to 12 litres
cubic capacity, 8ohms impedance and characteristic
sensitivities between 82 and 87 DB.
Finish: Walnut or Rio Rosewood
Recommended Retail Price
including VAT £ 166.75
SEND FOR FULL INFORMATION
AND REVIEW COPY TO:
Dept HFN
Unison Loudspeakers Ltd
49 Lower Addiscombe Road
Croydon
Surrey CRO 6PQ
01 688 5600

We'd like to tell you more about the Audiolab 8000A Integrated
Amplifier. Call or write and we'll send full data plus details of your
local dealer.
Then you can experience the outstanding performance of the
8000A, and you'll know why Audiolab Amplifiers are different from
ordinary amplifiers . . .
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PHOBOS
AN ENTIRELY NEW
CONCEPT IN DESIGN
AND PERFORMANCE

FRONT

REAR

CONCERT HALL SOUND IN THE HOME
From simple HAFLER wiring to the sophisticated
MARANTZ RV55 surround sound processor, the
PHOBOS is the ideal compact speaker for achieving
a new realism of music reproduction. Only 12" Dia
x31/
4"deep with wall mounting or stand support, it
has many uses including video DOLBY surround
sound, room extensions, Hi Fi in caravans, boats etc.
Loudspeakers £ 90
per pair + VAT
Stands £ 11
per pair + VAT
SEND FOR REVIEW
AND LEAFLETS
TO
DEPT HFN
Flat 2, De La Warr Mews,
Station Rd.,
Bexhill on Sea
TN40 1RD
Tel: 04243 4172

Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate
Godmanchester, Huntingdon
Cambs PE18 8LN Tel:0480 52521
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HE AGE OF TRUE DIGITAL
audio began today.' Thus spake
American company
Compusonics at aNew York
press conference in May 1984. A month later,
at the Chicago Consumer Electronic Show,
Compusonics showed the DSP-1000 and
said it heralded 'the arrival of anew age of
the industry's history'.
The DSP-1000, said Compusonics, allowed
'consumers to make home digital recordings
from any digital or analogue source. ..
storing it in adigital format on ahigh
capacity floppy disc'.
The press responded with predictably
over-the-top reports. No one seemed to
notice that Compusonics wasn't actually
demonstrating the recorder which was on
display in Chicago. At the International
Broadcasting Convention in Brighton, in
September 1984, the demonstrators didn't
even have anon-working model on display.
Ireported on this in HFN/RR April '85,
along with alengthy synopsis of the
American patent ( 4472 747) which had just
been granted on the recorder. To recap
briefly, the Compusonics recorder takes
acoustic snapshots of the audio signal, at a
rate of a100/second, compares them and
records just enough information to describe
the différences. This, claimed Compusonics,
could give 45 minutes of digital stereo on a
single computer floppy.
Quite afew people have been watching
Compusonics with interest. Clearly the
American company has an eye for press
publicity. In July 1985 aUS newsletter
announced that Compusonics had begun
pilot production of adisc- recorder for radio
stations, and promised deliveries of a
consumer version in the fourth quarter of
last year. Compusonics said it would sell
through 75 high-end audio dealers, and was
striking adeal with Siemens for Germany
and Austria and AVM-Ferrograph for Britain.
Soon afterwards, the US press announced a
deal with Japanese company NIAC. In July
1984 Compusonics said it had been allowed
aUS patent on anew magnetic storage
system, which increased the recording
density on floppy discs from less than 100
tracks/side to more than 1000/side. But still
there were no reports of anyone actually
hearing the system in operation.
Increasingly curious, Isearched through
the US records and could find no trace of any
new Compusonics patent. Iasked AVMFerrograph what was happening. As
someone who once always used Ferrograph
recorders, and has since watched the
company's slide from dominance with
dismay, Iasked Ferrograph what was
happening. 'We shall be manufacturing a
Ferrograph product using the Compusonics
information compression system,' said
Ferrograph. 'We hope to get into production
early in 1986. An initial sample of the
Compusonics version will be sent to us.'
Iasked for the number of the newly
granted patent. Ferrograph came back with
the number of the patent on which Ihad
devoted the best part of apage in HFN/RR.
Pushing further, Iwas told by Ferrograph
that there was a ' bureaucratic' delay and I
would be sent acopy of the patent as soon
as it was issued. It still hadn't arrived by the
beginning of 1986. ' Five minutes of stereo or
10 minutes of mono is achievable,' said
Ferrograph. ' It is hoped that the prototype 45
minute recorder will be tested and proved by
the end of 1985.' Wisely, Ferrograph is now
talking about selling the machine as an
alternative to NAB cartridge players, as used
by radio stations for jingles. Meanwhile,
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BARRY FOX
articles continue to appear in the US press
which sing the praises of Compusonics — all,
apparently, on the strength of what Compusonics claim.
David Schwartz, President of Compusonics, has now explained to me that
although the US Patent Office has accepted
his latest patent application, it is so far
behind on printing patent specifications that
Compusonics are still waiting for acopy. So
Schwartz provided atyped copy of the
document which the US Patent Office will
eventually print. This explains the
technology used to increase the storage
density of afloppy computer disc.
Conventional discs, normally called disks
or diskettes, record digital data in narrow
concentric circular tracks. Each circular track
is divided into smaller areas called sectors.
The tracks are numbered ( eg, 1-40 or 1-80)
and so are sectors ( eg, 1-8 or 1-9). This
pattern is laid out on ablank disc when it is
formatted. A stepper motor moves the
recording and playback head across the disc
to find selected track sectors. Compusonics
argues that alarge proportion of the disc
capacity is wasted because it is used to
record guiding information. Also, the
relatively coarse servo cannot cope with very
narrow track spacing. The new idea is to
record locational information on the disc at
the time of manufacture, using adifferent
and more robust technique from that used to
record the data.
Extra concentric tracks called ' magnetic
walls' are recorded between the concentric
data tracks. ( Alternatively, the magnetic
walls and data can be recorded as adouble
spiral like agramophone record with two
grooves.) The magnetic wall tracks are
prerecorded at the manufacturing stage,
permanently charged to the highest level
which the special high coercivity magnetic
medium can sustain. A coercivity of 1200
oersteds is suggested. So the locational
information is not erased by the data heads,
Also, the location tracks are recorded
vertically and the data tracks horizontally, or
vice-versa, so that their fields do not interact.
Of course, this needs acompletely new kind
of floppy disc, with acoating which can
handle either vertical or horizontal
magnetization.
The very strongly magnetized locational
guide tracks provide servo information for
the read-write head. But, additionally, they
provide areaction force. The servo system
generates amagnetic field which interacts
with the magnetic wall fields to move the
head across the disc surface. Hence the term
'magnetic wall'. This interaction provides
precise alignment, after coarse movement
controlled by aconventional stepper motor.

Compusonics claim in the patent that this
technique can increase the storage density
from conventional levels ( of around 100
tracks/in.) up to anything between 500 and
25,000 tracks/in. So obviously this in turn
increases the amount of data which the disc
can store and thus the audio playing time.
But all this is very much in the future.
Several companies have announced
magnetic computer discs which can be
recorded vertically as well as horizontally.
The patent says discs of this type ' have been
disclosed by Kodak in an article'. To the best
of my knowledge there are no discs or
hardware on the open market which can
work in this fashion. Perhaps this is why
Compusonics now say that the DSP-1000 ' is
being held back while we test higher density
disk drive/diskette sub-systems'.
So when will some Compusonics
hardware be available? According to
Schwartz the DSP-1500 has been in limited
pilot production and testing for nine months
now. 'We anticipate releasing it for mass
production within afew months,' he says.
The DSP-1500 is the broadcast disk
recorder and player which is intended as a
replacement for tape cartridge jingle
machines. Recording capacity, per 5.25in.
floppy disk, is 6-6 megabytes from which
Compusonics get four minutes of stereo at
32kHz sampling and 16- bit linear coding.
This sounds an interesting proposal, but
broadcasters will only switch from standard
cartridges to computer floppies if the price is
right. So far, there is no price on the
DSP-1500. The talk of four minutes for 6.6
megabytes makes the 45 minutes of digital
stereo on acomputer floppy for domestic
use sound what it clearly was when
Compusonics ' launched' the system two
years ago — anice dream for the future. In the
meantime, it would be even nicer if people
stopped talking and writing about the idea as
if it were due in the shops next week.
The idea of recording stereo on a
computer floppy is probably already
obsolete. All round the world electronics
companies, including KDD, the Japanese
telecommunications body, have been
looking for ways of recording digital data on
an optical disc which can be read with a
laser, erased and then re-recorded.
Nakamichi have already developed adigital
disc player with record capability, to help
KDD and others test the discs. Although the
Nakamichi CD recorder has aprice tag of
$80,000, it's aclear pointer to the ways
things are moving. A single Compact Disc
can hold over one gigabyte of erasable data
—that's 1000 megabytes which can be
formatted either as computer program code
or digital hi-fi. Taking Compusonics' own
spec sheet for the DSP-1500 as aguide ( 6.6
megabytes for four minutes stereo at only
32kHz sampling and none of the sub-codes
and heavy redundancy which with 44.1kHz
sampling limit CD playing time to around 60
minutes) that's equivalent to 606 minutes of
stereo per disc.
In America, two companies, Evital and
Amdek, have been working along similar
lines to record colour video pictures on a
computer disc. Using a300:1 compression
ratio, they can store around one second of
acceptable colour video for every 100
kilobytes of disc capacity. The idea is to
provide short ' help' messages for display on
acomputer screen. But as conventional
floppies usually have acapacity of under one
megabyte, the help messages would
certainly have to be short. It will probably be
far easier to hook up aconventional video
recorder as aslave to the computer.+
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15.9dB. F. to B. 33.7dB. L.74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT

Here at last, and well worth the wait. With the
advent of series V, SME is back where it belongs,
the best pick up arm in the world.

* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available f
or
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 m il e
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, andcarr i
es
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys .

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
FRIAR ST., READING. BERKS. RG1 1DN. TELE ( 0734) 585463

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

Tues Sat: 9.30am to 5.30øm. ( LUNCH 2to 3pm, EXCEPT SAT.)
DEMONSTRATION
APPOINTMENTS ADVISED'
Closed all day Monday

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS
'17E
1I
EULTINIATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

e

R

VA

AERIALS
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DLETT

UDIO CONSULTANTS

Day

Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve
Luton 29560 after 730 pin
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wecnesday
5Minutes from M1 M otorwdy Tut muff Nc, 11

We have one
quality hi-fi
anywhere in
best is here,
around £300
£30,000.

of the finest ranges of
equipment available
the country. All that's
with systems starting
and going up to over

Further, we have a wealth of experience in the selection and use of
systems gained over 20 years installing in situations as di verse
as pubs, clubs, churches, caravans, shops and l
arge an d sma ll
halls. You name it, and we've probably done it. So th e domes ti c
situation holds no surprises for us.

You want the best for your money and we'll help you ge tit, no tflog you w hat g i
ves us
greatest profit — that's apromise. Whether you ha ve £5 or £5000 t
o spen d, you 'll get our
undivided attention and a degree of expertise an d servi
ce pre tty well un i
que i
n the hi-fi
world. We look forward to seeing you soon.

Linn Products * Rega * ProAc * Audio Research * Kr ell * Au di o Innovat i
ons
* Croft * Creek Audio * SD Acoustics * J.A. Mi chell * Koetsu *
Monitor Audio * Audiolab * Supex * Magnepan * M us i
ca l
Fid eli ty * Helius
* Yamaha * Oracle * A&R * Counterpoint * Decca GPD * Pi n kA *
Heybrook * Snell * Quad * Wharfedale * Systemd ek * Elit e * Cemac *
Grace

RADLETT AUDIO
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Hertfordshi re. — 09276 6497
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INCE LAST WRITING, IHAVE
checked two more Band 2preamps,
the Wolsey Clearsound and the Fuba
VMR877. The Wolsey proved rather
better than the Taylor models reviewed last
month, but Istill have reservations about its
performance on Band 2. The frequency
response/gain plot shows that the response
is rather too wide, and even at 148MHz the
gain is only 14dB below that on Band 2. A
positive gain of + 10dB could mean that local
police stations or private mobile radio — or
even aircraft flying overhead — could cause
problems to some tuners. The input
intercept point measured at — 3dBm, and
although this is amoderately good figure, it
is not really good enough, because of the
wide bandwidth, and the overall gain of
some 24dB is totally unnecessary, unless
you want to feed several FM tuners in
different rooms via resistive power dividers.
The model might be suitable for use in rural
areas for making up the loss of your coaxial
cable, as its sensitivity is quite good, the Trio
KT990 actually improving by 0.7dB with the
Wolsey in front of it.
Ihave always admired Fuba products, and
was delighted to receive some of them from
Peter Dunkley of Audio Workshops (tel: 0892
39222). The Fuba VMR877 mast head
preamp, combined with the TKN790-01 24V
DC regulated in- line power supply, gave an
excellent overall performance, which far
outshone any of the other units tested. The
response/gain plot shows that its pass band
is fairly narrow, although its maximum gain
is fairly high at 17.5dB. Note that the vertical
scaling is just 5dB/division, as opposed to
the 10dB/division of the Wolsey plot. The
Trio KT990 sensitivity improved by 1.25dB
when the Fuba was placed in front of it, thus

ANGUS McKENZIE
supply acheaper DC supply at £29, but with
an unregulated DC output voltage.
Another Fuba product that seems
fascinating is the GSE623 quadruple notch
filter for Band 2. This small metal box
includes input and output sockets, and has
inside four adjustment pre-sets to vary the
notch frequencies of four separate notches
anywhere within, or even just outside, Band
2. You might wonder about the
circumstances in which you would want to
use such aunit, but one occurred to me,
which could well coincide with afew
readers' problems. If you are near main BBC
network transmitters, which are thus
thumping in with very strong signals, but
you want to pick up much weaker local radio
stations, you can notch down three main
networks, whilst retaining almost perfectly
the local radio levels. The plot shows single

which could be classed as being associated
with the normal telephone network. It is
therefore acriminal offence now to
eavesdrop on private mobile radio
communications, including cellular radio,
and other radio telephones. If you are caught
contravening the act, you will find the
penalties remarkably severe.
Until now, details of radio frequency
allocations have been very difficult to obtain,
other than the frequencies of broadcasting
and amateur radio bands. The Department of
Trade & Industry have now produced abook
called United Kingdom Table of Radio
Frequency Allocations, available from HM
Stationery Office for £ 12, including postage.
The spectrum is covered from 9kHz up to the
amazingly high frequency of 275,000MHz
(275GHz). A perusal of various frequency
bands proves to be extremely interesting,
some being allocated to services Iwas
unaware of previously. Many bands are
allocated to radio astronomers, and one
wonders if one might even hear little green
men near 1420MHz!
If you are interested in exploring the
spectrum, Istrongly recommend this book,
which contains internationally allocated
bands on the left-hand pages, and the usage
in the UK on the right. Details of shared
bands, as well as exclusive ones, are detailed
very clearly, together with comprehensive
DTI information regarding band use. If you
do send for acopy of this book, though,
don't forget that your name and address
might possibly be on the file as abook
purchaser, and hence someone interested in
the radio spectrum! The soft cover book
includes 308 pages, and is not quite up to
date, but very recent changes and omissions
are not too important.

WOLSEY CLEARSOuN.,
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making avery hot front end. The input RF
intercept point of + 15dBm is 18dB better
than the Wolsey, and by any standard this
figure is superb. If the Fuba did have too
much gain for your tuner, then you could
always use an attenuator of between 6and
10dB at the tuner end to reduce intermodulation within the tuner.
This excellent Fuba product is particularly
suitable if you want to feed several tuners
around the house, whilst retaining agood
sensitivity in the whole system. If you are in
aweak signal strength area you should also
notice asensitivity improvement, but Istill
advise caution in its use if there are strong
signals around on the band, for whilst these
would not overload the preamp, they might
well overload the average tuner. My
conclusion, having now tested the Fuba, is
that the VMR877 is the only preamp worth
considering seriously, although it is
expensive, costing around £55, whilst its DC
supply costs £44. Audio Workshops can
HI-FI NEWS 84 RECORD REVIEW
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notches on Radio 2and 3from Wrotham,
with the remaining two notches both placed
on Radio 4to give an increased attenuation.
You can see that by 94.9MHz ( BBC Radio
London), there is only a2dB loss, whereas
Radio 4is notched by 29dB. If you are
receiving Radio 4at just under 30mV, the
tuner would only see 1mV, and around 6mV
on Radio 2and 7mV on Radio 3 — strengths
which most tuners could accommodate.
Note that the notches are very sharp, and if
you really are in trouble you can put more
than one notch on any one station. Although
we also put the fourth notch on Radio 4, it
could equally well have notched down a
strong local police transmitter. The GSE623
costs £24 from Audio Workshops.
On the subject of general coverage VHF, it
is worth reminding readers that the
Interception of Communications Act has
been in force since January 1st, and it is now
avery well defined offence to listen in to any
communications which are private, and
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11/1usic in cars
One particularly interesting letter received
recently followed on from my earlier
comments about the reception of stereo
classical music in cars in the USA,
suggesting that manufacturers should
consider incorporating mild switchable
compression in stereo car players, and some
stereo cassette radios and smaller hi-fi
systems.
Iwould not countenance areduction in the
transmitted dynamic range of radio
broadcasts, since most music programmes
are already subject to adegree of manual
gain control by the balancers, and any more
controlling, whether manual or automatic,
would severely degrade the listening quality
for those who want actually to ' listen' rather
than just ' hear'.
So, this is not abad idea, then, provided
that one can switch compression in and out
at will. V'
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A STRANGE DEVICE
In the first of three articles Ben Duncan examines the ca acitor
one of audio's more humble buildin. blocks

'Everyday things change
and the world puts on a new face.
Certain things we rearrange:
Then the world seems like a new
place...
ULY 1977, MARLOWE OPENS A
file on capacitors - especially tantalum slugs - and begins his investigation in earnest, after reading a
letter from an Australian audiophile, published in Wireless World.' Two years later,
the Jam's PA was the first to come in for the
evangelist treatment. Since then, Ben Duncan's intricate capacitative remedies have
appeared in a stream of international, bestselling Rock ' n' Roll sound-system products.
Hiccup! And these articles, well, they're all
about thrashing ghosts, HARD!

What is acapacitor? Les
condensateurs et la verite"
Con brio, fig. 1shows the archetypal capacitor structure: a pair of parallel conductive
surfaces separated by the dielec'tric', the
insulator. The plates are, in turn, connected
to the outside world via a pair of leadout
wires. Oddly, this arrangement cannot susFIG 1ARCHETYPAL CAPACITOR
STRUCTURE
B
A}

ADOUTS

C

PLATES

0

DIELECTRIC

tain an electron flow. If electrons should be
people, then the dielectric is as unyielding to
steady pressure as a well known government. What's more, the capacitative properties outlined in college textbooks are no
more than a mathematician's abstraction: a
case of reading simplicity and symmetry into
technology's wilder, rougher realms, where
neither, in fact, exists.
In spite of these difficulties, the capacitor
as a component is inseparable from electronics as we know it, while the capacitative
model incorporates several conceptually
intricate, even miraculous, properties. So
much so, that one of these, namely displacement current, is frankly unresolved, and as
such, threatens the rigorous foundations of
the Newtonian model of the universe.'
Because so much is regularly taken for
granted, it's important to be under no illusions: capacitance is an intrinsic property,
inseparable from electrical phenomena. It's
an inevitable relationship between the selfsame conductors and insulators necessary
to manifest and harness electron flow and
potential. This is to say that a measure of
capacitance arises as a mutual thing
between all adjacent conductors. Even if the
space between them is avacuum! Even if we
48

interpose an electrostatic shield, the rule is
held, because the screen itself becomes the
adjacent conductor: mutual capacitance can
be transferred, but never waived.
It's also important that we distinguish
between capacitance, which isn't any ding
an sich, but rather a quintessential interplay
between conductors, and on the other hand,
a capacitor: a box filled with a measure of
concentrated capacitance. Within this space,
the electrostatic field is so intense that we
may choose to ignore the much smaller
ambient capacitance. So the word 'capacitor'
may take on the qualities of an object. Fine.
But let's be careful to keep an eye on the
natural background capacitance in our rear
view mirror, at all times.

minute movement into amassive and tumultuous event.
It's now but an easy step to grasp how a
capacitor ' conducts' alternating current ( AC).
The answer to the paradox is that pure AC
need involve no net displacement of electrons, even in the conductor. Instead, electrons in conductors may be usefully pictured
as wiggling to and fro in unison with frequency, while within the dielectric, we can
imagine massed ranks of military dogs
straining on their leash in alternate directions - ' Left! Right! Left! Right!'.
It's now time to review the capacitor's
principle and derived characteristics in the
context of audio circuitry.

Energy translation
Although it can't sustain a direct current
(DC), a capacitor
doesn't altogether
ignore steady potentials. As soon as we
apply a voltage to the
terminals, an electric
field builds up, and
strains between the
plates. In effect, the
capacitor translates
electron
drift
into an aggregation
of charge, like the inevitable and unavoidable weekly pile-up on the M5. Alternatively,
we can say that the magnetic field that's
associated with current flowing in conductors has been translated into an electrostatic
field. In this electrostatic- magnetic interchange, some of you will recognise yin-yang
at play. Indeed, to the physicist, these forces
are two out of the trinity of cardinal bindingforces at large in the cosmos.
A hallmark of insulators is the absence of
the abundant free electrons found in conductors, yet the electrons involved in the individual molecules are quite weakly bonded,
meaning they can ' strain on their leash'. And
because the bonded electrons far outnumber
the population of free electrons moving in
adjacent conductors, they don't have to
strain very far to transfer a significant
quantity of charge. In fact, a few Angstrom
units will do. A natural analogy is an earthquake tremor: the net movement of rock
may be just a few millimetres, yet the sheer
mass of rock involved is enough to turn this

Blocking
Looking at fig. 2, capacitor C3 is used to
block a DC voltage. Provided this is a steady
potential, the capacitor looks like an openci rcuit. Audio frequencies are passed,
however, and blocking capacitors mostly
appear in tube circuits ( as illustrated), and
archaic transistor circuits operating from a
single power rail, wherein the output terminal rests at a DC potential above or below
ground (+ 200V in this instance), but the
succeeding input wants to be at another
potential, usually ground.

Coupling and filtration
For sinusoidal AC voltages, such as audio
signals, C3 in fig. 2 acts as a frequency
variable resistor, the pure capacitative impedance ( Xe)being inversely proportional, both
to frequency, and capacitance. The table in
fig. 3 illustrates the salient trends in the
parameters.
The familiar equation for capacitative
reactance is: X, --1/2r4C. ( Helpful note: In

Ii'. 3. Ca )a(itor rea(tante at s 01
Value

50Hz

1pF
10pF
50pF
250pF
1,000pF
3.2M
2,000pF
1.6M
0.01pF
320k
0.05pF
64k
0.1pF
32k
1pF
3.2k
2.5pF
1.3k
5pF
640
10pF
320
30pF
107
100pF
32
1,000pF
3.2

100Hz

IkHz

3.2M
6.4M
640k
1.6M
160k
800k
80kO
160k
16k
32k
3.2k
16k
1.6k
1.6k
160
640
64
320
32
160
16
53
5.3
16
1.6
1.6

1OkHz

uencies
100kHz

ohm.
1MHz

10MHz

100MHz

1.6M
160k
16k
1.6k
1.6M
160k
16k
1.6k
160
320k
32k
3.2k
320
32
64k
6.4k
640
64
6.4
16k
1.6k
160
16
1.6
8k
800
80
8
0.8
1.6k
160
16
1.6
0.16
320
32
3.2
0.32 160
16
1.6
0.16 16
1.6
0.16
6.4
0.64
3.2
0.32
1.6
0.16
0.53
0.16
-
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interloper is phaseshift, which arises
because the cyclic
3
transformation of current flow into electrostatic energy, and
2
fia
—
vice versa, puts the
ti
Sil
t5
20
current and voltage
A SIGNAL FILTRATION - THE LOW PASS RESPONSE
out of step: when Cl
charges, the input curHEIM
71 110
2
rent initially tends to
5
625
410
àL 3
infinity, then tapers
off, while the voltage
3
n ill
1011
IS
sets out at zero, rises
SI
2 g_
smartly, then stabile
-ro
ises. Because these
B H P SIGNAL FILTRATION, COUPUNG AND DC BLOCKING
actions
aren't
wholly complementary, we can intuitively
textbooks, 274 is often abbreviated to u.,
expect a degree of out-of-sync-ness. Phase
pronounced omega.) The formula can be
shift is the symptom of this, and the outcome
neatly rewritten to discover the value needed
is just — 3dB of attenuation.
for any given reactance at a particular freFig. 5 concentrates on the phase picture,
quency: C=1/2eX c,and again, to determine
either side of the low-pass rolloff shown in
the frequency at which agiven value capacitor exhibits a particular impedance: f=1/ fig. 4A. The curves are normalised, meaning
2irCX c. Strictly, the value Xc should be
the frequency scale is undedicated, so we
can choose ' 1' to represent lkHz, 10kHz, or
expressed separately from the ordinary cirwhatever. Again, the 1/f transformation
cuit resistance, as — j ohms. Also, these
applies: for a high-pass filter, we can just
formulae belie the fact that real capacitative
hold this page up to the mirror, and transimpedance is non-linear at the extremes of
pose the frequency scale. Now working from
frequency, and that real audio program
left to right, the salient phase-shift qualities
material is commonly asymmetric, rather
in the RC network are:
than pure sinusoidal.
As soon as we bring series resistance into
i) Even port side of the curve, at 0.25f (that's
play, our capacitor begins to manifest famil2octaves below f
3), the phase-shift is several
iar characteristics. In the low-pass filter ( fig.
degrees, though the associated amplitude
4A), Cl is the lower arm of avoltage divider.
response has scarcely deviated from OdB.
Then if Xc is low, as it is at HF, the output
voltage is curtailed, whereas at low frequenii) The centre frequency ( otherwise called f
3)
cies Xc eventually becomes much bigger
is — 3dB down, the product of the RC equathan R1, making the degree of attenuation
0=27/13C. Phase shift at this point is
negligible. The outcome is the familiar low- tion f
always 45°, by definition.
pass rolloff: acurve which falls away to the
right. Notice the unity frequency ( 1.0 in the
iii) Starboard, at 2f. ( 2octaves above f.), the
middle) is 3dB down. This is the familiar 3dB
rolloff frequency, hereafter abbreviated to f
3. phase curve levels out; it never quite reaches
—90°, even at infinite frequency. This is an
There are many conjugate ( viz symmetasymptote.
rical) functions in electronics modelling; it's
all good practice for dualistic perception.
Fig. 6 shows the scope of RC behaviour,
One of these is the 1/f transformation. But
giving a variety of transfer- functions for RC
don't run away! It simply means we can
combinations. Musing over these, it's easy
arrive at a mirror image response by swopping over R & C ( fig. 4B). No prizes for
guessing that the associated curve, which
falls away to the left, with ascending frequency, is a high-pass response. It's also
described as an LF rolloff, if the values are
set high enough to operate on the bottom
end of the audio band. But if f
3L is set below
20Hz ( say), it's common to conceive of C3
purely as a DC blocking-cum-AC coupling,
without regard for any of the intermediate
effects.
Now let's try calculating the attenuation at
agiven frequency. We'll begin by choosing a
frequency where Xc and R1 are equal. If we
make R1=1591ohms, this keeps the sums
tidy. An ideal 100nF capacitor has an impedance of 1591ohms at 1000Hz. Here, we
might anticipate an attenuation of ( Xj
!! !! •
•
•>
(R+X c)1= — 6dB. Wrong! An unexpected
<YiFIG 4

REPOLI
71 110

FIG 5 CAPACITATN_E PHASE - SHIFT
IN A SINGLE RC NETWORK
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to see how capacitors are behind all filtration
and eq. AC coupling may be avoidable by
advanced circuit- design, but it's not so easy
to conceive of dispensing with the others.
Before we depart this abrupt fathoming of
the capacitor's explicit role in AC circuits, fig.
7 shows the classic bandwidth curve, which
depicts the first- order behaviour of all
information transmission systems. In due
course, we'll see that capacitors aren't
exempted from this fundamental constraint.
FIG 7
FIDRIKATON
TRANSN1SSION
BANDWIDTH
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Cal ,.. c.itors in the time domain
In rt
life, unvarying DC potentials are a
fictior. after all, equipment is switched on
and off, from time to time. At this point,
where the steady voltage changes in magnitude, but the polarity remains constant (
ie,
it's still DC), the capacitor sinks (
or sources a
current. Initially only limited by the circuit's
series impedance, then falling off rapidly,
this current respectively strengthens or
depletes the stored electrostatic energy ( e),
in order to maintain the relationship
e= 1
/ CV 2.Here, C is in Farads, V is in volts.
2
The time taken for the electrostatic energy
(e) to gain fresh equilibrium is dependent on
the rate that electronic charge can be shoved
in, or drained out. This is a product both of
the capacitance, viz how much ' e' will the
container hold?, and also the circuit's series
resistance. The function is an exponential
one, but the time tr.' ,
.en for any capacitor to
charge to 63.5% o' the applied potential
Time in time constants

Vcap/V 1%)

o

o

0.7
1.4
2.1
2.8
3.5
4.2

0.5
0.75
0.875
0.937
0.969
0.984

needs no elaborate sums: it's simply ( CxR)
seconds, taking R in ohms, and C in Farads.
This period is commonly called the RC time
constant, and as such, it's made very much
longer than the charging time in audio
power supply circuits. The professor's drone
continues, ' But this one is hideously (
loud
chalk noises) complex to analyse,
because...'
Suddenly, Alice stands up and stamps her
foot. ' Indoctrination!' she shrieks. 'Absolute
bullocks! — You're evading the issue. What
about the capacitor's AC time- domain
response?' ( Pause to adjust nose pin.) ' It's
not in any of the textbooks ... is it amilitary
secret or something?'
Suitably chastised, the professor promises
to go away, and come back with some
results, perhaps after a glance at the article
by Walt Jung and John Curl on p55.
Next month, from abstract to concrete:
mathematical model to man-made artefact.
Ben Duncan examines how capacitors are
made and how this affects their performance.
Capacitor Words

•A!

Condensor. An ancient expression for capacitor, superceeded c. 1944, it stresses the dielectrics condensation of
electron flow.
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1. Ivor Catt, Displacement current — how to get rid of it'
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KOETSU
"More Blicks, Less Fizz"

UDIO CONSULTANTS

Yes, that's correct. A Koetsu does cost a lot
more than an ordinary cartridge, but you do
get considerably more of the signal and far
less of the fizz, crackle and background
mush that afflicts anormal cartridge. This is
the direct result of a properly shaped,
finished and set diamond stylus, which
extracts the wanted signal from the groove
walls without digging into the groove bottom where the noise lies.

This is just one example of the meticulous care and attention which goes into every Koetsu cartridge. Icould
go on about the cantilever material and shape, coil windings, the powerful magnet assembly (which can lift a
screwdriver ) and the super rigid body assembly which bonds the generator system directly to the arm. Many
manufacturers have tried to emulate Mr. Sugano's designs but none, to my knowledge, have come within
spitting distance of the Koetsu magic, which lifts the recorded performance out of the groove and into your
room.
Sure, there are plenty of very expensive moving-coil cartridges around, but price is no guarantee of quality.
Only the Koetsu name can guarantee the ultimate listening pleasure. Mr Sugano hasn't produced a duff
product yet and his latest creation, the Red Signature', is amasterpiece, bringing reality agreat step closer. So
come and hear the wonder of Koetsu at Radlett, where we have the widest range of real HiFi in Hertfordshire
and the experience and integrity to make certain you get the best your pocket will allow.

RADLETT AUDIO
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Hertfordshire. — 09276 6497

e

•

OUR HIGH END ADVICE
The Koetsu Red Signature
IThe Koetsu Signature cartridge
received the most lyrical and emotional
review I've ever read when it was tested
by Tom Miller in The Absolute Sound
this winter.
Here, at Millet, we are rather more
prosaic but just as enthusiastic about a
cartridge costing around £ 1000.
It is the one cartridge which has real

•
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transient attack, athrilling openness,
and an incredibly quick response.
It's certainly in adifferent class
from any other cartridge I've listened
to. And since we're one of the few
dealers in Britain to offer
demonstrations on Mr Sugano's latest
creation why not come in and listen for
yourself?

UNMET
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14 Bute Street, London SW7
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'The only one who knows this ounce of
words is just a token/ls he who has a
tongue to tell,
unspoken.'
Moondog, 1968
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SITS
dormant on the ground at Chicago's
O'Hare airport. 'We have alittle light
bulb problem here' drawls the pilot
in the approved Right Stuff manner. 'We
don't know if it's the bulb or what; we'll let
you know.'
Time passes.
Ieat an apple. The plane's TV screens
show Carole Burnett being professionally

funny. More time passes. My unlimited
mileage, 4- stop, ticket was costing TWA
rather more than the £88 it had cost HFN/RR,
but maybe this is how they make up for it.
The previous day, for example, there had not
been a plane available for my flight from
New Mexico to Chicago. A week before that
the only flight to Las Vegas Icould get aseat
on had arrived in that fair town at midnight.
And Imissed the start of the Winter Consumer Electronics Show.
More time passes.
At last the pilot announces that the bulb
has been changed and we lazily take off an
hour late, destination New York. Iwas hoping eventually to arrive in Milford Connecticut, to be exposed to Dan D'Agostino's latest

A Herculean hybrid: KMA-200 circuitry with Reference power supply. Note current probe on HT rail.
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thinking on Krell power. Ihave to admit to
feeling just a wee bit apprehensive as the
bus winds its way up ! nterstate 95 through
the New York suburbs. My review of the
PAM-3 preamplifier in January could have
been interpreted as saying that although the
solid-state Krell is undoubtedly aworld- class
preamp, when the chips were down Iwould
have to admit to a preference for the similarly- priced Audio Research SP- 10. Yes, the
latter uses valves, with all the relationship
complexities that that implies, but we're
talking ultimate sound quality here, not
component longevity.
'That's OK,' says Dan, when he meets me
off the bus, ' You're not too deaf. At least you
didn't prefer conrad-johnson! Let's go eat'.
We eat. Spinach pizza. Heavy duty. We
also drink. A Californian Chardonnay from
Russian River Valley. I'm too tired to do it
justice, but Idrink several glasses in order to
get to know it better. We don't listen to Dan's
system, which is just as well, considering the
rapidly mellowing out of my psyche due to
the Remy Martin with which Ifollow the
Chardonnay.
The next day, it is time to get serious. We
drive to the Krell factory in the company's
Chevy van, Dan's Carrera not being awinter
car. ( The Chevy doesn't have quite the feel of
the Porsche — r
can't imagine ;
tbeing heavily
featured in Miami Vice.) Over the noise of the
van, Dan brings me up to date on what's
been happening at Krell The KSA-50 has
been revised a little, the latest version incorporating the output relay first used in the
KSA-100. A rear panel key- switch converts
the amp into a mono bridged amplifier,
capable of giving 200 class-A watts into
8ohms — a hefty subwoofer amplifier, for
those who believe in subwoofers. ( I am
afraid that this is a subject on which I
maintain afirm agnosticism. I've yet to hear
a system that doesn't get worse with a
subwoofer. More is not necessarily better.)
51
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PRESENCE — ANNIVERSARY
On Thursday, 6th February Presence Audio celebrated its second
anniversary of starting business. Having expanded rapidly,
especially in the past few months, Presence has now become the
UK distributor for no fewer than 17 manufacturers. Founder Brian
Smith has also taken on an assistant, Mrs. Isabel Smith ( no
relation).
Latest Presence product news follows.

PRESENCE — AUDIOSTATIC
The latest versions of the Audiostatic ES200 model have aslightly
simplified design with no base plinth and the transformers
mounted on the back of the panel. Price remains the same at
£1,395. Presence has a pair of ES200s and also one pair of
Monolith II's available at ex-dem prices. Tel: 044 485 333.

PRESENCE — DECCA
Presence and Decca extend their apologies for the considerable
delay in supplying cartridges, due to component supply problems, which Decca hopes are now resolved. Decca's Diplomat
carbon fibre brush is selling well on both looks and efficiency.
BARGAIN OF THE YEAR? Presence has a limited number of the
rare Decca London loudspeakers ( current list price £460 per pair)
available at the incredible price of £ 195 per pair, and at this price
there is probably nothing to compare. Available in Rosewood
veneer or white. For nearest dealer phone 044 485 333.

The subtle and transparent sound of moving coil
performance. Now it's apractical proposition
that's within the reach of all keen audiophiles.
Audition the exciting mc' range soon at your
nearest AT Dealer
For locations call 0532 771441.

PRESENCE-ENSEMBLE
The Ensemble PA1 is one of the most remarkable small loudspeakers in the world. Measuring only 35 x 23 x 23cms ( 14 x 9 x
9ins) they produce a real big- speaker sound with plenty of bass
and have to be heard to be believed. Made in Switzerland, they
come in Brazilian Rosewood or Walnut as standard, with black or
white at an extra charge. At £ 1,000 a pair they are also one of the
world's most expensive small loudspeakers, but give audiophile
quality without audiophile size. Tel: 044 485 333.

audio-technica
ENJOY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

PRESENCE — GLANZ
Glanz cartridges should take on a new lease of life with Presence
Audio now the distributor. Prices of these highly regarded models
(3 moving coil and 3 moving flux) remain unchanged and
replacement styli are available for all models, including the top of
the range GMC 20E. Tel: 044 485 333.

PRESENCE — INTERFACE

.
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Produced in Holland, the Record Interface Mat (£24.95) is made
out of asimilar material to records but instead of the simple vinyl,
carries the name Polymethylmethacrylate! ( apologies to the proof
reader). The Record Interface Clamp is naturally designed to work
with its own mat and has the same bottom surface as the mat plus
a lead/barium coating and an aluminium/magnesium housing
(£29.90). Thirdly there are the CD Interface Mats which are made
of a plastic material and intended to be permanently attached to
the label side of each CD (£2.99 for apack of ten). Tel: 044 485333.

Basically Sound .
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Latest versions of the highly acclaimed Jecklin Float Electrostatic
headphones are using four transformers in the energiser box and
different signal cable, giving aworthwhile improvement in sound
quality. Price is unchanged at £299. Tel: 044 485 333.

PRESENCE — KISEKI

PRESENCE — MDM
The Jecklin originated MDM cables with their solid-core co- axial
cable in a startling red or blue plus unique phono plugs are
winning friends for sound quality as well as looks. There is also
talk of them being directional. They are now available in 0.6m,
1.0m and 1.5m lengths at £7.95, £8.95 and £9.95 respectively. Tel:
044 485 333.

Presence News continues next month with
Milltek, Nuance, Odyssey, Phonoamp,
Plenitude, Stad, Vecteur, Zarathustra, Zup.
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PRESENCE — JECKLIN

Presence is now the distributor for these world famous cartridges
which rank among the best available. Kiseki models have been
improved, the range expanded and perhaps the best news of all is
that prices are lower than ever before ( the £ permitting), making
all models excellent value for money by high-end standards. The
range consists of the Blue Silverspot at £295, the Purpleheart
£395, the Purpleheart Sapphire £495, Agate Ruby £595, and the
incredible hand- built, hand-tuned Lapis Lazuli as the world's most
expensive cartridge at £ 2,000. Also available is the Kiseki range of
moving coil transformers to suit its own and other cartridges. One
UK dealer has already said that the Purpleheart Sapphire is
almost the best cartridge he has heard at any price. Tel. 044 485
333.

Hi-fi for the discerning
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We walked back to the smoking ruin from
the other side of the lab where we had
suddenly found ourselves — there's a lot of
stored energy in big ampqfiers like these.
Dan, of course, had had the presence of
mind to pull the mains lead out on his way to
safety, and Scott started to dismantle all of
the neat wiring that he'd spent the afternoon
installing. Dan and Will fired up the second
amplifier without a problem, other than
some diode noise breakthrough due to a
grounding problem.
It was interesting to see how Dan sets the
bias of his class- A designs. A current probe
clamps the lead from one of the reservoir
cap banks and the 1kHz current waveform at

eous combination of KMA-100 mono amplifiers for the mid and treble ribbons of the
seven foot Apogees and KMA-200s for the
bass panels.
The super-charged 200 watters are hooked
up to the woofers and we warm up with a
couple of glasses of Glenmorangie. ( Ihave
mine on the rocks — this is America after all!)
Thick steaks are accompanied by a 1978
Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon; pudding
is, well, indecent. It is a chocolate cake
bought at the local fresh fish shop. ( You'll
have to work that one out.) Iwas in severe
danger of chocolating out, of succumbing to
chocolate overload! Is it time to listen to
music? It is.
And what track to play first other than
Joan Armatrading's ' Willow'. Dum. Da da
dum. Da de dum. 0- oh Yes! The glass of
Remy clutched in my hand starts to overheat. Dan's wife and business partner Rondi
puts on more Armatrading, ' Unlucky'. Drums
hit me in the face. Robert Palmer follows
with ' Johnny and Mary'. Iam thinking that
this is almost like live music.
Ihave no choice, Ireach for the live album
of all time, Little Feat's Waiting for Columbus
in the Mobile Fidelity recut. Little Feat, the
band that played with time the way others
play with Dinky Toys. The band are in the
dressing room getting charged/changed:
'Join the band, people oh come on and join
the band'. Iget an adrenalin rush — ' Oh oh oh
oh oh oh oh' — as the band run through the
tunnel onto the stage. The atmosphere of the
auditorium fills Dan's living room. ' Ladies
and gentlemen, please welcome...F
FFFFF... E... EEEEE ... A ... AAAAA ... T
...TTTTT, Little Feat'.
The audience roars. Cowbell, then Ken
Gradney's powerhouse bass swoops under
'What we need is areal man's transistor! Will (centre) and
Lowell George's and Paul Barrere's chopped
Dan ( nght)discuss the power of the Id while Scott (left)
guitars into ' Fat Man In The Bathtub' —
mends the broken amp.
'Juanita, my sweet Juanita, what are you up
full power into 8ohms is monitored on a
to?' — around 115dB, I reckon, my sweet
'scope; the standing bias is then adjusted for
Tequila!
the best current sinewave, with additional
Almost unbelievably, the white magic of
checks at 20kHz and above, with afinal check
live rock is working on a domestic system.
on THD. ( It's an alarming proposition to be
Some domestic system!
standing next to a power amplifier pumping
Little Feat run off stage at the end of their
out upwards of 300W at 100kHz — lesser
set and things get alittle cooler with Gil Scott
amplifiers have been knowi to break!)
Heron's Reflections. Ireflect that this is just
Time passes.
with a pair of amplifiers cooked up that
Scott and Wil: have instalIed new output
afternoon to drive the bass. The Japanese
transistors in the first beast, and after ascerare not going to know what's hit them!
taining that it can survive being turned on, it
We end with Bobby Caldwell's Clouds on
is time for music. We carry the monsters into
the TK label, a singer with the kind of
Dan's listening room at the factory where an
sky-high tenor voice you only hear from
unsuspecting pair of Apogee Duettas are
black Americans — until Dan tells me he's
waiting. James Newton Howard is slipped
white — the classic Moondog album from
on the Oracle/Syrinx/Koetsu player, the
1968 — trust one of the best CBS classical
Awaiting assembly: the bits for the first Reference amplifier.
volume control on a coupling capacitor- less
albums from that era to have been taped by
balanced version of the KRS-1A preamplifier
PAM- 3 — more on that later — is cranked up,
rock engineers — and, as Ican't find any Larry
on the way.
and my God, that bass drum is tight as anut.
Graham, the glorious Brothers Johnson's
At the time of my visit, Dan and his The amp is really kicking the Duettas' bass
'Get the Funk Out Ma Face'.
henchmen had still to assemble the propanels around and although the speakers
Ifunked off! IAtotype Reference, the signal- handling cirhave a more forward presentation of the
cuits still being bread- boarded, the chassis
soundstage than the Scintillas, there is still
still a handful of raw aluminium heatsinks,
depth way behind the wall of the room.
and the logic circuitry existing mainly in
1)ISCOGRAPI I \'
We bundle the amplifiers into the van and
Dan's notebook. The power supply did exist, trundle off to Dan's house for some serious
James Newton Howard & Friends: Sheffield
however, and that afternoon's task for Dan,
music. Now those who missed Ken Kessler's
Lab LAB23
Scott and new hand Will was to assemble write-up on Dan's record player 18months or
Joan Armatrading: Show Some Emotion
two samples of a Krell 200W mono power so back should be warned that this man does
A&M 68433
amp with the Reference psu grafted on.
nothing by halves. Front-end is a Goldmund
Joan Armatrading: Walk Under Ladders
Heart of the supply are two 2000VA toroidal
A&M AMLH 64876
Studio fitted with a Koetsu Red Signature,
transformers, — these will be 4000VA in which feeds a Krell dual mono, quadruple
Robert Palmer: Clues Island ILPS 9595
production — with six 40,000pF caps.)
power supply, KRS-1A preamplifier. This,
Little Feat: Waiting for Columbus Mobile
There was some doubt if the conventional
Fidelity MFSL 2-013
like the PAM- 3 in the factory and future
KMA-200 boards would survive being turned
Gil Scott Heron: Reflections Arista SPARTY
preamp production, has nary a coupling
with the new supply, even with its slow- start capacitor in the sigral path. Instead, active
1180
circuitry, and, indeed, the first amplifier circuitry — ' Not a servo!' says Dan — looks
Bobby Caldwell: Clouds TK8804
lasted but a few seconds before biting the after the DC conditions. A three-way active
The Brothers Johnson: Look Out for # 1A&M
big one, a power transistor case emitting a crossover follows the preamp, which in turn
SP 4567
farewell plume of blue smoke.
is followed by the amplifiers, a truly rightMoondog: Moondog CBS 63906
III FI
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KRELL POWER

The back panel facilities may have been
updated, but the front panel ( and those for
the rest of the Krell range) gets afacelift. The
blue- anodised finish has been getting more
and more unpredictable from batch to batch
— Quad owners will be familiar with the
feeling of shock they get when they see a405
with a totally different heatsink hue. Blue is
still on offer, but the main finish is now a
subdued grey coloration, asurface treatment
previously only used for jet engine turbine
bearings. ( Dan's chief engineer Scott
attacked a PAM- 5 front panel with one of
those sharp steel probes so beloved by
dentists to show me that the finish is inviolably hard — a Krell owner, Ialmost fainted!)
The main business of the day, however,
was to talk about Dan's ' Reference' amplifier,
which is being launched in Japan this
month. In away it is a parallel launch to the
Mark Levinson No20. Both are cost- no- object
high power monoblocks aimed mainly at the
Japanese market, but Dan feels that the Krell
Reference will set the pace. He regards it as a
statement in modern solid-state amplifier
design, the most advanced devices used in
the best possible way:
It won't be an
amplifier, it will be a non- amplifier'.
The Reference will have a killer power
supply, fully regulated — ' even the wires' —
with the equivalent of 600,000pF reservoir
capacitance, and will have two toroidal
transformers, one for the positive rails and
one for the negative. The amplifier will be
'intelligent' in that when turned on it will
carry out a series of checks on its operating
points and conditions, including checking
the loudspeaker impedance, and only allow
asignal through when ready. A display panel
will show the status condition, something
Dan thinks the Japanese would just ' Krell'
over. The Reference amp will be allbalanced, from input to output, and a

r1POGEE r1COUSTICS

My ` Scintilla' speakers have been in use now for almost eighteen months having been the first
IJK dealer to immediately recognise their uniqueness. During this period Ihave built up awealth
of experience in obtaining the best performance by the use of appropriate ancillary equipment.
They are on permanent demonstration in my home and always sound at their best. As such
auditions are as private and comfortable as aproduct of this standard should demand. Wherever
you may live Iwill personally install and set up your own new pair of Apogee's and give whatever
guidance that may be necessary to obtain results as good as my own.
The new Truetta; from Apogee will be shown for the first time at the Staruieylands Hotel,
Wilmslow on Thursday 1st May at 8.30 pm. Please telephone if you would like to join us for what
promises to be amost excellent and enjoyable musical evening.
Derek Aston-Darker
Apogee • Audio Research • Counterpoint • Koetsu • Krell • Magnaplannar • Oracle • Robertson • Sumiko
and other fine equipment

sLon
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THE HIFI CONSULTANTS
4WEST STREET, ALDERLEY EDGE, CHESHIRE SK9 7EG • TEL: 0625-582704 OPEN TUESSAT 10-6
EXPORT ENQUIRIES • TEL: 625-582704 • TELEX: 669440

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND /UNICE

IF THE CAP FITS1
Walt Jun: & John Curl describe a real-time sijnal test for ca lacitor cuality

Editor's Introduction
In August 1985 HFN/RR carried a letter
from engineer John Curl briefly describing a method of revealing the audible
aberrations of capacitors, following the
reported comments of Peter Baxandall,
Douglas Self and othe -s, that there was
no way for such passive components to
affect

sound

quality.

Martin

Colloms

reported on the results of this test and
associated listening tests in articles in
the November and December 1985
issues of HFN/RR, and also demonstrated it at the British branch of the
Audio Engineering Society. Ithought it
appropriate, therefore, to publish a fuller description so that others could try it
for themselves. This article originally
appeared in the 4/85 issue of The Audio
Amateur and is reprinted with permission. Dr Malcolm Hawksford will be
commenting on this capacitor test next
month.
John Atkinson

I

N THE PAST FEW YEARS, AUDIOPHILES
have begun to focus on passive circuit
components and their impact on audio
signals. Capacitors, passive components
that vary enormously in their departures
from the ideal, have been part of these
discussions. You can easily measure capacinoa

The test is simple to implement using two
RC networks and a calibrated differential
amp, as shown in fig. 1. In one arm of the
bridge, the capacitor being tested is connected in series with a fixed stable resistance, F
1
L.In the other arm, a high- quality
reference capacitor of similar value is connected in series with two variable resistances, FU I and R d 2. Trimmer RAd i adjusts
the time constant, while FL1,2 compensates
for the equivalent series resistance ( ESR).
Typical pulse width is 1to 20ms; period is 5
to 10 times pulse width. These adjustments
balance the bridge ( note that the values need
only be nominally equal). The bridge output
is amplified by a factor, K, and is converted
to single- ended form for observation on a
standard oscilloscope.
The bridge is driven by a low- impedance
rectangular wave source with a level of 1to
10V pp . This can be from any lab pulse
generator with a passive output filter added
to band- limit the signal to below 100kHz. The
band limit is to minimise instrumentation
problems, as well as to simulate an audio
signal more realistically. Note that a steadystate signal such as the one described above
is most useful in finding the null position.
Once this has been established, you may use
a real audio signal, as well as pink or white
noise and other broadband sources.
Fig. 2shows one convenient way to realize
the differential gain/level shift function using
an IC instrumentation amplifier ( IA). With the
AD524 ( or AD624) devices, pin- selectable
J

e

1

J

for the drive levels of either 10V„ p 1,or 1V 1,
with the scope scale as shown. For this table,
an IA preamp gain of 100 is assumed. For
example, when a drive of 10V p p is used, a
scope display of 1V/division is equivalent to
0.1%/division, with respect to the input
signal.
TABLE

1

SCALE SENSITIVITIES IV/DIVISION)
Relative % for K 100)
Input Level
To Bridge
10V
5V
1V
0.5V
1%
0.5
0.1
0.05
10V,,
1V,, „
10%
5
1
0.5

0.1V
0.01
0.1

For an asymmetric rectangular wave input
signal, the frequency spectrum of the test
signal is rich in harmonics. Therefore, a
single ideal time constant will cause the
signal components to change in amplitude
and phase. A second time constant of similar
basic value, but with the parasitic effects of
non- ideal parameters added, will produce a
different set of amplitude/phase relationships. You can understand this if you
consider that the parasitic components will
change the capacitor value or ESR with
frequency. Any capacitor with frequencydependent parameters will not act identically
to an ideal one when fed awideband signal.
This test is designed to produce an output
(the residue after nulling) that represents the
signal components that differ from the
bridge's reference leg. This signal is a measure of the relative quality of C„„, because it
differs from Cref in real time.
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Fig. 1: The basic test set-up uses two RC networks and acalibrated differential amplifier.
Trim
for coarse null. Trim R„ d2 for fine null. C„,, should be reference- quality caps
(Teflon are preferred, but polypropylene are adequate).

tor quality by a variety of standard tests for
parameters such as dissipation factor ( DF)
and dielectric absorption IDA). Undoubtedly,
these tests arrange the various dielectrics
according to their relative quality. Some
tests, such as the one described in the
specifications for the MIL- C- 19978D capacitor [ fixed plastic ( or paper- plastic) dielectric],
are sensitive detectors of the more subtle
parameters ( DA). This is not a real-time test,
however, and it requires specialised equipment and uses essentially DC signals.
Bridge tests have long been used in passive component testing, and a simple wideband bridge circuit can be used to test
relative capacitor quality. The advantage of
this approach is that it is both real time and
real signal. Specifically, you can observe the
relative quality results immediately, and they
are based on signals that closely approximate audio signals. In fact, they may actually
be audio signals.
1111-111 Vo,,%. RI'( ORI)R1.‘ II \\
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Fig. ?: This selectable- gain differential preamp uses an IC instrumentation amp to
realise the differential gain/level shift function.

calibrated gains of 10, 100 or 1000 times are
available, as noted in the table with fig. 2. A
gain of 100 is the most useful. The devices
quoted require no additional parts and no
trimming for operation, only a ± 15V supply
(recommended). In principle, you may also
use other lAs or separate setups with three
op amps. If you choose the latter approach,
you will need seven precision resistors, four
of which should be precisely ratio- matched
pairs.

Sample results

Some sample results from this type of test
are shown in photos 1-7 on p57. The input
driving waveform is shown at the top, and
the residue after nulling appears at the
bottom ( sensitivity as shown). The specific
types being compared are noted, along with
other relevant conditions. In all cases, the
input pulse width is 20ms and the time base
is 10ms/division.
This residue can be composed of linear
and nonlinear components because it is the
Using the Set-up
total error remaining after the bridge has
With this set-up, you can obtain a wide
been trimmed for time constant and ESR. DA
variety of sensitivities, which are dependent
will typically be the largest error component
on the driving level, K, and the scope
in film and aluminium capacitors, and it will
sensitivity actually used. For example,
often be essentially linear error. Non-linear
dependent on the particular quality of Cr est , errors can also occur, as with capacitance
the residue signal at the null point may be as
parameters that are not voltage indepenhigh as 10% or more referred to the input, or
dent. This can occur with high- k ceramic
it may be as low as 0.01% or less. These
units and some tantalum types.
scaling sensitivities are indicated in Table 1
The residue from the test units is domin55
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MERIDIAN MCD PRO £675.00

£50
4. FREE

YOU HAVE A CHOICE.
Do you long for the convenience of.a C.D. player? Are you put off because you have 100's of LP's?
Does everyone tell you C.D. can't compare with the best analogue turntables? There is only one sensible
approach.You need a fair comparative demonstration, fuss tree & relaxed. We have the best C.D. players
and turntables on permanent demonstration. Let your ears decide.
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PHOTO 1: Cu,,, = 10pF, 10V aluminium
electroytic; C,, = 8pF, 200V polypropylene; Rt = 4500; residue = 12%; 20ms
pulse.

PHOTO 2:
= 10pF, 25V nonpolar
aluminium electrolytic; Cre
8pF, 800V
polypropylene: Rt. = 5000; residue = 3%;
20ms pulse.

PHOTO 3: C,„,, = 10pF, 35V tantalum
electrolytic; Cr./ = 8pF, 200V polypropylene; FIL = 5000; residue = 0.9%; 20ms
pulse.

PHOTO 4: = 0. 1pF, 50V ceramic disk;
Cnyf = 1pF, 200V polypropylene; RL
50k0; residue - 2.4%; 20ms pulse.

CAPACITORS

mum f
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ated mostly by DA errors. These results offer
some interesting observations about the
nature of the output error with regard to
audio signals ( mostly transient in nature).
Not only is the basic waveform of the input
pulse distorted in shape, but also note that
appreciable output is still occurring for
several tens of milliseconds after the input is
complete..0References
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PHOTO 5: Cie., = 0.1pF, 100V
polyester (WW); C,f
0. 1pF, 200V
polypropylene° RL= 50k0:
residue = 0.11%; 20ms pulse.

PHOTO 6: = 10pF, 10V
aluminium electrolytic; C,e1 = 8pF,
200V polypropylene; AL = 50k0;
residue = 0.19%; 20ms pulse.
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PHOTO 7:

= 1pF, 200V

polystyrene; C,0 = 1pF, 50V Teflon;
RL= 10k0; residue
0.001%;
20ms pulse.
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an early version of it with 5534 op amps, then later with the
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the bulk of the recent work, including all the measurements
detailed in the photo series. The basic set-up was inspired
by discussions with AD524 designer Scott Wurcer of Analog
Devices regarding Scott's earlier work with bridge measurements on resistors using the AD524.
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LUX DUMPERS, ISOPLATS
Phase Shunters, Tweek: we've given
you lots of reasons to think we've lost
our grip(s) on reality. Those of you
less inclined to side with hi-fi's subjectivists
consider us positively loony, though we
continue to defend, with confidence, our
seemingly outré taste in hi-fi addenda. This
month, we've decided to test your credulity
to the limits, by offering you the HFN/RR Flux
Shunter.
While the four items rrbentioned in the
opening paragraph had to prove themselves
because of a lack of precedents, we can
launch the Flux Shunter with the knowledge
that the principle behind it predates Edison,
Volta, Fleming, Berliner, and, yes, even Peter
Baxandall, by four or five millenia.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

APRIL 198b

Archaeologists cracking the doors on pyramids sealed years before Nero plucked his
fiddle have remarked on the startling condition of items contained therein, and our
more metaphysical contemporaries have
suggested that miniature pyramids, if used
correctly ( and with a bit of divine intervention), could wreak havoc with the sales
figures at Wilkinson and Gillette. Applying
pyramidology - with its roots in the highest
of mathematics and therefore less ' Black
Magic' than it may at first appear - to hi-fi
didn't require much imagination. Quickly:
what do we deal with every day that loses it
sharpness? No, Idon't mean reviewers' wits.
The Flux Shunter, so named because
pyramids are said to manipulate magnetic
fields, is optimally proportioned and should
prove large enough to deal with styli, or - for

the more adventurous - smaller valves like
ECC83s. Just what the results will be if you
leave a valve under a pyramid is anyone's
guess, but we have no doubt that you'll let us
know. I'm dying to place aFlux Shunter over
aFlux Dumper, over the soft plastic ' needle'
on aTweek syringe, and over aturntable that
may have suffered micro-cracking because I
own afew Telarc LPs, as well as the expected
application vis à vis cartridges. The Flux
Shunter, as you might expect, is
printed
on
a
spiritually
approved material - card - and is /
supplied with complete instructions.
HFN/RR cannot guarantee that
the Flux Shunter will sharpen a
•es'\ te9
dulled stylus, revitalise a
•
9
t
o . 0c
tired magnet, or restore a
Cl
blackened valve.All
Ce-v
•e
we can guarantee
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P.170 from Musical Fidelity - yet another excellent product available from us - see the review in
March 86 edition of HFN & RR

MUSICAL FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., Unit 34, Sapcote Trading Estate, Dudden Hill Lane, NW10 2DJ.
Telex: 21792 Ref.1200

HEYBROOK
Hall of Fame \
HB1 Loudspeaker of
the year 1984, 1985, 1986 What Hi Fi. Best Buy 1983, 1984,
1985 - Hi Fi Choice.
HB2 Recommended 1979, 1980,
1981, 1982, 1983, 1984 - Hi Fi Choice. " They
possess that effortless sound quality which was
almost impossible to believe". Practical Hi Fi 1980.
"...a clear recommendation". Hi Fi News 1983.
A

/\
4

HB3 " Exciting and very dramatic...with an effortlessness and ease. Rhythms are well defined and crisp...a warmth
and richness of tonal colour.. highly informative...excellent levels
•
,
f \
of instrumental separation... and dynamics". Practical Hi Fi 1983.
‘5.o
, o
o
"High sound levels without any noticeable compression...
o•
1- \
convincing realism. Analytical sound reminiscent of studio
o•
,
b /4
- \
monitors'. Hi Fi for Pleasure 1984.
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112 Recommended 1983, 1984, 1985 - Hi Fi Choice.
"5
0, \ " In terms of performance the TT2 can be welcomed to the select
//),é
) \
band of high quality units". Gramaphone 1984. "..« exceilent,
well made, above average performance". Hi Fi Answers 1983.
%
"The TT2 is asuperior product". Hi Fi News 1984.

\

HBS1 Loudspeaker stand of the yea'. Federation of British
Audio Awards 1984.
\

C2/P2 " .. one of the very best combinations available under
£ 1000". New Hi Fi Sound 1986.
\ "... better than any equivalently priced amplifier Inave heard."
Answers 1986.

ENT REVIEW

LITTLE & LARGE

Martin Colloms reviews CD players from Akai, Teac, Cambridge, Denon, Philips, NEC, Technics, Sony and Sharp

C

OMPACT DISC PLAYER PRICES ARE CONTINUING TO
fall, and the better budget models represent
genuinely good value as amusic source. An obvious
contender is the relatively recent Philips CD- 150,
which is now widely discounted to the £200 level. In
essence, it matches the well- regarded CD- 104 on
performance, offering alively yet musical sound. It would not be
easy to assemble an analogue deck and cartridge combination of
comparable quality; in fact the direct equivalent — with automated
play facilities and track programming — would sound far worse.
Only acarefully set-up manual deck would have achance of
competing, and although such an optimised arrangement might
better CD in terms of subjective tonal balance, it would also be likely
to suffer from higher distortion in the treble as well as aweaker bass
and greater levels of coloration. The pitch of musical tones,
especially with piano, would also be less secure than with CD. Add in
the problems with analogue record playing time, surface noise and
fragility, and the advantage at this price level clearly lies with CD.
Against this, however, must oe set the 2:1 software price ratio, a
state of affairs which is likely to continue for another year at least.
There has been arash of new players from the Japanese majors,
these largely associated with their wide range of rack and stacked
hi-fi systems. Consequently, amodel is often available in different

sizes to suit midi and full- width systems. Often players from different
brands emanate from one source such as Yamaha. Minor changes in
specification, such as the inclusion or otherwise of aheadphone
socket or aremote control can marginally affect the sound quality.
OEM customers may also have individual requirements regarding
the accuracy of the as- fitted DIA convertor.
As reported in ' News' p37, Amstrad aim to sell acomplete ' vertical
music centre' complete with CD, for just £299.1f the CD player is
worth, say, £80-£120, that leaves just £ 180 for the remaining package
—tuner, amplifier, cassette deck and loudspeakers! What on earth
will it sound like? Nevertheless, if it works reliably, the CD section will
probably give the best sound ever heard from an Amstrad system
and this will be enough to generate the anticipated sales.
The group of players reviewed this month range from the Mk11
version of the miniature Sony D50 Discman at £260 and the almost
equally bijou Technics SL- P7, to one of the largest available, the
two- box Cambridge Audio CD1 at £ 1500. We wanted to include the
Philips portable but this was not ready in time so Philips sent their
555 ' briefcase' model as astand-in.
All the machines were subjected to afull lab test programme,
followed by detailed absolute and comparative listening tests using a
variety of classical and rock CDs. Reference players included the
Sony ' 552/'702 system and the Meridian Pro-MCD, as well as a
59

Technics explain the
_pitfalls of Compact Disc.
A compact disc is made up of tiny
pits 700 times smaller than apin-prick.
Using alaser beam thinner than a
human hair, the CD player reads each pit

as they whizz around at up to 500 rpm.
Well that's how it works in theory.

The

How well it works in your living room is a

result

different matter.

is greater

Because some machines Eire better

fidelity to the

than others at dealing with scratches,

original recording, as

warps, fingerprints and pressing defects.

the machine picks up more from the disc.

Problems which Technics compact

For the highest possible resolution,

disc players overcome by their ' FF1'

all Technics players also use afull 16 bit

(Fine-Focus 1-beam) optical pick-up and

D/A converter.

AccuServo' system.

A 96th order FIR-type double over-

FF1 uses a larger, more intense
laser beam so light is less likely to be
scattered

when

it

comes

across

a

surface blemish. While the AccuServo

sampling digital filter.
And a Tchebyshev-type active lowpass analogue filter.
Every component, down to the

system features a new, microprocessor-

copper- film capacitors has been selected

controlled linear motor to guide the

only after extensive listening tests.

beam. ( Its average random track search
time is aphenomenal 0.8 seconds.)

Audition

an

entire

player

yourself at your local Technics dealer.

I

Technics
300 - 318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks. SL1 6JB. Tel: Slough 34522.

for

AKAI CD-M515/CD-A30

£199

This new compact design is an Akai original, incorporating such
up-to-date features as aback- illuminated liquid crystal display,
showing individual track numbers and timings, as well as the total
information. Disc index points can be accessed and displayed and up
to 36 tracks may be programmed in random order. Repeat may be
set for the whole disc or asection selected with start/finish buttons.

at a -80dB encoding level. The level error was moderate at -90dB
modulation, typically 3dB, indicative of agood 15 3/
4bit resolution.
For in- band signals, the high frequency intermodulation results were
very good, the IM product being at - 90dB.
Sourced from alow impedance of 225ohms, the output was
marginally below the norm at 1.9V, giving ajust- audible 0.5dB in a
critical A/B test with another player. The de-emphasis was accurate
and track access was pretty rapid. No problems were encountered
with error correction and mechanical noise was moderate.
Electrically, S/N ratios were quite satisfactory, if not as great as the
best 16- bit linear decks. Under normal conditions, spuriae above
20kHz were well rejected to - 104dB. Visual inspection of full level
white noise revealed mild slew clipping, however.

Sound quality
Scoring well in the listening tests, the ' 515 ( and the CDA-30)were
nicely above average, though in my view, not quite up to the
standard of the more costly CD-A7/CD-M88 models.
Bass was astrong point, being both firm and subjectively
well-extended. Tonally the mid was atouch lean, but not seriously
so, and the ' 515 did manage to give arespectable representation of
midrange depth and ambience. This was less pronounced at the
frequency extremes, particularly in the treble. This was also amite
'brittle' and edgy, but was nevertheless quite good, and did not
appear ' forward', as is so often the case. Focus and resolution of fine
detail were generally good, and listening fatigue was quite low.

Conclusion
A rather short audio lead, fitted with phono plugs, is permanently
attached, while two sockets on the rear panel provide subcode data
for video displays etc. A third socket provides asynchro signal for
simultaneous start-up of amatching cassette deck when the CD
player is put into ' play'. Neither aheadphone socket nor remote
control is fitted.
Both the CD- M515 and the similar CDA-30, which lacks the synchro
facility, are tidy drawer loaders with neat control panels. Operation is
easy, in contrast to the earlier CD- M88. On the technical side, these
machines use atime-shared 16- bit linear converter with atraditional
brickwall filter at 21kHz to eliminate ultrasonic spuriae. A three- beam
laser is used, one for reading data and the other two supplying
information for the tracking and focus systems.

Lab performance
The frequency response showed mile deviations at high frequencies,
preceded by agentle lift in the presence range, ajust- audible 0.2dB,
and there was amild 1dB channel imbalance at 18kHz. Channel
balance generally held to ± 0.4dB, with very good separation at low
and mid frequencies. By 20kHz, however, the separation was lower
than average, falling to less than 60dB, right on left. Interchannel
phase difference was typical of ashared converter type, the figure

These two machines give Akai an entry into the lower price range,
and no problems were encountered during the lab or listening tests.
Despite the lack of remote, the competitive performance qualified
both for afirm recommendation, particularly at the low price.

CAN1BRIDGE ¡UDR) CD1

4:1500

Several manufacturers have offered refined versions of the wellaccepted Philips CD player. In the UK we have Meridian and Mission,
in France there is Phonophone, whilst in the USA, both PS Audio and
McIntosh offer such models. The latest British player of this type
comes from Cambridge Audio, who have produced acostly two- box
affair after the fashion of the Sony CD552/DAS702 combination,
called the CD1 and based on the Philips CD- 104.
The CD1 has been available for some months in the USA but has
only just been released in the UK. Designed by Stan Curtis, it only
makes use of the base elements of the Philips original and
incorporates many original features.
The CD1 lacks remote control and aheadphone socket but does
include agood volume control. Output is set deliberately 6dB high at
4V to allow the player to be directly connected to apower amp.
An interesting feature is the logic- controlled output filter option.

.1E4,

1

Technical design

i
STAPT:
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Xrt 0 Hz

This allows for some tailoring of the phase response to suit various
digital master recorders and thus provide ameasure of
compensation for the recording chain ( see fig.1). Computer-grade
pushbuttons are used for filter selection and transport mode, the
latter essentially following the CD- 104 with afront- loading tray, a
small fluorescent green display, track skip, forward and reverse, as
well as search and programming of up to 20 tracks.
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Ultrasonic spuriae: OdB, 20kHz tone

rising to amaximum of 77° by 20kHz. This is only arelevant factor if
mono use is envisaged.
At full level, the low and mid frequency harmonic distortion was
better than 0.007%, with 16kHz in- band noise from a20kHz signal at a
reasonable - 74dB. The 24kHz component was only 24dB down! At
1kHz, distortion was good at lower levels, with - 25dB still measured
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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A number of interesting design features are incorporated, based on
Stan's detailed research into both analogue and digital circuitry.
Using atunable vibration rig, it was possible to show that the
suspension/isolation systems of most players were not allowing
optimum performance to be obtained from the laser pickup. My own
experiments with isolating supports such as the Mission lsoplat and
disc damping pads such as CYX Foil have confirmed this.
The disc player adds heavy longitudinal lead beams, tuned to 1Hz,
to the existing Philips CDM1 transport. This damps and absorbs the
61
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Philips CD- 104 for the budget players.
For the high- end' machines, the listening system comprised a
conrad-johnson Premier Three preamp driving an Audio Research
D-115 II power amplifier, with Celestion SL600, Spendor SP2, and
Magneplanar MGM loudspeakers. Cables used included Siltech. At a
more realistic price level, good service was given by aMission Cyrus
2integrated amplifier.
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dominant vibrations from the nearby transformers and from the
loudspeakers. The large upper deck contains the transport, the digital
circuitry and the dual power supplies. Great care has been taken over
these, involving two toroidal transformers and eight regulator
sections to give maximum isolation betweer the transport and focus
servos and the analogue circuitry. ( Some modification has been
made to the servo control responses of the disc tracking system to
improve the error correction rate.)
The digital data stream and auxiliary power are fed via two short,
wide bandwidth cables to the lower box, which contains two
separate high quality DIA converter boards and the analogue
circuitry. Four- times oversampling is used, with two cascaded Philips
digital filters taking advantage of the noise shaping. Conversely, the
ultimate S/N ratio has been deliberately compromised by adding
dither to the least significant bits, 17 and 18. Three paralleled 14- bit
D/A converters are used per cnannel, two operating essentially in
parallel, with the third used as afast ranger and bit error detector. In
the 4x-oversarnpled system, the theoretical resolution is beyond 20.5
bits, which gives aconsistently good margin with respect to the
theoretical 16- bit resolution of the CD recording system.
Featuring selected integrated circuits, the analogue signal path is
DC- coupled throughout, apart from the final output capacitor, a
selected 1µF polypropylene VVondercap. Analogue and decoder
wiring is in single- strand silver plated wire cable.

Lab report
The first sample did work but suffered from low-level signa!
problems, shown in the first spectrum analysis. A 1kHz - 60aB signal
showed areasonable numerical distortion figure of . 97dB, but just a
little down the dynamic range window, awide swathe of supplyrelated sidebands appeared. Cambridge Audio traced this to aweak
5V regulator supplying the DAC array, and these sidebands were
well- suppressed on the second sample, where the hum components
were not present.
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Taking frequency response first, our standard 10k loading gave a
mild LF rolloff, due to the player's smallish output capacitor. The
response was 0.8dB down at 20Fiz, but this droop will be less
pronounced with preamplifier inputs with amore usual 20k- 100k
input impedance. Set to Filter Position 1, the classic Philips response
was shown, complete with minor ripples and abarely detectable
treble droop.
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Channel separation was very good at typically 108dB, while
balance was also excellent. Interchannel phase difference was zero.
At OdB, harmonic distortion was low but unspectacular, measuring a
little better than -80dB, 0.001%, up to 20kHz for the second sample.
Some linearity imbalance was noted between channels, but despite
this the low-level distortion results were some of the best Ihave yet
measured. As aclose correlation of this, the step error at - 90dB
averaged alow 0.5dB, suggesting that the CD1 does enjoy afull
16- bit resolution.
Looking at the OdB 20kHz spectrum analysis, the in- band products
are almost buried in the noise floor, while the 24kHz ultrasonic
product is well suppressed at - 53dB. Interestingly, the HF
intermodulation performance was unexceptional, this believed to be
due to the output circuitry rather than the decoders.
As noted earlier, the output level was high at 4.125V, sourced from
alow 10ohm impedance. The variable output showed ahigher
source impedance, 3k from a 10k control. De- emphasis was accurate,
while track access was amite slow at 9s, 5s being typical these days,
but this is not an important criticism. Mechanical noise was very low.
Despite Stan Curtis' suggested compromise on noise levels, we
measured an excellent - 112dB, the test gear threshold, in all modes.
No clipping could be seen on white noise. The impulse response
reveals anon- inverting 4V pulse, typical of aPhilips digital filter,
bursting the bounds of the graph. For interest's sake, we looked at a
-90dB 1kHz sinewave: this was just resolved, albeit with asymmetric
noise bursts. Many machines produce asignal looking like this at
80dB or -86dB.

Sound quality
The main auditioning was carried out with the filters set to Position 1,
which has abasically flat response. The other filter positions
provided mild tonal modification of the treble, which was useful on a
number of records: with early Deccas Ifavoured Position 3; on some
DGs, 2; on Denons 4etc.
Fil- FI NFWS 14: RECORD RLVIEN'
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the Left- on- Right breakthrough being rather more severe than
Right-on- Left. At HF, the situation was reversed; nonetheless, the
separation results were more than satisfactory.
As expected from the delay system interchannel phase difference

Conclusion
Here we have afirst-class CD player and, if Iknow Stan Curtis, there
will be more to follow. In the past he has designed some remarkably
inexpensive, high quality amplifiers...
With acaveat regarding the first faulty sample, the lab and
subjective performance was extremely good and went along way
towards justifying the high price tag. Although rather light on
convenience features — aremote control is anticipated — the CD1 ' s
exceptional sound quality shows what the medium is capable of. The
future looks bright.
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After an abortive start with aversion of the original Hitachi DA1000,
Denon have now embarked on their own CD player design. Iwas not
that impressed with their original DCD1800, but later production
models were said to be much improved and anew version will soon
be available. The first models in Denon's new range are the
midi- sized, £249, DCD1000 and full-width DCD1100, the latter also
having remote control. Although the two are essentially the same,
our measurements suggest that our ' 1100 was the better machine,
having full 16- bit resolution, so this review concentrates on that
model.
Both players feature adelay sampling method, with asingle D/A
converter. The technique brings the two channels into time and
phase alignment as if two DACs had been used. Denon also claim the
use of a ' super- linear' system whereby the converter performance is
dynamically monitored by asecond loop. If errors are detected, the
system can offset these at the final output, thus providing for
exceptional accuracy at the least significant bit, resulting in improved

low-level linearity. The DAC is 16- bit linear with the usual brickwall
analogue filter: Denon do claim to have taken extra care with the
analogue design to preserve signal fidelity.
In addition to the remote control, the ' 1100 includes aheadphone
socket with variable level. The remote has the added convenience of
adirect- entry, 10- key numeric pad for immediate play of the chosen
track and up to nine tracks in random order can be programmed from
the remote. Unusually, you can program the player with the drawer
open so you can see the CD label. Indexing, skip, track search and the
usual multi-function display facilities are all provided. Output is from
phono sockets and there is asubcode output.

Lab results
Showing excellent channel balance, the frequency response was flat
up to 10kHz, above which there was aminor 0.3dB ripple. Some
inconsistency was also observed with regard to channel separation,
Ill- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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was held to alow 5 or less over the whole range. OdB harmonic
distortion was fine at low and mid frequencies, but the 20kHz result
proved unexceptional, with anear 4kHz component only 71dB down.
Conversely, upper frequency intermodulation of 20kHz was wellsuppressed.
The ' 1100 showed high linearity at low levels. Indeed, it was one of
the best yet in this regard, and taken with the negligible step error at
-90dB, showed that Denon have achieved afull 16- bit resolution.
Some mild HF intermodulation was noted at OdB, the right channel
1kHz component appearing at - 70dB. Some improvement was noted
at a10dB lower test level. At full modulation, the output was
marginally high at 2.1V, this sourced from ahigher than usual
990ohms. Track access times were moderate, while the de-emphasis
was close to standard. The tracking and error correction system,
although satisfactory, was not up with the best, error gaps > 700pm
and surface dots > 500pm giving some trouble. The machine was
fairly quiet mechanically.
On spuriae, the spectrum of a - 20dB lkHz tone showed a
noticeably clean HF output, extending down to - 110dB. The pulse
response was typical of the brickwall filter, with extended ringing
and anoticeable overshoot. On atransient white noise signal, there
was sufficient headroom to display the waveform without visible
distortion or ringing. S/N ratios were 'textbook': 96dB unweighted,
no emphasis; 94dB CCIR ARM with emphasis.

Sound quality
We were impressed by the sound quality from this player, its
numeric scores being very high for this price category. Stereo
imagery was well- focused throughout the frequency range with a
pleasing dimensionality. Depth and ambience were also well
represented, with anice midrange perspective and afeeling of drive
and ' go'. The sound was reinforced by good bass lines, and backed
by fine detail at all frequencies. Vocals were tonally wellbalanced,and only ahint of ' softness' was evident in the treble. The
'1100 seemed easy on the ears, yet remained musically involving.

EQUIPMENT REVIEW

The only reference player to hand in this class was the Sony
'552/'702 combination, which has held off all corners until now. The
Sony sound is astable, focused and robust' one with afirm
extended bass, acomparatively natural tonal quality notably richer
than competing players, very good clarity and depth, and an
articulate treble. Ioriginally compared the Sony's quality with that of
agood tube preamplifier — the Cambridge CD1 goes an appreciable
way further in that direction.
The CD1 matched the Sony in virtually every area: solid, articulate,
extended bass; transparent, well-defined midrange; very good
stereo perspectives; and exceptional control in the treble. The key
word was ' tonality'! Its tonal balance on orchestral strings, for
example, was fuller and ' rounder', without any perceptible
impairment of definition. This more natural tonal balance also
appeared to contribute to the stereo perspective, lending amore
spacious effect to the soundstage. Over long periods this was both
less fatiguing and more satisfying, but it must be said that the Sony
was anything but aproblem in this area.
Whatever the subtle differences, there can be no doubt concerning
the very high ranking of the Cambridge CD1.
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every now and then a product appears which can
truly be said to advance the 'state of the art'. In the

case of loudspeakers one could include the Quad
ELS, the Spendor BC1 and more recently the
Celestion SL600, all of which set new standards in
their time.
We now have a new standard bearer in the
Apogee Scintilla — a truly remarkable new full
range ribbon loudspeaker from the USA which is an
astonishing technological achievement. A true
marriage of art and science combining to produce
the finest loudspeaker it has been our privilege to
hear.
Apart from the musical delights the Scintilla has
now become an important weapon in our armoury.
It enables us to compare other products such as
turntables, arms, cartridges and pre-amps
and learn more about
them in afew minutes
then we had in hours
or even days previously. An invaluable aid
in improving our
standards to you
the customer.
The
obvious
partner for Apogee
is Krell amplification and the superb new MK Il
power amps are
available at Acoustic Arts along with
the new PAM 5
pre-amp.

What a wonderful combination
they make. The power and authority of the power
amps is balanced
by the

delicacy and smoothness of the PAM 5which is a
product every pre-amp buyer should investigate as
soon as possible. The legendary Krell constructional
standards and finish are very evident and one has
only to operate the control knobs to know that it is
no ordinary product.
Come and hear them here and discover why
people travel from all over the country to shop at
Acoustic Arts. You will receive astandard of service
you thought had long since ceased to exist.
Among the equipment we stock includes:
A & R, Akai, Alphason, Apogee, Audiolab, B.L.Q.,
Beard, Burmester, Castle, Celestion, ConradJohnson, Croft, D.N.M., Decca, Denon, Dual, Etude,
Goldbug, Heybrook, Infinity, KEF, Koetsu, Krell, Linx,
Magneplanar, Meridian, Mission, Mordaunt-Short,
Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Oak, PS Audio, Proton,
Quad, Quicksilver, Revolver, Revox, Robertson,
Rogers, Rotel, SD Acoustics, Sansui, Sondex,
Spendor, Systemdek, Tannoy, Trio, The Source,
Thorens, Van den Hul, W.T.A., Wharfedale, Yamaha,
Zeta-Eclipse.
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Acoustic Arts Ltd., 101, St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts.
Tel: Watford 33011/45250
Open Monday to Saturday 9.30 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
We Cater for Export Orders.
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NEC CD509E
Despite ahitherto low profile in the UK, NEC were one of the
pioneers in the CD field and the parent company is amajor
semiconductor manufacturer. Indeed, NEC are responsible for the
laser heads used in anumber of players. Their earlier player was
largely an in-house design, and was well- rated for its sound quality.
We auditioned their latest model, the drawer- loading CD 509E,
blind prior to testing or examining and correctly identified it as a
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Yamaha CDX-derived machine. ( Yamaha, of course, extensively
supply CD mechanisms for OEM use.) Interestingly, while the ' 509E
does use the Yamaha twice-oversampled 16- bit D/A system with
digital filtering, the NEC promotional material and specifications
describe it as a16- bit linear machine with no mention of
oversampling. The spec also quotes a5Hz-20kHz range, devoid of
limits, and alow, if not exceptional, lkHz distortion of 0.007% or
-83dB.
All the usual facilities are provided, with light action touch button
controls. There is no remote control, but aheadphone socket with a
variable level control is fitted to the front panel. A red LED display
shows track timings, total times and index numbers when present on
the disc. Other features include audible music cueing, two-speed
search, fast track access, random programming for up to 15 tracks,
and an A- Brepeat mode.

Lab results
While essentially conforming to the measured Yamaha performance,
there were some differences of detail. NEC have chosen to tailor the
frequency response, for example. By adjusting the filtering, they
have incorporated an audible 0.4dB shelf boost in the bass below
300Hz, both channels well- matched. Above 500Hz, the player
showed aflat response with the usual kick up at 20kHz nicely tailored.
NEC clearly prefer a ' richer' balance.
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Impulse response

The twice oversampling was confirmed by the reduced interchannel phase shift, amounting to amodest 40° by 20kHz. Channel
separation was was satisfactory at 80dB from low to mid
frequencies, reducing to 62dB at 20kHz; below average but not really
of any consequence.
At OdB, the measured distortion was close to specification and was
not as good as some. Measuring -82dB or so, Ihave measured as low
as - 100dB with some players. However, at lower signal levels, the
NEC showed improved linearity, and the important -80dB signals
were handled well. Step error at the -90dB modulation level was low,
averaging 2.5dB, indicating agood resolution of the order of 15 /
4
3
bits lie the LSB has three chances out of four of being correct). Good
intermodulation results were obtained with the 19/20kHz test tone.
The spectrum analysis of a20kHz sinewave showed alow level of
downband products, while the 24kHz ultrasonic intermodulation —
44kHz sampling rate; 20kHz fundamental — was high at -26dB just out
of band. For lkHz at a - 20dB level, spectrum analysis showed that the
spuriae were held to below - 102dB. At -60dB, the dominant harmonic
was the sixth, at 40dB below the fundamental, indicative of some
middle-of-the- range conversion curvature.
The impulse response was typical of the genre, with awellcontrolled overshoot and only mild ringing. It handled the full level
white noise signal without clipping or slew problems. All the S/N
ratio measurements indicated avery good level of performance.
Surprisingly, the output level was significantly low at 1.54V —
significant, that is, in the context of adirect NB comparison with a2V
machine. Source impedance was lower than for the usual Yamahabased models at 300ohms. Track accesstimes were quite rapid and
the transport was ergonomically ' easy to drive'. Mechanical noise
was moderate and the player had good error correction.

Sound quality
The NEC ' 509 was recognisably ' Yamaha' on audition, but with s
minor differences. It was sweeter than usual, with afuller bass. T

Ultrasonic spuriae: OdB, 20kHz tone
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Denon have achieved atrue 16- bit resolution with the DCD1100 (the
'1000 was less good), though experience suggests that is not
necessarily aguarantee of good sound. However, in this case,
considering the price and facilities offered, the sound quality is well
above average, resulting in an enthusiastic recommendation.
However, we must temper our enthusiasm with mild reservations
regarding some aspects of the technical performance, notably the
difference between channels, and the > 100% error correction. This is
unlikely to be aproblem with discs in good condition, though.

The AU- G 11X is an affordable amplifier offering the
same technology as models AU- G 33X and AU- G 55X.
The XBalanced Amp Type II is designed to eliminate all
ground related problems so music is reproduced with
unbelievable purity and clarity.
In the event of speaker impedance becoming low, the
AU- G 11X is equipped to supply ample current to the
power output stage and can deliver as much as 75
watts of dynamic power into 2ohms.

"I was very impressed with the sound from this MkV
version of the SR- 222. It was consistently smooth and
even toned, with only aslight lack of subtlety giving
away its market position compared to more expensive
units. On the whole it gave aconsistently revealing
sense of atmosphere and plenty of detail, but above
all it got the feet tapping and really invited you to
participate. Forjust over £ 100 that's got to be
good value."
Jonathan Kettle, New Hi

"It'll record forwards, backwards, one tape, two tapes,
one track or two tracks at atime, at normal speed or
double speed. It's got 34 knobs on the front panel and
acomputer which sequences and records tracks in
your chosen order.
On the ergonomic front Iwas very impressed with the
build quality of the Sansui DW-10, its finish being first
rate with anice feel to the main control buttons.
The Sansui DW-10, enigmatic as it may be, works out
being arather good machine and fills auseful niche in
the marketplace of twin cassette decks. It is welldesigned, beautifully constructed, sounds good overall
in relation to other machines of this type and is actually
alot of deck for the money. Definitely afront-runner in
the class.

Sound. July 1985

-This player offers agood sound quality for the money,
together with acompetent transport, claiming fast
access times. In common with other related models,
the new PCV-100 has no difficulty in gaining a
recommendation in this issue and in view of the latest
pricing wins a 'Best Buy' rating."

Hi Fi Choice lone 1985

"Welcome back Sansui! Your PCV100 player is an
excellent product and is warmly recommended.
For: Good looks. Ease of operation. Very quiet running.
Against: The third screw along the back was the wrong
shade of black!" Stan Curtis, Which Compact Disc?June 1985.

Ian Kuah, Which Compact Disc? September 1985.

NSUI ELECTRONICS ( UK) LTD., Unit 10A, Lyon Industrial Estate, Rockware Avenue, Greenford, Middx. UB6

"SOUND QUALITY. Given the standard technology, and
generally satisfactory lab performance, one might
be forgiven for anticipating asimilar 'just satisfactory'
sonic performance. However, the Sansui surprised
us here, with something rather special for the price
sector.
It scored well, approaching the best respected decks
costing some 25% more. It demonstrated aprecise,
well focused stereo image, with substantial depth and
ambience. Mid tonal balance was quite good, with a
natural perspective, while both bass and treble
extremes were reproduced with good clarity and
authority. The sound was judged slightly 'clinical' but
this did not detract from its good ratings.
CONCLUSION. Good as the '
100 is, the '
750 is better
still, and is strongly recommended as abasic machine
offering acompetitive sound quality."
IINews Octoticr 1,)8

TU-D33XL TUNER £ 109 inc. vat

"Sansui AU- G 33X is pretty damn good. In fact it's a
cracker."
"I have the distinct impression that here, at last is one
main stream manufacturer making aconcerted stab
at closing the gap with the best of the audiophile
orientated competition."
"The Sansui does go louder- much louder- than the
£/00 to 1120 models, and it has that rare and
precious facility of staying in perfect control of the
loudspeakers to which it's presented."
"Recommended".
Ill GOIC, New Hi Fi Sound. February 1985.

"A couple of plays revealed that the TUD 33XL's ability
to prise decent sound stage, with ample depth to
convey 3-D presence and bass, from musical
instruments or sound effects was, at times, near
awesome."
"The Sansui is adevilish successful solution for those
of you who can no longer bear to part with afiver
whenever you crave something new."
"And it's pretty to boot."
hen Hessfor , Hi f News. May 1985.

AU-G55X STEREO AMP. £249 inc. vat

SANSUI TU D 99X. Best Buy, Hi- Fi Choice. March 1985.
"With afront rank sound quality and avery strong RF
performance, this is clearly afine tuner design. Suited,
with the 'local' switch, to both fringe and high strength
locations, aversatile performance is offered".
Conclusion. "The TUD 99X represents very good value
in its price sector, and qualifies for aBest Buy rating."
Hf F Choice

The TU D99X incorporates asuper linear digital
decoder which eliminates beat interference. It does
so effectively and without creating its own audible beat
since no harmonics are generated.

"Altogether avery satisfying stereo amplifier which
I
could live with for alongtime. Well recommended."
John Gilbert, Gramophone April 1985

"To most people, names such as Sansui enjoy street
credibility while other more esoteric names simply
cannot match up."
"Me Sansui easily won out in the specific area of
maximum loudness, which was achieved in aseamless
and unstrained manner."
"I like the Sansui. In addition to its superb build, finish
and flexibility, it was capable of real quality music
making."
Alvin Gold, What Hi FP February 1985.

Send the coupon today for further details on
any of the products shown above and afull list
of Sans ui Pure Hi Fi dealers.

NAME

(
IN BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

HFN4/86
_m_

BEFORE YOU PLAY
IT TO ANYONE
CERTAIN PRECAUTIONS
MAY BE NECESSARY.

an the Marantz CD65 pose such agrave security risk?
Certainly, it does represent the new generation of Compact
Disc Players.
It has the advanced Zfilter, with twin 16 bit D/A converters
with four times oversampling for flatter frequency response, wide
dynamic range, and low distortion.
To eliminate phase related distortion, the sampling frequency
of 44.1kHz is quadrupled to 176.4kHz.
You have direct access to 99 tracks. You have random access to
up to 20 tracks to play in any order you like.
You also have instant access to any particular track at the
softest touch of abutton. And naturally avisual display keeps you
fully informed of your every move.
The cost for such an invaluable addition to your home? £349,
ich no doubt is at this moment safely in an account at your bank.
uestion is: will your house be as secure? KIM ffll
Rig X
Audio UK Limited. 15/16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate. Moor Lane. Harmondsworth. Middx. UB7 OLW. Tel: 01-897 6633.

mid register was quite well-focused, with some impression of depth
and ambience. In the upper registers, the sound lacked some ' air'
and ' sparkle', but the treble was desirably free from ' grain' or
edginess. Some mild loss of definition was apparent in the bass and
treble. Overall, the standard was above average and competitive.

Conclusion

The ' 509E did well in the lab, including the correction of errors. It was
easy to use, the headphone socket gave agood sound, and the ' 509E
was favoured in critical listening tests. With its mildly rich, tailored
response, it could well prove popular with those who find CD
reproduction in general to be abit bright and forward at this price
level. In any case, its realistic £230 price tag assures a
recommendation.

PHILIPS CD- 150

£ 199

Available for afew months now, this inexpensive CD player should
not be under-estimated as it represents Philips' established and
trusted sound quality standard, allied with anew fast Philips- made,
Japanese- style transport. It can be found in the shops for around
£200, with an extra £ 30-40 required for the optional remote control.
(The basic machine is remote- ready.)
A neat midi- sized package, with asparse interior— transport and
two main pcbs — the CD- 150 has such up-to-date features as audible
music cueing, fast track access, and comprehensive track
programming. Of lightweight, mainly plastic construction, it is
nonetheless made to close tolerances.
Disc loading is via afront drawer, the disc inserted label side up.
There is no headphone socket and signal output is via nickel- plated
phono sockets. An auxiliary socket is provided for connection to a
matching midi system, giving integrated control.
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No problems were encountered with error correction, though
proved to be atouch indecisive on the final 900pm gap. The electrical
noise levels were excellently low, both weighted and unweighted —
-115dB CCIR ARM ( 1kHz), for example, and - 100dB unweighted with
pre- emphasis. Spuriae were satisfactorily rejected while the OdB
white noise signal was reproduced with ease.

Sound quality

Lab results

The test results show that agood, basic 14- bit player is still no mean
performer. The frequency response was classic Philips, with the
well-known and basically harmless minor HF ripples. Taken overall, it
met 0.2dB limits, with excellent channel balance. Channel separation
was also excellent, which measured better than 108dB across the
entire frequency range. Interchannel phase difference was virtually
zero, due to the use of dual converters.

Strongly reminiscent of the classic Philips CD-101/CD-104 machines,
the ' 150 showed no subjective shortcomings which might be
associated with its modest price. The sound was typically robust with
clear focus, solid midband imagery, and musical, lively transients. As
usual, the treble was sweeter and cleaner than average, while the
bass had good slam and attack.
Stereo depth was unexceptional, but was nevertheless better than
other models competing at this price point. Overall the CD- 150
sounded tidy, competent, and basically musical — very similar to the
last CD- 104 that Itried.

Conclusion
Performing essentially to the Philips standard, with agood sonic
character at avery competitive price, the CD- 150 is aclear winner
and questions of 14 or 16- bit performance are immaterial. In the lab,
with the exception of the low-level, mains- related spuriae, it
acquitted itself very well. It represents excellent value at the £200
asking price. This also holds true with the extra £40 or so for the
remote control — Ido not know of abetter- sounding remote control
player at the price. Philips are clearly taking good advantage of the
protectionist 19.5% tariff on players built outside the EEC.

PHILIPS CD- 555

Harmonic distortion at OdB was very low at all frequencies,
particularly so at 20kHz. Here, the analysis revealed an especially
clean result below 20kHz, while the 24kHz component was 52dB
down. Good linearity was established at reducing signal levels, while
the step error at - 90dB was about average at 4-5dB, indicating a
15 1/
4bit accuracy.
The 1kHz, - 60dB spectrum gave some cause for concern; while the
distortion per se was fine at typically -43dB, arash of fine harmonic
sidebands could be seen. Measurement showed these to be at 100Hz
intervals, the second harmonic of the mains frequency. Such spuriae
indicate poor power supply regulation or grounding, with supply
ripple appearing on the DAC voltage rails. This may be an isolated
fault — at this stage the cause remains unknown. Fine results were
obtained for the two-tone HF intermodulation test.
The output level was astandard 2V from alow 200ohms source
impedance, low enough for direct connection to apower amplifier
via apassive 10k pot, for example. The de- emphasis characteristic
was accurate. Mechanical noise was very low and track access was
very rapid, 4.5s for our standard time to reach Track 15 on YEDS 2.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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£ 399

Offered as asubstitute by Philips for the micro CD- 10 we had
originally wanted for review, the CD- 555 is described as a ' CD Sound
Machine'. We had envisaged it as amains/battery portable of the
'briefcase' variety, but in fact, once we saw it in the flesh, we realised
that it was something else.
Basically, it comprises aone-piece midi-sized music centre,
equipped with acarrying handle and two compact two-way
loudspeakers which clip to its sides. Ideally, these should be
detached and positioned properly for good stereo. As Philips'
spokesman corrected me, the ' 555 is not so much aportable as a
transportable'. If used with batteries, we are talking about anot
inconsiderable pack of rechargeables which fits externally to the
'555's back panel. Power consumption is ahefty 95W maximum
(250V AC) and its use on DC or batteries is more appropriate for use
with apower takeoff from the battery of acamper or yacht than for
true battery portable use. 'Transportable' is meant to imply that you
can at least move it around relatively easily, around the house or
garden, say. This is certainly true of the ' 555.
For your £399, you get two speakers, worth, say, £80, and the m
unit, comprising an 8W/8ohms ( 9dBW) stereo amplifier, afivesection graphic equaliser— band centres at 63Hz, 250Hz, 1.6kHz,
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4kHz, and 16kHz — amanually-tuned, four- band stereo tuner — MW,
LW, SW and FM — and alogic- controlled, auto- reverse cassette deck.
The final component is the raison d'etre behind this review, a14- bit
with oversampling CD player worth, say, £ 200. This and the speakers
leave around £ 120 for the casseiver, which seems reasonable
enough to me.

-60
dOEU

Ican see the 555's single- unit construction appealing to many
potential customers who find trailing wires anuisance and who
despair of the complexities of audio separates.
When the ' 555 is used on batteries, the amplifier power reduces to
2W/8ohms— 4W into the supplied 4ohm loudspeakers — in order to
conserve juice. On CD, afully-charged battery life of between two
and four hours is estimated. ( The battery pack costs another £ 50.)
Only the CD section was fully lab tested, aflat, line- level output
being available from rear phono sockets. It was auditioned both as a
CD player in the expensive system and as atransportable with its
own loudspeakers. The tuner and cassette sections seemed to work
competently, and the unit is complemented by clear, back- lit LCD
mode displays. Recordings are easy to make from tuner or CD via a
synchro-start facility and once you had become familiar with the
controls, the ' 555 was easy to use.
The CD transport is the new lightweight third-generation Philips
mechanism, with fast track access, audible music cueing etc, all to
Japanese educated expectations. The disc is placed in ahinged tray
and plays vertically.

,Dly

Lab report
In the main, the measured performance conforms to the standard
Philips 14- bit, four times oversampled specification, with the dual
converters providing good channel phase matching. Channel
balance was also very good, while the frequency response was again
typical, with avery gentle high frequency shelf loss, averaging
0.15dB. Channel separation was poorer than with Philips' discrete
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these were inferior to the CD- 150. Output level was low at 1.45V,
sourced from arather high 3.7k.
Mechanical noise levels were very low once the cassette capstans
had been switched off, this some 90s after the machine is first
switched on. Track access was rapid, and while error correction was
quite good when cold, meeting 60011m gap and 800pm dot
standards, when warmed up the player was less good — ajust
adequate 400pm gap and 600pm dot capability.
Another area where the ' 555 proved to be inferior to the ' 150 was
noise, where S/N ratios were some 20dB worse, at 80dB,
unweighted, no pre- emphasis, compared with the ' 150's 98dB.
Examining the spectrum analyses showed typical Philips
behaviour for the 1kHz, - 20dB, result, the ultrasonic components at
-55dB varying with signal level. At full level, OdB, the in- band
products were commendably low, while the 24kHz component was
quite well- attenuated at - 52dB. At 1kHz, - 60dB, there were signs of
impairment due to the noise floor, as well as evidence of sidebands.

Sound quality

*

wouticrou

players, falling to 49dB, 20kHz, and 54dB 20Hz. Separation at 110Hz
was good, however, at 75dB.
Low distortion figures were measured at all frequencies, over a
wide range of levels.Taking into account the low level errors, the
effective resolution was estimated to be around 15.5- bits.
Reasonably good HF intermodulation figures were obtained, but
AemaS

i
"'

RANGE: - 51 dEV
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To be quite honest, we were surprised at the degree of sound quality
difference perceived between this machine and its nearest
equivalent, the CD- 150. The ' 555 sounded more congested, with a
muddling of detail in complex passages. It lacked sparkle in the
treble, yet at the same time the treble was ' grainy' with ahint of
'edge' in the upper registers. The midrange was alittle more forward,
and more stereo depth and focus would have been advantageous.
The weakest area was the bass, which was noticeably more boomy,
with asoftened attack.

PHILIPS 555
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Conclusion
The sound quality may, at first reading, seem unpromising, but set in
the context of a 'transportable' music centre, the reproduction was
actually very good. When used with its integral speakers, the sound
was not really of hi-fi quality, but it did produce alively, detailed
soundstage which several non- audiophiles liked. The whole package
was well-balanced in terms of overall performance and represents
quite good value. Its convenience is amajor plus factor, as are its
easy-to- use controls, and although the battery option didn't prove to
be that valuable, operation from a12V DC supply — car, caravan, boat
—could be.
The CD- 555 could prove useful in anumber of circumstances as a
general ' sound machine' — the very words Philips use to describe it.
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Currently being promoted by anationwide advertising campaign as
offering ' less bucks, more fizz', Ihoped that the latter comment
would not be true in ahi-fi sense, otherwise the listening tests
promised to be painful. With acompetitive target price of just under
£200, this new generation player is atraditional front- loader. It lacks
remote control or index facilities, but does have afixed- level
headphone output. The display is the newly fashionable LCD, back- lit
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and showing the usual track/time information. Two-speed audible
search and skip are possible, but there are no programming facilities.
Technically the ' 610 is described as a16- bit linear machine, with
digital and analogue L-Cfiltering. The measured results show that,
like the Yamaha, it employs two times oversampling combined with
digital filtration and moderate slope analogue filters thereafter.
Sharp claim the use of high slew rate amplifiers to meet the demands
of PCM audio. E?? — Ed)

Lab results

It would be as well to point out here that this machine is phase
inverting, which might be relevant to those for whom absolute phase
is an important concern. The frequency response was perfectly
matched between channels, and showed avery gentle lift at lower
frequencies as well as amild shelf cut above 6kHz. The usual HF peak
was virtually undetectable. Channel separation was quite good,
although poorer than average, while inter-channel phase difference
was small at low and mid frequencies, but approached 41° at 20kHz,
which is typical for atwice oversampled, single DAC system.
At OdB, THD was very low, even at high frequencies. Above 20kHz,
the 24kHz product was not very we Irejected at just -25dB.

TRAPO
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COTS 20

Sound quality

Although reasonable for the price, the sound was nonetheless
unimpressive. The stereo focus was surprisingly worse than that of
the better machines reviewed this month. Central imagery was not
well locked in place, and the treble sounded phasey' ( not connected
with the polarity inversion).
The sound lacked ' air' or ' sparkle', and did not portray ambience or
depth very well. Fine detail seemed dispersed while the treble was at
the same time both subdued and alittle imprecise. At low
frequencies, some of the ' drive' and impact associated with the test
records was reduced. The advertised treble 'fizz', however, was
thankfully absent.

Conclusion

This well- presented player performed well in the lab, with the
exception of aslightly weak noise performance. Sound quality was
average, but still quite good in CD terms. The pricing is very
competitive and the DX610 rates as reasonable value for money.

SONY D50 II DISCNIAN

£260

Sony enjoyed great success with their amazing miniature portable
CD player, the D50, which Ireviewed in the March ' 85 issue of
HFN/RR. This has now been replaced by astill smaller model, where
the small flat disposable battery compartment may be clipped to the
base of the player to make asingle unit no larger than the earlier
player without batteries. Sony can certainly claim to be the
manufacturer of the world's smallest CD player as Technics' SLX-P7,
though smaller than the first D50, is larger than the new one.
At first sight, one could be forgiven for wondering if such atiny
machine could work at all, but work it does and must be taken
seriously. However, given today's technology and despite recent
developments by Sony, the D50 II's power consumption is still high.
The original consumed 4W on batteries, six Calkaline cells in a
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separate carrying case offering alife of 6-8 hours. The Discman II has
areduced power consumption of 2.6W, which would have extended
battery life to auseful 12 hours, were it not for Sony's decision to
employ AA-sized cells in the interests of miniaturisation. These have
only one quarter the capacity of the Ccells, and although the overall
power capacity is boosted by using eight cells— cost between £3an
£4 — battery life will still only be 3-4 hours. Playing costs on batterie
will amount to some 90p/hour — pricey!
For heavy battery users, the integral battery section can be

EQUIPMENT REVIEW

Consistently good distortion results were obtained at lower levels,
however, though some noise effects impaired the -80dB 1kHz result.
The step error at -90dB was very small, < 1dB for both channels,
revealing full 16- bit performance. The good HF performance was
reflected in the 19/20kHz intermodulation results, the -90dB figure for
-10dB modulation being fine. Ultrasonic spuriae were well- rejected,
except in the presence of high level HF audio tones.
Output was slightly above normal at 2.15V (+ 0.7dB) from arather
high 1.6k source impedance. De-emphasis was accurate, while track
access was satisfactorily rapid. Mechanical noise was virtually
inaudible. Although the ' 610 performed well on the surface dot test, it
failed on the final two levels of gap error, 800pm and 900pm.
Correcting the 700pm gap is still pretty good.
There was some shortfall when it came to noise. The nonemphasised CCIR ARM S/N ratio was 86dB, whereas 96dB should be
possible with this kind of decoding. Nevertheless, the noise levels
would be unlikely to prove audible, since they were still lower than
the background noise levels on CDs. No limiting was seen with the
OdB white noise signal.

1

replaced by aslimmer rechargeable pack, claimed to offer 4-5 hours'
life. This is based on lead- acid technology, with acapability of some
200 charge/discharge cycles, and is quite heavy. If you need more
playing time at ago, you would have to have two packs, using one
while the other was bring charged. Current consumption is similar to
ahand torch at 0.3A, and with the case and rechargeable pack, the
player weighs 1.2kg. Without the 1.75cm thick battery pack, the
player is just 13cmx13cm and 2.58cm thick — about the size of three
CD jewel cases.
For normal use, the Discman works happily with the supplied AC
adaptor. It is also possible to use the player with 9V DC external
sources with adaptor leads. In-car CD sound is an obvious use.
Sony have provided extra features for the MkIlDiscman, including
the oddly- named ' shuffle play'. Here, the player selects tracks in a
random order, presumably to add variety. Other facilities include
programming of up to 16 tracks, A- B program repeat and normal
repeat, track skip, and audible music search. The liquid crystal
display shows track numbers and timings, and mode. The latter is
entered by asecondary function button, to which you become
quickly accustomed. Technically, the Mk11 is still a16- bit linear
machine with atime-shared DAC.

Lab results
The D50 II was lab tested with the battery supply and via the
line- level coupling cable. The LF response into our standard 10k load
showed amild droop of 1dB at 20Hz; this would be much reduced
with more normal, higher impedance loads. There was amild rolloff
present in the treble, amounting to ashelf cut, averaging - 0.8dB from
6kHz to 20kHz, presumably to ' sweeten' the tonal quality. There was
also amild channel imbalance at 20kHz.
Channel separation was generally good, and still satisfactory at
55dB at 20kHz. While very mild compression was noted at full level,
holding distortion to 0.007% (!), the low-level linearity was very
good. The -90dB step error was 2.5dB, with low distortion noted with
the -80dB tone, meaning that the player comfortably attained a
15 3/
4bit resolution. At OdB, 20kHz, the cross- modulation products
were unimpressively high in level, with the classic 16kHz harmonic
just 54dB down. However, this did improve rapidly with reducing
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source. The transport was relatively quiet, track access times were
very rapid, despite the battery operation, and fine results were
obtained for error correction. If subjected to shock, the player
memorised the track position, muted for acouple of seconds, and
then recommenced playing where it had left off.
S/N ratios were more than satisfactory, if afew dB worse than for
the full-size players. No clipping could be seen on the white noise
signal, and spurious signals above 20kHz were also well- rejected.

Sound quality
In its context, the sound quality of the original D50 was quite well
rated; if anything, the Mk11 offered small improvements in clarity and
in stereo image depth. It gave apleasant, almost ' soft' sound, with a
natural balance on voices. Midrange focus was quite good, while
definition was only mildly impaired at the frequency extremes.
Overall, the standard was basically good, average CD, while being
sweeter than most.

Conclusion
A year ago, the original D50 had two things going for it — low cost
and portability. Since then, the former advantage has been seriously
undercut by domestic players such as the Philips CD- 150 ( which
offers abetter sound), just leaving the portability. In real terms,
battery consumption is high, although this will to some extent be
countered by its considerable appeal as a ' novelty' product. I
estimate that the MkIlDiscman will cost around £ 260 with the
rechargeable battery pack — the disposable battery pack costs
£11.50 — but Ifind it hard to attach avalue. This, to agreat extent,
must depend on how much you value its size and portable features. If
you do, and you do not want to squeeze the last drop of fidelity from
CD, it may serve you well.

TEAC PD300
A, MAE,

100

£300

We had originally planned for this review to appear afew months
back, but the first sample was faulty and was replaced too late. The
PD300 is TEAC's first inexpensive player; cheaper machines are
expected to follow soon, as well as an advanced dual converter plus
oversampling model to compete with the expensive Sony. A
drawer-type, full- width, front - loader, some internal parts are
sourced from Hitachi while the single, time-shared D/A converter is a
Sony IC, followed by the usual brickwall filtering.
Up to 15 tracks can be programmed in any order, and the usual
facilities— rapid track skip, audible track search, indexing, display of
track numbers and times etc — are all present. No remote control or
headphone socket is fitted.
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the two-tone intermodulation results were
)cl. At a - 10dB drive level, the 1kHz1M product was
3lower thanaverage at 1.5V, from a440ohm

Lab report
Perhaps in an effort to combat the potential HF peak before the
brickwall filter, the treble response showed some mild droop, around
0.4-0.5dB at 8kHz. Above 10kHz, the channels diverged slightly, with
the right peaking 0.7dB above the left. This could in no way be
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TECHNICS SLX-P7

£332.95

Technics introduced their own Discman lookalike late last year, in the
form of their SLX-P7, but some interesting differences distinguish this
exquisitely- built and finished miniature from the Sony equivalent.
Looking for all the world like atiny version of the acclaimed SL- P10 LP
player, the ' P7 has ahigh quality feel, reinforced by asturdy diecast
alloy top cover and bevelled acrylic viewing window.
Technics designed their portable to operate from adual- rail, ± 6V,
power supply, and have not made provision for dry cell working.
Indeed, for the purchase price, the SLX-P7 comes complete with a
compact carrying case fitted with ashoulder strap, containing a
rechargeable battery pack. While Sony's case is in soft leatherette, the
Technics one comprises asubstantial moulding capable of protecting
the ' P7 from some hard knocks. A pair of good, in-the-ear headphones
is also included. A mains supply/charger plugs into the unit's rear
(when it recharges the batteries) or, alternatively, can be used to power
the CD player directly. Power consumption is around 4W, giving a
battery life of 3-4 hours with the rechargeable pack — enough only for a
day's intermittent use.
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measured performance were roughly appropriate at the price, but set
no new standards for fidelity, technology or value. A basically sound
performer, the PD300 is worth considering, but it lacks sufficient
competitive edge to appear in the recommended list.
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Ultrasonic spuriae: - 20dB, 1kHz tone

Interchannel phase difference was typical for atime-shared
converter, measuring amaximum of 87° at 20kHz, but this would be
of little consequence apart from mono use.
Taken overall, the distortion was pretty low, but not up with the
industry's best. At 20kHz, OdB, the 16kHz product was at afair - 75dB,
with some accompanying 4kHz. The upper modulation product,
24kHz, was just 30dB down. Under more realistic signal conditions,
the spuriae above 20kHz were well- suppressed, typically measuring
-104dB. The distortion of a1kHz tone at - 80dB, taken in conjunction
with astep error of typically 6dB at a -90dB modulation level,
suggested aresolution nearer to 15 1/
4bits rather than 16. Some
discrepancy was noted between channels with respect to HF
intermodulation. One channel was very good; the other 10dB poorer.
Looking at the 1kHz, -60dB, spectrum reveals some digital ' hash', but
this was no worse than average.
TEAC have cheated alittle with the output level, which was 1dB
higher than usual at 2.2V. This would be enough to influence an A/B
test without necessarily drawing attention to the cause.
S/N ratios were satisfactory and about average— certainly better
than available CDs. No problems were experienced with error
correction, and the 90011m gap and 800'..tm surface dot left the PD300
unperturbed. The impulse response was typical of the genre. On the
OdB white noise test signal, some slew clipping could be seen,
indicating inadequate HF headroom.

Sound Quality...
... was above average.ln

the midrange, the tonal balance was abit
thin and lean, while the treble seemed to lack fine detail. High level
signals were read well, but more subtle information was masked.
Bass was above average, with only aslight emphasis in the 100Hz
'boom' region. Moderate space and depth were apparent, while the
mid focus was quite precise, let down only by adegree of vagueness
in the treble.

Conclusion
Here we have aclassic middle- rank machine. Both sound quality and
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A comprehensive LCD panel displays areadout of available tracks up
to atotal of 15. These may be programmed in any order, and the tracks
entered are displayed as agroup. Track numbers and times, as well as
overall times, are also shown. Other facilities include headphone or line
outputs, atreble or Hi-Cut filter for the headphone outlet, repeat,
audible music cueing and rapid track skip.
Technically, the Technics follows Sony's practice in making use of
flexible printed circuit substrates with anumber of surface- mounted
components, low-consumption CMOS large-scale integrated circuits,
and atime-shared 16- bit linear DAC followed by analogue brickwall
filtering.

Lab report
This player showed some mild variation on frequency response. A
dB or so down by 20kHz, there was aslight presence loss, followed
by an equally slight lift around 10kHz: overall, ± 1dB limits were
applicable. The response was very similar via the headphone socket,
and the effect of the Hi- Cut filter was drastic: - 3dB at 3kHz, falling to
-8dB by 9kHz. This might be useful with arather bright disc or headphones.
Channel separation at 20Hz and 1kHz was very good at 95dB, this
reducing to astill fine 70dB at 20kHz. Interchannel phase difference
was typical of the type at 81' by 20kHz — don't use the ' P7 for mono
recordings! At OdB, harmonic distortion was very low at low and mid
frequencies, but it deteriorated rapidly with increasing frequency
where some interval limiting seemed to be present. The 24kHz
product was the worst Ihave yet measured, at just - 10dB, and further
upband products, extending to 100kHz, were evident. A visual check
on an oscilloscope of the OdB white noise signal showed evidence of
HF clipping as well as slew limiting. The level had to be reduced
considerably to clear, as shown by the high frequency
intermodulation results. At full level ( each signal at - 6dB),
intermodulation was poor at - 42dB; only at the - 10dB modulation
level did this drop to arespectable - 79dB. In other respects, the
linearity was quite good, indicating aresolution of between 15 1/
4 and
15 1/
2bits.
In the absence of strong upper frequency signals, the rejection of
73
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regarded as aproblem, however, as small variations above 15kHz are
common and are usually inaudible.
Good figures were obtained for channel separation at low and mid
frequencies, but some 10dB of crosstalk imbalance was present at
20kHz, with the worst measurement astill satisfactory 65dB.

WHEN DID YOUR STYLUS
CUT ITS LAST RECORD?
UNLESS YOU'RE IN THE RECORD PRODUCING BUSINESS, THE STATEMENT
ABOVE SHOULD BE THOUGHT ABOUT CAREFULLY.
BECAUSE, IF YOUR STYLUS IS WORN, ITS EFFECT ON YOUR RECORDS CAN BE
EQUALLY DEVASTATING.
WHICH MEANS THAT IF YOU VALUE YOUR RECORD COLLECTION, YOU SHOULD
MAKE CERTAIN THAT YOUR STYLUS IS UP TO SCRATCH (OR NOT AS THE CASE MAYBE.)
THE PROBLEM IS, HOW CAN YOU BE SURE THAT THE REPLACEMENT YOU NEED
CAN BE FOUND EASILY AND THAT IT IS THE ONE THAT SUITS YOUR EQUIPMENT?
WELL, FOR THE RECORD (AND YOUR PEACE OF MIND) EUROCHANNELS,
PRODUCERS OF AVAST RANGE OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY STYLI, HAVE SOLVED THE
PROBLEM FOR YOU.
BECAUSE WHATEVER YOUR EQUIPMENT THEY'LL HAVE THE RIGHT STYLI, THE
BEST QUALITY AND AT THE RIGHT PRICE.
EVEN THE MOST OBSCURE OF STYLI (AS WELL AS THE MOST POPULAR) CAN BE
SUPPLIED WHEN YOU GO TO ONE OF THE MANY EUROCHANNELS STOCKISTS, HE CAN
FIND EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED TO SUIT YOUR EQUIPMENT IN RECORD TIME,
YOU JUST NEED TO MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE MODEL NUMBER OF THE STYLUS
OR CARTRIDGE OR, IF THIS IS NOT AVAILABLE, TAKE THE OLD STYLUS WITH YOU,
CALL IN ON YOUR LOCAL EUROCHANNELS STOCKIST TODAY.

EUROCHANNELS
EUf?OCHANNELS STYLI THE SOUNDEST WAY OF SAFEGUARDING YOUR SOUNDS.

>

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR LOCAL EUROCHANNELS STOCKIST CONTACT BANDRIDGE LTD OF LONDON 1 YORK RD SW19 01-543 3633

Sound quality

Sound from the headphone socket was pretty clean subjectively, but
in the main we used the ' P7's line output fed to the reference system.
The sound was crisp and tidy across the frequency range.
Surprisingly, though the sound was atouch bright with an upper
midrange ' edge', no direct correlation could be made between what
was heard and the player's measured high frequency performance.
Tonally, the midrange was somewhat hard and ' upfront', but not
excessively so. Stereo focus was firm and stable, though the player
did not throw much depth or reproduce far space ambience.

Conclusion
Providing an interesting contrast to its competition, the SLX-P7
performed pretty well in context, though it did have measured
weaknesses at high frequency. It will suit those who prefer aclear,
forward presentation very well. As the price includes the mains
supply, rechargeable battery/carrying case and headphones, it offers
reasonable value for money.

Summary
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It would be appropriate to follow this set of reviews with asummary
of the overall CD player market (though this will be to some extent
incomplete as we have not had the time or space to cover all the new
machines that are available). It is possible, however, to give an idea
of the rate of progress and put price/performance into perspective.
With some reservations over consistency, the Cambridge Audio
CD1 presently holds the leading position in the UK. It manages to
combine the best attributes of the Meridian Pro and the Sony
'552/'702, but at an admittedly high price. Both the Sony and the
Cambridge share adynamic, precisely focused sound character,
combined with afine transparency and considerable soundstage
depth. The Cambridge shares its natural musical quality with the
Meridian and offers natural stereo perspectives. In the Sony's favour
are its superb construction and finish, versatile facilities and a
comprehensive remote control, but the price is again very high.
The Meridian Pro-MCD comes remarkably close to the Sony at a
more realistic price, and what it lacks in facilities, it makes up for in
small size. Ifeel the Pro to be considerably better than the cheaper
MCD, and it dominates the £500-£1000 region.
Below this level, the ground is less well focused. While the Sony
302 and '502 are substantial performers, as is the Mission
DAD7000R, this group is likely to come under strong attack from the
16- bit DAC+oversampling Philips and Marantz models once they are
in production. Given their expected prices, these will also give the
Yamaha's and their OEM derivatives agood run for their money.
At the lowest level, there can be no doubt that the Philips CD- 150
holds the high ground, proving to be better-sounding than the other
competing £200 decks. Of the players reviewed in this issue, the
Denon ' 1100 is aclear front-runner, with aremote control, adecent
sound quality and asolid measured performance, all for £299.
The ' micro' decks seem less exciting in their second year,
particularly as their value has been eroded by good- sounding and
less-expensive mains-powered domestic machines. Nevertheless,
they do fill an interesting niche and Icertainly wouldn't mind using
one on occasion. Promising newcomers include the Akai CDM515
and NEC's 509, while older Philips CD- 104s and Marantz CD- Ms are
worth looking out for. 4-
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source. Perhaps the maximum output level should have been
reduced to, say, 1V in order to improve the HF performance. S/N
ratios were poorer than average but still perfectly satisfactory: 87dB
S/N ratio CCIR ARM ( 1kHz) weighted without de-emphasis.
Track access time was satisfactory if alittle slow at 6s. Error
correction was quite good, coping with all but the very worst discs,
and the player operated reliably when used slung over ashoulder
while Iwas walking - but not running.

ultrasonic spuriae was very good at around -97dB. Examining the
spectrum of a -60dB lkHz signal, the third and sixth harmonics
predominated. The impulse response was typical of ahigh-slope
analogue output filter, the ringing considered to be pretty harmless.
Output was almost up to the standard at 1.95V, from a450ohm

A75 Power amp C75 Preamp
"A power amp that rates as excellent and apreamp that is merely very good at worst"
ALVIN GOLD, Hi Fi Answers, Feb 86

"In particular, the preamp was an outstanding performer, delivering an exceptional
sound quality for its price, and it couples this with versatile tape facilities.
The power amplifier was notably powerful in its price context, as well as proving
highly load tolerant. The lab performance was fine and the sound quality was
commensurately good". FliFi News & Record Review, March 1986
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.Iohn Atkinson lives with the Celestion SL6S buds leaker

I

T MAY BE HARD FOR A MANUFACTURER TO PRODUCE A
successful product; it is even harder to follow up asuccessful
product. Such was the case with Celestion's SL6, but made
more complicated when one of its designers, Graham Bank,
rejoined his old company, Wharfedale. It came as no surprise,
therefore, when Martin Colloms told me 18 months or so back
that he was giving Celestion's engineers, who are red-hot on
drive- unit design, some creative input on complete system design.
The first fruit of the collaboration was the value-for- money DL
range, and one didn't have to be Philip Marlowe to deduce that a
derivative of the aluminium dome tweeter seen in the £ 180 DL8
would the basis of an improvement to the SL6. Graham Bank
rejoined Celestion in 1985, during the development of the SL6S, and
undoubtedly had amajor role in its final voicing. Martin's
involvement, however, had not been trivial, so Iwas landed with the
task of reviewing the SL6S which, at £350, is appreciably more
expensive than its predecessor.

The Little Sister
The tweeter is the most immediately obvious change in the SL6S.
The ' 6's copper dome may have been asweet-sounding unit, but it
suffered from two problems, both due to its highish mass. Its
sensitivity was low, meaning that Graham Bank, unable to squeeze
any more dBs from the tweeter, had had to adopt an inevitable
tailoring of the SL6's frequency balance if it was to have ausable
sensitivity. The result was the familiar rolled-off- but- musical
character to the SL6 sound. Secondly, by going for ametal dome, the
first breakup/bending mode of the tweeter could be pushed up above
the audio band; unfortunately, with copper, this was alittle too low
for comfort, around 22kHz on agood day, which meant that the ' 6's
crossover had to incorporate anotch filter individually tuned to each
tweeter's resonance.
In the SL6S, the use of an aluminium dome has meant that the
tweeter sensitivity could be raised by avery useful 2dB, to 84dB/W,
and that the first main resonance was now placed around 23.5kHz,
meaning that the filter could be dispensed with, removing three
passive components from the signal path. However, the ' 6S's
crossover is alittle more complex than that of the ' 6, the high-pass
feed to the tweeter rolling off at 18dB/octave rather than the older
speaker's 12dB/octave, and the crossover frequency itself has been
moved up alittle to 2.8kHz. ( The low-pass slope remains at
12dB/octave, however.)
The unexaggerated HF of the SL6 was aplus- point for me, though
it was alittle too reticent for some tastes. One aspect of the SL6's
sound did prove more worrying, however: despite avery musically
informative upper midrange, the lower mid was marred by a
'thickening' to the sound, which reduced the 'tunefulness' of bass
instruments in particular. Again, one didn't need to have studied
Raymond Chandler to conclude that this was due to the well- made
but conventional cabinet: the improvement wrought from the same
drive- units and crossover with the £700 SL600's use of ( ridiculously
expensive) Aerolam was most instructive.
The SL6S cabinet appears conventional and is the same size as
that of the ' 6, but incorporates afew wrinkles to tackle the 6's
problems. Following the practice Graham Bank pioneered at
Wharfedale, which was followed in the Celestion DLs, the rear panel
is set in slightly to increase stiffness. The ' 6S walls, made from
Medite, are less thick than before to reduce mass, and avertical
figure- eight crossbrace is fitted, again to increase stiffness and push
the cabinet wall resonances higher in frequency, away from the
lower midrange.
The final area in which the SL6S has been improved is the
surround of the woofer. The 6in. SL6S woofer was the first fruit of the
research Graham had carried out with Gordon Hadaway at Celestion
in the early ' 80s using alaser to determine velocity across the profile
of the cone. Breakup modes were shown in 3D in stark contrast, and
the original woofer could be designed from first principles to be very
well-behaved in this respect.
A compromise had to be made when it came to the PVC surround,
however, as it could only provide optimum termination for the cone
either in the bass or in the midrange, the latter being preferred for the
SL6. With the SL6S, adual surround has been used, the inner PVC
ring optimally terminating the midrange; the outer synthetic rubber
ring working at bass frequencies.
Other changes to the woofer include alower voice-coil inductance,
to increase electrical ' speed', and afour- bolt fixing to give amore
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secure grip compared with the original's mounting plate, which
could work loose. Electrical connection is now via the familiar
Michell gold-plated screw terminals, and the filling of the 12Iitre
internal volume has been changed from BAF wadding to foam
blocks.

Playback
Before listening to the ' 6Ss. Ispent aweekend living with my old pair
of rosewood ' 6s. That old familiar sound was apparent: amellow,
musical character with good stereo imagery and depth, but coupled
with alack of upper bass transparency. All in all, however, it was a
sound with which Iused to be content, and was not out of place hung
on the end of very expensive electronics.
Celestion supply adouble- pillar stand designed by Cliff Stone for
the SL6S for £50; in the event, however, Iused conventional
Foundation stands. Amplification was either SP-10/KSA-100 or, more
typical of the company the speaker would be likely to keep, AMP- 01M
preamp and Musical Fidelity P170 power amplifier.
Compared with the SL6, three aspects of the ' 6S sound were
immediately apparent. Firstly, the slight increase in sensitivity was
coupled with anoticeably higher maximum level. There was apoint
with the older speaker above which it was obviously being asked to
work too hard, part'cularly in the midrange. The SL6S, which are
rated as coping with amplifiers of up to 120W, handled very high
levels with relative aplomb.
Secondly, stereo imagery was quite superbly stable, and there was
ahigh degree of transparency in both bass and midrange. On such
multi- layered studio productions as Prefab Sprout's 'When Love
Breaks Down', every little nuance of the mix, such as the different
degrees and types of reverberation on different voices and
instruments, was noticeable. Coupled with the tight, tuneful bass,
this transparency gave asolid, stable foundation to the music.
Lastly, the tonal balance sounded more tilted up at HF than the ' 6.
The speaker actually measures flat on- axis, but the balance does
seem, if not hyped to the point of unacceptability, definitely alittle
accentuated. Pianos, for example, sounded alittle ' smaller' than I
would have liked, demanding that the recording be alittle
exaggerated in the bass — such as the typically ' 60s Decca Backhaus
Brahms Piano Concerto 2 — to be totally satisfying. There was avery
slight exaggeration of tape hiss, but Ithink that the subjective
balance is mainly due to the bass, which though very well-defined, is
lightweight, the speaker giving quality at the expense of quantity.
This is not to say that this aspect interfered with the music, the
double- bass on the 12in. single of Elvis Costello's ' Don't Let Me Be
Misunderstood' reproducing with considerable weight and clean
leading edges, but when all is said and done, the SL6S is still asmall
loudspeaker. In addition, there is no artificial warmth in the 100Hz
region to give an illusion of bass. These criticisms are relatively
minor, however, and on the positive side, the treble was effortlessly
clean, there never being any sense of stridency to female voice.

The High Window
It is hard to sum up the performance of the SL6S. While undoubtedly
better in technical performance than the SL6 — more sensitive, and a
flatter frequency response — and subjectively better — less coloured,
tighter in the bass and more transparent overall — Ican't help feeling
that it is less of amusical bargain than Ihad hoped. It did make me
very much aware of the SL6's flaws, so much so that Idon't think I
could live with apair any more, but it lacked the older speaker's more
immediately musically involving presentation. It is also less
competitively priced: awalnut pair of SL6s with stands was much
less expensive, around £ 130 Ireckon, than the SL6S equivalent. I
suspect, too, that the SL6S will also be more demanding on the
equipment with which it will be used, if it is to produce musical
results — which it is certainly capable of!
One thing is certain: those who are hoping for an SL600 on the
cheap will be disappointed. Ifinished my listening by substituting
SL600s for the SL6Ss. As great as the improvement in transparency
the SL6S offers compared with the '6may be, the ' 600 goes as far
beyond again, coupling this with, for me, amore musically
accessible tonal character, even though on balance Idid enjoy the
SL6S.
This new Celestion exists in arather sparsely populated sector of
the market, and you must listen for yourself, comparing it with, say,
the Spendor SP1 and ' 2, Wharfedale 508, Rogers LS7, KEF C80 and
Linn Sara, to determine if what it offers will be to your taste. IA77
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Ken Kessler assesses Koetsu's £ 1000 Red Si:nature movin:-coil cart rid:e

TTORE BUGATTI, ONE OF THIS CENTURY'S FEW TRUE
Renaissance men, had the endearing habit of rewarding
friends, customers and employees for exemplary
behaviour. If ateam driver won aGrand Prix, or a
customer proved repeatedly to appreciate and
understand Le Patron's fabulous vehicles ( probably by
not complaining when .they broke down), Bugatti would present this
person with an exquisite wrist watch in the shape of his cars' famous
stirrup- profiled radiator. Now priceless collectors' items, these
timepieces were gestures of thanks from an artist to his followers.
Few hi-fi designers are deemed artists by today's end- users,
though few would dispute that Koetsu's Sugano-san deserves the
accolade. That his cartridges are to music what Bugatti's cars were to
motoring, strikes me as obvious, even more so now that I've lived
with his Red Signature model after some months with astandard
Black. What drives me to the Sugano/Bugatti comparison is one of
the practices associated with his Signature models.
Yes, Koetsu Signature cartridges have changed hands as gifts from
one music lover to another as agesture of appreciation, though I

Signature than luck. The internal wiring, for example, is silver-clad,
and fewer turns are used around the coils, leading to slightly lower
output than that of the standard model. All of the components are
hand-selected, and the finished product hand-calibrated; Signatures
are even ' run in', and Ifound that mine worked beautifully straight
out of the box. It's therefore no wonder that production runs to only
10 or 12 per month, and that supplies are outstripped by demand —
especially from the USA, where this cartridge has transcended cult
status to that of currently-available legend.
Cute, huh? Pure Hollywood, this tale of certain samples emerging
with performance awhole step beyond the standard offering and
that Sugano takes these from the production run, fine tunes — nay,
nurtures them — finally giving his personal stamp of approval with
his signature on the simple, oh- so-Japanese, wooden box. That extra
group of Japanese characters is the only visual clue to denote a
Signature from its physically identical but lower- pedigreed gene
pool sibling. Selective breeding in cartridges? Who knows?
Reduced to asimplest description, aKoetsu Red Signature is a
low- output m- c ( though high enough to use without step-up in
certain instances) sporting acubist aged-wood body, tapered boron
cantilever, fine- line-without- being-overly- complicated stylus profile,
and packaging utterly devoid of instructions, specification details, or
any other information demanded by people who gauge performance
of hi-fi components by eye rather than ear. Your dealer will tell you
the price — £ 1000 — and the tracking force ( 1.9gm was best for my
sample) and that's all you really need to know. ( Wingeing Kessler
aside No. 447: Idon't ask the chef what grain the steer ate if Iliked
the steak.)

o

don't know if Sugano himself makes ahabit of offering these gems to
appreciative, habitual Koetsu lovers. Such activity adds to the
mythos of the product, on one hand nothing more than adevice for
extracting music from avinyl LP, yet on the other an example of the
kind of craftsmanship that places it so far above other devices of
similar purpose that alegendary status accrues. Idon't have to play
Mother Goose with the Koetsu Red Signature; attend any gathering
peopled with knowledgeable audiophiles and you'll hear it discussed
with the kind of reverence vinophiles use for once- in- a-century
vintages. It inspires that kind of respect.
Even the cartridge's background is shrouded in mystery. From
sources in direct contact with Koetsu I've heard conflicting reports
regarding what goes into this transducer, what makes it a ' Signature'
rather than astandard Red. Aside from curiosity, possibly due to a
need to know why this version costs afew hundred pounds more
than its less- prestigiously appellated siblings, knowledge of its
innards makes no difference once you've heard aRed Signature.
Despite reports that the Signature is adrastically modified variant,
with alternative stylus and/or cantilever and/or magnetic system
and/or coil-windings, Iprefer the more romantic, more widely held
belief, that Koetsu Red Signatures 'just happen'.
By consensus, it would appear that there's more to making a
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kay, maybe that's too flip away to describe a
cartridge of such high cost, but frankly I'd rather let
the performance speak for the Red Signature. I
measured it, sure, simply because that's the way of
the audio world, but those specs won't tell you a
damned thing; most £ 100 m- ms will destroy the
Signature when fed into ameasuring device. What they won't do is
grab you by the shoulders, look you straight in the ear, and say, ' Now
this is music'.
Regular readers may wonder why Ken ' Garrott Decca' Kessler is
treating an m- cwith such awe/respect/fear, after all those years of
Decca-itis. Fact is, Istill have apassion for Deccas that remains
intense after six or seven years, but Ialso believe that it's possible to
cherish avariety of hi-fi equipment without creating any internal
conflict.lam not, nor ever have been, of the school which dictates
that There Is Only One Choice. Especially with Deccas, I've learned
that certain components are acquired tastes, and my championing of
Deccas has been tempered by the realisation that they simply do not
appeal to everybody. Ironically, should aperfect component ever
emerge, I've no doubt that it would not find universal approval. So
much for ever saying 'This is the best...'
Indeed, JA was abit wary of letting me loose with this one, for he,
too, thinks of me with ' Decca' tattooed on my forehead, forgetting
that I'd been using that Koetsu Black for six months or so, and that I'd
also lived with aTalisman Alchemist III and Monster Alpha 2.1
mention this only to assure those of you who also think of me as an
m-cnovice that I've spent at least athousand hours in the past few
years in the company of three especially fine m-cs ( and agood
half-dozen superb affordable m-cs). It is, therefore, from experience
that Isay with confidence that the Koetsu Red Signature is —
categorically — one of the most musically rewarding hi-fi components
available as of April 1986.
Maybe even April 1996.
The Koetsu Red Signature has been in use in my system since last
October, seeing action with the Oracle Delphi MkIlturntable, Beard
P100 Mk11 power amps and Apogee Scintillas throughout, with
variables coming in the form of arms, preamps and cables. I've now
tried the Koetsu in both Zeta and Premier FT- 3arms, with Monster,
Randall and probably 20 other forms of wire, and preamps ranging
from the Beard P505 MkII, the Nuance, the EAR, the Croft Micro, the
Deltek, The Musical Fidelity MVT, to PS Audio's PSIV, and some
others I've forgotten because of limited storage capacity vs too much
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hi-fi traffic. Step-ups, too, were tried in profusion, from the Ortofon
T5 transformers ( bargain of the decade), HFN/RR Black Head ( bargain
of the century), and various pricey Audio-Technica and Ortofon
transformers. Iwasn't taking any chances.
Let it be said that, in my experience, the Koetsu Red Signature is
too wonderful for its own good. Sounding best fed straight into m- m
inputs, it needed more gain. Fed into step-ups for ample gain, it
suffered from whatever veiling you'd expect when inserting an extra
gain stage. Thank goodness the Nuance came along, with its lovely
m-cphono stage ( loaded down for minimum gain), and the Croft
Micro, which gave me just enough gain for normal listening without
squashing the Koetsu's dynamics. The Koetsu, resting somewhere
between low-output and high-output, deserves the kind of preamp
(yes, JA, like the Audio Research SP- 10) which can handle its output
to best advantage. Considering its price, Idon't think that too many
Red Signature owners will be pairing it with less-than-worthy
electronics.

I

'm feeling abit drained at the moment, but then revelations
put as much demand on your emotional reservoirs as high-end
audio does on your bank balance. These past months of slowly
allowing the Koetsu to creep into my range of experience, have
caused amajor turnaround in my understanding and
appreciation of the reproduction of music in the home. It
parallels my experiences with the Apogee Scintillas and Stax
speakers and headphones, as well as JA's dealings with Krell and
Audio Research electronics. It's unsettling in anumber of ways, with
angst coming in the form of regrets:
1) What have Ibeen missing all these years?
2) Are all non-Koetsu Red Signature- equipped ( or Scintilla/SP-10/
KMA200 etc) systems 'wrong'?
3) Why do you have to be rich ( or lucky) to be able to partake of such
an experience?
Idon't propose to answer No.3, because deep inside, Iknow that
you get what you pay for whether you like it or not, and there'll never
be aday when Ferrari performance is available for Citroën 2CV
prices. As for No.2, the answer is ' no', because ' right' and 'wrong' in
hi-fi, when all is said and done, are matters of individual taste. The
absolutes exist only in the minds of individuals, and collective
universal approval of asingle component will simply never happen.
As for No.1, I
think the answer is 'Another step closer to perfection'.
The Koetsu Red Signature, unlike cartridges of the Talisman and
Monster Alpha school, is not an ' information' cartridge, the kind
which screams out ' detail, detail' with every hidden nuance it
reveals. Detail is there to be sure, but in such utterly correct
perspective that it captures no more or less of your attention than is
justifiable. Instead of lots of separate ' events' within the soundstage,
the presentation of detail is as parts of acohesive whole. If you put
down this magazine for asecond and listen to the real sounds
around you, you'll notice that — while you can focus on specifics— all
blend to create the ambience, the environment in which you're
placed. The Koetsu does this with afacility I've never encountered
before, with even my cherished Deccas leaning towards the
Talisman and the Monster.
The failure to present detail in an unexaggerated manner leads to
what we refer to as ahi-fi sound, larger than life not in size but in
emphasis. The trick is to enable the listener to focus on the details if
he or she so desires — as with real sound — and to find that detail to be
precise, whole, three-dimensional sound. All amatter of correct
perspective, the Koetsu handles this aspect of sound reproduction
with unfailing consistency, from recording to recording, providing
that the original recording allows it to do so. On something like
Queen's theme to Flash Gordon, or other soundtracks, like My Fair
Lady, the Koetsu will not hide the fact that the dialogue dubbed onto
aseparately recorded musical backing is not of that whole
performance; regardless of the system, it will stick out like a
doctored photograph, as when, say, Princess Di's head is tacked onto
someone else's body. But given afairly sane recording, not
necessarily an ' audiophile' offering, the Koetsu will astound you in
its ability to convince you that the event is occurring in that space
around your speakers.
Maybe ' astound' is abad choice of verb, because it suggests the
heightened; because this property deals with accuracy rather than
emphasis, it should do the opposite. It should remove the kind of
work the brain has to do when dealing with lesser systems needed to
fool the listener into thinking the sounds are real. The Koetsu simply
presents the musical event without altering the perspective.
This emphasis on the physical presentation may seem curious,
since it's the sound quality which determines whether or not a
component succeeds or fails. As I've been given too many
convincing arguments that you can't have one without the other, and
because the recreation of space is crucial if the listener is to ' believe'
that he's hearing the real thing rather than arecording. Iconsider the
physical manifestation to be the litmus test, the measure which
separates the good from the great. There are dozens of accurate,
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uncoloured cartridges out there, but very few which offer not onl
the music but the environment as well. The Koetsu, more than any
cartridge I've tried, does this with afacility beyond criticism. But the
music . ..
After three years of CD use, with its ghostly silences and allegedly
uncoloured reproduction, its remarkable transients and frightening
attack, Ican understand why some hi-fi users ( namely, those who've
never heard truly fast cartridges, or systems, for that matter) have
been ' impressed' with the new technology. Heh, heh, heh — the Red
Signature out-CDs CD in all but the area of total silence between
tracks. And it does this without any of the acknowledged failings of
CD. No stripping of ambience, no reduction in warmth. The Koetsu,
which some of you will point out costs as much as five budget or two
killer CD players, gives you the best of both worlds. The classic traits
which analogue lovers hold dear naturally remain; this is, after all, a
device to use with black vinyl. But the Koetsu also narrows the gap
between LP and CD in the aforementioned areas to apoint where
digital devotees can no longer boast about CD's snap and attack.
What makes the Koetsu so remarkable is that it offers the detail,
the speed, and the breathtaking transients while retaining the
warmth that some would call romance. The Koetsu is not ' romantic'
in the way of Ortofon's SPU or other Koetsus, nor is it as clinical as its
accuracy might suggest. For once we have acartridge that combines
the best of both worlds without compromise, no trading off detail for
warmth or vice versa. The Koetsu Red Signature is just as at home
with the Human League as it is with ' 50s-vintage Frank Sinatra, and
what it does with his classic version of ' Stormy Weather' is
something akin to satori. When asked to deal with afamiliar,
well-textured voice, one used with nuances the way Fats Waller
played the piano, the Koetsu Red Signature borders on the startling.
Yes, music lovers, the Koetsu delivers more of those chilling,
fooled-you-for-a- moment instances, those all-too- rare flashes when
you believe that what you've heard is live and in the room than any
other cartridge Ican name — provided your system will let it.
From top to bottom, the Koetsu is seamless; consistent in such a
way that it could stand as atesting device to see how well adesigner
has coped with crossovers in amulti-driver system. Auditioned
through the Stax Lambda Professional headphones — the most
accurate full- range transducer yet devised — the Koetsu betrays no
part of the spectrum. But neutral and natural as the music is, you just
can't help but go back to the eerie authenticity of the whole event.

0

nSinatra's wonderful Swingin' Session!!! LP, life is
made easier because the cover shot was taken in the
studio. Despite the fact that it was probably posed
(though there's no reason not to believe that Sinatra
wore ahat while recording), it's safe to assume that
the musicians were left in situ. Looking at the sleeve
while listening to the LP, all you can mutter is ' How'd Iget into this
photo?' Your listening seat becomes the spot where that
photographer stood acouple of decades ago. No, Ididn't offer Frank
alight.
Trying the same LP with other cartridges— ones worthy of any
high- end set-up — will shrink the outer boundaries, bring the back
wall nearer, and move the musicians in closer than the photo
suggests. Idon't consider myself qualified to state what kind of paint
was used on the studio walls by virtue of what the Koetsu tells me,
but with eyes closed Ican gauge the room's dimensions. Try alive
LP, like Poco's Deliverin', and you'll find that the Koetsu can do the
same for the ambience of ahall or arena.
Just why the Koetsu does such awonderful job with the subtlest of
clues, while remaining composed when dynamic range dictates
behaviour at the other extreme, brings us back to the artistry of
Sugano. I've listened to an average of 30 new LPs per month all the
while I've had the Koetsu, and Ican't recall asingle LP which taxed it
into nastiness. Whether listening to Al Jolson 78s transcribed to LP
or squeaky-clean, super recordings from Windham Hill, the Koetsu
emerged as acartridge for all tastes. You don't get much further
apart than live Iron Maiden ( hear astadium in your own home!) and
John Renbourn. Did the Signature worry?
Never.
It's arguable that you have every right to expect such perfect
behaviour for £ 1000, and I'd be the last to dispute that, despite
knowing that there are many cartridges selling for more — alot more.
But Idon't quite know what they can add to the performance of the
Red Signature. Given that Iset it up properly, the resonance in th FT-3falling nicely at 10Hz, with the rest of the components b- .
open enough to allow the Koetsu's message to reach my e
to relent by admitting that Icould find no fault with it. No
release challenged its tracking ability, no large work pr'
majestic, nor small work too subtle. It is never going t
the people who would appreciate it, both for reason
and cost, but Ipray that the new standards it achie•
be available in more accessible designs.
Just how Sugano can top this, Ireally don't knot
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ever Iwas satisfied — except one piece with the
Vienna philharmonic.'
'Really? What was that?'
'The waltz Gold and Silver.'
'By Lehar.' •
'By Lehar. That was really good!' ( Laughter)
For those of us brought up on SG Hulme Beaman, the magician's
laboratory, with its stuffed alligator and vaporous jars, is a
dangerous place in which to venture — look what happened to Mickey
Mouse! It is not too Fantasia-ish to see AJ van den Hul as something
of amodern-day alchemist, contriving to, and succeeding in, turning
the properties of baser metals to gold ( at least in terms of music
reproduction)*. Nor is it impossible to cast other hi-fi personalities as
if from ' Toy Town': maybe the Editor should offer aFlux Dumper and
the HFN/RR Test CD to readers with the best nominations for Mr
Growser, Mr Policeman, Denis the Dachsund et af? Certainly, much
of the work of van den Hul has helped polarise attitudes, and in some
quarters, where thin solid- core is the ne plus extra, LOC multistrands are regarded — erroneously in my view — as the source of
system ills, not the ' fresh air' the patient needs.
When someone claims his designs reproduce space and air, we
like to be alittle obtuse, don't we? By way of acoda to this piece, I
will summarise my reactions to replacing van den Hul tonearm cable
and interconnects with his ' second generation' improved products.
However, the principal subject of this review is the MC10 moving-coil
cartridge, introduced in the UK at the last Penta Show. Mr van den
Hul had been modifying cartridges, rebuilding EMTs, Deccas, and
supplying line contact replacement styli for some years before he
was commissioned to design acartridge from scratch(!) for the
Swiss- based ' Empire' manufacturing company. A prototype was
seen at the Audio-T show in early 1984, and this went into production
at the end of that year, designated the MC1000. It was subsequently
improved by using monocrystal copper wiring for coil windings.
Even so, as Empire wanted to market the new moving-coil at a
reasonable cost ( it now sells here for £ 310), this cartridge did not
embody all of van den Hul's ideas. The MC10 may look the same,
body colour apart, but it is ano- compromise hand- assembled
version, of high mechanical integrity, wholly the responsibility of
Mr van den Hul's own company.
With its fluted side plates screwed on ( these are to damp body
resonances) the basic Empire has as much charm as aGerman
armoured car from World War II. Finished in awarm gold, with blue
lettered nosing, the MC10 is richer in appearance, and the flutings
can be used, with reference to record- surface reflections, as an aid to
setting- up. The snout is perfectly squared: that, too, is valuable
where adjustment of azimuth is possible ( eg, WTA). A centre notch
facilitates cueing. The threaded lugs are an integral part of the body
casting, and three lengths of fixing screws are provided. Presentation
is extremely simple: asmall, snap- shut casket contains just aphial of
screws, and the cartridge with slide- off stylus guard. No data was
provided, but Iwas told dynamic compliance is 16cu, and the
downforce range is given as 1.4 ± 0-1 gm. In agood arm the superb
potential of the MC10 will best be realised at the reduced tracking
weight.
When it comes to cartridges, Iam rather in the position of the
Irishman holidaying in Bordeaux, who is offered apint of Guinness
by every maitre des celliers— everyone assumes Ijust want to hear
Decca Londons. Idon't think the importer could quite believe it when
Iasked him for an invoice for the MC10. Temporarily set aside to
allow evaluation of the Goldbug range, the MC10 has otherwise been
in daily use since last October, every hour spent listening to it a
vindication of van den Hul's professed aim ( in the ' Stylus Counsel'
interview with Martin Colloms, HFN/RRJune'84) ' to bring back today
something extra from the very fine recordings of the past'. More than
that — properly set up the MC10 takes you into sound-worlds as
disparate as those of the Toscanini/NBC Missa Solemnis, or the 1956
Miles Davis ' When IFall In Love', to the Perlman/Ashkenazy/Harrell
Archduke Trio, in away that is, for want of amore specific word,
ntrancing'. I've instanced these recordings in particular, since they
excruciating examples of bad sound, modern as well as historic.
ough the Linn LP12/WTA were constant ( the cartridge fixed
ntionally, later preferred in the ' single lug' mode in the
er Marlowe wrote

a sound magician is a demi god'.

movin:-( oil ( artrid:e, and ' second 2enerat (
Well- Tempered Arm), speakers and amplification were varied:
SL600s substituted for my old Quad ESLs, preamps by conradjohnson and EAR were used, and power amps by c-j, Linx and
Robertson. In the event, my emotional involvement was greatest
with my own equipment ( DNM 2a/Naim 250), but Imust say the
Celestions with Robertson Forty- Ten were rather seductive.
The output of the MC10 is 0-4mV ( as opposed to 0.28mV quoted for
the MC1000): it proved adequate for the m- m only input of the
conrad-johnson PV5, although background was just audible during
very quiet recorded passages; the EAR required the use of de
Paravicini's costly but excellent step-up. The MC10 has along boron
rod cantilever and VTA setup is extremely critical, but when
established the cartridge offers good clearance, and the stylus profile
is such that it does not easily accumulate debris. Indeed, there is a
temptation to neglect stylus-cleaning, but after several hours' use
five minutes on an electronic cleaner with adrop of Discwasher SC2
makes alot of difference to the sound! Incidentally, van den Hul
quotes an amazing 2500 hours' service for his styli, typically.
In conversation with Martin Colloms and with Alvin Gold ( see
references) Mr van den Hul made agreat point of the need for
optimum loading of cartridges and correct impedance match to
damp electrical HF resonances. With loading, van den Hul asserts
that current flow is increased, accelerating magnetization, and
improving the dynamic performance of the cartridge. Since the DNM
preamp has an optional DIN socket input for pu. Iwas easily able to
test parallel loading values ( Holco resistors). Ialso discussed the
subject with Denis Morecroft, who, in turn, had raised the topic with
van den Hul last September. He doubted that additional loading
would be beneficial with his own product, and this proved true: with
an overall loading corresponding to the 18ohms impedance of the
MC10, quality was degraded rather than enhanced.
Igenerally like to ask an agent what is the special attribute, or
characteristic, offered by anew item: the importer was not to be
drawn on this, as always only willing to discuss areas of performance
after my own explorations. Iwas not even forewarned that the MC10
would be ' razor sharp' for the first week of use. Around 50 hours of
play is required to set the rubber suspension and to stabilize things.
Only then should VTA and tracking weight be finalised. As it
happened, after the ( disconcerting) over- brightness period, there
was acold ' snap', and Icould not understand why the system was
sounding so dull. Ihad, after all, cracked the ice on the VVTA damping
fluid. Now Ihave learned that, as Martin Colloms noted with the
vdH/EMTs, the warmth of alocalised spotlight helps considerably.

M

yfirst impressions of the MC10 were of enormous
power, and that Richard Strauss sounded more like
Richard Strauss, Vivaldi like Vivaldi — which is not
as nonsensical as it may seem. Ino longer use test
tones to set up acartridge, but the high-level cut of
flute/harp on Shure TTR115 provoked a
momentary break-up in the RH channel at two points, as with all
moving- coils. It is better to audition arange of more normal music
recordings. The Frederick Fennell Telarc of Hoist and Handel ( 5038
digital) has some demanding tracks: the bass drum waveforms look
like 78s! The MC10 traversed these without demur. In particular,
Holst's ' Song without words' and ' Song of the Blacksmith' ( Suite
No.2 for Military Band) proved invaluable, the anvil in the latter
pinpointing for me the sound- stage capabilities of the MC10 against
those of the Garrott Decca, the former telling me how far to go in
decreasing downforce to optimise the musicality of the cartridge.
The final chords, low, low down, have a ' breathing' quality that can
make your nape tingle! ( The MC10 frequently seems to suggest the
music ' breathing' in the listening room.)
Since my comments on the sound- stage depth and width of a
Garrott Decca were isolated from areview in alater advertisement, I
must outline the differences. The Garrott Decca is aclassic cartridge
with many devotees; it is perhaps aunique example of sheer skill
rescuing apotentially, but inherently flawed, great concept. It
reproduces sound in avivid way, and its mid- band can be regarded
as state-of-the-art. Sound- staging and separation are remarkable,
but the analogy might be drawn with one of those peepshows
available from Pollocks' Toy Museum. The layers stand as cardboard
cutouts, whereas with the MC10 the whole image has acoherent
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nerringly, the MC10 will reproduce ' phrase shape';
you relate what you hear to the dots and curves on
manuscript. When an instrument plays arising scale,
you feel the flow or impetus of the line; the truth of its
intonation. The ear picks up imitative inner voice
patterns, and these have arounded completeness
that makes the experience of listening profoundly satisfying. Ifound
that the totally unrelated excerpts on the HFN/RR '
Quadrafile' set
(Tubular Bells, Pink Floyd, Mahler 3, Concerto for Orchestra) were all
immediately and equally engaging, one by one compelling
fascination. Incidentally, the track ' Just One Of Those Things'
conjured an irreverent image of Menuhin, the international concert
violinist, chasing desperately alongside the tracks of afreight-train
(the rhythm backing section) when, needless to add, Grappelli
himself is already aboard! Humour of an intended kind registers in
the older analogue Fille mal Gardée (
SXL2313, band 3), in the
'Quarrel' passage of wonderful non-coordination between triangle,
strings and tuba, afew moments before the Rossini parody. The
musical joke just makes you laugh.
One of the qualities of the MC10 is its ability to convey something
of the sheer weight of muscle involved, in playing an instrument in a
large hall. The sudden and unexpected first fortissimo in Emil Gilels'
DG recording of Beethoven's Sonata Op.7 has enormous power; at
the same time there is no feeling that the cartridge is at all strained.
Differences in scale are sharp-etched, too— the scale of Mozart's C
minor Mass in the Marriner recording, vs the Klemperer/NPO Missa
Solemnis. (
Peter Andry's Kingsway Hall production has amarvellous
depth and ambient bloom to the choral sound.) That my preparatory
notes are so full of comments on the music, or the performances,
really underlines the kind of involvement possible with recordings:
in crude terms, what value the MC10 offers. The well rehearsed
arguments to justify investment in an expensive cartridge still hold,
and the MC10 must be seen as proportionately well ahead of models
in the £350 range; set against the elevated cost of some of the
imported Japanese moving-coils it can even be regarded as a
bargain. Ultimately, value is assessed not by exotic features but by
the way new doors of perception are opened by one's existing record
collection. The Goldbug ' Ms Brier', for instance, may suggest even
more air and space around instruments, more delicacy perhaps, but
to those attuned to aWestern music idiom, the MC10 will be
preferred in more significant areas*.
The van den Hul prototype was acclaimed by Dutch radio as
providing quality indistinguishable from CD! Isee this as agreeing
the essential transparency of the design ( transparency to both the
hardware items in asystem and to the individualities of agiven
recording), and its musicality in dealing with digital sound. Ihave
already referred to the EMI Beethoven Archduke: that is, tonally, a
quite nasty record, but with the MC10 the sound does not get in the
way. The Bernstein/LAPO West Side Story Dances were hardly
acclaimed as fine engineering, yet with van den Hul's cartridge it is
the delicacy in the quiet stretches that strikes you, more than the
depth layering, or the height dimension — if not the zip in the
conducting. Digital pressings such as Hyperion's ' Hildegard of
Bingen' can give unalloyed pleasure; even the much criticised
Medinah Temple Mahler 2remake, by Solti, seems to lose distracting
garishness. But the best analogue, from avenue like Kingsway, really
does offer more leg, the splendour of Sibelius 2, in the LSO/Monteux
recording from 1960, now on Contour). Happily, the MC10 is good on
transfers from 78s, too, or high- hiss early stereo productions from
CBS, where the unwanted noise is quickly forgotten.

•For instance, it retains the masculine element in the contralto voice of Margaret Phi/pot, on
Hyperion A66039.
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nalysis of cables has perhaps been ' done to death' in
magazines although recent phone calls suggest a
continuing eagerness to discuss them. But the second
generation vdH cables so clearly surpass the originals,
good though they were, that Ihave set down some
bservations of my own, which can be cross-checked
with Martin Colloms' findings, in HFN/RR December. So far, Ihave
used the D502 tonearm cable, and the cream- sheathed D102/II. The
standard of screening is substantially improved, and with the D102
the gauge of conductors is upgraded. This cable now has both afoil
wrap and adense braiding, and Iwould suggest DIY purchasers try
soldering either flying leads, to ground the braiding to the preamp,
or alink from the negative on the phono to the braid, at one end only.
This gives the cable adirectionality, asubtle effect audible, say, with
CD player, where one direction will be preferred as more akin to an
absolute phase condition. For pre- to power Ihave the grounding link
to preamp case. The tonearm cable is now in afigure- of- eight, is
more compliant than the stiff, older D200, and it incorporates a
separately insulated steel stranded earth wire.
To validate comparisons Iretained the same types of phonc
connector, and swapped duplicate leads back and forth. The
mechanical grip is important, and Ican recommend the West
German ATR phono lugs ( stocked at Grahams, N1), at £7.50/pair.
This is ahigh- finish component with agood isolating core in Teflon
around the live pin; it can be spanner-tightened in assembly.
Soldering the negative is fiddly, as there is little space for this. The
D102/II measures 7mm across, so few phono plugs will accommodate the fully sheathed cable. The new tonearm cable increased
musicality and smoothness; the bass was more dry, less 'fatty' than
with the superseded D200, and seemed further extended. There was
greater lateral separation, and resolution of low-level incident. The
difficult EMI Vivaldi Seasons (
VPO/Karajan) retained its attack, but
the dynamics were better controlled; harpsichord was richer. This
digital recording can sound ' blowsy' and aggressive: now it was
more contained.
The D102/II interconnect yielded asweeter sound with some
'bloom'; front- to- back staging was deeper, and the sense of ' air'
greater. The MkI cable was slower, attractively light and airy, but less
dimensional. On the MFSL mastered Strauss Zarathustra (
CSO/
Reiner) the whole colour/dynamics spectrum was improved — more
space around the double- basses, more delicacy in string pianissimi,
better pitch definition, with the MkII.
The excitement at ' big' improvements with cables, and ' tweaks', is
always at peak in the first few hours; after aweek or so you take such
changes very much for granted. Iwouldn't want to revert to the older
van den Hul interconnects, but with the MC10 cartridge new and old
records on the turntable quickly have me enthralled.
Larry: Oh, p- please Mr Growser, this is very boring.
Mr G: This is dis-grace-ful...
Denis: We vent ze records to read about, not ze telegraphs.
JA: Cables.
Mr G: ... ought not to be allowed!
CB: It's just that I'd finalised my review when Bill Firebaugh rang
from California, to suggest ( having read MC's comments, last
November, on the damping rate of the WTA) Ishould experiment
with this parameter, by adjusting the ligaments. Lowering the paddle
2-3mm brings arapid increase in damping. The effect on the sound
was to further enhance image focus, amodest additional damping
bringing the sense of air and space with the MC10 in line with that of
the ' Briers'. The Westminster Boys in the Pergolesi Mass excerpts on
the Amadeus double- album really soared, and the focus of ambient
space opened out still further with ' Hildegard of Bingen'. ( But, if you
do have aWTA, be warned: it is easy to over- damp, and very
time-consuming to adjust, as azimuth and overall levelling must be
corrected, to compensate for ligament changes.)
Mr Policeman: This is all Dutch to me. 0-

van den Hul moving-coil cartridge £ 500 inc VAT.
van den Hul cables: D502 £ 19/stereo metre; D102/II £8.65/mono
metre; 1.5m stereo sets terminated with Tiffany connectors £70.
Importer: Automation Sciences Company, 20 Little Gaddesden, Little
Gaddesden, Berkhamstead, Herts. HP4 1PA. Tel ( 044284) 2786.

(Zvi t•ren«s
I. Martin Colloms, HFIV/RR Interview with van den Hul. June 1984
2. Alvin Gold, Hi- F, Answers Interview with van den Hui. November 1984.
Reviews:

EMT/vdH MCI
EMT/vdH MC1B
Empire MC1000
MC1000 update
vdH cables
Second generation cables

January 1984
June 1984
December 1984
June 1985
February & June 1985
December 1985
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roundness and tonal integration that eludes aDecca. The Decca
doesn't have the same speed and rhythmic continuity; it is less
transparent. The ' Blacksmith' anvils rang with truer metallic
bluntness, and separated further out, with the van den Hul. In the
WTA my sample sounds best at precisely 1.3gm. In the expected
way, the sound- stage opens out to aconsiderable dimensionality —
yes, even with solid-state— and the ' focus' of both tonal accuracy and
dynamic control seem to come together as well.
Iprefaced this article with part of aBBC interview between Rudolf
Kempe and John Amis, preserved in an Orfeo double- album of
rehearsals etc ( S 079832 I), not just because the words are apposite
to the silver MC1000 and gold MC10, but because this recording
crystallised for me the worth of speech, rather than music, for
evaluating equipment. Consider ' phrase': it is aunit of expression,
with apivotal point or points of emphasis, an element in astructure
of communication. The same holds for music as for the way we
speak. Audio equipment will either suppress an underlying feeling,
or motivation, in speech patterns, or reveal these. ( At one spot on the
tape Kempe said, expressing satisfaction in working with British
orchestras, '
Ithink Iam here' — Ithink, with my MC10, Iam ' here' with
music on LP.)

eginnerls
Luck?
The new LK1 pre- amplifier and
LK2 power amplifier begin where
the others leave off. Advanced design,
construction and testing techniques using
the latest CADCAM and ATE equipment have
enabled us to make an amplification system
which we believe sets new standards.
The LK1 is the first pre- amp to feature a
wear- free precision resistor ladder network
instead of aconventional mechanical volume
control. It's immune from radio interference
and mains distortion. It has an exceptionally
quiet moving coil input. It even has abuilt-in
full remote control facility.
The LK2 power amplifier has afully regulated
power supply and features an unusual circuit
configuration for minimum crossover distortion.
It's essentially two mono amplifiers in one
chassis, as each channel is fed from aseparate
winding on alarge capacity transformer.
We're convinced that you won't get better
performance from any other amplifier,
regardless of price. And we've brought the LK1/2
in for about half of what you expect to pay.
Luck had nothing to do with it.
For more information and afull list of stockists, please
contact us at the following address:

Linn Products Ltd., 257 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SN. Tel: 041-634 0371

LINN
PRODUCTS
simply better!
lelex: 77301. ANS. BK. Sondek G. Cables Emodeck.
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POT POURRI
I
ream lifier and Ken Kessler tries Phobos bonds t
eakers
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985 COULD WELL HAVE BEEN REGARDED AS ' THE YEAR
of the Cable', but it already looks as if 1986 is going to offer
yet more developments in this field. Which brings me to
Siltech. How does one place avalue on an apparently
normal low- resistance cable costing 10 times the price of
the same length of LC-OFC, or 50 times that of astandard
good-quality cable? Bear with me, however.
Siltech is anew Dutch brand of cable, distributed in the UK by, yes,
you've guessed it, Ricardo Franassovici of Absolute Sounds. The key
element of the new cable is the use of apure oxygen- free silver
conductor which is produced without much stretching or drawing;
rather, the primary conductor is slowly pulled from the molten
reservoir in order to encourage the growth of ahomogeneous,
void- free, crystal structure with apredominance of large crystals.
During manufacture of the cable from this conductor, the ideal
crystalline structure is partially damaged, but in contrast to longcrystal copper, where such damage is irreversible, the Siltech
engineers have discovered that the silver's preferred structue can be
restored wi:h asimple annealing process, the finished cable being
heated to 200°C for just four minutes and then slowly cooled. Indeed,
if it has suffered excessive mechanical stress and undergone work
hardening due to bending etc, the cable can still be restored by the
user. A fan oven is best — ' cook' at 200 C for four to five minutes and
then switch off the heat with the fan still running. When cool, the full
performance of the cable will be restored — apart from the ' running
in' process. More on that later.
Siltech did considerable experimentation with the choice of
dielectric, including PTFE, and settled on ahigh quality grade of
silicone- modified PVC. This is not bothered by the high annealing
temperature and is also available in heatshrink form. Much work was
done on the geometry of the cable, stranding and wire
configurations, and continuing investigations involve optimum silver
utilisation, strand number and size, including single strand
construction.
As manufactured, the cable is described as essentially
undirectional. However, once installed in asystem, it seems to ' run
in' after afew hours' use, improving in delicacy and sweetness to a
small, but worthwhile, degree. It stays ' run in' until moved about or
electrically inverted. WA also found this to happen.]
Table 1lists the present range of Siltech LC-OFS ( Long Crystal
Oxygen- Free Silver) cables. We tested numbers 3, 5, 6and 8. with
surprisingly good results. Comparisons were made with top-level
commercial references, including Randall and van den Hul
interconnects and my own, hitherto unbeaten, handmade design.
(I must point out that the judgements are presented in aparticular
context, namely an audio system costing upwards of £4000;
furthermore, such asystem must have been put together with due
consideration given to such aspects of reproduction as
dimensionality, focus, ambience, accurate tonality, transparency and
transient definition. Good control must be present throughout the
TABLE 1.
Siltech LC-OFS

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

CORE STANDARD
MC2-20 Phono/Audio 2-cores of . 75mm twisted
MC2-28 Phono/Audio 2-cores of 1.0mm twisted.
Reference
MC4-24 Audio 4-cores of .65mm crosstwisted
double twin
MC4-40 Audio 4-cores of . 75mm crosstwisted
double twin
MC4-56 Audio 4-cores of 1.5mm crosstwisted
double twin.
Termination for MC Interconnect Series including
tour WEST 0101 RCA plugs
HC2-40 Speaker 2- cores of 1.5mm twisted
HC1-20 Speaker 1-core of 1.5mm single pole
HC4-40 Speaker 4- cores of . 75mm crosstwisted
double twin
HC4-56 Speaker 4-cores of 1.5mm crosstwisted
double twin
M3/M15 From 3-15 strands oi .3mm for internal
mod from
to

milliohm/m
50
40

(MC - medium current; HC - high current I
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E/metre
mono
50.00
70.00

41

70.00

25

80.00

18

125.00

25
25
25

50.00
67.00
33.50
74.00

18

125.00

11 00
45.00

Siltech MC2-20 with WBT phono plugs:
These lock the ground connection

audio range and the better the system, the more relevant the
following comments will be.)
Type 3: MC4-24, 1m stereo pair, £ 190
Once this interconnect, intended for turntable, CD or pre/power use,
had been run in, sound quality approached the short wire bypass by
afar smaller margin than had been envisaged, offering aworthwhile
improvement over the references. Treble was ' sweeter' and less
grainy, with better focus and an improved discrimination of fine
detail, while the bass remained firm but with more apparent
extension. In the upper bass, it seemed more articulate with better
transient edges. Tonally the mid was richer, making the other cables
sound amite ' hard , while stereo width and focus were presented
more clearly.
Type 5: MC4-50, 1m terminated stereo pair, £300
Basically similar to Type 3, this cable did reveal additional merit,
showing the superiority of the ' Quad Four' type of construction
employed. It seemed optimised for CD use.
Type 6 & 8, 3m terminated stereo sets, £402 & £444 respectively
These two speaker cables differ in their construction but have the
same resistance and nominally the same silver content. ' 6' is a
two-core twist, while ' 8' is afour-core ' quad' twist, with opposite
conductor pairs paralleled. As with the interconnects, the sound
quality was similar, '8' having aslight edge regarding delicacy in
addition to treble focus and precision. Fundamentally, both cables
were excellent, quite the best speaker wires Ihave ever tested and
disconcertingly superior to my own cable.
Important gains in bass depth and precision, tonality,
transparency, focus, transient definition were all heard. Program was
more ' exciting', yet at the same time less fatiguing. Both Audio
Research and conrad-johnson amplifiers sounded better in the
direction that they already were heading, judged with respect to less
highly ranked equipment.

A Siltech system
Embarrassed by the quantity of loan cable, Iwired awhole audio
chain in LC-OFS. Ican report that the improvement was cumulative,
but in compound rather than in simple * interest' terms. The increase
in listening pleasure was considerable and required careful
evaluation. In the context of high quality amplifiers, we were hearing
the sort of improvement for which one could easily — if not with any
real justification — pay £2000-3000. The added silver content in the
test system cost around the £ 1000 mark, and in this context appeared
to justify this investment.

System optimisation
Assuming that Siltech's LC-OFS is accepted for what it is— atruly
exceptional cable— one should consider the best ways of using it. For
those not in the millionaire class, when money is still important, the
following suggestions are entirely practical, even obvious, but may
help.
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IN HIM
Our intention is to provide you with friendly advice in the confusion that
is hi-fi — we believe that music is all important!
We llave selected arange of high quality products, from "budget" to high
end, to achieve this goal. Our demonstration
room allows you to choose the sound you enjoy.

.conrad
Johnson
MICHELL GYRODEK
WELL TEMPERED TONEARM
VAN DEN HUL MC10

MERIDIAN MCD PRO

CONRAD JOHNSON
PV 6PRE-AMP
MV- 50 POWER AMP
QUAD ESL- 63
VAN DEN HUL MONOCRYSTAL D300 CABLE, MICHELL CONNECTORS
This is asystem we are in love with.
Ken, Nigel and Philip look forward to hearing from you.

"everything you hear is true"
63 GEORGE STREET EDINBURGH
Tel: 031225 8854

Nlim Sat 9.30 6. kiwnings h appointment.

Loop resistance
A way to economise further is to buy only the minimum amount of
silver strictly necessary. Capacitance and inductance values are

virtually negligible with the Siltech cables, the only significant
electrical variable being the resistance. Siltech have followed
conventional practice in designing for worst case loadings with
correspondingly low resistance values. ( Silver also has alower
resistivity than copper.) If short runs are involved, it will be OK to use
the cheaper, higher resistance cable, and if aspeaker known to have
anormal impedance is used, the resistance criterion can be relaxed
further.
For a6-8ohm system — ie, most UK speakers including Spendor,
Rogers and Celestion SL6/600 — aloop resistance of 0.2ohm or less
would seem satisfactory. Given the well-behaved impedance of the
KEF R104/2 and the MG- Ill, these also wouldn't present aproblem.
Well, the cheapest MC2-20 grade satisfies the 0.2ohm limit for runs
up to 4m, so this could be used for the speaker connections with very
little loss, and the phono connectors will not be required. This would
give asaving of some £70 with acentrally- sited stereo power
amplifier, but hardly anything at all with monoblocks.

Further comments
However one manages to incorporate Siltech cable into an already
good system, it will be hard notto appreciate the improvement. In an
already expensive, top-flight system, it represents surprisingly good
value for money, and with spending restraint and the advice of a
good dealer, could be used to optimise abudget system. Since cable
doesn't wear out, the dealer may even permit home trial prior to
purchase, and may even throw in apercentage of the termination
cost with abig purchase.
In future issues, Ihope to cover the sonic merits of different phono
plugs— including LC-OFC types! — and report on the results of a
controlled test on the putative merits of biwiring loudspeakers
(separate cables for each driver); potentially amarvellous way for
virtually foolproof system improvement using inexpensive cable
types.
Martin Colloms

ANIP 0I Pream ihlier
OU CAN HARDLY HEAR BEN DUNCAN ON THE
phone, his voice being barely perceptible above
the general office hubbub ( courtesy of Ken
Kessler). Yet when he says something, it's as well
to listen as his opinions are rarely uttered without
being fully formed. So it was some two years ago
when he rang to discuss aDIY project he had in mind.
The idea would be to offer the readers of HFN/RRa modular
preamplifier design. As aprofessional PA consultant, Ben had
somewhat more rigorous ideas on effective audio engineering than
is usually seen, and wanted to design apreamplifier that would
embody his experience in the live amplification of rock— in his own
words, it would be ' one coherent reflection off countless shining
musicians, talented designers and cosmic artists with whom Ihave
worked'. The discussion of the design concepts behind each module
—disc and line inputs, input selection, output drive etc— would act as
avehicle for showing the attention to detail required from acaring
engineer for even quite mundane functions to be performed well,
using the industry's standard op- amp building bricks.
Readers would be able to peek over Ben's shoulders, as it were, as
he solved both expected and unexpected problems, and the project
therefore would ( hopefully) be interesting even to those with no
desire to pick up asoldering iron.
Although originally planned to run for three months, AMP- 01
outgrew its allotted space, eventually filling 36pages between the
May and November 1984 issues of HFN/RR. Both Ivor Humphreys
(then Deputy Editor) and Ihad listened to the prototype preamplifier
before deciding to go ahead with the project and in the final episode,
Martin Colloms reported his ( favourable) thoughts on its sound and
performance. However, Ihad never actually listened to a ' production'
version, so Ithought it would be afitting postscript to the project to
put one to the test, particularly in an issue where Ben's writings are
once again being featured.
Accordingly, Ben supplied me with aready-made sample of the
most popular version of AMP- 01, the ' minimalist' AMP- 01M which
features aRIAA input ( capable of being configured to match any m- m
or m-ccartridge, the latter possible of true balanced mode operation)
and just one line- level input, selected with arear- panel switch. The
only controls are avolume control and a - 15dB attenuator switch,
and the preamp's two pcbs, one for the disc circuitry and the other
for the buffered volume control, are housed in an attractive black
extrusion. The separate power supply contains an Avel Lindberg
toroidal transformer, mains filter and up to 35,000pF of smoothing
capacitance, supplying unregulated ± 27V rails— each preamp board
has separate regulation for each channel — to the preamp via an
XLR-fitted lead. The power supply also can be arranged to give three
different grounding modes for the maximum system flexibility.
The preamp was supplied to match my Koetsu Red m-ccartridge —
load impedance set at 25ohms, unbalanced — and was substantially
HI- 11 NUN'S & RECORD REVII.1%
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identical to the published design, the only differences involving the
use of Linear Technology LT1037 op- amps and LT317/337 low output
impedance voltage regulators and greater local power supply
decoupling. The preamp uses high quality passive components —
Bourns conductive plastic pots, Holco metal film resistors,
polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors— and as supplied, it
would cost around £405 in kit form (£ 505 assembled) plus £97 (£ 145)
for the power supply. Iused AMP-01 between Meridian PRO-MCD CD
player and Koetsu/Ittok/LP12 front ends and Krell KSA-100 power
amplifier, speakers being Apogee Scintillas and Celestion SL600s.
The preamp ' felt' right. The main attribute of the sound was a
'mellow' quality, which didn't detract from the speed of transients. It
was less ' clinical' than the Krell PAM- 3or Mk1 version of the Musical
Fidelity MVT preamp, but sounded more ' musical', more involving.
CD sounded more ' confident' with AMP-01 driving the cables, which
can probably be taken as acomment on the output stage of the
Meridian. Soundstage featured considerable depth, on apar with my
SP- 10, though the valve preamp was considerably more transparent
—as one would expect at its price! Disc input noise was the lowest I
have ever ( not) heard; the background is adeep velvety black,
without atrace of grain.
Although an AMP- 01M is not cheap at £500, it definitely provides
sound quality worthy of amuch higher price tag. The provision of
just one line input is annoying for casual general use, but should be
no limitation for the serious music lover with just LP and CD sources.
In any case, whereas the full-blown AMP- 01 has abuffered input card
for every line- level source, with virtual- earth mixing, those wanting
to add inputs to an AMP- 01 could investigate, as Idid, the Sondex
PCU1 passive switching box. Reviewed in March by Ivor Humphreys,
this would be arelatively inexpensive (£ 130) high quality adjunct.
Distribution of Ben Duncan's preamplifier kits, components and
pcbs is from D&M Electronic Distributors; all enquiries for literature
should be addressed to D&M at Thatched Cottage, Cross End,
Thurleigh, Beds MK44 2EE. Tel 0234 771259.
John Atkinson
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1: Use atop- class integrated amplifier, such as Mission's Cyrus
2+PSX and spend the money saved by the omission of the
pre/power interconnect. ( Yes, the Cyrus is good enough!)
2: Design the system carefully to minimise lead lengths. For
example, if the amplifier is centrally sited, speaker leads need only be
2.3m per side, even less if mono amplifiers are involved. A CD player
need only require 0.6m of interconnect, as would apre/power
connection. In any case, as short cables sound better than long ones,
both sound and cost will be optimised. Ido not think Siltech is
justified for atuner link, and will only be worthwhile for an analogue
turntable if this is already of excellent quality. As yet, Siltech is only
capable of being used directly with atonearm where phono sockets
are accessible. In tests with the SME MkV tonearm — which does
justify the use of Siltech — Iused aMonster Cable ' Tail' adaptor,
which has flying phono sockets.
Looking at the minimum cost of equipping such asystem with
Siltech, we have 2x2.3m of terminated HC2-40 at astill high £ 300,
plus 0.6m of MC2-20 at £ 110 for the CD player. If apre/power
combination is envisaged, afurther 0.6m set will be needed, bringing
the total to around £ 520. A 1m set at £ 150 might suffice for the
turntable. For monoblock power amplifiers, another metre of HC2-40
would cost amere £67! The pre/power interconnect, however, would
now be 2m aside (£250), giving atotal of £ 557 for the complete
arrangement with both CD and analogue catered for. With a
centrally- sited pre/power set-up, the total is £670.
If longer cable runs are employed, some of the quality gain is lost
and the cost escalates alarmingly. Take my old set-up, for example,
which had 10m speaker cable runs. With the larger cable such as
HC4-56, these runs would cost 20x£125 — amind-blowing £2500!

Shure VIS Micro Ridge
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your favourite vinyl
recordings become
damaged or worn, \
say goodbye
forever. Thousands of
LP's won't ever appear
on CD's, and they won't
be repressed in vinyl. This
is especially critical for
those who love ( or collect)
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The time to protect your
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record collection.
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Selling for £90 ( plus VAT), the Phobos is round, like an 8in. thick LP
with its edge wrapped in woodgrain. Its least appealing feature, this
wrap is available in teak, walnut, or rosewood; the grille- cloth is
offered in brown or beige. ( Personally, I'd like to see it in all- black.)
The Phobos can be used either wall- mounted ( preferred for bass
enhancement), or mounted on aneat £ 10-ish tripod. It is particularly
unobtrusive when wall- mounted, amajor selling point.
Rear- mounted press connectors have holes large enough to accept
either thick cables or standard banana plugs. Also found on the back
is arotary knob which selects settings for use with asubwoofer with
built-in crossover, for full- range use, and two for rear- channel use
offering either - 2or -4dB reduction in treble above 6kHz.
The Phobos contains two drivers, an 11cm bass unit featuring a
doped pulp cone with PVC surround, crossing over at 5kHz to a
10mm horn- loaded tweeter with ferrofluid cooling. Sensitivity is, as
expected, very low at 82.5dB for 1watt into 8ohms at one metre.
Iwas pleasantly surprised by the Phobos; while it lacked the
authority of some of the current hot budget contenders, particularly
in terms of detail and top- end accuracy, it excelled in soundstage,
front-to- back depth, and imaging. Jim Rogers is famous for breaking
away from the traditionally shaped enclosure, and Imust admit that
this 30cm slice- of- salami solution to cabinet design enabled the
Phobos to ' disappear'. Bass was good too, extended enough to allow
the Phobos to be taken seriously even when used away from the
walls. Those who want maximum low- end enhancement, however,
and opt for wall mounting will have to sacrifice some openness.
The sonic imprint of the Phobos is that of an easy- to- live- with
transducer, and it will probably sell more on cosmetics and
unobtrusiveness if considered as amain speaker. Ienjoyed listening
to LPs through the Phobos, for they never sounded nasty, but the
lack of snap and detail, due to minor veiling in the midrange, leads to
something of acompromise between sonics and aesthetics.
Despite my reservations about the Phobos as aprimary speaker, I
like it because it's agood all-rounder.., especially if domestic
harmony is as important as musical harmony.
Ken Kessler
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AH, ENTERPRISE! WITHIN A FEW MONTHS OF THE
first rear- channel decoders ( for video usage) appearing
on these shores, we find aBritish speaker
manufacturer brave enough to specify this application
for its newest model. The Phobos, from Jim Rogers, is
an innovative, multi- purpose design fresh enough to
cause afew ripples.
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NOTES
Hugh Canning interviews
Cécile Ousset

A

MONG THE TOP PIANISTS
currently recording for EMI, it is
surprising to discover that Cécile
Ousset is the top seller, in Britain at
least. Over the last few years, she has
become agreat favourite with the British
public — as it has become with her— in the
great romantic concertos and has carved a
niche for herself as one of the few women
pianists able to take on the giant virtuoso
pieces of the repertoire: the Brahmses, the
Rachmaninovs and the Liszts. But the signs
are that she is becoming weary of the label
and now intends to show us atruly French
style of playing French music. Her
recordings of Debussy— both books of
Préludes and Pour le piano— are imminently
due from EMI and the company will soon be
recording Ousset in both of the Ravel
concertos with Previn and the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra, her current
favourite accompanists. If January's concert
performance of the G major with the LPO
and Serge Baudo is any indication of the
results, anew image of Ousset is likely to
emerge: gone the barnstorming, hell- forleather style of her ' big bow- wow' concerto
manner; enter anew refinement of touch
and delicacy of sonority.
Ivisited Ousset in January at her pied-àterre in Paris, or rather her roof- top
apartment which offers wonderful views
over the city. No name on the door, but the
unfamiliar visitor is guided by the sound of
very live piano music. Ousset clearly loses
no opportunity for practice. At present she
and her husband are in the process of
renovating the adjacent flat: the living rooms
already connect with asmall door
and Ousset points out the spot
set aside for her second piano —
another baby grand which will
have to be lifted up five flights of
typically winding Parisian stairs!
At first we talk about Ousset's
success in Britain and the
contrast in her native country
where she plays often enough in
the regions but only seldom in
the capital. ' Look,' she says, ' at
the programme schedule of the
Orchestre de Paris and you will
see only one or two French
soloists, no more.' And she adds
that she has not played with
France's premier orchestra for
three seasons.
Like the British, the French also
have asaying about prophets
without honour in their own
country and Ousset's
comparative neglect in France
bears the dictum out. The public,
she thinks, prefers artists with
exotic, foreign- sounding names
and she was even advised to
Russify her name at the outset of
her career. But what sounds
commonplace at home perforce
has amore intriguing ring
abroad, as she has discovered to
her great advantage in the AngloSaxon countries. Her American
career is beginning to blossom, a
mixed blessing, perhaps, since
she doesn't think much of the
audiences — ' they go to aconcert
to go to aconcert r — and she
enjoys the rapport she has built
up with her fans here.
lii i
!NI ‘,\
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Ousset surprised me with her preferred
tastes in music. Ihad expected her to cite
Rachmaninov, at least, as one of her
favourites, but no:
1like Rachmaninov pianistically, rather
than musically, and he's not my favourite
composer. But Ican't bear to hear him
played in the dry, intellectual and rigorous
manner which has become so fashionable
today. Iwon't mention any names, but some
pianists seem quite unable to hear the
romance in his music. Maybe it is because
his own records of the concertos and the
Paganini Rhapsody are not really romantic.
You know the big tune — taa-ti-ta-ta-ta
(va-iation 18) [ she sings) — he plays it not at
all expansively but very soberly with very
little sentiment. Ialso feel the music soberly

but with perhaps more romance and colour—
but that deficiency in Rachmaninov's
performance may well be the fault of the
recorded sound. That's very possible.'
Ousset is no respecter of great
reputations. You shouldn't trust Prokofiev's
recordings of his own music, she warns,
because ' Idon't think he was technically
equipped to play what he himself had
written!'. And she refuses to worship at the
shrines of sacred interpretative cows either.
Take Gieseking, for example, whose
Debussy is always held up as ayardstick by
critics and whose recordings are regarded as
historic documents.
'But you look at the score, and you see
how wide off the mark he is, but totally! No,
if you want advice on how to play French
composers, then go to Perlemuter. You
know he still gives concerts. Ibumped into
him at Heathrow not so long ago and he
looked like alittle old man, with astewardess
either side of him — he looked utterly lost. But
you see him on the stage in front of his
piano. Un autre homme! Iassure you, a
different man, transformé. He still plays
wonderfully and makes remarkable records.'
Ousset's disaffection with the French style
of foreign pianists is articulated in different
ways. On the one hand, she says, most
musicians who have not studied French
music with French teachers — ' without being
chauvine Ican tell as soon as Ihear them' —
seem to think that there is one French style
called impressionism which applies to
Debussy, Ravel and all their contemporaries,
and on the other, that style is assumed to be
an aural equivalent of French impressionist
painters: nefarious, clouded, objective and
distanced. Altogether too prissy to Ousset's
way of thinking. Both Debussy
and Ravel, she points out, were
quite particular in their directions
to performers— ' When Ravel
heads apiece très rhythmé he
means just that and not molto
espressivo' — and she is
determined to put the scores on
record as she sees them on the
printed page. She hopes
eventually to record l'intégral de
'Debussy for EMI, ' little by little — a
long-term project'.
Whether or not Ousset will be
able to win over her huge
following to the solo piano music
of her composer compatriots
remains to be seen, but already
her reputation has put her into
the big league of recitalists. At
this year's André Previn Festival
she plans to give her first recital
in the RFH and she wonders
whether she'll be able to risk
including the Sonata by Dutilleux
in her programme. At least she
has confidence in the British.
'Oh yes, j'adore le public
anglais and Isay that here in
France too. People here agree
with me that the British are the
best audiences in the world: for
their openness, their
attentiveness and I've noticed
that they come from all sections
of society, above all in the
smaller towns. Not at all like
France. Ican take ataxi in London
and end up t,-iking classical
music with the driver! He knows
about music! You would never
find that in Paris.'
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FLUTTER
Eliot Gardiner's enterprising Lyon Opera
Company have been in London setting down
Jean-Marie Leclair's Sylla et Glaucus for
Erato.
Is there no stopping the RPO now they've a
label of their own? First release: Previn's
second recording of Belshazzar's Feast.
Brighton Festival Chorus and Benjamin
Luxon.
March 8th marked the 25th Anniversary of
Sir Thomas Beecham's death. Lady
Beecham plans some commemorative
events and, hopefully, recordings in the
coming months.
The Conifer label hasn't exactly been idle.
George Lloyd fans will be delighted that his
Symphonies 2 & 9are now in the can from
the BBC Philharmonic— their first non- BBC
recording — under the composer's direction.
Symphony No.7 will follow in June. Then
there's Ginestera: Sauntiago Rodrigez
(Silver Medal winner at the 1981 Van Cliburn
Competition) in the world premiere
recording of the Second Piano Sonata, and
an intriguing Peter Dickinson record: a
collection entitled Extravagances: rags,
blues and parodies including Stevie's Tunes.
Stevie Smith, of course; the 'tunes' in
question being those she had in mind when

penning some of her extraordinary poems.
Dickinson, it seems, knew her well.
And speaking of Peter Dickinson, EMI have
set down the Organ and Piano Concertos.
Jennifer Bate and Howard Shelley with
Atherton and the BBC Symphony.
EMI have ambitious plans for Nigel Kennedy.
All this talk of ' crossover' — now comes the
acid test: the music of Duke Ellington
(treated Kennedy) will occupy the 'flip- side'
of his recently set- down account of Bartok's
Solo Violin Sonata. In the Autumn, Nigel
joins Previn and the RPO for Walton's Violin
and Viola Concertos.
Two more sets of sessions complete for EMI
Eminence: aDebussy record from Serge
Baudo and the LPO — La Mer, Jeux and
L'Aprés Midi featuring ' some of the sexiest
flute playing you've ever heard' from
Jonathan Snowden ( Producer Andrew
Keener's quote, not mine); and from Barry
Tuckwell with the ECO, Rosetti's Three Horn
Concertos.
No, it isn't just rumour: aVerdi Requiem
'live' in Rome under Bernstein with Margaret
Price, Jessye Norman, Francisco Araiza,
Simon Estes. August for Philips with the
Santa Cecilia Chorus and Orchestra.

£6.50 + 60p P&P EACH

Domus follow up their lovely Fauré Piano
Quartets record with those of Dvorak on
Hyperion.
It was, Isuppose, inevitable. After the
money- spinning West Side Story— a
'crossover' South Pacific. CBS are in on the
action this time, and, yes, it is Kin iTe Kanawa
as ' Nellie Forbush' and José Carreras as
'Emile'. Sarah Vaughan, no less, guests as
'Bloody Mary' and Broadway star Mandy
Patinkin is ' Lt Cable'. The LSO under
Jonathan Tunick whose arrangements have
graced many aBroadway musical. Henry
Wood Hall.
Their Chandos Tchaikovsky series will have
won many new friends for Mariss Jansons
and the Oslo Philharmonic when they visit
Edinburgh this year and the Proms in ' 87.
Two more Grands Prix du Disques for
Philips. Gidon Kremer's searing account of
the Berg Concerto under Colin Davis, and
Eliot Gardiner's highly acclaimed Handel
Solomon. They join Heinrich Schiff's
coupling of the Shostakovich Cello
Concertos and the Beaux ArtsRavel/
Chausson disc. ,/`-

(
4OR MORE DISCS P&P FREE)
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PHF 9 JOAN ARMATRADING

Joan Armatrading

PH F10 QUINCY JONES

Sounds . .. and stuff like
that

PH F11

The Endellion Quarter are firmly embarked
now on their complete Britten String
Quartets project.

SUPERTRAMP

Breakfast in America

11

PHF27 THE BEATLES

Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts 111
Club Band

PHF28

EARL KLUGH

Living Inside Your Love

PHF29

PINK FLOYD

Wish You Were Here

PH F30

PAUL McCARTNEY
& WINGS

Band on the Run

PHF16

FREDERICK DELIUS

Orchestral Works Royal

EA
PH F12

LITTLE FEAT

Feats don't fail me now

PH F13

RICKIE LEE JONES

Rickie Lee Jones

PHF14

RANDY NEWMAN

Little Criminals

PHF24 JACKSON BROWNE

Running on Empty

PHF25

Desperado

EAGLES

PHF26 JONI MITCHELL

PHF17

EDWARD ELGAR

PHF18

EDWARD ELGAR

Lawns

PH F20

MILES DAVIS

Kind of Blue

PHF21

JANIS IAN

Between the Lines

PHF22 SANTANA

Borboletta

PHF23 WEATHER REPORT

Mysterious Traveller

111

Philharmonic Orchestra/Sir
Thomas Beecham

The Hissing of Summer

CBS

E

Symphony No2 Op63
London Philharmonic
Orchestra/Sir Adrian Boult

PHF19

'English String Music',
Sinfonia of London/

RALPH VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS

Sir John Barbirolli

RALPH VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS

Symphony No6 'The Lark
Ascending'. New

Li

Philharmonia Orchestra/Sir
Adrian Boult

Please send your orders to HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK401YH
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CLASSICAL SAX
Steve Ilarris on the jazz greats

W

sion with the most precise command of his
ITH THE HOT- HOUSE FLOWERing of Wynton Marsalis, and a instrument. His upward slurs, ext7 -ime vibnew blossoming of less youthrato and exaggerated blue notes, would
ful talents like Freddie Hubbard
sound merely outrageous if they weren't so
and John Faddis, the trumpet seems once
disciplined. He was the archetypal ' hot'
again to symbolise what jazz is all about. In
soloist.
the connoisseur's cosily simplified history,
Bechet's direct influence is heard in the
the 1920s were the first vintage years —
work of Johnny Hodges, who seemed to
bringing the finest Louis Armstrong and
have subjected the alto to his will witn a
paler, frailer Beiderbecke — while the ' swing
ruthless obsession learned directly from the
era' which followed was the first golden age
soprano player. In his early years with
of the saxophone.
Ellington ( he joined in 1928), Hodges someAs usual, the easy generalisations distimes played soprano, too, but his efforts on
appear when looked at closely. The
this instrument tend to sound thin rather
customary metaphor
of a saxophone succession from Coleman
Hawkins to Lester
Young to Charlie Parker works best if afew
dates are conveniently ignored. All
three seem to have
produced their best
work at unexpected
times, despite the
efforts of the record
companies or the prevailing demands of
the public. But their
most perfect solos still
improve with each
listening, arid stand
out in ever sharper relief from the mediocre
— or even the very
good — around them.
Paradoxically, the
story of the saxophone as a solo
instrument begins
with Sidney Bechet's
clarinet. Bechet was
born and bred in New
Orleans, but from the
start his forceful individualism must have
been too much for the
collective ensemble
playing which, historians and revivalists
fondly imagine, was
the musical lifeblood
of New Orleans. In the
classic New Orleans front line, the trumpet
than incisive, his vibrato producing awavering effect rather than the invigorating skirl of
(or cornet), supported by the trombone, was
supposed to take the lead while the clarinet
Bechet's. Almost untouched by later
changes in fashion, Hodges' alto playing still
wove decorative countermelodies around it.
Yet even on clarinet, Bechet's sheer authorshows apparently unlimited melodic reity usually subdued all other pretenders to
sources and by the 1940s his polished,
leadership, and from the mid- 1920s on he
inscrutable stye was becoming an institution. Varying his tone from aglassy purity to
started to use the much louder and more
expressive soprano sax, particularly for solo
a baggy rasp, Hodges went further than
features.
Bechet in bending the notes, sliding into
He has been quoted as saying that he
phrases with the icily- controlled glissandos
which became his trademark.
didn't like trumpet players because they got
in his way, and although in the 1930s and
Though his boyhood friend Charlie
'40s, as a pillar of New Orleans jazz, Bechet
Holmes came close, Hodges has seldom
made dozens of recordings in the traditional
been slavishly imitated. But while his sound
ensemble format, it is hard to find one where
influenced the whole school of hard- swinghe doesn't end up by completely dominating
ing, big- band era altoists exemplified by
Willie Smith, Hodges was also the vital
the rest of the band. Bechet's soprano could,
as Humphrey Lyttelton put it, blister the
secondary influence on the tenor sound of
another Ellingtonian, Ben Webster.
paint on a door at a range of several yards.
His solo style seemed to combine the most
When Hodges was learning his craft as a
athletic and exhilarating freedom of expressideman in the 1920s, Don Redman and
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD RUMEN'
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Benny Carter were mastering the new art of
arranging, which was to make both of them
more famous as bandleaders than as alto
players. Carter, who played trumpet as well
as alto sax and led one of the most successful black bands of the 1930s, made asecond
career writing film scores. But despite his
supreme musical gifts, Carter playing does
not match the emotional power of his lifelong friend and sometime colleague, Coleman Hawkins.
If anyone was responsible for what
Joachim Berendt describes as the ' tenorising' of jazz, it was Hawkins. To look
at it another way,
Hawkins, who was
born in St Joseph,
Missouri, allegedly in
1904, managed to be
playing the right
instrument at the right
time. As a child he
studied the piano, but
then, at the still- tender
age of nine, took up
the tenor saxophone.
Whatever the reasons
for this choice, he
stuck to it through
adolescence. In 1920,
when Hawkins had
started playing professionally and had
probably already
reached New York,
the saxophone was a
ubiquitous but still
rather unglamorous
instrument.
It seems amazing
that the critiques of
Hawkins' solos always
have to look first at a
one-off 1929 record
date with a leader
who played comband- paper. But Red
McKenzie's Mound
City Blue Blowers did
include Glenn Miller
and Gene Krupa as
well as Pee Wee Russel I and
Eddie
Condon.
'Hello Lola' is a fast ' hot' number, with
Condon and the rhythm section beating out
'Lady Be Good'-type chord changes to suit
the enthusiastic blueness of McKenzie's
kazoo- like ' blue blowing'. After two choruses
of this, followed by an agile and attractive
clarinet solo from Russell, Hawkins takes
command, as if to show the young white
musicians what ' hot' really means. His solo
alternates passionate, slurring cries with
staccato eighth- note runs, trying to pack as
much as possible into his two choruses,
which, in a rather half-finished way, anticipate the beautifully controlled arpeggiated
solos of 10 years later.
The other title from this session, ' One
Hour' (' If ICould Be With You...'1, is generally described as the beginning of the Hawkins ballad tradition. After a brief Hawkins
intro, you have to endure an appallingly
maudlin rendition from McKenzie, buzzing
sugarily through his comb, before the entry
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of Hawkins, whose solo chorus builds logically from breathy rhapsodic beginnings to a
brief but eloquent paraphrase of the melody.
After this Russell comes in sleepwalking,
forcing out a few notes as if he knows he
must play something but is stunned by what
he has to follow.
Hawkins had joined Fletcher Henderson's
band in 1924, as had Louis Armstrong. But
while Armstrong left after barely a year,
Hawkins stayed for a decade. Back in Chicago, Armstrong went from strength to
strength, inexorably pushing his old New
Orleans colleagues into merely accompanying roles, until by 1928 he had reached the
height of his powers and made it seem that
the trumpet was the only instrument worth
playing. Yet in New York at around the same
time, Henderson, helped by Don Redman,
discovered an arranging formula which
allowed his band to swing and which in
essence was to last right through the big
band era. Henderson used the brass and
reed sections as opposing forces, setting up
one repeated riff and answering it with
another in call- and- response patterns.
Intending to stay only a few months,
Hawkins left Henderson in 1934 to tour
Europe. In the end he stayed five years, but
his return to the US was triumphal. At the
end of an October 1939 Victor record date,
Hawkins gave in to a request and made an
unscheduled recording of a tune he was
playing at Kelly's Stables, ' Body And Soul'.
To his surprise, the record was ahit. Fronting
his own big band, Hawkins was soon billed
as 'the body and soul of the saxophone' and
the theme became his signature tune. But
the orchestra did not last very long, and its
recordings are a bit disappointing. Hawkins
adopts a harsh, ' dirty' tone that sometimes
seems to convey exasperation as much as
anything else.

B

etween July 1942 and November
1944, the American Federation of
Musicians banned all its members
from making any commercial recordings other than discs for broadcast use and
'V- Discs' for the troops. Very small companies were able to ignore the union, and so
it was that in the last few weeks of 1943
Hawkins recorded three sessions for the
young independent producer Bob Thiele and
his Signature label. The first of these, on
December 8, produced aballad performance
of epic proportions, ' How Deep Is The
Ocean', which must rank as one of his finest
recordings.
It seems to have been another of those
very rare occasions where everything fell
into place and allowed the soloist to produce
a perfect example of his art. Ellis Larkins'
piano intro puts just alittle tension in the air;
the youthful but unobtrusively effective bass
and drums of Oscar Pettiford and Shelly
Manne set the tempo at acomfortable slow
walk, and Hawkins enters with his most
ravishing sound. His variations, at first
deliberate, becoming more expansive,
exploit the theme's constant movement
from major to minor, building to the moment
when the other horns ( Bill Coleman on
trumpet, Andy Fitzgerald, clarinet) come in
with subdued ' organ' chords, and Hawkins
takes lyrical flight, to land, through the
arresting cadences of his unaccompanied
coda, in perfect balance.
The December 8 session also produced
'Stumpy', Hawkins' riff- like variation on
'Whispering'. On December 23, with Eddie
Heywood on piano, Hawkins recorded afast
'Man ILove' ( doubling the number of bars)
and ' Sweet Lorraine' among other titles. All
these tracks are included on Classic Tenors
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(now Doctor Jazz ASLP 1004) and would be
enough to make it an essential album — even
without the four tracks on which Bob Thiele
captured the sound of Lester Young.

B

orn in 1909, Young could be
described as the first modern jazz
soloist, yet his main inspiration had
apparently been Frankie Trumbauer,
heard with Bix Beiderbecke on the celebrated ' Singin' The Blues' — Trumbauer
played the old C- melody sax, pitched
between alto and tenor. Young's early
career, from his childhood in his father's
travelling band to an alto chair in Art Bron son's Bostonians, had gone unrecorded and
pretty well undocumented, too. By 1934 he
had settled as featured soloist with the newly
formed Basie band in Kansas City, but left
briefly that year for an unhappy, abortive
engagement as Hawk's replacement in the
Henderson band. On his first record date,
October 8, 1936, he displayed total confidence and maturity. It was a small group
session that should never really have happened, but turned out to be historic.
John Hammond, acting as talent scout for
the American Record Company, had been
planning to bring the Basie band from
Kansas City to New York, but it was Dave
Kapp of Decca who got Basie's signature on
a recording contract. So Hammond, unable
to record the full band, took the Basie rhythm
section into the studio under the name
'Jones- Smith Incorporated'. The group consisted of Basie on piano, Walter Page, the
founding father of the Basie beat, on bass
and Jo Jones on drums, with Young and
trumpeter Carl ' Tatti' Smith. They recorded
four tunes, two with vocals by Jimmy
Rushing.
The last number on the date was the
medium-fast ' Lady Be Good', Lester Young's
first and greatest demonstration of an
approach that owed nothing to Hawkins.
After a skeletal outline of the tune from
Basie, Young's simple opening phrase kicks
the first beat of his chorus, leaves the rest of
the first bar to take effect, coming in again
after the beat in the second bar. The rest of
his solo pours out as one long, superbly
articulated statement, pausing not for breath
but as part of apattern of accents all around
the beat. His line still uses arpeggios up and
down the chords, but with rhythmic shifts
and asaturation of blues subtleties. His tone
is dry, clean and urbane with the lightest
vibrato.

y

.
oung

hardly seemed to be playing
the same instrument as Hawkins,
which was why, despite the enthusiasm of Hammond and Henderson
himself, he hadn't been able to get on with
the men in the Henderson band. Compared
with the airy spirit of Young, Hawkins often
seems imprisoned by his own endless
flurries of dotted eighth notes, especially
when trying to ' swing' a stodgy rhythm
section, and his displays of technique are
sometimes futile hammering on the bars.
Meanwhile, Hammond had already started
producing a series of low- budget sessions
for the Brunswick label, aimed at the booming black juke box market. The singer, of
course, was Billie Holiday, and from January
1937, the pick-up groups assembled for the
sessions began to include Lester Young.
CBS got plenty of mileage out of this
material with three double albums, The Billie
Holiday Story (
Vols 1, 2and 3, 68228, 68229,
68230), now apparently available again, and
used the alternate takes to pad out the five
double albums called The Lester Young
Story (
Vols 1 to 5, 88223, 88263, 88266,

88479, ( US)34849). Of these 10 LP sides, the
essential ones are Side 1Nol 1, which contains the whole of the October 8, 1936
session, and Side 2Nol 4, containing Basie's
1939 Kansas City Seven session on which
Young came up with the riff on the ' IGot
Rhythm' chords which became his personal
theme, ' Lester Leaps In'. Clear, cool, drifting
effortlessly over the beat, this was the Lester
Young sound most directly recycled by Stan
Getz.

y

oung left Basie at the end of 1940,
but returned in December 1943, the
month of the Signature ( Classic
Tenors) date. Led by trombonist
Dickie Wells, the studio group included
Basie's drummer Jo Jones and rhythm
guitarist Freddie Greene. The numbers are
all medium-fast, with basic chord sequences
and punchy, uncomplicated ensemble
themes to open and close.
If the longer playing time of tape or
microgrooves had been available, this would
surely have become a ' blowing' session.
Young seems just to be getting warmed up
on ' Rhythm' when the band come in with a
corny, hurried ending. Young clearly thrives
on the solid, Basiestyle I beat that would
soon seem so old-fashioned. Yet what is so
fascinating about the Signature sessions is
the contrast between Hawkins and Young
despite the similar musical environment — so
similar that Ellis Larkins' boogie- style start to
'Harkins Barrel House' sounds for all the
world like acontinuation of ' I'm Fer It Too',
which was in fact recorded by Larkins at the
Wells/Young session two weeks later. Classic Tenors allows you to turn easily and
naturally from one great stylist to the other,
and the running order almost guarantees
you'll keep going back and forth. Classic
Tenors Vol 2 (
ASLP 808) includes the alternate takes of Young's ' Hello Babe' and ' I'm
Fer It Too', along with two Hawkins numbers
from a December 18 session — a majestic
'Lover Come Back To Me' and aless stirring
'Blues Changes'. This just a 12- bar which
changes key by afourth between choruses, a
device not unknown to Basie and later used
by Young in ' Be- Bop Boogie' and ' Jumping
With Symphony Sid'.

I

nthe last week of 1943, Young recorded
an intimate-sounding quartet date for
Harry Lim's Keynote label, with Johnny
Guarnieri on piano, Slam Stewart on
bass and Big Sid Catlett on drums. Lester
plays with classic economy and grace, but
Stewart's humming- along with his bowed
bass is a novelty that soon wears off, and
Catlett sounds a bit four-square and oldfashioned after the beautiful flowing rhythm
of Jo Jones. ' Sometimes I'm Happy' survives
the solo efforts of the others; wistful but
firm-toned, paraphrasing and recasting the
melody with unique sensibility.
Another Keynote session, in March 1944,
saw Young back on home ground with
Basie's Kansas City Seven ( Basie revived the
name more than 20 years later with aline-up
including Frank Foster and Thad Jones). The
two sessions have usually appeared
together as Pres at His Very Best.
For Young, 1944 was an eventful year. In
the spring he recorded some not very inspiring tracks, for yet another small label, Savoy,
and in the summer he appeared in the film
Jammin' the Blues, where his pork- pie hat
and the smoke rising from the cigarette held
between his fingers as he played, established a public image that never left him.
Young was even credited with inventing the
term ' cool' as well as behaving like it.
Unfortunately, at the end of September
97
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1944 he found himself in the army, where he
spent the best part of a year in detention
barracks. On his first record date for Aladdin
(originally Philo) in October 1945, he celebrated his release with the laconic ' DB
Blues', a mid-tempo blues with an 8- bar ' I
Got Rhythm' bridge between the second and
third 12- bar sections of a 44- bar cycle. The
same session produced a classic ' These
Foolish Things', in which Lester's two beautiful choruses flow like reflective thoughts
unfolding in a quiet room. This was the first
of four studio sets which eventually became
a Blue Note reissue, The Aladdin Sessions
(BN LA456-H2 double), and also includes
(from 1947) ' Jumpin' With Symphony Sid',
the catchy riff blues which bears more than a
passing resemblance to a favourite Young
ballad, ' Louise'.

T

here
was
another
AFM
recording ban in 1948, but even
without that obstacle, Lester's own
New York band would have made
few recordings. Critics and producers still
wanted to hear him as he had been in the
1930s, floating and soaring over Basie's
incomparable rhythm section. Between 1948
and 1951, Lester's band of boppers, led for
practical purposes by the efficient young
trumpeter Jesse Drakes, had only one official
recording date, this the 1949 Savoy session
which produced ' Crazy Over J- Z', ' Blues ' n'
Bells' ( both in the ' DB' vein) and ' Ding Dong'
(a be-bop ' All Of Me'). Lester takes off,
sounding relaxed and happy, though the
band sounds dated and even dull.
Lester's ' kiddies' as he called the band,
often sounded much better on their broadcasts from the Royal Roost club. These have

appeared on scores of obscure labels but can
be rationally approached via the Affinity
double album Lester Leaps Again (
AFFD 80)
or the four records in the inexpensive Musidisc series Lester Young Vols 1-4 ( JA 5171,
5174, 5214, 5227). It has to be said that Vol 1
is the best of these, with awonderful ' Foolish
Things' and Young in commanding form on
the fast numbers, though Vol 3 has the
superb ' ICover The Waterfront'. Some numbers, notably ' Sunday', are missed.
With this material all the recording details
are pretty doubtful, and the personnel and
dates would make the subject for a learned
monograph. But academic considerations
aside, the difference between these recordings and most of Young's ' official' post-war
recordings is simply that on the club dates
you are hearing a real band, rather than a
group assembled for the studio. Young's
obvious disenchantment, carelessness and
diffidence in some studio recordings probably wasn't at all typical of the way he played
when he really felt like it.
In the 1940s Young's influence had barely
gained ascendancy over that of Hawkins
before Young himself was eclipsed by Charlie Parker. Parker seems to have gone
through the whole process twice as fast,
since he became a major influence, surrounded by imitators, while still in his 20s,
and, disillusioned, reached a point where
playing revised versions of popular songs in
night clubs offered no further scope for
musical development.
Hawkins is usually given credit for absorbing new influences, and throughout his
career his changes of style were apparently
considered changes of direction rather than
organic developments. Even in 1943 he
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Nicholas Delbanco is
anovelist/director of a
Writing Workshop
near Vermont, and he constructs amagpie's
nest of descriptive narrations. Acting as ' one
of the boys' — not inexcusably, since he is the
cellist's son in law— he writes of aPhilips
recording session, atypical engagement at
Boston, atrip to Paris, incident crowding
observation. Nothing is extraneous: whole
pages are devoted to the telling of ajoke
(Delbanco's own!), seat- dedications noted at
Sanders Theatre, briefings to studentushers, lunch- breaks (' across the street there
is acoffee- bar with pinball machines, and a
row of Pac-Mans; girls in designer jeans,
their hands snugged into their rear pockets,
sway to an inaudible beat. A boy with bright
pink hair ... .'). Interspersed, however, are
interviews with the three performers ( 72pp)
and, in appendices, 21pp of detailed analysis
of the Beaux Arts' approach to the first
movement of Beethoven's ' Ghost Trio', 12pp
of joint discussion with David Blum. A
discography runs to Spring ' 85.
Clearly, Delbanco has wanted to balance
technical content to maximise readability.
Oddly, when minor characters are pinned
down like butterflies — producer Volker
Straus, who unknowingly drinks rancid milk,
the page-turner whose smile betrays ' poor
teeth', the piano tuner with ' excellent
constitution and anew, young wife' — you
end up wondering what, jocularity apart,
Cohen, Greenhouse, Pressler are really like
as people.
Christopher Breunig
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Michael Kennedy's authoritative ' The Works
of Ralph Vaughan Williams' ( 1964) has been
required reading for all lovers of the
composer for many years, and one's
gratitute to this assiduous chronicler is
reinforced many times over by the
publication of this catalogue. It is a
remarkable achievement, an expanded
updating of the original list of works that
served as an appendix to the parent volume,
to the extent of creating an invaluable work
of reference in itself.
A reading of this catalogue ( which
includes VW's programme notes on the
works, extensive quotations from relevant
correspondence, full details of
instrumentation, first performances, original
casts and so on) cannot but impress upon
one the sheer energy that poured from VW in
aseemingly ceaseless flow for 70 years. It is
an astonishing monument to his effort and
sheer hard work, for music, it appears, did
not always spring fully-formed in VW's
mind; like Beethoven, he often worked hard
to achieve the result he wanted. One is
occasionally surprised at what Kennedy has
unearthed; Bliss conducted the first
performance of ' The Shepherds of the
Delectable Mountains' in 1922, the vocal
score of ' Sancta Civitas' was prepared by
Havergal Brian and Szigeti premiered the
Violin Sonata publicly in New York in 1954 —
fascinating and little-known facts.
In awork of such scope and detail as this
the occasional query is bound to arise.
Kennedy lists four people as taking part in
the first performance of the Piano Trio, and
'Thanksgiving for Victory' is dated 1943 on
page 45 instead of 1944. H. Proctor- Gregg is

could quite happily come up with a number
like ' Boff Boff ( Mop Moe ( Commodore
Classics 6.24056). He quickly absorbed the
standard clichés and devices of be-bop and
in 1946 procued ' Spotlite', a be-bop line for
the chords of ' Just You, Just Me'. Yet his late
1940s live recordings, fronting the ' modern'
quintet alongside the bombastic swing
trumpeter Roy Eldridge, reveal a thrusting,
monotonous aggression, continually
pushing the beat rather than letting the
rhythm section work. These efforts are
infinitely less rewarding than those of
Young. While Hawkins' tone became harsher, and his phrasing more impatient, his
one-time disciple Ben Webster, with a tone
full of breathy vibrato and husky sex appeal,
took over the role of supremely romantic
balladeer — in fact, Webster, recorded prolifically by Verve, became what record
buyers would perhaps have preferred Hawkins to remain.

G

enerations of Sax players
have come and gone since Hawkins and Young reached their peak
over 40 years ago, among them
Charlie Parker, who actually synthesised the
superb technique and passionate expressionism of Hawkins' tone with the free rhythm
and inconoclastic harmonic approach of
Young — then went further than either. But
now we can afford to look back beyond
Parker, and refrain from too much of what
Philip Larkin called ' Birdolatry'. When all is
said and done, Coleman Hawkins did almost
invent the tenor saxophone, while Lester
Young got his nickname ' Pres' when, as a
sleevenote once said, ' Presidents were people to admire'. +

spelled thus in the index but Procter- Gregg
in the test, and an unfortunate phrase from
the original publication, ' for translation see
Chapter Seven' — there is no chapter seven in
this catalogue — disfigures the entry for
'Sancta Civitas'. Kennedy is also inconsistent
in instrumentation; in orchestral listings one
sometimes reads ' strings', or the section is
detailed in full ( violin I, etc.), with
'contrabass' on some pages and
'doublebass' on others, and the printing of
those pages which include fresh material has
alighter density to the type than the
surrounding text.
But against these details must be
expressed one's profound gratitude to the
author for the results of his untiring devotion
to the task in hand wherein his clarification
of VW's apparently non-stop revisions of,
particularly, the London Symphony and
'Hugh the Drover' are immensely valuable.
This catalogue is chronological and by this
procedure is VW's lifelong concern with
folk- music laid out before us, making clear in
the process just how much British music
owes this composer for his work in this field
as much as he owed folk- music for the
liberating influence it had upon his massive
individual genius.
Robert Matthew- Walker
CALL UP THE GROUPS

by Alan Clayson. 192pp.
B&W photos. Soft covers. £5.95. Published by Blandford
Press, Link House, West Street, Poole, Dorset.

Subtitled ' The Golden Age of British Beat
1962-67', this delightful tome is just the ticket
for 35- year-olds needing amemory jogged,
or under- 30s who just want to know what
Mum and Dad were doing 20 years ago.
Clayson's recall may differ slightly from
yours, but either way it's awonderful jaunt
through the past.
Ken Kessler
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Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual

CS505/2 +
CS505/2 +
CS505/2+
CS505/2 +
CS505/2+
CS505/2 +
CS505/2 +
CS505/2 +
CS505/2 +
CS505/2+
CS505/2 +
CS505/2 +

Marantz PM151 +
Denon PMA707 +
Yamaha A320 +
Rotel RA820 +
Nad 3120 +
Rotel RA820BX +
A & R Alpha +
Nad 3020B +
Yamaha A420 +
Cyrus One +
Nad 3130 +
Rotel RA840BX +

Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel
Cel

DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4
DL4

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

BRIGHTON Sussex

hihrbi VIDEO

le (
0273)

51 Beckenham Road

BECKENHAM Kent

ALL BRANCHES CLOSED
WEDNESDAY

t
i
e(
01) 658

SUGGESTED SYSTEMS

AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX
AR18BX

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef

C10
C10
C10
C10
C10
C10
C10
C10
C10
C10
C10
C10

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW
JPW

P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission

7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011
7011

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W

DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100
DM100

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short
M/Short

£129.95
A SR 460*
£219.95
AR THE AMP
(169.95
Cyrus One
£139.95
£259.95
Cyrus Two
Denon PMA707
£89.95
Denon PMA717
£119.95
Denon PMA737
£169.95
Marentz PMI 51
£74.95
Ned 2155
(229.95
Nad 3120
E99.95
Ned 3130
E149.95
Nad 302013
£139.95
Nad 2150 power amp
£159.95
Nad 3155
£249.95
Nad 1155 preamp
(199.95
Nad 1130 preamp
£129.95
Ned 2200 power amp
£389.95
Proton 0540
£239.95
Osad 34/44/405 2/520/306
P.O.A.
OED A240
£ 149.95
Rotel 64820
£ 109.95
Rotel RA8208%
£ 139.95
Rotel RA800
£ 169.95
Rotel RA840B%
£ 179.95
Rotel RA870
E285.95
Sans', AUG55X
£ 249.95
Sans', AUGI I%
£ 109.95
Sensui AUG33%
£ 169.95
Technics SUV2
£ 134.95
Technics Super Quotes
P.O.A.
Trio KA54
E99.95
Trio KA74
£ 129.95
Trio KA94
£ 159.95
Yamaha 407
£ 109.95
Yamaha 4320
£ 99.95
Yernahe A420
£ 149.95
Yamaha A520
£ 199.95

Cassette Decks

Aiwa Cassette Decks at hard to
beat
rices this month
P.O.A.
Akai 1404201
£ 94.95
Denon DR171
£ 134.95
Denon DRM11
£ 179.95
Denon DRS122
£ 244.95
Denon DRM33)10 £ 289.95
Denon ORM44H%
£ 349.95
Dual C808
£ 124.95
JVC 6002
£ 99.95
Nad 6130
£ 129.95
Nad 6050C
£ 159.95
Nad 6140
£ 199.95
Nod
6155
£ 249.95
Nakamichi 80150
£ 239.95
Nekamichi
very affordable when
you buy frorn us!
P.O.A.
Rotel 60830
£ 89.95

r

IBM IMO

Technics RSB25
Trio KX54
Yamaha 6220
Yamaha 6320
Yamaha 6420

£119.95
E99.95
£129.95
£159.95
C179.95

Tuners
A 8 R T21
Alpha Tuner
Cyrus Tuner
Denon TU400L
Denon TU717
Denon TU747L
Hitachi F1550011
Marantz ST151L
Nod 4130
Nad 4155
Nad 40208
Pioneer F990
Quad FM4
Rotel R1820
Rotel RT830
Rotel 61850
Sans,o, TUD33XL
Sansui TUD99XL
Trio KT54L
Yamaha T320
Yamaha T520

Compact
Disc Players
*

£199.95
£139.95
£199.95
£114.95
(89.95
£139.95
Super P.O.A.
£88.95
(149.95
£239.95
£99 95
£199.95
P.O.A.
£69.95
£99.95
£149.95
£109.95
£199.95
£99.95
£99.95
(149.95

Tuner Amps
Nad 7125
Nad 7130
Nad 7140
Nad 7155
Yamaha 63

£179.95
£259.95
£369.95
£439.95
£189.95

Turntables
Acoustic Research/LVX
Acoustic Research 08101
Ariston RD50
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2 deluxe
Nad 5120
Oak ( ex)
Pink Triangle ( ex)
Rotel RP830
Rotel RP850
San. , 513222V
Systerndek IV ( ex)
Systemdek 11X ( ex)
Systerndek110 elect ( ex)
Thorens 11)316
Thorens TD318
Thorens 10321 ( ex)
Thorens TD321/LVX

MI•

ail order to Sevenoaks Hi-Fi,109/113 London R,c
Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555

I

Please Send me
Ienclose cheque/cash/card no. including p & p

£234.95
£189.95
£139.95
£99.95
£119.95
£99.95
£99.95
£399.95
£129.95
£179.95
£109.95
£449.95
£125.95
£184.95
£179.95
£199.95
£234.95
£314.95 ,

ASK ABOUT

FREE DISCS

MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15
MS15

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale

Marantz CD54 at £219.95
Aiwa DX770
Aiwa DX1200 *
Aka, CDA7L
Aka, CDM515
Aka, CDM88
Denon DCD1000
Denon DCD1100
Denon DCD1500
Marantz CD45B
Marantz CD65
Mission 04070006 •
Nad 5355*
Nad 5355E *
Nakamichi
Philips CO104*
•
CD150*
Phrirps CD304
•
CD350*
•
CD450
•
CD650
Pioneer PDX500
Pioneer PDX700
Pioneer PD6010
Pioneer PD5010
Sansui PCV750
Sansui PCV100
Sony CDP30
Sony CDP70
Sony CDP102
Sony CDP302
Sony CDP502
Technics SLPJ1K
Technics SLP3K
TeChniCS SLP2K
Technics SLP1K
Technics SLPJ11
Technics SLP 100
Technics SLP300
Technics SLP500
Trio DP770
Trio DP700
Trio DP900 ..
Yamaha CDX2
Yamaha CD3

E249.95
£379.95
E349.95
£199.95
£349.95
£249.95
£299.95
£399.95
£229.95
P.O.A
£449.95
£399.95
£329.95
P.O.A.
£229.95
£199.95
£299.95
£249.95
£279.95
£399.95
£269.95
£269.95
£249.95
£229.95
£299.95
£249.95
£269.95
£269.95
£359.95
£449.95
£629.95
£269.95
£419.95
E369.95
£299.95
£229.95
£249.95
£299.95
(349.95
£229.95
C329.95
£299.95
£199.95
£299.95

506
506
506
506
506
506
506
506
506
506
506
506

£244.95
£259.95
£259.95
£269.95
£279.95
£299.95
f299.95
£299.95
f309.95
£314.95
£319.95
£339.95

• Cartridge supplied with above systems
• Leads provided with above systems
• Carriage tor mail order customers on
all orders in excess of f200 UK Mainland

Video HiFi
Ferguson 3V48
Ferguson 3V43
JVC HRD565
JVC 46725
Panasonic NV810
Panasonic NV870
Sony EVS700

£449.95
£599.95
£499.95
£649.95
£499.95
£599.95
£799.95

WITH THESE MODELS
EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER:

3450

FREE

The following are available as OPTIONS to the turntable and speakers m the above systems.
AR EB101
add £ 95.00
Heybrook HB1
add £ 50.00
Mordaunt Short MS25Ti .. add £ 20.00
Anston RD50
add £ 40.00
Mission 737R
add f80.00
Rotel RP830/AT110E
add £ 25.00
B&W DM110
add f30.00
Monitor Audio R100
add £ 25.00
Rotel RP850/AT110E
add £75.00
Compact Disc Players
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio R252V
add £ 30.00
Tannoy Mercury
. add £ 35.00
Dual CS505/2 deluxe
add £20.00
Monitor Audio R352
add £ 90.00
Wharfedale Diamond II deduct £ 20.00

Amplifiers

733338

Speakers
PreSenl this a0vI to
cladn free stands
and 6 metres OED
Cable with au
Loudspeakers
listed below except
I Suggested
Systems excluded/
AR8B%
461880
AR22BX
463380
A813 Arcarn Two
Boston A40
B & W DM100
El & W DIA110
B & W DM220
Celestion DLO
Celestion DL6
Celestion DL8
Celestion SL6S
Heybrook HB1
Heybrook HB2R
JPW PI
JPW AP2
Vet C New Series
Kef 6103.2
Vet 6104 2
Kef 6105 2
Mission 7011
Mission 700LE
Mission 707
Mission 737 R
Mission 770 F
Mission 780 A
Monitor Audio R100
Monitor Audio R252v
Monitor Aucho 6352
Monitor Audio 6700
Mordaunt Short MS10*
Mordeunt Short MS15
Mordaunt Short MS25Ti
Mordaunt Short MS30
Mordaunt Short MS40
Mordaunt Short MS/00
Mordaunt Short MS300

teee
£79.95
£99.95
£129.95
£199.95
£199.95
£99.95
£99.95
£129.95
£199.95
£99.95
£129.95
£179.95
£299.95
£149.95
E239.95
£114.95
£129.95
P.O.A
£299.95
£699.95
£999.95
£99.95
£119.95
£149.95
£199.95
£379.95
£599.95
£129.95
£139.95
£199.95
£249.95
£79.95
£99.95
£119.95
£129.95
£179.95
C159.95
E299.95

Quad ELS63
P.O.A
Rogers LS2
£ 154.95
Rogers LS3/5A
E239.95
Rogers LS6
£ 207.95
Rogers LS7
£314.95
Rogers Studio 1
£ 439.95
Rotel RL850
£ 109.95
Spendor Prelude £ 269.95
Spendor SP1
£ 599.95
Spendor SP2
£ 389.95
Spendor L53/SA
£ 259.95
Tannoy Mercury £ 145.95
Tannoy M20 Gold
£ 199.95
Tannoy Venus
£ 249.95
Wharfedale Diamond II * £ 84.95
Wharfedale 504
£ 109.95
Wharfedale 506*
£ 89.95
Wharfedale 508
£ 159.95
Wharfedale 708
£ 299.95

Midi Systems
Aiwa midi
Special P.O.A
JVC nrrdr
Special P.O.A.
Pioneer 5110
£ 249.95
Pioneer S330
£ 349.95
Pioneer 0550
£ 469.95
Pioneer S770
£699.95
Sony Super Quotes
P.O.A.
Technics X2OW
£ 329.95
Technics 0304
£ 349.95
Technics X40A
£ 389.95
Technics 0504
£ 474.95
Technics 060
£ 569.95
Technics 070
£ 699 95
Trio M3SC
£ 449.95
Speakers mclueled unless staled

Specials
fetal FIXA201
£ 94.95
£ 219.95
Marantz CD54
Nakarnichi 13%150 £ 239.95
Pioneer In- Car
Crary P.O.A.
Prices Include VAl and were cOrrecl al
brne Of preparation tapproximalely 5
weeks before publicationi but are
subpect to change rotnout nooce
ESO E

Each component has been acclaimed " Best
Buy" on the UK Hi Fi Press, and as asystem offers
unbeatable value for money.
Dual CS505-2
This is an unrepeatable chance to purchase an
TURNTABLE
excellent quality hi-fi at a bargain price.
(deluxe extra £20)

Name

£249.95

Address

inc. Cartridge & leads

HFN4/a

JPW Pl Oi
All goods fully moored against loss or damage in transit
Please allow up to 10 days for delivery although it shouid
normally be much less Carnage and ineurance ( 6 per dern
bol FREE if total order over ( 200/UK mainland /
58
Mail Order Seyerioaks branch only

Wharfedale 506
SPEAKERS

0 • • •

ill',

Carriage and insurance FREE UN maonla,to
NB
Mad Order Sevenoaks bisoCh Only

Rotel RA820
AMPLIFIER

RECORD REVIEW
LEHAR
Gurchtta ( Boskovsky
CD
Merry Wrdow Mate, • n
CD
LIPKIN
113 Clifford's Tower, etc ( Nash Ens)
USZT
113 Les Preludes, etc ICIrclat/
Casadesusl
MAHLER
113 Symphony 4IKarajan)
CD
113 Song of the Earth ( Klemperer) ii
MARTINU
115 Hall- Time, etc IVronskyl
MENDELSSOHN
115 Symphonies 3 & 4/Sols)
MONTE VERDI
115 Orteci iRogereMedlarn1
CO
MOZART
115 Symphonies 33 & 40 ( Stamp)
115 Symphonies 29 & 39 ( Harnoncourtr
115 Symphony 40 ( Bruggerel
115 Sinfonias Concertante ( Jordan) CD
115 Violin Concertos K216/219 IMutter/
Karajan) fi
CV
115 Horn Concertos ( Baumann/
Zukerman)
117 Clarsnet Concerto, etc ( King/Tate/
117 Divertimenti K138/287 ( ASM)
CD
117 Wind Serenade K361 ISchnerdert
117 Clarinet Quintets ( Hacker)
CD
117 String Quintets K515/516
(Tackacs)
CO
117 String Quartets 1(387/575
(Berg) 8
CD
117 String Quartets 1(387/575
(Berg/ ei
CO
117 Piano/Violin Sonatas IKlien/
Grumiaux1
CD
117 Marriage of Figaro ( Bohm) re, CO
NIELSEN
117 Symphony 4, etc Ealonen)
RACHMANINOV
117 Piano Concertos 2 & 4lAshkenazyi
Hait ink)
119 Piano Concerto 3. etc ( Kocrest
Waart)
RESPIGHI
119 Pines of Rome, etc ( Muir)
CD
119 La Fiamma ( Gardelli)
CO
ROMAN
119 Violin Concertos. etc ( Spurt
CD
SARASATE
113 Zrgeunerweisen ( Mutter/OrawalCD
SCARLATTI
119 Stabat Mater. etc ( Grier)
SCHOENBERG
119 Transfigured Night, etc ( Boulez)
SCHUBERT
119 Symphonies 2 & 8(Barenborm)
119 Symphony 8. etc ( Harnoncourt) CD
119 Symphony 9 ( Hartink) e
121 WInterrreise, etc ISchrered
Richter)
CD
SCHUMANN
121 Frauenhebe und Leben, etc
(fassbaender(Gage)
CD
SCHUTZ
121 Schwanengesang ( Hilliard)
SHOSTAKOVICH
121 Symphonies 1 & 6 (./aryl)
121 Piano Concerto 2. etc
IShostakovich/Turovskyl
121 Complete Quartets. etc Elorodln)

113
113

CLASSICAL
JS BACH
Musrcal Offerrng 11-rndel
Concerto in D-nonor
(Schter/Talrch)
103 Harpsichord Concertos 1 & 2
)Malcolm/Menuhin)
103 Arnstadt Chorales. ere ( Jacob)
103 Harpsichord elec.
« Ileonhard1( CD
103 Harpsichord pieces ( Aldwinkle) CD
103 Well Tempered Clever
(Guide)
CD
103 Unaccompanied Violin preces
(Kremer)
103 St John Passion excerpts
(Willcocks)
103 Cantatas BWV 152-156
)Harnoncourt(
105 Cantatas BVVV 80/140
(Muchingerl
CD
BEETHOVEN
105 Symphonies 1-9. etc ( Masur) e CD
106 Symphonies 5 & 8 ( HartInk)
115 Symphony 1 ( Bruggen)
105 Symphony 5 ( Klieber) ret
CD
105 Triple Concerto ( Sarastel
105 Middle Period Quartets ( Melos) CO
105 Archduke & Ghost Trios ( Beaux
Arts) e
CD
105 Prano Sonatas I - 32 ( Gulda) tS CO
105 Piano Sonatas Opp.26/27/53/90
(Ashkenazy)
CD
107 Songs 1PartrIdge/Burnett1
CD
BELUNI
107 Norma ( Callas/Serafinl 163
CD
BERLIOZ
107 Fantastic Symphony ( Munch) teCD
107 Harold in Italy ( Jilek)
CO
107 Requiem, etc ( Davis) tie
CD
107 Requiem ( Shawl
CD
BOCCHERINI
125 Cello Concerto ( Aubut/Turovsky)
BOITO
107 Prologue to Mefistofele
(Shawl 6
CO
MAIMS
107 Symphony 1Mandl
CD
107 Piano Concerto 1 ( Barenboim/
Barbirollil 63)
109 Plano Concerto 2( Brendel/
Hartink)
BRIDGE
109 Miniatures, etc ( Hansdon Trio)
125 Phantasy Piano Quartet IDorran
Ens)
BRITTEN
109 Burning Fiery Furnace ( Britten) e
BRUCKNER
109 Mass Ill E- minor, etc ( Best)
BYRD
109 Three Masses ( Phdlips1
CD
CHARPENTIER
109 Lamentations of Jerenmah ( Devos)
DVORAK
109 Slavonic Dances Opp.46/72
(Jervil
CD
109 Serenades Opp.22/44 ( Orpheus
CO)
CD
ELGAR
109 Violin Concerto ¡ Kennedy/
Handley)
CD
ERKEL
109 Hunyadr Laszlo ( Kovacs)
CD
FAURE
123 Violin/Plano Sonatas ( Mordkovrtch/
Opprtz)
FIBICH
109 Symphony 1, etc (Vronskyl
FRANCK
111 3Chorales. etc ( Alain) e.)
CD
GOLDMARK
111 Overtures 11(órodi)
CO
HANDEL
111 Organ Concertos Opp 4/7 ITachezi/
Harnoncourt)
CD
111 Atalanta ( McGegan)
CD
HAYDN
111 Symphonies 86 & 87
CMarnnerlte„
CD
111 Cello Concertos ( HarnoyElobinson)
111 Paukenmesse IBernstern1
CD
HINDEMITH
111 Viola/Cello Sonatas. etc Ivarious)
HOWELLS
113 Choral Music ( Wrlicocks) e
HUMPERDINCK
113 Hansel & Grater ( Steiner) (e)
CD
JOACHIM
113 Violin Concerto 3, etc INishizaki/
Minsky)
KODALY
113 Peacock Variations. etc
lichen (
a.
CD
113 String Quartets 1 & 2
(Kodaly)
CD
LALO
113 Symphonie Espagnole IMutter)
Ozawal
CD
KROMMER
113 Wind Music

103
123

A

Very Good

O

Ill FI NI \•( N

2

Moderate

3

Poor

4

Historical
H ( or 1, 2, 3, 4
(pre- LP) as appropriate)

RI- CORD

\

\\

123
123
123
123
123
123
107
123
123
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125

COLLECTIONS
127
127
127
127
127
127
127

BRITISH BRASS — 2(4 composers)
IGRAND TENORI ( 13 drscs/11
singers) e
JOSE CAMERAS ( Spanish songs,
6composers)
CD
KATHLEEN FERRER 18ach/Handel
recital) 14
CD
ORGAN IN CONCERT (
5
composers)
TWENTIETH CENTURY HOMAGES
(3 composers I
UNDER THE SILVER MOON
(Chrnese classics)
CO

NON- CLASSICAL
ELLY AMEUNG
Co
129 Sentimental Me
ALVIN BATISTE. JIMMY
HAMILTON
JOHN CARTER, DAVID MURRAY
129 Clarinet Summit Vol?
BIG SOUND AUTHORITY
135 An Inward Revolution
KURT'S BLOW
129 America
JOHN COLTRANE/WILBUR
HARDEN
131 Gold Coast
DANNY & DUSTY
135 The Lost Weekend

Kremer's immediate yet unobtrusive Bach
Carlos Kleiber's stunning Beethoven 5on CD
Beethoven songs ( Partridge) starred on CD
Telarc's shattering Berlioz Requiem
Britten's Fiery Furnace reissued
Bruckner choral & brass pieces _
Kennedy's Elgar violin concerto on CD
Mutter's Lalo/Sarasate on CD
Lipkin's view of Clifford's Tower
Solti's fine Chigago Mendelssohn
Brilliant Monteverdi Orfeo on CD
Hacker's clarinet in superb Mozart
Muti's mighty Respighi on CD
Strauss Heldenleben from Karajan
Telemann from Harnoncourt on CD
Superb Vivaldi/Boccherini from Turovskys
A Vivaldi Seasons for all seasons
Carreras in fine Spanish songs
Charlie Parker's sharp contrast to emulators
Barbra Streisand out- Garlands Garland
Vow Wow — eclectic with avengeance

Performance
1

Good

123

STI3AUSS ( Richard)
Em nHeldenleben ( Karajan)
CO
Violin/Piano Sonata IMordkoveter ,
Oppty)
SUK
Ripening ( Neumann)
TCHAIKOVSKY
Prono Concerto 1rRichter/Ancern
TELEMANN
Suites In D & C( Harnoncourt) (SCD
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
Sea Symphony ( Boult Ie
London Symphony. etc
(Barthrolld e
Choral Music IWIlicocks)
VERDI
Sgoletto lEhrlongl
Te Deum ( Shaw) e
CD
VILLA-LOBOS
Choros 8 & 9 ( Schermerhorn)
CD
VIVALDI
Double & Triple Concertos ( Studt)
Concertos for Cellos, etc lAubut/
Turovsky)
Onp..8) Concertos ( Rolla/Pongratz)CD
Four Seasons ( Drottningholm
E
CD
Various Concertos
)Hogwood) fi
CD
Works for Italian Lute EindbergICO
WAGNER
Tannhauser ( HartInk)
CD
Tannhauser ( Solid
CD
WALTON
Plano Quartet ( Dorian Ens)

BEST OF THE MONTH

RECORD RATINGS
Recording

121
123

103
105
107
107
107
109
109
113
113
115
115
117
119
121
123
125
125
127
133
133
133

DION
135 Lovers Who Wander
PIERRE DORGE & NEW JUNGLE
ORCHESTRA
133 Even The Moon is Dancing
EBONY QUARTET
129 Flying Home
E-I-E-1-0
135 Land of Opportunity
GERRY & THE PACEMAKERS
131 The Hit Singles Alb.,
DEXTER GORDON
129 Dorn' Allright
GARRIE & THE ROOSTERS
135 Shake It Down
AL GREEN
129 Going Away. Higher Plane, Let's
Stay Together. Trust in God
VICTOR HERBERT
129 SouvenirCO
JAY HOGGARD
129 Riverside Dance
INXS
129 Listen Like Thieves
IRON MAIDEN
135 Live After Death CD
CO
MANFRED MANN
131 The Singles Album
CD
AL JOLSON
135 You Ain't Heard Nothrn' Yet
EL VIN JONES
129 Poly- Currents
GEORGE JONES
135 Live at Dancetown USA
HOWARD KEEL
135 Reminiscing The Howard Keel
Collection
EVELYN CHAMPAGNE' KING
135 A Long 'lime Corning
I
N
RGIATRICK & ASHLEY
jCI
HUHTN
CHKI
133 The Comoleat Dante Master
HAROLD LAND
131 Harold in the Land of Jazz
MANNHEIM STEAMROLLER
135 Christmas
CD
RALPH MCTELL
135 At The End of aPerfect Day
JOAN MORRIS
131 Silver Linings
CD
MR MISTER
135 Welcome To The Real World
MOVING HEARTS
133 The Storm
DES O'CONNOR
131 The Great Songs
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
135 Back To The Future
PETER & GORDON
131 The Hits and More
THE PRETTY THINGS
131 Closed Restaurant Blues
TIM RICE & ANDREW LLOYD
WEBBER
131 Performance The very best of Tim
Rice & Andrew Lloyd Webber
PARAGONNE
131 Aspects of Paragonne
CHARLIE PARKER
131 The Complete Savoy Sessions Vol 2
131 Charlie Parker at StoryvIlle
PASSIONNEL
135 Our Promise
TITO PUENTE
133 Mambo Diablo
JOHN RENBOURN
133 The Nine Maidens
DIANA ROSS
135 Eaten Aloe
ROUGH TRADE
135 Roughest Trade
KEELY SMITH
133 Swrngin .Pretty
SON HOUSE
135 Death Letter
JO STAFFORD
133 Starring Jo Stafford
BARBRA STREISAND
133 The Broadway Album
SWINGING BLUE JEANS
131 Shout , The Best of the Swinging
Blue Jeans
TAJ MAHAL
135 Tal Mahal
TALK TALK
135 The Colour Of Spring
JAMES TAYLOR
133 That's Why I'm Here
TEX ANO THE HORSEHEADS
135 Life's So Cool
RICHARD THOMPSON
133 V
GA
.nar, uVsocal
Rio
135 T
yh
Ae
Ri
C
c1;u
ri s
stmas Album
135 The Prince's Trust Collect.,
VOW WOW
133 Cyclone
MARGARET WHITING
133 Love Songs By Margaret
YARBROUGH AND PEOPLES
133 Guilty
ZOMBIES
131 Lrve on the BBC 1965-1967

RECORD RATINGS Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics' findings, but should be noted in conjunction
with the full reports— and taken as aguide only. Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it
beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such superlative cases astar is added to the letter or figure as appropriate: eg, 8:1°.
Ax : 2or ( exceptionally) A`:1*. C)Hi-Fi News & Record Review. Any record reviewed in this magazine may be assumed
to be stereophonic unless its number is accompanied by: (20 ( monophonic)or (j) (stereo transcription). e against an item
in the index above indicates aUK reissue. dmm = direct metal mastering. RECORD FAULTS ' Recording' ratings should
be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual LP pressing faults encountered with our test
samples. Readers may assume that acertain proportion of such variable faults will occur among commercial pressings.
EQUIVALENT NUMBERS When we know that arecording has CD, LP or MC ( Musicassette) equivalents, these numbers
are given in brackets after the main catalogue number in the heading details. Likewise, if there are definitely no such
equivalents, this is stated instead ( NCD, NLP, NMC). Absence of such data simply indicates uncertainty at the time of
going no press, or in some cases arecord company's wish to avoid premature announcement of delayed CDs, etc.
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First valve combination under £ 1,000.00!

AM/
DENON DCD 1100

As reviewed by Ken Kessler in the October ' 85
Hi Fi News, " This ' silence between the spaces' is
what makes this valve package so good, as you
forget any accusations of it being some kind of
compromise". KK. Yes, the Series 800 is quiet, but it
also possesses a dynamic range and articulate
power that somehow has escaped the majority of far
more expensive designs.
We are proud to announce the arrival of the
matching moving coil transformer, at £ 169.00 it
represents superior value against virtually any other
step-up or direct- in facility on pre- amps on the
market.
Just a word about transformers, in recent years it
has become very popular to amplify/match the
mc-cartridge with a resistive load, this method, we
have found, increases the background noise- floor
considerably and causes unlinearities in the
response of the cartridge. A properly designed
transformer does not suffer from these problems, it
has inaudible noise and matches and transforms the
impedance of the cartridge correctly, giving better
dynamic range and flatter frequency response, in
turn these improvements result in much improved
definition, spaciousness and clarity. Try it yourself.
The Series 800 Impedance matching Transformer
comes with 2 switchable impedances 3 Ohms and
15 Ohms.
You can audition the Series 800 at,

PHILIPS CD 150

SPALDINGS
1111)

352-4 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON
TEL .01-654 1231 or 01 654 2040
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Phonograph, Putney, London, 01 789 2349;
Donnington Audio, Kingsclere, 0635 297479;
Sounds Good, Hereford, 0432 275050; Radlett
Audio, Radlett, 09276 6497; Prism Audio, Glasgow,
041 332 1779; Zeus Audio, Donaghmore, Northern
Ireland 08687 67935; Jeffries Hi Fi, Brighton,
0273 609431

Amclio Iviviovatiovis
UNIT 8, DYKE ROAD MEWS, 74-76 DYKE ROAD,
BRIGHTON BN1 3JD
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CLASSICAL
JS BACH: Musical offering ( BWV 1079)
LP
Linde Consort
EMI EL 29 03411 digital dmm INCD, MC: EL 29
03414)
The Linde Consort follow the succession of
movements advocated by Spitta and the old
Bach edition — which differs from the order
advocated by Dart for the Marriner version
(Philips 9500 585) and that used by MAK ( on
Arch iv 2533), which both begin and end with
He does however, use solo
the Ricercars. (
keyboard for them.) The instrumental lines
are taken by solo players and the interpretation, as one would expect from Hans- Martin
Linde, is very stylishly baroque; the heart of
the Musical Offering, the trio sonata on the
royal theme of Frederick the Great, is most
expressively done. They are not perhaps so
rigorous in their approach as MAK, and one
cannot pretend that this is anything but
concentrated listening; but there is about
this performance both grace and seriousness.
The 1981 recording has benefited from
being digitally remastered, but, even given
the intensely contrapuntal nature of the
work, there is a more distinct separation
between the instruments than one would
ideally want — the mic sounds very close and
the general acoustic is dry, boxy and rather
forced. (
B/C:1I
Roger Bowen
JS BACH: Suite in e ( BWV 996)
Fantasia CD LP
& Fugue in a ( 904) , Toccata in e ( 914) 1Capriccio
in B ( 902)
Prelude, Fugue & Allegro in E ( 998)
Gustav Leonhardt (hpd)
Philips 416141-2 ( 53m 32s) ( LP: 416141-1, MC: 416
141-4)

The recently discovered Yale manuscript
contains the 38 Arnstadt chorale preludes
(called after their presumed dating) of which
seven were previously known from other
sources and have BWV numbers. Both this
and a Harmonia Mundi version are claimed
as World Premiere recordings, but actual
recording dates are not given. It is generally
accepted that the eight short preludes and
fugues are not by Bach, but probably by JL
Krebs. However, they are not often recorded
and are worth having here.
The lovely Silbermann organ at Arlesheim
is used to splendid effect, and we get avery
atmospheric sound ( if a shade thickened in
the lower midband), with good support from
the building reverberation, a crisp but clean
top, and plenty of pedal when required — in
fact the extreme bass is a bit overpowering.
The image is firm and has good depth. The
performance is controlled and sympathetic,
if a trifle stiff.
On this edition the chorales are banded,
which is of great help, and a specification
plus full registration is given on the bookform sleeve. Of the two versions, this must
be my first choice on most counts. [
A:1]
Trevor Attewell
JS BACH: Chromatic Fantasy & Fugue
CD
(BWV 903)
French Suite No.5 in G ( 816)
Toccata in d ( 914) IItalian Concerto ( 971) I
Capriccio on departure of dear brother ( 992)
Robert Aldwinkle (hod)
IMP PCD 817 (
69m 35s)

This is an attractive and generously full CD of
harpsichord music, played on a good if not
super- excellent instrument and recorded at a
fairly close range but without too much
widening of the instrument's image. Both of
Leonhardt's choice of some of the less
the players that Itried the review copy on
well- covered keyboard works spans more
had slight trouble with the tracking of Track
than 20 years from the early B- flat ' Capriccio
14 ( finale of the Italian Concerto), but this
on the Departure of a Beloved Brother' with
movement seems also to have caused the
all its programmatic effects, to the abstract,
soloist the most serious problems in permature Fantasy & Fugue whose doubleformance. Elsewhere it all plays very well.
fugue revels in chromatically falling fourths.
The programme is a demanding one, and
Leonhardt addresses himself to the works
Robert Aldwinkle plays with a pleasing zest,
with his usual impeccable style, although I
inserting tasteful ornamentation in repeats,
detect a softening of approach here and
and ( except in the one movement mentioned
there, a lifting of the stern and uncompromabove) making light of numerous technical
ising seriousness of purpose which Iknow
problems. On the other hand, Ifind his actual
some find too straightjacketing. Another fine
attack of the notes rather unsubtle and
sounding William Dowd two- manual instrupercussive. Is this kind of playing in keeping
ment is used by Leonhardt and he exploits
with Bach's striving for minimum percussion
its expressive range of stops with his cusand maximum cantabile? The commentary
tomary care.
Philips give us a clean, fresh image and a on the music is slightly out of date regarding
dates and other details; but this is a strong
well directioned, centre placing, close
recital, on sale at a bargain price, which
enough too to detect the odd impassioned
many lovers of Bach's music who are not as
sniff. Whilst not robbing one of this contact
fussy as Iam about attack may well enjoy
entirely, the LP does place more ' distance'
very much. [
B/C: 1/2]
Stephen Daw
between executant and listener. [
A:1]
Roger Bowen
JS BACH: Harpsichord Concertos No.1 in d
LP
(BWV 1052) & No.2 in E ( 1053)
George Malcolm ( hpd)/Menuhin Fest Orch/
Menuhin
CfP 41 45001 (
NCD, MC: 41 45004)
Reissue from 1972

JS BACH: The Well- tempered Clavier, CD LP
Books 1 & 2
Friedrich Guida (pno)
Philips 412 794-2 (
4CDs, 276m) ( 5LPs: 412 794-1,
MC: 412 794-41
Reissue from 1972-3

nied Violin ( BWV 1004) 1Sonata No.2 in a for
Unaccompanied Violin ( 1003)
Gidon Kremer (yin)
Philips 416 235-1 digital ( NCD, MC: 416 235-4)
Since Gidon Kremer first came to my attention in unaccompanied Bach on the French
'Chant du Monde' label, he has become a
very familiar international soloist, with a
brilliantly modern technique and an ability to
encompass an unusually large number of
notes in one bow- stroke without losing tone.
Now, as he returns to the unaccompanied
solos in the recording studio, it is interesting
to note how his Bach is maturing; perhaps it
has lost alittle spontaneity, but it is the more
sure in rhythm and control. Furthermore, he
still plays the Solos with stylistic affection.
The recording is extremely immediate, yet
the sound is not obtrusive. The very fast
D- minor Corrente sounds just right, and the
slower movements are relaxed as a result,
without losing our interest. The brief documentation by the East German expert Günter
Hausswald, is very good. Ilook forward with
real interest to Kremer's next recording of
unaccompanied Bach. [
A.:11
Stephen Daw
JS BACH: St John Passion ( Choruses &
LP
Arias, in English)
Elizabeth Harwood (sop)/Helen Watts (con)/Alexander Young (ten)/Harvey Alan (bass)/Ch of King's
College Cambridge/ Philomusica of London/Willcocks
Argo 414 645-1 (
NCD, MC: 414 645-4)
Reissue from 1960
The King's selection includes all of the arias
and the two large framing choruses of
Bach's work, as well as chorales including
the final one; a very useful selection.
However, the creamy Argo sound combines
with the bland — surely too bland — string
sound of the Philomusica to produce a
Passion that is far more a work of emotion
than it is a proclamation of witness. This is
therefore a selection that will appeal most
strongly to listeners with a sweet-toothed
ear(!). By today's standards the sound is
agreeable, but mushy and too vague in
directionality to be lifelike. [ 8:21 Stephen Davy

JS BACH: Cantatas, Vol 37
LP
BWV 152 'Tritt auf die Glaubensbahn' IBWV 153
'Schau, lieber Gott, wie meine Feind' 1BWV 154
'Mein liebster Jesu ist verloren' 1BWV 155 ' Mein
Gott, wie lange, ach lange' • BWV 156 Ich steh
mit einem Fuss im Grabe'
Christoph Wegmann, Allan Bergius (sops)/Stefan
Rampf, Paul Esswood (altos)/Kurt Equiluz (ten)/
Thomas Hampson (bass)/Tolzer KnabenchorNCM/
Harnoncourt
Teldec EX6.35656 (
2 recs) digital dmm ( MC:
4.35656)

The five Cantatas Nos.152-156 range widely
in date, style and size, although none is large
or festive, so that there are no trumpets,
drums or horns involved. Instead, the Vienna
Concentus Musicus have been faced with an
unusual instrumental ensemble even for
Throughout these two volumes of the ' 48'
Bach ( in No.152), with a note that is unplaythe
personality
of
Guida
shines
—
thoughtful,
The vigorous playing of George Malcolm
able because it is a fourth ' too low' for the
spry
almost
to
quirkiness,
dynamic,
introand the Menuhin orchestra may sound a
early- 18th century bassoon ( in No.155), and
little quaint and over- characterised these spective, all are there. The performances
with difficult arias for the instrumentalists
may
raise
an
eyebrow
more
than
once,
but
days, but at least the playing is full of
and recitatives for the boy soloists. Most of
they
are
most
certainly
alive
and
anyone
affectionate vivacity, and the lines sing and
these difficulties have been solved by Harwho
can
conclude
a
delightfully
written
dance in the right way. The old Abbey Road
noncourt and his team with consummate
recording caught the essence of the perform- essay on the 48 with ' Ishould also like to
skill; as usual, there is little that does not
thank
the
great
JSB,
with
the
promise
that
I
ances exactly: there is just the right degree
remind us both of Bach's eloquence and his
of acoustical warmth. An excellent bargain shall continue ... to do my best ...' must
structural supremacy.
for those who wish to introduce themselves endear himself to many. The recording is
All this is conveyed with wonderful clarity
to this music, yet cannot afford the Tele- sadly aged sounding, having no depth to the
by Teldec's clear but unobtrusive recording,
funken Leonhardt pair of records, currently image, avery close placing, and athin, hard
which sounds natural and direct in these
edge to the piano sound. The vinyl whispers
available at acompetitive price. [
13:21
small- scaled works. However, the digital
Stephen Daw throughout, but the 1972-3 background
clarity does enable us to identify detailed
noise is less troublesome on the CD than on
blemishes: out-of-tuneness, lack of exact
the vinyl. A nice CD feature is that each
ensemble in the continuo bassline ( how I
Prelude and Fugue has a separate track, but
miss Harnoncourt at the cello desk!), and —
JS BACH: The 38 Arnstadt Chorales I
the
LP
a full 8ft. grand ' 48' may still not be to your
for this series — some unaccustomedly poor
Eight Short Preludes & Fugues
taste. [C:11
Roger Bowen
woodwind- playing. The set is full of wonderWerner Jacob (org)
ful music, but apart from the excellent
EMI EX 27 03313 (
2recs) digital dmm ( NCD, MC:
reading of most of Cantata 155, it falls below
JS BACH: Partita No.2 in dfor UnaccompaLP
EX 27 03315/
III I-1 NLNS & HE( 0121) R1-.
V11-
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Why do Dis, record shops and
libraries use Arjay's storage
system?

ST2
Holds 480 records
price £109.00
ST3
Holds 360 records
price £89.00

A

For less than 25p arecord you'll
have storage safety for your
collection - no warps, crash-outs,
mislaid records. Good looking, but
rugged racks, that have been tested to
full capacity weights. Your record shop
can't afford damaged discs - nor can
you. You'll be able to put your hand on a
record in seconds.

ST4
Holds 240 records
price £55.00

Contact Karen 01 390 2101 or send coupon to

Arjay Interiors
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ
Tick

[
IT] Please send me your LP storage units brochure

Ei Please quote me for delivery to address below of:

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £34.00

Name
Address

ST1 ( not illustrated) Holds 600 records price L130.00

Now available to the public at ex-works prices.
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CLASSICAL
Harnoncourt's
best [
A/A• . 1/
3]

and

Leonhardt's excellent
Stephen Daw

JS BACH: Cantatas 'EM feste Burg ¡ st unser
CD
Gott' ( BVVV 80) & Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme'
(BWV 140)
Gabriele Fontana (sop/Julia Haman (alt)/Gesta
Winbergh (ten//Tom Krause (bass)/Hymnuschor
Stuttgart/Stuttgart CO/Münchinger
Decca 414 045-2 ( 58m 06s) digital ( LP: 414 045-1,
MC: 414 054-4)

These are good performances on modern
instruments of two well- loved chorale-cantatas. The trumpet parts of Cantata 80 (thought
to have been added to the work for a Hallé
performance by Bach's eldest son Wilhelm
Friedemann, and therefore not original) are
included, the central ( most famous) movements of 'Wachet air is sung by ripieno
tenors without comment, and so forth. The
Stuttgart Bach tradition, which belongs to
Helmut Rilling as well as Karl Münchinger, is
warm in its response and scrupulous in the
expected standards of both instrumentalists
and singers. Perhaps Münchinger is the
more serious, less lilting of the two conductors, but possibly he is also the more musically demanding. Here, all of the soloists and
the main obbligato players perform very
well.
The recording, produced in achurch, suits
the style of the performance well. The sound
has an appropriate width to accommodate
the middle-sized choir and the small, skilled
orchestra, the tones are warm and agreeable, and although the recitative chords are
held long by the organist, they are not
obtrusively cluttering. [
A:1]
Stephen Dow

BEETHOVEN Symphonies Nos.1-9 [
1
CD LP
Overtures — Coriolan, Egmont, Fidelio, Leonora 3
Tomoya-Sintow/Burmeister/Schreier/Adam/Leipzig
etclMasur
Philips 416 274-2 ( 6CDs, 375m 31s) ( 6LPs: 416
274-1, 6MCs: 416 274-4)
Reissues from 1975

It is apity DG make things difficult for the
listener, for the engineered sound on CD
offers no leeway for volume settings, and the
resonant quality easily degenerates into
This recoupling is more appealing than the
VPO/Schmidt-Isserstedt ' Jubilee'. Though
something aggressive and tiresome. IconHaitink is less dramatically thrusting in 8( i), I fess Iam too quickly distracted from, and
bored by, the slow movements in this set — I
prefer his quick speed in 5( i) to the German
don't really accept as plausible the fast
conductor's slower, more monumental pacfinales, but these are undeniably mechaniing. ( In the scherzo Schmidt-lsserstedt barely
cally exciting ( eg, Harp & OP.59: 2 & 3). The
avoids a pedagogic impression.) Haitink's
warmer manner is reflected in a warmerAlban Berg set ( EMI) offers richer tonal
toned recorded sound, but Iwould have liked
quality and a more overtly humane
the violins to have had greater incisiveness
approach. For awhile longer we must tolerin 5 ( iii). [
A/B:1]
Christopher Breunig
ate the ticks and scratches that go with the
Italiano, Vegh, or Lindsay LPs! [
A/B:1*/2]
Philips 416 236-1 ( NCD, MC: 416 236-4)
Reissues from 1976

Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No .5 in e
VPO/Kleiber
DG 415 861-2 ( 33m 10s)
Reissue from 1975

CD

The genius of Carlos Kleiber burns with
white- heat intensity in this 1975 VP0 recording, as famous as his father's 1951 Decca
Fifth. The sound has been remixed, and Iam
happy to say the CD brings a decidedly
cleaner quality than the ( fairly notorious) LP
transfers. Detractors will say the opening
motto has near-triplet quavers, that sforzandi fortissimi in scherzo/finale are coldly
brutal, yet surely the overall freshness and
urgency of expression makes this an essential purchase? Who cares about timings?
(Second violins on the left — unlike Kleiber's
Seventh — and all repeats included here.)
[A:19

Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Triple Concerto
LP
Frank Peter Zimmermann (vIrd/Robert Cohen (v/c)!
Wolfgang Manz (pno)lECO/Saraste
CfP 41 44951 digital ( NCD, MC: CfP 41 44954)

Graham Arnold's commissioned cover painting is a picture within a picture: enigmatic,
but nice. It was apity to spoil it with insipid
titling and a superfluous ' digital flash'. This
is a notable recording — produced at Henry
Wood Hall by Andrew Keener — with two
exceptionally eloquent young string soloists.
They are so well matched, each providing
With seven further overtures, Masur's cycle
(taped between 1972-4), was released as a memorable graded trills. Ishall certainly be
9- LP set, with subsequent mid- price reisinvestigating Zimmermann's other new
sues. The recordings have now been digirecordings, on EMI. The ECO responds
tally remastered, very successfully, and reresolutely to Saraste's conducting in (i); but
boxed at special prices, the LPs costing
in WO the air is very relaxed, and here Idid
about one-third of the £50-ish CD package.
miss the ' electricity', the expectancy aroused
The Ninth is separately available, in a nonin the old DG Triple under Fricsay.
The form of this work parallels the G- major
digital ' Classics' transfer. It is hardly a
Piano Concerto, and the tempo for the finale
'heaven storming' reading, but arguably
is aproblem. So is balancing. On the whole
Masur's is the most consistent Beethoven
this is convincing, but I felt the piano
Symphony cycle yet ( the 1977 Karajan DG
threatened domination. No doubt this is how
apart). Critical opinion was evenly divided in
1975, between those who found it all
it sounded ' live', but Iwould have liked the
efficient but unimaginative, and others who
level taken down here and there. Ifind the
thought the musicianship beyond reproach
first side denser in sound, a little crowded
compared with the open, cleaner quality on
and who welcomed the selfless approach.
The CDs, in two cases with sleeve ( my set
Side 2. [A:1]
Christopher Breunig
was sealed with the booklet missing!), have
the symphonies in number- order with
secondary index points at, for instance, the
BEETHOVEN: Middle Period Quartets
CD
Melos Qt
ends of slow introductions. The overtures
come as fillers to the Eroica and Sixth.
DG 415 342-2 )
3CDs, 169m 05s) digital ( 3LPs: 415
Comparing the remastered LPs with CDs, I 342-1, 3MCs: 415 342-4)
found close correlation, except that as dynamic levels increased — eg, the Pastoral The three Op.59 Rasumovsky Quartets are
respectively prefaced by the adaptation of
scherzo crescendi — the CDs tended to
the E- major Piano Sonata, Op.14, and folthicken in sound, where the black discs
lowed by the Op.95 F- minor, and Op.74 Harp.
suggest greater transparency, but a slight
(One minor irritation is that you have to
harshening. The analogue originals kept
check with the booklet for access points to
intact the sense of thorough clarity and freedom from strain: very much what one would
the various bands.) The Melos show astonishing virtuosity and scrupulous technical
anticipate. The VEB recordings were superpreparation. There is a clear analogy
ficially bright and forward, but hall resobetween their style and the architecture of
nances induced some inner murkiness.
Digital remastering creates something of a Richard Rogers, or Foster Associates: buildings with great structural ingenuity, parts
cleaning- up illusion, but at the expense of
honed to lock together with urbane precision
image-depth and sustained sweetness. If
and sophistication. If the analogy with sheet
cost is not afactor, Iwould suggest the CD
set here. [
A/B:2]
Christopher Breunig
glass and bright steel fails ( since we are
dealing with music conceived in Beethoven's
richest period) so then do the readings of the
Melos which, brilliant solutions as they are,
BEETHOVEN. Symphonies Nos .5 & 8
LP
are patently ' heartless'.
LPO/Haitink
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BEETHOVEN: 'Archduke' & 'Ghost' Trios
CD
Beaux Arts Trio
Philips 412 891-2 (
71m 30s) part digital ( NLP, NMCI
Reissues fom 1983

The Archduke, which took awhole LP ( 9500
895), is a1979 Swiss analogue recording. It is
thinner in tone than the Ghost (
1981 London
digital production), but reproduction in
either medium is as close as Ihave heard it.
A suggestion of brittleness, or edge to string
timbres, betrays the CD. Ifind the Ghost
more 'tuneful' on the turntable, but the CD is
superior in sound-stage focus and separation — there is a real sense of space around
the instruments. In the slow movement, you
will notice a noise in the middle of bar 88
exactly like achipped groove: an odd sound
on the master.
As to performances, they are polished to
an immaculate standard; but Idon't find the
readings otherwise involving. The remakes
were generally thought to lack the spontaneity and freshness of the original Beaux
Arts cycle. It is apity the Archduke scherzo is
in truncated form. [
A/A*:1] Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas Nos. 1-32
CD
Friedrich Guida (pbo)
Amadeo ( Philips) 415 193-2 ( 9 CDs, 551m 37s)
Reissue from 1968

Rather like complete recordings of the
Mahler symphonies, for amajority of listeners any attempt at the Beethoven sonata
cycle will necessarily contain the seeds of its
own downfall. Gulda is unquestionably
soaked in the great Beethoven piano- playing
tradition and he brings incision and tautness
to his performances (
cf the early sonatas,
Waldstein); but perhaps for some, his performances from the Appasionata to the late
sonatas will not carry the necessary authority for a complete recording, despite their
many glorious touches.
The sound is reasonably good for its age,
with no background noise and aconvincing
central image.
However, the recording is unable to cope
comfortably with the higher dynamic levels
(opening of Pathétique and Hammerklavier)
and the piano tone is rather shallow and
limited in tonal range. [B/C: 1/2] Roger Bowen
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas — No.21 in C
Op.53 'Waldstein' D No.26 in EL Op. 81a
Adieux' INo.27 in e Op.90
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca 414 630-2 ( 53m 31s)
Reissues from 1975/81

CD
Les

Opinions continue to be divided over Ashkenazy's 1970s Beethoven Sonatas, and like
many Ifind many things to admire and some
to trouble over. The three on this disc Iam
less ambivalent about than some, and the
moments to relish, particularly in Les Adieux
and Op.90, might make them worth the
getting on this CD. The Waldstein and Les
Adieux are of 1973 studio vintage and Op.90
is a location recording of some years later,
and whilst there is a solidity and reliability
about the earlier recordings there is some
quality about the piano sound ( and atouch
of dryness) which slightly distances one
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CLASSICAL
from the instrument despite its middle placing. (
13:1/2)
Roger Bowen
BEETHOVEN SONGS
CD
Partridge/Burnett
Amon Ra CD-SAR 15 (
56m 17s) digital ( LP: SAR 15,
MC: CSAR 15)
The CD adds just that ingratiating smoothness to the voice, with a reduction in 'edge',
which raises it minimally above the black
version ( May ' 85 p98 — enough to justify an
increased sonic rating. [
A*: 1*1
Peter Turner
BELLINI: Norma
CD
Callas Isopl/Stignani (m-sop)/Filippeschi (ten)/
Rossi-Lemeni (bass)/Orch & Ch of La Scala Milan/
Sera fin
EMI CDS 7473048 ( 3CDs, 162m 10s) €4) ( 3LPs: SLS
5186, MC. TCSLS 5186)
Reissue from 1954
Iheard Callas in Norma at Covent Garden in
1952 and this mono recording gives a very
fair idea of her singing at this early stage of
her career. Despite occasionally squally
notes and a decided tremolo above the
stave, her dramatic conception of the role
was unique. Stignani is a rather mature
Adalgisa who still sings beautifully, but
Filippeschi is an inelegant Pollione and
Rossi-Lemeni awoolly Oroveso. Despite the
shortcomings and some distortion, this is a
classic Norma, thanks to the genius of Callas
and the fine conducting of Serafin. (
H:1/3]
John Freestone

viola's role, with a tendency to play everything mezzo- forte. In this, his approach contrasts notably with Wolfram Christ's subtle
dynamics on the rival CD ( DG 415 109-2),
where Maazel and the BP() also provide a
more smoothly tailored overall view of the
work than is offered here by the Czech
players under Jilek — and include a rather
breathless Roman Carnival overture for full
measure. This is not to say that this Supraphon recording is entirely without merit:
the woodwind playing is frequently very
striking, there are some exciting climaxes in
the Brigand's Orgy, and the sound is quite
satisfactory apart from that poor viola
balance. But Maazel's version must be the
clear preference. (
B/C:2/31
John Crabbe

BERLIOZ: Requiem ( Grande Messe des
CD
Morts)
Funeral & Triumphal Symphony
LSO & Ch/John Alldis Ch/Wandsworth School Boys
Ch/Ronald Dowd (ten)/Dennis Wick arbnI/Dayis
Philips 416 283-2 (
2CDs, 125m 555)
Reissues from 1970

(and how well they sing, so beautifully and
accurately), with John Aler's lovely tenor
voice attractively distanced in the Sanctus.
There is no artificial highlighting, and the
whole vast ensemble of singers and players
really does seem to be encapsulated by one
tangible but not over- large acoustic. The four
Dies Irae brass groups are arrayed as convincingly as can be managed in two-channel
stereo, and combine with some very
impressive drums — plus Telarc's ' no tampering' philosophy — to produce such an impact
as one might dream of experiencing in ahi-fi
heaven ( or hell!). And there are nice smaller
touches too, such as the exceptionally
smooth blend of flutes and trombones in the
Hostias and Agnes Dei.
The Boito and Verdi items ( recorded five
years earlier) were double- starred in their LP
format by BS in Nov '80, and subsequently
re- assessed in Quality Monitor, where the
huge dynamics were noted. There was also
mention in QM of a ' swimmy and overprominent bass-drum' in Boito's apocalyptic
show-piece — but how splendid all the same.
An enthusiastically recommended pair of
CDs, then, parts of which Iheard first on a
system employing huge underfloor bass
horns augmenting apair of IMF Professional
Monitors, with rear speakers enhancing the
ambience in an already large listening room.
It was shattering. (
A*:1/19
John Crabbe

BERLIOZ: Harold in Italy
CD
Lubomir Maly (via)/Czech PO/Frantigek Jilek
Supraphon 38C37-7244 (
42m 32s) digital ( LP: 3184,
MC: GC250) ( SP&S)

Of these classic recordings ( which occupied
nearly three LPs), the Funeral & Triumphal
Symphony really comes into its own on CD,
as one can at last play all those huge brass
and percussion climaxes at a suitably overwhelming level without bringing up LP swish
or rumble. Colin Davis' masterly pacing of
this extraordinary alfresco work for inflated
BRAHMS: Symphony No.1 in c
CD
military- band ( plus some strings and a final
North German RO/Wand
chorus in this concert version) retains my
Harmonia Mundi 19 9974 2(
43m 21s) digital ( LP: 1C
admiration after 16 years. But Ido wish that
067 99974, NMC)
the clean, well-balanced recording had been
made in amore spacious acoustic in order to
One had heard that Günter Wand's Brahms 1
avert a slight hardness of texture, and that
was rather special — and so, in some ways, it
the drums had been afforded a more
proves. Frequently, details of accent and
extended bass response. However, it can still
orchestration sound quite ' new', and if
sound mightily impressive if played in a everything were paced with the logic of the
large room.
finale- introduction this would be a great
The Requiem naturally also benefits from
interpretation. But it is flawed by two crucial
CD silence, but over the years I've developed
decisions about tempi: in the finale Brahms'
some reservations about the recording.
animato markings bring about a jarring
Multi-miked in Westminster Cathedral, it has
change from the noble pacing of the march
the advantage of plentiful reverberation but
theme ( Celibidache falls into the same trap).
the penalties of a rather fragmented sonic
Furtwângler, by introducing a spirit of
picture and some occasionally edgy overurgency in the accompanying figures, makes
brightness — equally evident on the original
a wholly smooth transition. The other disLPs. There is a feeling that everything has concerting conception is Wand's unrelated
been balanced on the mixer without suf- and rapid speed at the very beginning of the
ficient regard for a proper sense of overall
symphony. There must be a 'felt' relaspace. This especially applies to the choral
tionship sustained right into the Allegro: in
forces, which lack the consistent integration
the underrated VPO/Barbirolli version you
with a surrounding acoustic found in the
hear the most organic solution to the comTelarc recording reviewed below. But Davis'
plete sostenuto introduction where, unexauthoritative performance of this huge maspectedly, Toscanini in his Philharmonia conterpiece cannot be ignored, and no Berliocert recording is totally bewildering for the
zian should miss the splendid first movelistener! Klemperer, in his Cologne Radio
ment of his F&TSymphony. (
A/B:1/1*1
recording, solved both problems. Buy and
John Crabbe
study Wand nevertheless — ideally, get the
1952 VPO/Furtwângler transfer ( EMI) at the
same time.
BERLIOZ: Requiem ( Grande Messe des
CD
The CD sounds fuzzy in focus at low levels:
Morts)/BOITO: Prologue to Metistofele/VERDI. Te
it needs unsociably high replay settings to
Deum
yield its proper large- hall sound. Do Ihear
Atlanta SO & Ch, etc./John Aler (ten)/John Cheek
some fading-down towards the conclusion
(bass)/Shaw
of the work? (
A/B:1*/4)
Christopher Breunig
Telarc CD-80109-2 (
2CDs, 109m 02s) digital ( 2LPs:
DG 10109 Berlioz only, NMC)

This second Harold to appear on CD was
recorded in Prague but has been processed
in Japan by Denon, whose linguists contrive
in the booklet's English notes to make Napoleon's career predate the French revolution,
and tell us that in this symphony Berlioz
succeeded in ' subliming the fever' associated with Byron's poetry. I'm not sure
whether it should be sublimity or fever
which determines the work's musical
balance, but in this recording the ruminative
viola is placed so close-up that if the volume
control is set for a natural orchestral loudness the soloist is practically in one's lap.
Despite his feverish enthusiam for Byron, I
don't think this is quite what Berlioz had in
mind. ( This same criticism applied to the
previous Supraphon Harold, Nov ' 78.)
Matters are not helped by Lubomir Mah,'e's
somewhat insensitive presentation of the

Any doubts raised in the past regarding the
Atlanta Symphony Hall as arecording venue
or Robert Shaw as a Berlioz conductor are
now cast aside. Sonically, this is the
Requiem to outshine all others, while the
performance has asense of balance between
high drama and suppliant meditation which
is marred only slightly by an occasional lack
of ardour in some quieter sections, or by
isolated unexpected tempi. Frémaux's
devoted Birmingham performance remains
my favourite, Bernstein reveals some unexpected insights, and Davis ( now on CD, see
above) shows the tightest command of overall architecture; but this fine Atlanta version
can nevertheless hardly fail to excite any
admirer of Berlioz' mighty romantic transfiguration of the Catholic death- rite.
The choral forces seem to be arranged
behind the orchestra in concert- hall fashion

BERLIOZ: Fantastic Symphony
Paris Orch/Munch
EMI 1105952 I49m 04s)
Reissue from 1968

CD

Recorded in 1967 to launch the newly
formed Orchestre de Paris, and presented at
the time with much Gallic swagger, this
French EMI version of Berlioz' most popular
work was never very highly regarded in the
UK, and its transfer to CD doesn't in my view
justify its reappearance here now. Munch
indulged in frequent odd hastenings of
tempo and dynamic emphases which make
little sense, while the orchestra's responses
are sometimes so suspect that one wonders
why this recording hasn't simply been
allowed to fade away. Matters are not helped
by the sonics, which replace true harmonic
brilliance with a rather brash upper- middle
assertiveness at every fortissimo, while the
dynamics (which are at least reasonably
wide) seemingly pull the orchestra back and
forth in the Salle Wagram rather than let it
speak from its own fixed distance. Also, the
whole woodwind department remains
absurdly weak throughout. (
B/C:31
John Crabbe
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BRAHMS: Piano Concerto No.1 in d
LP
Barenboim (pno)/New Phil/Barbirolli
EMI EMX 41 20851 (
NCD, MC: EMX 41 20854)
Reissue from 1968
A reminder of a highly individual, even
controversial collaboration — with Brahms'
Adagio stretched to Brucknerian lengths
(you really must not isolate it from context).
But digital remastering renders this Aug ' 67
Abbey Road production scarcely recommendable. Muted strings are muzzy in 00,
and the sound seems to emanate as if from a
small chamber, nevertheless with cavernous
bathroom echoes. In the big forte passages
Barenboim's playing is blurred by the processing, has become hard to follow, and the
whole thing has the air of ahistorical original
given some awful cosmetic treatment. Not
what one associates with EMI at all. What
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was wrong with the SXLP transfer? [
C/D:11
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto No.2 in B
Brendel (pno)/Concertgebouw/Haitink
Philips 416 238-1 INCD, MC: 416 238-4)
Reissue from 1974

LP

The Hamburg canal- side sepia cover photograph makes this tempting, while the ' Penguin' team describe Brendel's reading as
'judicious' — which implies a certain distancing. Ihave always liked the opening movements, but the last hasn't the spontaneity of
Gilels and Reiner ( recently on CD from RCA),
and the slow movement certainly suggests a
'master class' rather than the kind of submersion in music- making you find in the
older Arrau/Haitink recording. There, the
solo pianoforte ( and cello in ( in)) are better
integrated; here, the piano is too spreadwide and forward of the orchestra. [ B:1/21
Christopher Breunig

BRIDGE: Miniatures ( sets 1-3) . 1Five Songs
LP
Three Pieces for Violin & Piano
Hanson Trio/Patricia Wright (sop)/Peter Hanson
(vIn)/Christopher Cox (pno)
Pearl SHE 586 (
NC)
The violin pieces and Miniatures for pianotrio, written for a friend's gifted children to
play, are very slight Bridge ( they date from
1908), but should not be despised: the best
of them have a charm every bit as attractive
as some of lgar's lighter pieces for violin
and piano. It would, however, be aconfident
listener who detected the composer's fingerprint at any point; nevertheless, a jaunty
Gavotte and lively Saltarello are especially
delightful. On Side 2 we enter an altogether
deeper world of feeling. Padraic Colum's
Mantle of blue, with its quietly insistent
pedal point, is as haunting as ( and only afew
degrees less chilly than) the better-known
Journey's End, and there are horses' hooves
behind the accompaniment to Gerald
Gould's '
Tis but a week, which suggests the
composer in Love went a'riding spirit — that
song dates from four years earlier. The
performances are enjoyable ( though intonation is not unfailingly true in the instrumental
pieces), and the recording is unobtrusively
good. Not so the surfaces on my finished
copy. In the songs there are also traces of the
kind of distortion which used to be called
'blast' on 78s. Assuming these faults not to
be general, Isuggest [
E1:1 /2].
Andrew Keener
BRITTEN: The Burning Fiery Furnace
Various Artists/Britten
Decca 414 663-1 (
NCD, MC: 414 663-4)
Reissue from 1967

LP

This classic and definitive performance,
formerly available in the boxed set of Three
Church Parables from the early 1970s, makes
a very welcome return to the catalogue. Its
fine line-up of soloists, which includes Peter
Pears, Robert Tear and John Shirley- Quirk,
give, in combination with the English Opera
Group under Benjamin Britten and Viola
Tunnard, a most dramatically taut and
atmospheric interpretation of this highly
charged and colourful score. The cleaned- up
recording captures this so well, while also
faithfully reproducing instrumental timbre
and pinpointing movement about the soundstage, that superlatives are soon exhausted.
(A:1 * 1
Barbara Jahn
BRUCKNER: Mass in e . 1Libera Me IZwei
Aequale
Corydon Singers/ ECO Wind Ens/Best
Hyperion A66177 digital ( MC: KA 66177)

LP

Three years after their first disc of shorter
sacred pieces by Bruckner, the excellent
Corydon Singers under Matthew Best have
produced a second, equally impressive disc
containing the two Aequale for three trombones and the Libera Me for choir, three
1
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trombones, cello, bass and organ, neither of
which is currently available elsewhere in the
catalogue. The major work here, though, is
the fine Mass in E- minor for choir and wind
instruments performed by the astute English
Chamber Orchestra Wind Ensemble.
All works are treated with great care, and
the many beautiful moments in these often
neglected pieces are perfectly echoed in the
spacious reverberance of St. Alban's Church,
Holborn. One might expect such an acoustic
to cloud contrapuntal textures and obscure
quieter moments, but here the opposite
applies. The recording is wonderfully atmospheric, coping easily with both the grandeur
and intimacy of these works. I warmly
recommend this issue and hope that more of
this intoxicating elixir is being brewed by
Hyperion. [
A:19
Barbara Jahn
BYRD: The Three Masses
Ta//is Schilars/Phillips
Gimell CDGIM 345 digital ( 2LPs: BYRD 345)

CD

The CD loses the two motets included on the
LPs ( reviewed Sept 84). Sonically there is
little to choose between the two formats, but
the CD does reduce a rasping edge to the
voices on loud passages ( noted on the LPs)
and may therefore be preferable to some.•
But rating unchanged. [A/B:1/21
Peter Turner
CHARPENTIER: Neuf Leçons de Ténèbres
LP
Kurt Widmer, Michael Verschaeve (bass)/Jan Caals,
Harry Ruyl (ten)/Howard Crook, Luc de Meulenaere
(c-ten)/Musica Polyphonica/Devos
Erato NUM 75215 (
2 recs) digital
This set is the first recording of these nine
settings of texts from the Lamentations of
Jeremiah, which, like the leçons of many
other composers, were sung at the services
of Holy Week. Their subject- matter, and
clearly liturgical use, fix their heavily
devotional and serious natures, and Charpentier's customary light touches and felicities of sensuous scoring are less in evidence.
William Christie and Les Arts Florisants'
approach to Charpentier will no doubt spring
to many minds, but Devos' view is rather
more severe, with less obtrusive orchestral
colouring and capturing less of that sense of
'tendresse'. But the soloists and
instrumental support here are no less good,
and whilst Icould have wished for a more
atmospheric recording with the slightly cold
edge taken off, the balance between forces is
well judged. [
A/B:1)
Roger Bowen
DVORAK: Slavonic Dances Opp.46 & 72 CD LP
SNO/Járvi
Chandos CHAN 8406 (
70m 19s) ( LP: ABRD 1143,
MC: ABTD 1143)
The first thing the CD brings out is the
reverberant acoustic of the hall and the
impression of distance from the orchestra.
The opening chord lacks the crispness and
brilliance that should alert one to the
delights to follow, though Járvi and the SNO
provide them in performances rich in vitality,
measured rhythms and finely drawn lines.
There is plenty of detail to be found, but the
acoustics of the Glasgow Centre, probably
familiar to regular visitors, are not conducive
to creating the kind of audio excitement
listeners at home tend to look for as an
enhancement of good playing. The LP version is even more disappointing, with a
congested and muddy sound that contrives
to submerge much of the unquestioned
sparkle of the performance. (
13:11
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Serenades Opp. 22 & 44
Orpheus CO
DG 415 364-2 151m 8s) ( LP: 415 364-1, MC
364-4)

CD
415

Iknow very little about the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra except that they were founded

by Julian Fifer in New York in 1972 and
perform without a conductor. They number
26 ( though only 23 are shown on the cover of
the album) and on this evidence they are a
superb ensemble. The 16 strings are wonderfully integrated and have a lovely silky
tone, and one is quite unaware of the
absence of a director. Dvorak may have had
a larger body of strings in mind when he
wrote Op.22, but the clarity of the parts and
the sheer charm of this performance — and
this is above all acharming work — are more
than enough to compensate for any presumed lack of weight.
The Wind Serenade gets a beefier performance due largely to the clarity of the
recording, which brings out the timbres of
the winds more fully than any other version I
can think of. The balances, however, are
admirable and altogether Ihave found this
an enchanting record. [
A:1/1*]
Kenneth Dommett
ELGAR: Violin Concerto
CD
Kennedy/LPO/Handley
EMI CDC 7472102 digital ( LP: EMX 41 20581, MC:
EMX 41 20584)
What more is there to add to my Dec ' 84 LP
review? Silver disc promotes acharacteristic
extension in the bass lines — a little extra
flesh on what is anyway the most honest and
wholesome of sound pictures. I'm more
convinced than ever that this is aclassic. In a
verb: buy. (
A•:1'1
Edward Seckerson
ERKEL: Hunyadi Laszlo
CD
Soloists/Hungarian State Op Ch & Orch/Kovacs
Hungaroton HCD 12581-83-2 (
3CDs, 154m 1s) ( LP:
12581-83)
Hunyadi Laszlo (
18441 is virtually the first
Hungarian national opera, though superficially it seems to owe a lot more to Auber,
Donizetti and Weber than to the Magyar folk.
However, many of the arias are in the form of
verbunkos, the slow-fast Hungarian gypsy
music, or in folk- song style, and the ballet
music in Act 3 contains a csardas and a
palobas.
Hungaroton recorded it on LP some years
ago, but this is an entirely new enterprise.
The music has been re-edited to its advantage and the score restored to its original
form. Kovacs' direction keeps the action
moving and the cast is strong, though Sylvia
Sass, who has the major female role of
Erzsebet, Hunyadi's mother, still sounds as
edgy and forced in the upper register as in
previous recordings. Magda Kalmar ( Maria)
on the other hand is a fine coloratura with
excellent control and a warm modulated
tone. Her duet with Denes Gulyas ( Hunyadi)
in Act 2 is one of the high spots of this
mellifluous but, despite its tragic plot, not
particularly dramatic score. Another strong
role is that of Gara the scheming enemy of
the Hunyadis. The singer, Sandor SolyomNagy, has had his big aria in Act 2 ( CD disc 2
track 41 fully restored and delivers it with
great power. The spatial and general balance
qualities of the recording leave little to be
desired, and give a good impression of a
theatrical experience. [
A:1] Kenneth Dommett
FIBICH: Symphony No.1
Brno State PONronsky
Supraphon 3637 ISP&S)

The Tempest

LP

Fibich's music is sometimes rather stolid,
but his three symphonies contain a good
deal that refutes this. The second and third
have been available for some time, but this
one in F, which was probably written when
the composer was about 30, is full of light
touches and youthful enthusiasm and
sounds decidedly Czech in spirit. Vronsky's
recent Martinu recording is disappointing
(see later), but this one is a considerable
improvement. The music swings along in a
relaxed manner and the sound is generally
clear and bright. This is admittedly not a
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CLASSICAL
great symphony but it is apleasure to have it
on the catalogue at last.
Fibich was essentially a dramatic composer. The Tempest (
1880) is a tone- poem
based on Shakespeare which contains some
effective dramatic touches and underlines
his ability to respond to literary promptings
rather than to purely abstract ideas. Digital
recording might have discovered more
depth and disclosed more detail in both
works, but the present issue is acceptable.
[A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
FRANCK: 3 Chorales
Prelude, Fugue &
Variation 1Pièce Héroique r] Pastorale
Marie-Claire Alain (Org)
Erato ECD 88110 (
70m 17s)
Reissue from 1975, 81

CD

These 1975 analogue recordings were first
issued in this coupling in 1981 on STU
71035-7. The original tapes were evidently
good sources, and have transferred to CD
very well. There is no significant tape noise,
the frequency range is extensive ( though
there is a slight bass boom) and the overall
sound is clean and open. Balance is a trifle
dry. The organ is the Cavaillé-Coil in St.
Françoise de Sales at Lyon, which now has a
very noisy action. The playing has Alain's
sure, relaxed but sensitive touch, and a
recommendation is certainly in order.
However, time moves inexorably on, and we
now have the same works ( except for Pièce
Heroique) played by Peter Hurford ( Argo 411
710-2), also on aCavaillé-Coll which is much
quieter apart from a little wind noise. Hurford offers better sound, and aslightly firmer
performance, and so must top the present
list. [
8:11
Trevor Attewell
GOLDMARK: Overtures — Sakuntala
In
Spring 1
_1 Prometheus Bound il In Italy
Budapest PO/Kórodi
Hungaroton HCD 12552-2 157m 10s) digital

CD

Known now mainly for his Rustic Wedding
Symphony, the Hungarian composer Karl
Goldmark ( 1830-1915) spent most of his life
in Vienna and churned out much workmanlike and attractive music of a not very
inspiring kind. It's the sort of stuff which
needs devoted playing and superb recorded
sound if it is to make an impact, and I'm
afraid that while Andras Keirodi coaxes competent performances of these four overtures
from his Budapest orchestra ( and achieves
some moments of real drama in Prometheus), the sound is about as unexciting as
one could imagine. Apart from a feeling of
early rolloff at the frequency extremes, the
studio employed is simply far too dead and
confined to add any ambient life to the
sound. It all has that flat, undynamic quality
which one sometimes gets with a radio
broadcast from an acoustically unsuitable
provincial town- hall. This is a great pity, as
the stereo image is stable and consistent in
the manner of a purist crossed- pair mic
set-up; but it all cries out for more reverberant space around the orchestra. ' Good',
perhaps, but no more. [
8:1]
John Crabbe
HANDEL: Organ Concertos Opp.4 & 7
CD
Herbert Tachezi lorgINCM/Harnoncourt
Teldec 8.35282 ZB (
3CDs, 148m 13s) ( NLP, NC)
As one might expect, this is an ' original'
performance, using authentic instruments.
For most of the concertos a chamber organ
by Ahrend is used, but a Buchow organ
(1856) is used for Op.7 No.1, which requires
a pedal. Following Handel's practice, all ad
libitum passages were improvised by
Tachezi, so that no two ' takes' were the
same, and the result is unique.
Harnoncourt's approach to original performance is so well-known that it needs no
discussion here - suffice it to say that
although these performances are built on a
rhetorical structure, it is not as angular and
pronounced as some of his followers have
NEWS & RI ( ORE) REVIEW
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made it, to the discomfort of many listeners.
This is musical speech rather than declamation from the hustings, and it is all the more
convincing for that.
These are fresh, spontaneous performances. The balance between players lets
everyone be heard, with good spatial precision and depth. The high frequencies are a
little fierce and edgy, but the rest of the
range is smooth and clean. Neither deep
bass nor great dynamic range are needed.
The larger organ is mechanically a trifle
noisy, sounding somewhat muddy in the
lower- mid region, and its extra width is a
trifle disconcerting; but these are no great
matters. [
BA]
Trevor Attewell
HANDEL: Atalanta
CD
Farkas/Bártfai-Barta/Lax/Bándi/Gregor/Polgár/Savaria Voc Ens/Capella Savaria/McGegan
Hungaroton HCD 12612 — 14-2 (
3CDs, 139m 03s)
(3LPs: SLPD 12612, 3MCs: MK 12612)
Who would have thought that the first
Handel opera to appear on silver would
come from this source? And on ' authentic'
instruments, at that. Atalanta is Handel's
Royal Wedding opera, a light jeu d'esprit in
which he returned to the pastoral style of his
second London opera, The Faithful
Shepherd. Here, kings and princesses
indulge in that favourite 18th century conceit
of disguising themselves as yokels and
falling in love with individuals they believe to
be beneath their station - akind of Georgian
G & S, Isuppose. But the music Handel
contrived for this tangle of mistaken identities is delectable, and most notable for the
arias composed for his only soprano- range
castrato, Giziello, in the role of the King of
Etolia, Meleagro alias the shepherd Tirsi.
The entirely Hungarian cast takes time to
warm up - Eva Bártfai-Barta starts under the
note in Meleagro's famous Cara selve but
injects plenty of thrills into his/her trumpetlike aria Non sara poco - yet never quite
comes to terms with the Baroque Italian style
or the lingo. Katalin Farkas is the most
attractive as the title- heroine. Orchestrally,
though, the Hungarian Cauthentie) musicians respond with great spirit - if less than
ideal polish - to McGegan's direction, and
the sound is spacious and well-balanced.
Early instruments tend to take to the scrutiny
of laser somewhat scrawnily - which may
deter the committed - but the voices are
warmly recorded. And the programming
device is agodsend for those unconvinced of
the value of every note of Handel's recitatives! (
A:21
Hugh Canning

contexts.
Iam less enthusiastic about the orchestra,
or rather Paul Robinson's direction of it. The
playing, especially in the opening movements, has a leaden foursquare quality
which lacks the stylishness of the Coin/AAM,
or the affectionate if rather indulgent warmth
of the Rostrapovitch/ASM pairings of the two
concertos and the Rostropovitch/Britten version of the C- major on Jubilee. RCA's recording is clean but is clearly intended to show
off the soloist's prowess, which it does
admirably. [
A/B: 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
HAYDN: Paukenmesse
CD LP
Judith Blegen/Brigitte Fassbaender/Claes H.
Ohnsjo/Hans Sotin/Bavarian ASO & Ch/Bernstein
Philips 412 734-2 (
45m 1s) ( LP: 412 734-1, MC: 412
734-4)
The ' Drum' Mass, otherwise the Missa in
tempore belli, is currently represented only
by Guest's excellent but now ageing Argo
recording of 1970. This new one threatens to
be disappointing. At the outset the sound is
congested and the choral entries muffled,
but this resolves itself and a good balance
between chorus and orchestra is quite
quickly established. Textures are surprisingly delicate and detailed for a live performance ( cleansed of audience involvement), and Bernstein's approach to the score
is generally well judged - though in places
he does indulge some hectic speeds which
put chorus and soloists under pressure.
These last are very clearly defined in the CD,
and slightly forward. They are a well
matched quartet, though Sotin's fruity low
notes in the Benedictus do occasionally
sound lugubrious. The LP is marginally less
analytical but equally recommendable.
Arguably the Guest version is the more
stylish, but Bernstein offers a highly competitive alternative. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
HINDEMITH: Viola d'amore Sonata Op.25/2
LP
'1Viola Sonata Op.25/4 ' Sonata for Solo Cello
Op.25/3 H Double-bass Sonata
Jaromir Horak (via d'am)/Karel Spelina (vial/Frantisek Host (vIc)/Frantisek Posta (d-bs)/Josel Hala
(pno)
Supraphon 3368 (
WC) ( SP & SI

Hindemith wrote his Op.25 in 1922. The first
in the series, for solo viola ( also recorded by
Spelina) appears on Supraphon 1111 2271-2.
No.4 was not published until 1977, and
listening to its angularities it is not altogether
surprising, for it is a dry piece. Less so the
short sonata for viola d'amore, an instrument Hindemith also played with distinction
HAYDN: Symphonies Nos.86 & 87
CD
- though this work is not particularly ingASM/Marriner
ratiating either, unlike the other two, both of
Philips 412 888-2147m 52s) ( LP: 6514 122, MC 7337
which are immediately attractive. The dou122)
ble- bass sonata dates from 1949 and uses
Reissue from 1982
the compass of the instrument very imaginatively.
In May ' 82 PB praised the performances but
All the performances are committed commented on some of the speeds adopted.
Hindemith, surprisingly perhaps, seems to
Iwould add that Ifind the Adagio of No.87
strike achord among Czech musicians - and
excessively fast. The CD sound could
the string players are sensibly placed relative
scarcely be better: bright, spacious, clean. I to the pianist, the redoubtable Hala, and are
don't know how it compares with the LPs
cleanly recorded. Basically, one for collecwhich PB enjoyed, but it certainly reflects the
tors. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
sparkle and vitality of the playing. [
A:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
HUMPERDINCK: Hansel & Gretel
CD
Gisela Schrbter/Ingeborg Springer/Renate Hoff/
HAYDN: Cello Concertos in C & D
LP
Renate Krahmer/Theo Adam/Peter Schreier/StaatsOfra Harnoy ( vIc)/Toronto CO/Robinson
kapelle Dresden/Suitner
RCA RL 70943 digital ( NCD, MC: RK 70943)
Teldec 8.35074 digital ( 2CDs, 95m 10s)
Reissue from 1979
Ofra Harnoy is a young Israeli cellist with a
glowing record on paper. This is the first of
The Hansel & Gretel that Teldec have chosen
her 16 reported recordings to be released
to give a CD airing is not one of the greats,
here, and RCA promise more. On this evibut apart from the miscalculation of casting
dence she has a mature command of her
the admirable Peter Schreier in the normally
instrument, is a considerable virtuoso techmezzo role of the Witch, there is little here
nically, and can establish a meaningful rapwith which to be disappointed. The Dresden
port with the music. The author of the
cast summon plenty of spirit and affection
cadenzas is not disclosed, but if they are by
for the work, and Otmar Suitner controls the
her they show a distinctive musicality since
production with a light touch. The sound is
they are apt and intelligently related to their
unforced, with a few indications of its ana Ill
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logue source, but is generally spacious and
precisely defined. Not a first choice for me,
then, but well worth hearing. [
B:2]
Doug Hammond
JOACHIM: Violin Concerto No.3 : I In
Memoriam Heinrich von Kleist
Takako Nishizaki (v/ni/Stuttgart RSO/Minsky
Hong Kong 6.220190 digital

LP

Made in Germany but processed by JVC in
Japan, this recording has a clear natural
sound. Though it may lack the immediacy of
CD technology, it has good ' presence' and is
well balanced. The music almost justifies the
technology: listening to the concerto, one
can see why Joachim and Brahms admired
one another, and it is really only the finale
that lets it down, a sprawling movement
which seems much longer than it actually is.
The opening movement is very impressive
and full of drama, while the Andante hints at
the composer's Hungarian ancestry and suggests that the one-time favourite second
concerto, the Hungarian (
of which Tovey
wrote approvingly) might be worth reviving.
Nishizaki, another of the growing army of
Japanese virtuosi, is a sensitive yet positive
player and has apparently scored considerable success with her Chinese recordings.
Collectors here will recall her fine performance of Respighi's Concerto Gregoriano,
also on the Hong Kong label. Meir Minsky
controls the concerto with confidence, and
makes an effective case for the early Overture which Joachim presumably composed
around 1877, the centenary of the dramatist
Kleist's birth. An interesting and worthwhile
issue. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
KODALY: The Peacock Variatons IGalanta
CD
Dances El Marosszek Dances
Budapest SO/Lehel
Hungaroton HCD 12252-2 (
56m 14s) ( LP: SLPX
12252, MC: MK 12252)
Reissue from 1981
Issued on LP in 1981, the digitally remastered CD represents adecided enhancement
over the original in terms of detail, colour
and spatial imagery. Lehel gets inside the
spirit of Kodaly's music, and draws from it
not only its superficial gaiety but an unusual
inner melancholy rarely explored by other
conductors, though both Dorati and Kertesz
found something of it in their recordings.
The Variations are especially successful in
this respect and the performance is a very
satisfying one of apiece that has been made
to sound decidedly bland. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
KODALY: The Peacock Variations . 1
Galanta
CD
Kodaly Qt
Hungaroton HCD 12362-2 (
56m 5s) ( LP: SLPD
12362, MC: MK 12362)
Reissue from 1982
Originally released on LP in 1982 but not
submitted for review, these are sensitive and
idiomatic performances and the only ones
currently listed. Op.2 ( 1908-9) is something
of a rarity, a mixed bag of influences and
trends rather like Bartok's slightly earlier first
quartet, but without his instinctive grasp of
the medium. It is a long work 138m) beginning with two basically slow movements.
No.2 11918), which has two compound
movements, is much more individual and
has been recorded several times. The Kodaly
Quartet's account of both works is full of
subtle phrasing and dynamic light and
shade. The CD has a natural clarity and
presence which brings out detail without
over- emphasis. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
KROMMER: Concerto for Flute in G .1
CD
Concertino for Flute & Oboe in C Concerto for
Oboe in F
Peter- Lukas Graf (110/Heinz Holliger lob)/ECO
Claves CD 50-8203 163m 22s) digital
Reissue from 1983
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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These performances were well applauded
when they first appeared on black disc and
they seem equally delightful to me now. In
his original May 83 review PT commented on
the constraints of the recording venue, St.
Mary's, Woodford, but noted that Tony
Faulkner had done afine job in creating such
detail and separation despite the limitations.
Again Iwould agree, and add that transfer to
CD has not really opened up the orchestral
sound nor improved the balance of the
soloists and orchestra. Graf is rather closely
recorded for my taste, and some will enjoy
more than Ido the breathiness of the result.
But overall, well recommended. [
A/B:1/1*]
Doug Hammond
LALO: Symphonie Espagnole/SARASATE:
CD
Zigeunerweisen
Anne-Sophie Mutter/Orch Nat France/Ozavva
EMI CDC 7473182 140m 39s) digital ( LP: EL 27
01761, MC: EL 27 01764)
Fractionally cleaner, but nothing more to add
to last month's black- disc assessment Either
way, this is some of the most remarkable
fiddling that I've heard in a very long time.
[A:19
Edward Seckerson

LEHAR: Giuditta
LP
Moser, Lindner (sops)/Gedda, Finke (tens)/Munich
Con Ch & Rad Orch/Boskovsky
EMI EX 27 02573 (
2LPs) digital dmm ( NCD, NMC)
This was Lehar's last operetta, and the
conductor here, Willi Boskovsky, was the
leader of the orchestra at the first performance in 1934. The principals then were
Jarmila Novotna and Richard Tauber, and it
cannot be said that their present successors
Edda Moser and Nicolai Gedda sound
entirely at ease in their roles. As one would
expect, Gedda always sings musically and
copes remarkably well with the high tessitura of his music, but his voice sounds
effortful and both he and Moser are unable
to suggest the sensuous quality which the
work demands. Some of the other principals
are more successful, the Anita of Brigitte
Lindner and the Pierrino of Martin Finke
being delightfully sung and characterised.
The Munich Concert Choir and Orchestra are
really first-rate and Boskovsky brings out the
full beauty of this delightful score.
The recording of the orchestra is good,
with fine definition and wide dynamic range,
but the voices often sound hard and edgy.
This is particularly true in the case of Edda
Moser in the finale of Act 1. Ifound the
over- bright recording of some of the voices a
serious handicap, despite the authoritative
handling of the score by Willi Boskovsky.
[B/C:2]
John Freestone

LEHAR: The Merry Widow
CD
Schwarzkopf (sop)/Steffek (sop)/Gedda (ten)/Knapp
(bar)/Wachter (bar)/Philharmonia Orch & Ch/Von
Matacic
EMI CDS 7471788 (
2CDs, 79m 28s) ( 2LPs: SLS 623,
NMC)
Reissue from 1963
This is the famous production which
received rave notices when it first appeared.
Schwarzkopf heads a really splendid cast
and the excellent recording captures all the
atmosphere and excitement of a stage performance, although it was actually made in
recording studios. Much of the credit for this
must go to Lovro von Matacic, whose dynamic conducting brings the whole thing to
life. [
13:1•]
John Freestone

LIPKIN: String Trio
Clifford's Tower EJ
Pastorale
Nash Ens
Hyperion A66164 (
NCD, NMG)

LP

The contemplation of events of the past can
often add poignancy and balance to our
understanding of similar events in the modern world. Malcolm Lipkin's use of William of
Newbury's account of the horrific massacre
of Jews in 12th Century York, at Clifford's
Tower, as the background to his 1977 piece
for mixed chamber ensemble, is no mere
dwelling on the past but a clear-sighted and
moving comment on the present. Its expert
performance here effectively highlights the
contrasts inherent in the music and subtly
draws out its deeply felt sentiment. It is
followed rather closely by the short Pastorale of 1963 — in its 1979 arrangement for horn
and string quintet. However, the similarity of
mood between the last bars of Clifford's
Tower and the Pastorale make the latter a
fitting rider to the longer piece, and here
again the performance is first-rate.
The String Trio of 1964 is, superficially, a
work in a very different style, but the direction that Lipkin's music was to take over the
following 15 years is clearly presaged in it,
from the tenor of its harmonic language to
the concerns of its formal structure. The
exemplary performance by members of the
Nash Ensemble is complemented, as in the
other works, by a lovely recorded sound in
which the individual instruments have a
tangible sense of position and tonal verisimilitude, and a well-proportioned degree of
balance and integration. In all, the Finzi
Trust's sponsorship of this disc must be
considered enlightened and well- placed. [
A•/
A:1*j
Doug Hammond

LISZT: Les Préludes
Mephisto Waltz
LP
Hungarian Fantasy . Totentanz
France Clidat ( pno)/RT Orch Luxembourg/
Casadesus
Forlane UM5616 digital ( MC: UMK5616)
Worth hearing for the bravura of Clidat's
playing; as BS said in his October CD review,
the brilliance is nevertheless ' orthodox' with
'little to surprise or enlighten'. Perhaps he
had Brendel's Totentanz in mind — more
varied in tone- colours, more explicit structurally, but no less virtuosic. The two purely
orchestral pieces are adequate as
makeweights, but add nothing to earlier
versions — Solti in the Faust Episode, Haitink
in Les Preludes. Regrettably, the outstanding
quality at the outset of Totentanz is not
characteristic — the piano is set forward, and
is tonally accurate, but the orchestra is not
well focused in this 1983 production. [
B:1/21
Christopher Breunig

MAHLER: Symphony No.4
CD
BPO/Karajan
DG 415 323-2 (
LP: 2531 205, MC: 3301 205)
Reissue from 1979
Not for me. The inflated Karajan/Berlin sheen
quite overwhelms the character and spirit of
this particular symphony. It's lush, it's
magnificent ( a handsome sound, anchored
as it is on those supremely fine Berlin
basses) — but is it Mahler 4? Where, Iask, is
there any sense of its human scale, its
child- like wonder, its inherently Viennese
charm? Maazel found all this and more in his
magical account on CBS and that's where I
will consistently return. Mathis, incidently, is
lovely for Karajan, but Battle's limpid purity
(for Maazel) is something else. [
A:2/31
Edward Seckerson

MAHLER: Das Lied Von Der Erde
LP
Ludwig/Wunderlich/Philharmonia/New Phil/
Klemperer
EMI EL 29 04401 digitally remastered ( CD: CDC
7472312, MC: 2904404)
Reissue from 1967
To Alvin Gold's February CD assessment
(p99), Ican add reassurance that the silent
new black- disc pressings have come out
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CLASSICAL
supremely well — wonderfully life- like in
texture and timbre, a tribute to the exceptional quality of those 1964/66 originals. I'll
not be ' mealy-mouthed' about the performance — ' seminal' indeed. Forget the mechanics — tempi and the like. Its aura is unique,
its spiritual gravity, its plangently sounded
winds, belonging somehow to a world
entirely of their own making. And the solo
voices — incomparable, both of them, with
Wunderlich in particular setting standards
that Idoubt we'll ever hear equalled, leave
alone surpassed. [
A:1]
Edward Seckerson
MARTINU: Half-time n La Bagarre O Intermezzo [ JThunderbolt P-47 Ll The Rock
Brno State PONronsky
Supraphon 3635 (
NMC) ( SP&S)

LP

This interesting collection of short orchestral
pieces covers the whole of Martinu's creative
life. Half-time, soccer's answer to Honegger's Rugby, dates from 1922 and is so
heavily indebted to Petrushka and Sacre that
it almost sounds like pastiche. La Bagarre
(Uproar) is dedicated to Lindberg, though it
was actually written in 1926. It represents a
great advance on Half-time and was taken up
by Koussevitzky with considerable advantage to the composer. The remaining three
pieces, an intermezzo, a rondo and a rhapsody, are late works. Thunderbolt P-47 (
1945)
reflects the composer's admiration for the
wartime Ameritan aircraft, but in this performance at least is a restrained paean.
Intermezzo, also written in the US, in 1950, is
a spacious relaxed composition closely
related in style to the fourth symphony,
while The Rock, Plymouth Rock, that is, was
composed in Rome in 1957. This is the
longest of the five works here and arguably
the best, a sustained rhapsodic flow in the
manner of the fifth piano concerto and sixth
symphony.
The performances are all slightly low key,
disappointingly so in La Bagarre and Thunderbolt, and are not helped by a diffused
studio sound that fails to fix detail clearly
enough. However, this is the only recording
of any of the music and will inevitably
interest the growing number of Martinu's
admirers. [B/C:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
MENDELSSOHN: Symphonies Nos.3 & 4
LP
CSO/Soiti
Decca 414 665-1 digital ( CD: 414 665-2, MC: 414
665-4

The overriding quality of this excellently
filled disc from Chicago/Solti must be its
energy and drive. The consequent underlying tension which pervades the first movement of the Scottish Symphony, and is
maintained throughout the changing moods
of its subsequent movements, produces a
telling integrity. This is equally true of the
lighter-weight Italian Symphony, in which
Solti inspires amore balanced and substantial view of the work than is often presented.
The CSO's immediate response to Solti's
requirements and its acclaimed technical
mastery must take the lion's share of praise
in making all this possible, though much of
this disc's success must also 90 to the
sensitive handling of the recording which
sets the orchestra in a natural acoustic that
maintains clarity of texture and manages
faithful reproduction of Solti's carefully
graded and structurally conceived dynamics.
The received sound is very similar to that
experienced in the best seats of a good
concert hall. Highly recommended. [
A:19
Barbara Jahn

MONTE VERDI: Orfeo
CD
Chiaroscuro/London Bar/London Cornett & Sackbut Ens/Nigel Rogers/Charles Medlam
EMI CDS 7471428 (
2 CDs, 104m 09s) ( 2 LPs: EX 27
01313, MC: EX 27 01315)

This latest account of Monteverdi's masterpiece is without doubt the best yet to reach
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us in any recorded form. Nigel Rogers has
extracted from the first edition of 1615 atext
that aptly combines fluidity with discipline,
and which makes entirely appropriate use of
the specified instruments ( things are far
better managed here than in the previous
versions, which were much more slavishly
modelled on August Wenzinger's 1967 edition). Particularly beautifully managed is the
relationship between instruments and
voices; these last strike me as excellent and
admirably cast, with the possible exception
of the Messenger, who sounds ill-at-ease, at
least when compared with the high standards of her colleagues. The instrumentalists
are all superb, with the lutenists and Colin
Tilney's harpsichord work especially positive.
The recording is intimate in scale ( with
Rogers' Orfeo even fractionally too close),
but of the right stature and breadth. Most
notable of all are the beautiful tones of the
sounds, which on CD are conveyed with
such directness and immediacy that one
feels very much as though one is witnessing
a live performance. A remarkable achievement. [
A/A•:19
Stephen Daw
MOZART: Symphonies Nos.33 & 40
LP
Academy of London/Stamp
ASV ABM 769 digital ( NCD, MC: ZC ABM 769)

first recording from the highly
acclaimed Academy of London under its
dynamic young conductor Richard Stamp. It
sensibly combines acomparative stranger to
the record catalogue, Symphony 33 in B-flat,
with the much recorded Symphony 40 ( in its
original version), both in performances that
leave the listener in no doubt as to the high
degree of technical mastery possessed by
these players. Precise co-ordination and tuning abound, but to my mind so do an
unrelenting crispness of attack, clipped turn
of phrase, and un-Mozartian aggression that
had me yearning for moments of subtlety
and repose from these high-voltage interpretations by Stamp.
The rather reverberant acoustic dulls this
bite to some degree, but the bright edge and
closeness given the performers cancel this
plus point and do little to promote a desirable chamber ensemble intimacy. In addition, some extraneous thumps, clicks, and
rustlings from what sounds to be a rather
fidgety group of performers have been
picked up by the recording, and this must
round down the rating to [B:2].
Barbara Jahn
This is the

MOZART Symphonies Nos.39 & 29
LP
Concertgebouw/Harnoncourt
Teldec 6.43107 AZ digital dmm ( MC: 4.43107 CV)

Here are two problem performances if you
like! Should one care to compare this with
Harnoncourt's Seraglio (
Feb p107) one is
surely bound to be confused by aconductor
as wayward and unpredictable, for in matters of style and, in the case of No.39 in
particular, interpretation, this is little short of
eccentric. In general, No.29 will pass, though
it is a pretty heavy-handed and heartless
piece of work with little attempt being made
to disguise the fact that it is being played by
a large orchestra.
With the E-flat we are back with Harnoncourt's taste for heavily accented doubledotting in the introduction, restless rather
than solemn or noble, and with not too much
differentiation between its Adagio and the
succeeding Allegro. The slow movement
lacks grace and the Minuet is taken at such a
speed as to be laughable. Throughout, it is
clear that apositive effort has been made to
give Mozart's wind writing its proper due,
often to good effect, but the balance here is
extraordinary. The string melody is almost
completely drowned by the accompaniment
and by the over-emphatic drums. The Trio is
slowed down to a more normal speed,
presumably to give the clarinets achance to
get round the notes, and the finale is reasonably satisfactory, but there is not much ' con

spirito' about its somewhat measured pace.
[B/C:31
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Symphony No.40/BEETHOVEN:
LP
Symphony No.1
Orch of 18th Century/Bruggen
Philips 416 329-1 digital ( CD: 416 329-2, MC: 416
329-4)

The historical bandwagon continues to roll,
but the challenges of authentic performance
are pretty consistently avoided by most of
the performers involved. The Orchestra of
the 18th Century, a cumbrous title, implies
rather more than it delivers in this respect.
These are not in the AAM or Concerto
Amsterdam tradition, though they do go
some way towards it. Brüggen has the right
ideas, of course, having been involved with
the historical approach for many years, but
the results sound half-hearted.
The Mozart G- minor, with clarinets, gets a
strong performance for the first three movements. The tempi are good, especially for the
opening, but the tension slackens slightly in
the second movement and quite noticeably
in the finale — the fiery upward chromatic
passages at the development lack thrust or
bite. The first movement of the Beethoven is
also limp — not much brio in this deliberate
tread, Ifear. The rest picks up well enough
but not sufficiently to make it a strong
recommendation. The Mozart was recorded
at the Concertgebouw and is rather congested compared with the Utrecht Beethoven. If you are quick you can cut off the
applause at the ends, but one cannot dispose
of the audience participation en route. [13:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Sinfonias Concertante, K364 &
1(297b
Soloists/Lausanne CO/Jordan
Erato ECD 88113 (
63m 33s)

CD

Pierre Amoyal and Gerard Causse are the
soloists in the work for violin and viola. They
give a very direct reading not too much
subtlety of shading. As soloists, however,
they are decidedly too forward; they should
be more closely integrated into the orchestra. The Sinfonia for winds — in the conventional oboe, clarinet, horn and bassoon
format — fails in the opposite respect. In tuttis
it is not easy to distinguish soloists from
orchestra, though when playing alone they
tend to move forward in a disconcerting
way. The orchestral playing is of good
average standard, not sufficiently arresting
to make this coupling preferable to the
several excellent LP recordings currently
available. [B/C:2]
Kenneth Domment

MOZART: Violin Concertos K216 & 219
CD
Anne-Sophie Mutter (yln)/BPO/Karajan
DG 415 327-2 (
57m 58s) ( LP: 415 327-1, MC: 415
327-4)
Reissue from 1978

The LP merited good marks when released,
but the new CD offers a more refined
impression and amplifies the richness of the
strings, especially Mutter's. She is forwardly
balanced against the orchestra as one has
come to expect, but the orchestral sound is
full and well integrated. The glossy, fullblown performances will not be to all tastes,
however. [A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART The Horn Concertos
LP
Hermann Baumann (hrn)/St Paul CO/Zukerman
Philips 412 737-1 digital ( CD: 412 737-2, MC: 412
737-4)

The CD was reviewed last month, p105. The
LP gives a superior impression of the
balance between soloist and orchestra, and
to that extent is more realistic and has the
advantage of putting the players into better
perspective vis-à-vis the listener. The sound
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is quite as good as the CD version and on
balance the LP is more comfortable but
probably less exciting. [A:1] Kenneth Dommett

Continental flavour which is exciting but
lacks universal appeal. [
A/A•:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Clarinet Concerto
Clarinet
Quintet
Thea King (b-c10/Gabrieli Ot/ECO/Tate
Hyperion A66199 digital ( MC: KA66199)

MOZART: Clarinet Quintets
CD
Salomon Ot/Hacker/Schatzberger
Amon Ra CD-SAR17 (
60m 35s) digital ( LP: SAR 17,
MC: CSAR 171

LP

This new recording of the concerto comes Alan Hacker's ravishing tone, if one happens
hard on the heels of the Pay/AAM recording to have heard it live, is better realised by the
(March p107). That was an attempt at true CD than the LP ( Feb ' 85, p1031; otherwise it
period style, whereas Thea King's with the would be difficult to choose between the
ECO is more of acompromise. She too uses two. Ihave — and therefore raise the sonic
rating. [
A•:1]
Peter Turner
a basset clarinet, but the orchestra and its
conductor are less concerned than Hogwood's ensemble with the observance of
CD
academic niceties. This is, however, a very MOZART: String Quintets K515 & K516
Takacs Ot/Denes Korommy (via)
satisfying performance, rich in nuance and
Hungaroton HCD 12656-2 (
64m 05s) ( LP: SLPD
colour, and Thea King's own playing is
distinguished by some lovely legato and a 12656, MC:MK 12656)
warm fullness to the newly restored low
The Takacs Quartet has a high reputation,
notes which she enunciates more clearly
but this CD does not show them in the best
than Pay sometimes does. The Quintet also
light. The recording is fierce and heavily
eschews obvious scholarship — Hacker on
overladen so that it sounds more like an
Amon Ra ably provides that for anyone who
orchestra than a quintet, and so close that it
wants it especially — but again the players
provide ample evidence of real affection for threatens to land in the listener's lap. With
the volume cut back some of these drawthe music and command of it.
backs can be offset, but the sound is still
The recording has a bright open acoustic
unrefined. The performances are not ideal
with lively string tone, good balance
either. The C- major is rather hard- driven and
between supporting artists, and a soloist
there is a tendency towards excessive porwho is clearly focused yet not unnaturally
highlighted. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett tamento, particularly by the leader. Somewhat surprisingly also, there is an inclination
to over- expressive phrasing here. The Gminor, which is normally a vehicle for this
MOZART: Divertimenti K138 & K287
CD LP
kind of passionate advocacy, receives a
ASM Ch Ens
more low-keyed and generally more satisPhilips 412 740-2 (
LP: 412 740-1, MC: 412 740-4)
fying reading. [
B/C:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
The delectable K287, which Mozart wrote for
Countess Lodron's Name- Day in 1777, has
MOZART: String Quartets K387 & K575
CD
received some distinguished recordings.
Perhaps the sheer elegance and beauty of Alban Berg Qt
the music is sufficient to prompt fine per- Teldec 8.43122 ZK (
52m 27s) ( LP: 6.43122, MC:
formances, and this new one, the first for 4.43122)
Reissues
several years, is no exception. Led by Kenneth Sillito, who is responsible for the highlying concertante solo playing in the two
Remastered from 1976 and 1977, the LP
slow movements, the ASM's combination of appeared in August. The playing continues
wit and warmth give point to the inventive- to sound admirable, still ashade on the hard
side perhaps, but this, surprisingly, is mitiness of the score and to Mozart's unusual
(and uncommon) indulgence in pure
gated somewhat in the CD version which
gives a more spacious and slightly more
humour — the finale is mock recitative folresonant impression than the LP. Recomlowed by burlesque. The earlier Divermended. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
timento, one of three composed in 1772 and
sometimes called symphonies, is equally
polished.
The recording is excellent in both CD and
MOZART: The Great Sonatas for Piano &
CD
LP, with a nice sheen on the strings and an
Violin
open spread of sound with a good punchy
Walter Klien (pno)/Arthur Grumiaux
quality to the two horns in K287. The only LP
Philips 412 141-2 (
4CDs, 255m 37s)
alternatives of the principal work currently
listed are by Karajan ( too glossy) and ColThe LP version was reviewed in January
legium Aureum ( not glossy enough), so this
(p117). Not much needs to be added, since
version can be recommended unreservedly
the balances between the two players —
on all counts. [
A:1/1*]
Kenneth Dommett
arguably more a question of style than
engineering — remain the same. Stemming
from different periods, the recording quality
MOZART: Serenade for 13 Wind InstruLP
is generally very good throughout, and the
monts, K361
CD both enlarges the sound and brings it
CO of Europe/Schneider
forward, enhancing in particular Klien's
ASV COE 804 digital ( MC: ZC COE 804)
shapely piano playing. Quite lifelike. [
A:2]
Kenneth Dommett
These Sainsbury- sponsored recordings
prompt the suggestion that ' good music gets
better with Sainsbury's'; but that would
MOZART: The Marriage of Figaro
CD
perhaps undervalue the extremely high stanSoloists/German Op Ch & Orch/Bohm
dard of playing to be found here, to say
DG
415520-2
(
3
CDs)
(
LP:
2740
204-7/2711
007,
MC:
nothing of the high profile and clarity of the
3371 005)
recording itself. The sound is bright without
Reissue from 1968
being shrill, the inner voices — the bassetthorns particularly— are rich and full-blooded,
No longer listed in the Classical catalogue
and the bass ( string) underpinning is posihere, this Figaro was originally released in
tive without being aggressive. In general
1968 and reissued in 1977 in a boxed set
Schneider's direction is sensitive, but the
containing all the Biihm Mozart operas. With
Adagio part of the Romanze ( v) is surely too
Fischer-Dieskau, Janowitz, Mathis and Prey
slow and dragged. Elsewhere tempi are well
leading a generally distinguished cast, and
thought-out and the music most expressthe
conductor near his mercurial best, this is
ively played. Boskovsky and Barenboim are
a
performance to be reckoned with. There is
the standard alternatives, but their recordexcellent playing from the orchestra, while
ings are less impressive sonically, while
the recording quality — exceptionally good
Harnoncourt's spirited and well recorded
for its time and now brightened up a little by
Viennese version on Teldec has a decidedly
HI-FI NEWS ‘
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digital remastering — is fine but obviously
not as good as the best present-day products. CD versions of the Mozart operas are
not yet abundant, and this one will no doubt
be surpassed technically; but the interpretation will continue to command respect. [
13: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
NIELSEN: Symphony No.4 ' Inextinguishable' IHelios Overture
Swedish RSO/Salonen
CBS IM 42093 digital ( MC: IMT 42093)

LP

Esa-Pekka Salonen has big and brave ideas
for Nielsen 4, but immaturity and/or inexperience have left their marks in suspect
judgement and even tasteless miscalculation. Ican, for instance, take his fond repose
(very fond) over the lovely second group ( i),
but not the ugly ritenuto which clinches it. I
am thrilled by the massive expansion he
affords the grandiose restatements of the
motto theme, with trombones and tuba
superbly weighty in descent to the bottom
registers, but again Idraw back from his
penchant for the big expressive ' comma'. His
slow movement is once or twice marred by
such unwieldly mannerisms, and like Karajan, he opts for an unwritten dramatic pause
when timpani glissando gives way to strings
at Fig. 61 in the coda of the finale.
A frustrating start, then, to a potentially
exciting series. Frustrating because of the
good things — the impulsive excitement, the
pumping adrenalin at Nielsen's high-voltage
release points — frustrating because the
commitment and vision are clearly there and
because Salonen so often comes within a
hair's breadth of something really special.
His players are pushed when the going gets
heated in ( iv), and it shows; though the
warring timpani — incisively captured here by
the CBS engineers — really do throw caution
to the winds for their antiphonal barrages. In
other respects, the recording — happily marrying space with detail — is goodish but
hardly exceptional. Side 2 of the symphony
brings alower level cut on my copy, and preand post- echo were appalling. [
B/C:3/1]
Edward Seckerson
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concertos Nos.2 &
LP
4
Ashkenazy/Concertgebouw/Haitink
Decca 414 475-1 digital ( CD: 414 475-2, MC: 414
475-4)
If you seek audacity, temperament and overt
showmanship from these pieces, then you
must look elsewhere. Ashkenazy's way has
always been the way of modesty and understatement, and even his dynamic partnership with Previn eschewed the heated
gesture, the flamboyant manner. Characteristically, he again underplays the showy,
barnstorming aspects of the well- weathered
Second Concerto. Nobility, grace and sensitivity abound, and he is, as ever, utterly
selfless in relation to his orchestral colleagues.
Doubtless his increasing activity on the
rostrum has played its part in encouraging
from Haitink and Decca the perfect concerthall balance. Not abreath of orchestral detail
is obscured: a secondary line for the
keyboard is deemed precisely that ( witness
his limpid slow movement accompaniments
with beautifully distanced winds leading).
And when the two do come together in
sumptuous accord — the opening and close
of the 2nd; the alla marcia climax of ( i) — it is
the wash of orchestral sound which duly
dominates this grateful Concertgebouw
environment. And what a sound.
There will be those for whom the end
results are too well integrated, too much of a
'symphonic entity', perhaps; but I'll wager
we'll never again hear as much of No.2. Or
the Fourth: again, this extraordinary score is
made to yield many subtle new facets, with
the give-and-take between keyboard and
orchestra, the clarity and pungency of inner
detailing, of constant fascination. [
A:1]
Edward Seckerson
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NOW IS THE TIME
TO INVEST IN CD!
With the substantial price reductions now announced
for CD players — among those we recommend, both
Yariaha and Denon have models at just under £250 —
this is surely the best time to buy your new player.
As we have been forecasting since its introduction in
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Indeed, although annual production in Europe alone
is expected to double the 1985 output to some 65
million discs in 1986, there is still expected to be a
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enclosures.
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AMP- 01-M is a refined derivative of the full, holistic, state-of-the-art
mainframe preamplifier, first described by Ben Duncan in HiFi News magazine,
May through November '84. As a minimal unit, AMP- 01-M outperforms all
but a handful of the most esoteric designs: It incorporates up-to-the-minute
precision analogue electronics, and all major parameters are guaranteed by
design.
• Gain structure and interface parameters are individually tuned, to match your
system.
II Balanced input option, for low-output, low resistance coils.
II New standards of RIAA accuracy, typically ± 0.06dB in the midband ( 330Hz
to 3kHz), less than 0.15dB error at 100Hz and 40kHz: As verified by AUDIO
PRECISION, the world's most advanced audio test-set.
Ill Unprecedented channel separation: Below noise floor at 1kHz and lower
frequencies, typically — 76dB at 20kHz for rock solid imaging.
• 55dB control range in 2 steps, with less than ± 0.5dB channel imbalance at
high SPLs.
• Individual L & R regulated supplies on each card.
• Powered from achunky, 14 joule power source, typically equal to the energy
storage of a 200 watt power amplifier.
la Healthy output drive capabilities, >+ 20dBu into 600 ohms at 20kHz.
IM Low source impedance: Tightly defined 47 ohms ± I% at all audible
frequencies; matches any power amplifier.
• Drives paired cables up to 10m/30' without audible degradation.
Ill Exceptional ultrasonic linearity, bodes well for digital sources.
Ill Incorporates comprehensive RFI filtration.
II Tolerant, repeatable design, proven across the world.
• Engraved legend.
al Worldwide operation on 115/127 and 220/240 volt AC mains.
Assembled AMP- 01-M plus APS 1043 power source — £499.00 ( incl. p&p
+ VAT)
• Please allow 28 days for delivery, and state cartridge details' when ordering, or complete
our LDS spec. sheet ( sent free on request). • If overseas, please allow adequate shipping
funds ( excess refunded) - or write for a quotation.

DIY AMP -01 -M Complete kit of parts — £385.00 ( mncl. p&p + VAT)
• Please allow 14 days for delivery, and state cartridge details'.
Info: A large ( A4) SAE marked ' AMP-01-M 24p stamp ( or 4 IRCs, if overseas), brings 4
page brochure with pis, individual part prices, diagrams and constructional addenda.
Additionally, the complete AMP-01 text ( 42 pages) is available at £ 6.30, incl. postage in UK: if
overseas, add 4 IRCs ( Europe) or 8 IRCs ( all other territories).
•: State MC or MM. Output rri 5cm/sec. Load or DC resistance, Load capacitance, & P.A.
sensitivity in mV.
All sales enquires: D & M Electronics, Cross End, Thurleigh, Bedford,
MK44 2EE UK ( 0234) 771259. Contact: Dave Simpson.
Technical advice: B & JSound, Kirkby Lane, Tattershall, Lincoln, LN4 4PD, UK.
(0526) 42869.
DEDUCT 15% VAT FOR OVERSEAS ORDERS

THE COMPLETE RANGE OF TRANSCRIPTION PICK-UP ARMS, OFFERING ALPHASON QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OVER A WIDE RANGE OF PRICES
HR-100S-MCS
£ 385.00
HR- 100S
£ 335.00

XENON-MCS
£245.00
XENON
£ 196.00

AUDIOT 190 West End Lane. London 01.794 7848

A"I

LABS 159a Chewed°, Enna's. Middlesex 01-367 3132

AT

LASS

'Unqualified British success - simple and superb.'

4 (Me Sheet. London 01.589 2586

PHONOGRAPH

WA

£ 154.00
£ 95.00

'Three new arms from o British Manufacturer of note is asking a lot. Audio Tthink that for all three lo be
excellent is asking too much, but Alphason have managed it.'

442-444 Cranbrook Rood, Gants71111.11ford. Essex 01.518 0915

UNI LET 35 high Street. New Malden. Storey 01-942 9567
ILEY

DELTA
OPAL

606 Erpnearn Rood. Putney, LCACIOn 01-789 2349

'The new Alphason arms offer a new level of quality in construction, unique at the price. Clearly evident
in their performance.'

BRADY IS SON 401 SenlInclown Rood. LIverpool (051)7336859

DOUG BRADY HI
STANDENS

FI

LIMITED

KIngsway Studios. KIngswcry North. Warrington (0925) 828009

'Alphason is Greek for fantasimagorical or ("We like it, and we hope you do too!?
'Superb performance and British as well.'

920 Mall Sheet, Tonbndge, Kent 0732-353540

K J LEISU RESOUND 48 Marne. Sheet, London 4868263

'A fine range of new arms offering rather more than a hint of the performance of the reference standard
of the HR- I00S-MCS.'

ZEUS AUDIO 18 Castlecauffield Rood. Donoontnote.Dungonnon. N Ireland
1098767935

'The most stunning range of arms and by a British Manufacturer.'

MOORGATE ACOUSTICS

2Westgate. Rotherham. Yorks 0709 370666

'The Delta and Opal must surely set the standard for arms under £200.'
'Image Hl Fi wouldn't give axxxx for any other tone arms.'

IMAGE HI PI 8St Ares ROOd. Neactingley. Lead, (0532) 789374
ACOUSTIC ARTS LIMITED ixi

st Albons

Rood, Watford, Fterh Watford 33011/45250

MIDLAND HI FI STUDIO Royal London Boodlnds. waitron°

0902 771774

ASTON AUDIO

4West

Sheet

Street Wolverhampton

Aldeley Edge. Cheshire. SILO 7EG 0625 582704

'Simply the best range of pick up arms available on the UK market. At long last a good arm at under
£200!'
'Makes the competition look like rubbish.'
'KR- 100$ - "An amazing achievement - it works every timer'

USA: Music & Sound Imports, 30 Snowflake Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006. CANADA: May Audio Marketing, 646 Boul, Guimond, Longueuil, Quebec.

For details on arms or additional dealers, please contact

Alphason Designs Limited, 190/192 Wigan Road, Euxton, Nr. Chorley, Lancs. PR7 6JW.
Telephone: Chorley (025 72) 76626.
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RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto No.3 [ 1
Vocalise
Prelude in c#
Kocsis/San Francisco SO/Waart
Philips 412 213-1 digital

LP

Kocsis' account of the 3rd Concerto first
came my way on CD ( coupling No.4 on 411
475-2) where I commented on its slight
stature, its piquant, almost throw- away style
(June ' 85, p87). Istill find it undermining of
the work's grander gestures, and Istill find
the sound unacceptable: synthetic in
balance and perspective, and oddly muted,
as if the whole enterprise had been deliberately shot in a kind of romantic, soft-focus
haze. fC:2/31
Edward Seckerson
RESPIGHI: The Pines of Rome . IThe FounCD
tains of Rome
Feste Romane
Philadelphia/Muti
EMI CDC 7473162 digital 161m 28s) ( LP: EL 27
03121, MC: EL 27 03124)
Iwrote in February ( p.109) of ' probably the
best yet from Philadelphia', and CD makes
me surer still. We've real silence now to
heighten the magic of those heavy atmospheres, we've greater penetration in the
organ- pedal extensions, and of course
volume to spare in the tumultuous La
Befana. Handsome. [A* :1*] Edward Seckerson

RESPIGHI: La Fiamma
CD
Tokody/Takacs/Kelen/Solyom-Nagy/Hungarian
State SO & Ch/Garde/Ii
Hungaroton HCD 12591-93-2 (
3CDs, 134m 13s) ( LP:
SLPD 12591-93, MC: MK 12591-93)
The ' moments' — and there are more than a
few — are definitely worth the wait. Just
when you think that Respighi's high-flown
melodrama- plus has finally run out of steam,
along comes one of those ornately ltalianate
melodies — intoxicating, unashamedly fullblown — and the temperature soars all over
again. There's the sheer theatricality as well:
the close of Act 2, for instance, where
Silvana realises at last that she has inherited
her mother's powers of witchcraft and, putting herself to the test, invokes her lover
Donello from the darkness. That's a chilling
moment — an unearthly stillness broken only
by two words: ' Donello! ... Silvana!' simply
spoken, highly charged.
All this, and more, is driven in high style by
the electric Lamberto Gardelli, who elicits a
more potent sense of theatre than Iwould
have thought possible from a studio situation. So much that we have admired ( even
relished secretly, behind heavy closed
drapes perhaps)) in Respighi's heady
orchestral writing, finds glorious outlet here
in some challenging vocal lines. The dynamic, temperamental Ilona Tokody in particular, goes hungrily for Silvana's big setpieces, undaunted by their unpredictable
turns and impossible spatial leaps. Elsewhere, plainchant echoes and re-echoes: the
choral writing in the climactic final scene is
pure Gregorian dressed up in opulent lateromantic splendour and ripely caught in
Hungaroton's vivid, splendidly atmospheric
recording. The voices figure well downstage,
but their sheer presence is uncannily truthful. Indulge yourself. La Fiamma may not be
an especially good piece — some of it is
conspicuously awful — but those
moments ... [A:11
Edward Seckerson
ROMAN: 3Violin Concertos [ 3Sinfonias
Nils- Erik Sparf ( vIn)/Orpheus Ens
BIS CD-284 (
44m 01s) ( LP: LP- 284, NMC)

CD

This Orpheus Ensemble, an offshoot of the
Stockholm PO, is asmall and well disciplined
string orchestra which here presents music
apparently not previously recorded. Dating
Roman's works is tricky, but the three Sinfonias — in D, Fand A — suggest an awareness
of what was happening to European music in
the 1720s and ' 30s. They are short — the one
111-FINI:‘A S
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in F lasts just over 31/2 minutes, that in A
about 8 — and make pleasant listening. The
three Concertos, ltalianate in style, are more
interesting and adventurous. They are in
E- flat, D- minor ( which contains an echo of a
tune found in The Beggar's Opera), and
F- minor.
Sparf has agood sense of stye; his playing
is crisp, decorated and without excessive
vibrato. He is placed rather more forward in
relation to the orchestra than might be
considered authentic, but the general internal balances are good — though the harpsichord continuo is exceptionally discreet.
As usual with BIS, the sound is wonderfully
clean. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
SCARLATTI ( Domenico): Stabat Mater
LP
Salve Regina [ 5 Sonatas*
Ch of Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford/Anthony
Pleeth ( vIc)/Chi-Chi Nwanoko ( d-bs)/Timothy
Byram-Wigfield (org)/Francis Grier (director/•org)
Hyperion A66182 digital ( MC: KA66182)
This is a very enterprising issue, of a kind
which Hyperion are forming the habit of
producing for us. The first recording in
recent years of Scarlatti's lovey Salve Regina
would be welcome in any event, but when
coupled with easily the most colourful version on record of the Stabat Mater, it is a
must. The Sonatas, only three of which are
apparently designed for the organ ( K 287,
288 & 328) strike me as rather less satisfactorily played ( the faster ones are surely taken
too fast for the acoustical environment, and
the slower ones lack real subtlety of touch);
but as a bonus to the choral works, they are
quite satisfactory.
The recording has managed quite well to
accommodate three different kinds of music
recorded in two contrasted locations ( Merton College Chapel and Christ Church). The
items recorded in Merton College come over
with almost too large an image and too
much immediacy; in contrast, the fine Rieger
organ of Christ Church sounds rather
remote. However, the music is not seriously
impaired by these comparatively minor blemishes, and there is a great deal of lively
musicianship here. [
B:1*/2)
Stephen Daw

SCHOENBERG Verklarte Nacht , ISuite
Op.29
Ens Intercontemporain/Boulez
CBS IM 39566 digital ( MC: IMT 39566)

LP

While it is as common to find recordings of
the Op.29 Suite conducted as unconducted,
it is rare indeed to find a conductor credited
with musical supervision of a recording of
the original String Sextet scoring of Transfigured Night. Both pieces are played here
with metrical precision; Op.29 clearly
benefits, Verklarte Nacht less so. The latter's
opening bars have astrange halting suspension in the rhythm which destroys the
ethereal shimmer from which the music
arises. Sleeve notes mention Schoenberg's
combining the programmatic writing of
Richard Strauss with Wagnerian chromaticism and ' the expressive polyphony and
harmonic warmth of Brahms' chamber
music'; but warmth and expressivity are in
short supply in this ' dry' performance.
George Rochberg wrote of the overintense manner of serialism' which gave him
as composer a ' limited range of gestures'.
Boulez' direction seems to have deprived
Verklarte Nacht of all late Romantic colour,
with an approach appropriate for Schoenberg's later serial works applied unconvincingly to a piece which demands richness,
expression, even perhaps sentimentality.
The curious portamento slides Ifind ugly
indeed, and the Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival sextet recording on Nonesuch
makes an appropriate antidote. The Suite
here is far more successful arealisation — the
larger ensemble benefiting from the presence of a conductor in tighter, clearer
playing than in any current recording.
Sound quality is sharp and clean but lacks

the final transparency and immediacy;
balance is a little close and throws up some
shuffles and squeaks. fA:1/31
David Prakel
SCHUBERT: Symphonies Nos.2 & 8
'Unfinished'
BPO/Barenboim
CBS IM 39676 digital ( NCD, MC: IMT39676

LP

Drab artwork and a shallow note make an
inauspicious introduction to this new
Schubert cycle, and I have more serious
reservations about the LP transfer of the
Unfinished. The CD may clarify the recorded
sound, and we shall know then whether or
not the brass swamping the first forte passage in 8 ( ii) ( and the virtual inaudibility of
the tymps' motifs at the second) are the
responsibility of the conductor. As it is, there
are some ugly pre- echoes in 8( i), tuttis tend
to blur, and the quality becomes raucous and
too resonant to get a clear focus on Barenboim's reading. ( These recordings were
made in the Philharmonie.)
Isuspect that No.8 is unremarkable compared with the coupling. In No.2 Barenboim
discounts the examples of Sawallisch, or
Carlos Kleiber in the Third, where inner
movements are taken very rapidly indeed.
The Andante is paced with unforced eloquence and, in OW, the Trio flows in beautifully,
without contrivance. The BPO strings' articulation in the moto perpetuo Allegro in ( i) is
adelight, as is the distinctive radiance of the
oboist in the Trio; in ( iv) Barenboim avoids
the martial ferocity of Sawallisch's Dresden
reading. Again, the sound is variable: focus
is ' soft' rather than bright- lit, and there is
fogging when the tympanist underlines the
scoring in the Menuetto. The gently done
finale has a woolly characteristic. Imuch
enjoyed this side, but it is only fair to remind
readers of the more useful ASM/Philips
pairing of Symphonies 2 and 6, under Marriner. [
B/D:1*/2]
Christopher Breunig

SCHUBERT: Symphony No.8 ' Unfinished' CD LP
IDie Zauberharfe — overture ; Rosamunde —
Ballet Music 1 & 2
VSO/Harnoncourt
Teldec 8.43187 ZK (
54m 51s) digital ( LP: 6.43187
AZ, MC: 4.43187 CY)
In a long exposition by Harnoncourt,
Schubert's allegory ' The Dream', concerning
parental rejection, is linked with the Symphony, claimed to be based on five themes
each of ( i) sadness, filial love, grief,
apprehension, the grave, and ( ill bliss, comfort, the circle, longing, admission to ' the
circle'. Harnoncourt further argues that the
Unfinished was deliberately left as a 2movement entity. Accordingly, this performance rather differs from others on record —
and makes you think afresh about the work.
There is a sparser orchestral sound, Harnoncourt avoiding romanticised weighting
of textures; the aspect of grief pulling
against consolatory voices is well focused.
Even so, Iwas not fully convinced: the speed
for ( i) is just too slow, and the ' dramatic'
rests Isuspect will not wear well. Furtwángler's 1952 live BP0 recording projected much
the same tragic intensity, but his performance was more consistently vibrant. No
reservations over Side 2; the Rosamunde
selection is the same as Bdihm's ( no B- flat
Entracte), but Harnoncourt avoids Bühm's
ponderousness in Ballet Music I, and in II
there's a lighter, more flowing manner.
Sound quality is on a par with the recent
SoltiNPO Decca CD of the Unfinished. The
orchestra sounds smaller here, less sweet in
its string sections, and the acoustic is drier,
less warm. [A:1/2]
Christopher Breunig
SCHUBERT: Symphony No.9 ' Great Cmajor'
Concertgebouw/Haitink
Philips 416 245-1 (
NCD, MC: 416 245-4)
Reissue from 1976

LP
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It seems these days that many of us Audiophiles have become so
preoccupied with the minutiae of sound reproduction that we
haven't even noticed that it doesn't sound like music anymore. We
marvel at the sound stage presentation, lose our continence over the
detail, and climax over our systems ability to rattle the lighting
fixtures and scramble our otoliths. But ask your average
audiophile if his super system reproduces instrumental
sounds realistically and he'll give you ablank stare, or
worse, tell you that it must because it's so accurate.
What makes it accurate? Well, listen to that
spaciousness, that detail, that seismic bass! How can
you doubt?! (flow realistic is it? Whaddya mean how
realistic? What's that got to do with anything?)
Somewhere along the line we lost track of what Audio is
all about: The Reproduction of Music. J. Gordon Holt,
Stereophile.Vol.8 No.7 December 1985.
Siereophile, The oldest Underground Audiophile Magazine
currently being published in the United States, 15 available
I £ 4.951 from Moth Group. 47 Armstrong Close, Wilstead.
Bedford MK45 3E1. 10234 74 11521, and from selected HiFi
stores throughout the UK. Stereophile is published monthly
Incept Ian:April:lit/y:0(13 Please write for subscription details.

HFN/RR ACCESSORIES CLUB

Your chance to catch up on some of the great offers already run in HiFi News & Record Review

The Goldring Sty us Cleaner @ £ 11.50p inc p&p
The Mission soplat @ £ 19.50 inc p&p
The 'Tweek' @ £ 15 inc p&p
The Michell Banana plus @ £9.50 per set inc p&p
Audiophile Records
H Cantate Domino (£6.95) L Saint-Saens (£6.95) L Close- Ups (£ 6.95)E1 Jazz at the Pawnshop ( 2LP's f13.95)
reviewed in HFNJanuary 1985, prices to include p&p
Quadropod Spikes @ £8.00 per set inc p&p & Jig @ £4.00
HFN/RR '
Flux Dumper' @ £22.00 inc p&p
Nagaoka record sleeves @ £6_70 inc p&p ( set of 50)
Goldring Light (a £ 12.95 inc p&p
HFN/RR Phase Shunter £51.45
High Performance Loudspeakers Book £ 14.95
HFN/RR Black Head MC Transformer £46.15
HFN DC1 Loudspeaker Kit ( Complete) £ 129.99
HFN DC1 Kit Minus Cabinet £49.99
Michell Stylus Balance £ 19.95
CYX CD Damping Foil ( Pack of 10) £5.49
ALLSOP Ca-bonoptic LP Brt_sh £ 5.00 incl. p&p D Cassette deck cleaner £5.00 incl. p&p
CD Cleaner £' 9.50 incl. p&p
Special offer of all 3 £25.75 incl. p&p
Supercut Records please send for details D
RATA Torlyte turntable table A L] 8 C £90.00 incl. p&p.
Please send your orders to HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 1YH.
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E&OE Delivery subject to availability.
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Once past the too- plain introduction, an
enjoyable Ninth, with fine rhythmic pointing
and pertinent balancing of the orchestra cellos and basses are especially compelling
at the start of ( ii). This is a ' Ninth to live with'
rather than a ' collector's' Great C- major: less
individual than past recordings by Munch,
Krips, Klemperer, or Sawallisch, certainly not
momentous (
Toscanini's, or Furtwângler's),
and not with every repeat ( C Davis,
Loughran). The sound is spacious, distant,
rather insubstantial in feeling; the original
Philips transfer was more focused. I'd suggest the Barbirolli ' Eminence' as the best buy
at mid- price. [
13:1]
Christopher Breunig

SCHUBERT: Winterreise - song-cycle :1CD LP
Sonata No.15 in C ( D.840)
Peter Schreier (ten)/Sviatoslav Richter (pno)

Philips 416 289-2 (
2 CDs, 121m 51s) digital (
2 LPs:
416 194-1, MC: 416 289-4)

These are live recordings. Winterreise was
recorded at the new Dresden ' Semper-Oper'
in February 1985, and the Sonata at Leverkusen in December 1979, in conjunction with
West German Radio. There are the usual
advantages and disadvantages of live
recordings. There is noticeàble audience
noise before the performances start, and
there are the occasional coughs - never loud
enough to be distracting. On the other hand
there is the tension and excitement which is
almost impossible to achieve in a recording
studio.
In Winterreise there is a feeling of continuity and unity in the overall conception
which enables the artists to give a deeply
moving account of this great song- cycle.
Peter Schreier is in fine voice, and Sviatoslav
Richter ( better known for his work as a
soloist) proves to be an accompanist of
exceptional ability. The recording is good,
with afine sense of atmosphere over awide
dynamic range, and there is no appreciable
difference between CD and LP.
In the unfinished C- major Sonata, which is
included on the CD but not on the two- LP
album, Richter gives a very powerful and
highly individual performance - but here the
piano tone is less satisfactory, being rather
wooden, and the microphone appears to
have been placed too close to the instrument
so that one is very conscious at times of the
piano action. [
B/C:1 ]
John Freestone

SCHUMANN: Frauenliebe und Leben .1 CD
Liederkreis Op.24 , ITragddie 1-111 J 3 Lieder
Brigitte Fassbaender la/t)/Irwin Gage (pno)

DG 415 519-2 (
58m 8s) digital (
LP: 415 519-1, MC
415 519-4)

Brigitte Fassbaender is among the finest
lieder singers of today. She colours her voice
with great skill and her excellent diction
emphasises a feeling for words and a deep
involvement in all she sings. In the Frauenliebe und Leben cycle she has many rivals,
including Janet Baker's fine version on Saga
recorded in 1966, but the more modern
recording under review tips the balance in its
favour. The Liederkreis Op.24 was Schumann's first song- cycle and is really more
suitable for a male singer, although Miss
Fassbaender sings it most beautifully. Iam
not so happy with the accompaniments of
Irwin Gage. Particularly in Frauenliebe und
Leben he sounds rather insensitive and often
ignores the frequent piano markings of the
composer.
The recording is very good indeed, with
excellent balance between voice and piano,
a very natural small concert- hall acoustic,
and a sense of freedom when the voice
expands at climaxes, while the piano tone is
excellent throughout. [
A:1/2]
John Freestone
SCHÜTZ: Schwanengesang ( Opus Ult,
SWV 482-494)

LP

Hilliard Ens & Knabenchor Hannover/London Bar/
Ens of cornetti, recs & trbns/John Toll (org)/
Ill- Fl NIWS & RECORD REVIEN,

APRII 19m

Stephen Stubbs (chitarrone)

EMI EX 27 02753 (
2 LPs) digital (
NCD, MC: EX 27
02755)

The Opus Ultimum of Schütz is a grand
setting, in twelve sections, of the extended
Psalm 119, together with a doxology taking
the form of a setting of the German Magnificat. The work is scored for two choirs with
the desirability of instrumental support, and
for this recording the whole organisation has
been managed by Wolfram Steude.
Schütz, whose entire legacy consists of
vocal music ( although he is known to have
composed much for instruments, and to
have been atalented organist) stands or falls
these days according to the standard of his
singers. There need be no worry on that
account here: the Hilliard Ensemble are
reinforced by the inclusion of the fine
soloists of the Hannover boys' choir, and
extremely ably supported by ensembles of
different kinds. The effect is luxurious and,
once one has grown accustomed to the style
and language of this most deeply sincere
religious music, extremely moving.
It is hard to see how North German Radio
and the German branch of EMI could better
have celebrated the composer's four hundredth anniversary. The ensemble is huge,
yet must sound as though it is built from
intricately- balanced consorts of instruments:
even sophisticated digital processes cannot
really make such a mass of detailed sound
lifelike, but a good effort has been made.
Tonally, the sound is very good, but in
directional detail and focus things might
have been better managed - it's all rather
vague and distant, and probably turned out
that way through over- fussy editing ( trying
to mix too much in .. . 1. Lovely, though, and
afine quatuorcentenary tribute. [
II 1•1
Stephen Daw
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphonies Nos.1 & 6

LP

SNO/Jàrvi

Chandos ABAD 1148 digital (CD: CHAN 8411, MC
ABTD 1148)

Never has the First Symphony sounded
stranger; I had forgotten just how much
mystery there is in the piece. Jârvi's reading
is all shadowy teenage imaginings and their
raucous contrasts: the ironic circus- bands of
(i), the ' silent screen' melodrama of ( iv). He's
right, Ithink, to milk the adolescent ache of
the third and fourth movements: the tearful
pre-coda discourse for solo cello - slower
and more atmospherically drawn than I've
ever heard it - suddenly belongs to a very
much more substantial piece. The Sixth is no
standard rendition, either: grave and massif
in the opening Largo, brassy and determined
in the subsequent scherzi. Not, Ihasten to
add, quite in the Concertgebouw league of
brilliance ( Haitink's recent Decca version
takes the palm), but creditable.
Ihave, though, quite serious misgivings
about the recorded string sound, which
strikes me - more forcibly here than on
previous SNO discs - as overly recessed,
suggesting that Chandos might be taking
their natural hall image ( otherwise exemplary) too far. The lower voices in particular
are somewhat ineffectual in No.1. Many
solos - the opening of the scherzo and
several passages in the finale - fail to
weigh-in with sufficient ballast. The violins
sound thin and remote against the assertive
rear of the orchestra [
6:1]
Edward Seckerson
SHOSTAKOVICH: Piano Concerto No.2 , I
Symphony for Strings in A1'

LP

Dmitri Shostakovich/Montreal SO/I Musici de Montreal/Maxim Shostakovich/Yuli Turovskv
Chandos ABAD 1155 digital (CD: CHAN 8443, MC
ABTD 1155)

Dmitri Jnr's efficient but rather plain reading
of his grandfather's 2nd Piano Concerto is
very much consistent in style and substance
with his recent account of No.1. The fingerwork is nimble, the lyrical inflection just

about as simple and unfussy as can be. Fine
- except that Ihappen to think that there's
more fun to be had with this music, that a
little overt flamboyance and drama repays
handsomely in the outer movements, that
the lovely Chopinesque tune of ( ii) should
bloom more in the phrasing. Alexeev, on
CfP, clearly thinks so too, and he's far better
recorded. It isn't so much the balance or
tonal quality that bother me here ( though
piano and brass are a little on the steely
side), but the disconcertingly hollow effect of
the tutti sound in what strikes me afresh as a
most unflattering environment. It does
nothing to ingratiate one to the performances.
Side 2 is in every way more rewarding,
being Rudolf Barshai's ' other' String Quartet
transcription: No.10 ( Concerto No.1 couples
his re- working of No.8). Once again, the
larger forces have been most perceptively and idiomatically - deployed. The trenchant
scherzo - weightier now in more obvious
kinship with the 10th Symphony ( indeed,
The Execution of Stepan Razin, too) - thrives
relentlessly on its intensified bass lines,
while the slow movement's inward- looking
Passacaglia emerges no less intimately for
its greatly inflated sound- mass. [
B/C: 2/3/1]
Edward Seckerson
SHOSTAKOVICH: The Complete String
Quartets (& Piano Quintet in G- minor)

LP

Borodin Qt/Richter (pno)

EMI EX 27 03393 (7 LPs) INCD, NMC)
My February review of the Piano Quintet/7th
& 8th Quartets - an appetiser for this won- •
derfully absorbing box - left little of a
general nature unsaid. Ihave spoken of this
great quartet's total mastery: their command
of the amazing Shostakovich sound- world,
their ability to make every note, every rest,
speak volumes. Ihave spoken of the deafening silences, the unsettling contrast between
the overt and the inward, the delicate
balance between the physical and spiritual.
They know instinctively how to ' play' the
irony of the deceptively playful No.3; No.4 is
all passion and espressivo - a glorious
display with Kopelman's first violin leading
ardently into the andantino. Then there's the
unforgettable, Passacaglia of No.10, where
Shostakovich's cello lays down one of the
loftiest melodies he ever penned; or the
gritty determination of the 8th and 10th
scherzos, leave alone the neurotic little allegretto of the terse, unsettling 11th Quartet.
The cello articulation there must be heard to
be believed. But above all, it's those otherworldly sonorities that insinuate themselves
permanently into the mind: the weird nocturnal bumps and sul ponticello slitherings
of No.12, the drained, vibratoless murmurs
of No.13, parched like an old squeeze- box, its
final high B- flat cresendo (
pp to sffff) staying
with one through, and beyond, the rest of the
two remaining quartets.
In asentence, Icannot conceive of greater
insight into this extraordinary canon of
works: to take the journey chronologically is
to probe ever more deeply ' the Shostakovich
within'. The more you probe, the more
elusive become the ideas and emotions, and
the more compelling the need to unravel.
How far from the fresh, classical inflections,
the untroubled ' Springtime' of No.1, is No.15
with its cryptic barest essentials - an unsolvable Chinese puzzle, painfully secretive. With
each visit you come only a little closer to
understanding.
The recording dates span 1978-83 and the
quality is variable. As Isaid of the single
disc: ' Don't expect much in the way of
ambience, just be thankful for the presence
and immediacy'. LB/C:11
Edward Seckerson
STRAUSS ( Richard): Ein Heldenleben

CD LP

BPO/Karajan

DG 415 508-2 (
46m 40s) digital (
LP: 415 508-1, MC:
415 508-4)

This

is

our piece,

Karajan

seems to

be
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saying; let no-one ever forget it. And why
not? It is wonderful. There's an aura of
immortality, an incomparable assurance and
security from first to last. The long and
nostalgic final paragraphs are unfolded with
deepest affection for ' old friends'; and the
playing, need Isay it, is such as to silence
criticism. When solo oboe sings out at the
close of the love- scene and Karajan's strings
take up his song, the passion and the
unanimity are stunning. When the Berlin
trumpets finally sound their ' last post' and
Zarathustra passes before us once more, the
frisson created is unique: a momentous
journey complete.
Happily, DG appear to have left behind the
bad habits of their Planets/Alpine period.
This is more like it — open and sonorous, with
feasible perspectives from front to back and
focus- pulling of inner woodwind and brass
intricacies for ' the battle' that is subtly
achieved without too much loss of the
natural concert- hall image. The solo fiddle is
a little too much centre- stage, and I'm sorry
the horns are virtually covered in their
momentous Don Juan quote. But these are
small matters. Silver- disc has all the obvious
advantages over black, not least the critical
absence of adisruptive turn- over; but on CD
Ipersonally still rate the Denon/Blomstedt
very highly. As sheer sound that is definitely
riper and more exciting, but as a performance Karajan must have the last word. And
does. [
A:1*1
Edward Seckerson
STRAUSS ( Richard): Violin & Piano Sonata
LP
in EL/FAURE: Violin & Piano Sonata in A
Lydia Mordkovitch ( vIn)/Gerhard Oppitz (pno)
Chandos ABRD 1151 digital ( CD: CHAN 8417, MC:
ABTD 1151)
Familiar grouses. If only Chandos could
master their instrumental and chamber techniques as they have their orchestral. The
piano here is again such a poor relation —
hollow-toned, anonymous — the solo violin
very much in the fierce, uncompromising
glare of the spotlight. Yes, it's vivid all right,
but must it be quite so vivid — or should Isay
livid?
Miss Mordkovitch — a bold, splendidly
uninhibited performer — can more than fend
for herself. Her sound, tough and passionate,
heavy with vibrato, wings freely, she goes
with the phrase lengths, draws the emotion,
and this early, impetuous, and precocious
Strauss suits her well. For here is music with
anatural ability to take wing and soar, music
steeped in the influential voicings of Schumann and Chopin ( the piano writing in the
andante cantabile is surely no unconscious
coincidence — more a deliberate homage)
but music, nonetheless, with its own inimitable lyric surge. The youthful spontaneity of
Don Juan is never very far away. On the
reverse, of course, is pure gold, delivered
here with ardour and a full heart. If only the
record sounded more beautiful. [
B/C:1]
Edward Seckerson
SUK: Ripening
Czech PO/Neumann
Supraphon 3640 digital

LP

Supraphon's decision to release Suk's two
symphonically scaled poems together with
his great symphony Asrael must be asource
of satisfaction to those who relish the neglected masterpieces of the early years of this
century — and the work of this influential
Czech composer in particular. Ripening,
Suk's Op.34, was completed in 1917 and in
effulgently romantic terms expresses the
interior upheaval arising from the nature of
Love in all its forms. It also reflects the
external struggle taking place on the battlefields. Like A Summer Tale, Ripening is on
a large scale, but does not sprawl and
culminates in atautly constructed fugue. It is
just the sort of music that Neumann seems
most at home with and he gives it a fullblooded reading — though a rather more
restrained one than Talich's memorable old
recording.
1
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The new Supraphon recording, made in
January 1984, is among the best Ihave heard
from this source. The sound is still a bit soft
at the edges, but the large orchestra is well
focused and the dynamic range, which is
wide, is nicely controlled. (
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No.1/
LP
JS BACH: Concerto in d, BWV1052
Sviatoslav Richter (pno)/Czech PO/Ancerl/Talich
dell'Arte DA9018
(
NC)
Recordings from 1954
These were Richter's first ( Supraphon)
recordings made outside Russia. Oddly, the
Bach Adagio was taped in adifferent Prague
hall — there's a greater focus; elsewhere the
quality has the washy character of electronic
stereo. The Tchaikovsky is cut at a higher
level than in its last Rediffusion transfer. It is
worth hearing for Richter's sang-froid,
although it cannot be acclaimed as a great
collaboration. Closer rapport is suggested in
the Bach, with Talich, although the sewingmachine insistence of the outer movements
(and so dragging a slow movement) Ifind
depressingly unmusical. (
H:1/3/4]
Christopher Breunig

TELEMANN: Ouvertüren ( Suites) in D ( TVVV
55:D15) & in C 155:C61
VCM/Harnoncoud
Teldec ZK 8.42589 (
46m 41s)
Reissue

CD

the scherzo slower than usual, but it is
teeming with vitality. The orchestra was on
top form for ' Glorious John', and it is good to
report not only improved clarity in the new
transfer, but a fill- up which sacrifices
scarcely any of the ambience to be found on
the HFN/RR '
Supercut' coupling. (
A/B:11
Christopher Breunig
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS/HOWELLS: Choral
Music
Ch King's College, Cambridge/Willcocks
Argo 414 646-1 (
NCD, MC: 414 646-4)
Reissue from 1961-77

LP

This is another selection from what can only
be called the Willcocks legacy from King's. It
spans a lengthy period, yet there is a unity
about it which reflects the mind of the
director, and his ceaseless efforts to improve
on the already superb standard of his choir.
Tastes change, and the world is full of people
who think that they will achieve wonders by
tinkering about with forms of worship.
Amidst this disturbing confusion, it is arelief
to turn to a statement of classical austerity,
which achieves beauty through perfection of
line, tone and balance.
The music here, on the VW side, is mainly
secular; the Howells is entirely sacred: two
services, the Collegium regale including Te
Deum and Jubilate. The recordings are in the
style so well honed over the years, and
varying little with the passage of time. This is
for lovers of the King's sound and style — and
aren't we all amongst them? [
A/B:1]
Peter Turner

The Vienna baroque oboists have seldom
been in better form than they are here,
where they play a very important role; the
strings support them admirably, giving a VERDI: Rigoletto
LP
Gedda/Hasslo/Hallin/Tyrén/Ch & Orch Royal Op,
compact impression that entirely suits Telemann's music. This impression is very effec- Stockholm/Ehrling
tively underlined by a well- matched record- BIS LP-296 (
2 recs) dmm
ing. These are full French suites ( like the
This
was
recorded
live during aperformance
orchestral suites of Bach), a form that was
at the Royal Theatre in Stockholm in January
certainly a Telemann speciality. Harnon1959. The recording earns no praise: agood
court's sources are in manuscript at Darmamateur would produce no less. The merits
stadt. So far we have four of them on CD
of this issue lie entirely in the performances
from VCM; how about some of the remainof Nicolai Gedda ( Duke), Margaretta Hallin
ing 92 now, to add to our repertoire? [
A•:1•]
(Gilda), Hugo Hasslo ( Rigoletto) and the
Stephen Daw
conducting of Sixten Erhling. Erhling is un fussy and highly musical in his treatment of
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A Sea Symphony
LP
the score. Hallin and Hasslo sing well and
Isobel Baillie (sop)/John Cameron (bar)/LPO &
provide a realistic sense of the dramatic
Ch/Boult
situations. However, the jewel of this recordDecca 414 642-1 (4 (
NCD, MC: 414 642-4)
ing is Nicolai Gedda. His singing is splendid
Reissue from 1954
and greatly rewarding, despite the limitations of the recording and the handful of
Like Boult's EMI remake, this was originally
coupled with the Wasps incidental music,
minor errors. For anyone enamoured of this
potent opera, this will be a pleasurable
and later transferred to a single disc — both
encounter. DA:1/1•1
Benedict Sarnaker
versions typical of the companies' technical
best. Unlike the 1971 ' Eclipse', this is in
unadulterated mono, and confirms the
VILLA- LOBOS: Choros Nos. 8 & 9
CD
magnificence of Decca's original achievement. Strings and trumpets have a thin
Hong Kong PO/Schermerhorn
'tight' quality, but choral amplitude, bass
Hong Kong 8.220322 (
41m 52s)
registers, and the sense of scale, remain
An appropriate vehicle for the spirited ( but
impressive. Though one or two phrases may
lie outside the soprano soloist's comfortable
as yet somewhat uncouth) talents of the
Hong Kong Philharmonic. Sheer brawn sees
range, it is this Boult recording which better
conveys the splendour and fervour of VW's
them through these excitable rough-hewn
scores, and that's primarily what they
inspiration. Strongly recommended. [
H:1•1
Christopher Breunig
demand. No.8, with its fractured rhythms,
wailing saxophones, sultry bassoons, marraccas et al is real poster- colour stuff: the
sights and sounds of streaming Rio, no holds
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A London SymLP
barred. No.9 is easier- going, belonging more
phony ] Greensleeves•
to the outer- city villages and open plains
Halle/*Sinf of London/Barbirolli
beyond. Not wonderful sound — suitably
EMI EMX 41 20871 (
NCD, MC: EMX 41 20874)
coarse- grained and raucous — but bear in
Reissues from 1968, 63
mind that we're unlikely to see this repertoire duplicated in ahurry. [
C:2/31
'I wish Icould score like that today' the
Edward Seckerson
composer had said, at rehearsals for the
1958 Cheltenham Festival performance of
the London (
mentioned on the sleeve) —
VIVALDI: Double & Triple Concertos
LP
VW's last public appearance. Iwell rememViolin & Oboe Concerto in BL ( RV 548) IConcerber his platform confusion, not knowing
tos involving organ: with Oboe and Violin in C
where to bow, or turn, at rapturous applause
(554), with Violin in F ( 767), in d ( 541) & in c ( 766)
— for the music, its author, and Sir John's
Jennifer Bate (org)/Richard Stud t ( v1n)/Sarah Franconducting. Even if this 1967 Halle recording
did not have that vivid association for me, I cis (obo)/Paul Nicholson (hpd)/Tate Music Group/
Richard Studt
would be recommending it as the most
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9050 digital ( CD: DKPCD
searching and affecting yet. You may find
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confused? well that state of mind probably

applies to more people than you would ever
guess . . but worry not . . .

the search ends here

the absolute sound issued quarterly, is now
available at selected Hi Fi stores throughout
the U.K. Issue 41 available now, TAS is
now bi-monthly. back issues in
stock. ring 0234 741152, talk with
Mike Harris.
the absolute sound is the sound of unamplified music occurring in real
space, usually, a large room, or
concert hall, small or large. that
music can be blue grass, folk, jazz,
big band or classical, it is the real
thing and provides a philosophical
absolute, thus effectively removing a
careful description of attempts to reproduct
it from the subjective, it is apoint widely misunderstood, even by us at first. the basic
descriptions of any given components performance is, if scrupulously attended, objective and
observational,
the absolute sound no 34 summer ;94

forthcoming attractions
Apogée " monsters" - Goldmund reference ...
Linn playback system ... Magnepan Tympani IV
- all coming, though the order in which
they will appear has not yet been
engraved upon the sands of time.
47 Armstrong Close. Wdsted. Bedford
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and 17V2, and 1can
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be taught to play another instrument,
which could give you the opportunity
to take to the turf at Wembley.
We're very proud of the illustrious

history of our bands, so our standards
are very high.
You'd receive first-class musical
tuition from the start to ensure that
those standards are reached.
And, of course, as aRoyal Marine,
you'll be expected to stay in pretty
good shape.
From then on,you'd be playing
all sorts of music at all sorts of

venues. From traditional military
in, say, the Caribbean to an orchestral
spot at the Royal Albert Hall.
Not forgetting, of course, "Abide
with Me' at Wembley Stadium.
If you're interested in this exciting and rewarding career, find
out more from any Royal Navy
and Royal Marines Careers
Information Office.
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4

9050, MC: DKPC 9050)
The Vivaldi organ concertos are historically
and musically important in that they are in all
probability the first concertos ever in which
the keyboard has an obbligato right-hand
part. Jennifer Bate is a most persuasive
advocate, and she is very ably supported by
the sweet- toned Sarah Francis, the rhythmically lively lines of Richard Studt and a
highly sympathetic string ensemble with
positive harpsichord continuo.
The recording is good as far as spread and
distance are concerned, and the organ is
very well balanced, but there's a slightly
hard edge to the digital sound. Possibly this
is because the organ is tuned to a temperament with which the remaining instruments
only just accord; certainly Ifound that this
recording is at its most enjoyable when the
concertos are played separately. As part of a
mixed Vivaldi listening spell, this issue is
enchanting, but in larger doses the sound
becomes wearisome. Fascinating for its
introduction of anew part of the repertoire in
caring performances. (
A/B:1]
Stephen Daw

on both CD and LP; the sounds are
extremely similar ( which is as it should be in
completely digital processing). Just occasionally the violins sound too bright for my
taste — hence no star- rating, although this
may well be the actual instrumental sound
well captured in an unflattering moment.
[A:1]
Stephen Daw

Your reaction to the cool detachment of a
recorded concert performance may well predispose you towards or against this wellbalanced production, reviewed on LP in Dec
'85 ( p129). Nimbus- pressed CDs improve on
the LP surfaces and their occasional patches
of congested cutting, but otherwise differ
surprisingly little in balance or impact. [
A:1]
David Prakel

VIVALDI: The Four Seasons ( Concertos
CD
WAGNER: Tannhauser ( Paris Version)
CD
Op.8, 1-4)
Rene Kollo/Helga DerneschNictor Braun/Christa
Nils- Erik Spart (vIn)/Drottningholm Bar Ens
BIS CD-275 139m 53s) ( LP: BIS LP- 275, MC: BIS - Ludwig/Hans SotinNienna State Op ChNienna
Boys ChNPO/Solti
MC- 275)
Decca 414 581-2 (
3 CDs, 187m 39s)
Reissue from 1971
Much though I love a number of other
recordings of these extremely fashionable
Well-filled CDs have enabled this digitally
Concertos, Ihave to confess to being completely bowled over by this magnificent
remastered recording of the extended Paris
version to be accommodated on just three
version. Not only is the Drottningholm
Ensemble ( here slightly augmented) very
discs. This very theatrical performance and
spacious recording should be an ideal transgood and stylish, it is also superlatively
fer to silver disc, with the prospect of its
disciplined and trained. Not only is Sparf one
added clarity and stability of stereo depth
of the best baroque musicians to emerge
and
perspectives. The only slight reservation
since the early 1970s, but he persuades me
about the CD issue must concern some
consistently as he plays that this is exactly
hardness on the male voices ( listen here to
how Vivaldi himself would have played the
the end of Act Iwhen the Landgrave and his
concertos. To me, he simply is Vivaldi.
VIVALDI: * Concerto for 2Cellos, Strings &
LP
knights discover Tannhauser). The expected
BIS have long been established as ahighly
Continuo in g ( RV 531)
Concerto in bfor Cello,
clarity and smoothness were not found in
successful specialist recording firm based
Strings & Continuo ( RV 424)
Concerto in G for
this passage, though overall the recording
around the Swedish von Bahr family, and
Cello, Strings & Continuo ( RV 413)/BOCCHERINI:
has eased itself well into the new medium.
this CD is typical of their excellent standards.
Concerto in D for Cello & Strings ( G 479)
Everything
has
been
thought
through
in
Auditioning this recording in the same
Yu!, Turoysky/* Alain Aubut ( vc1s)/1 Musici di Monmonth as Haitink's lovely Dresden CD ( see
such
a
very
musical
way
—
distance,
balance,
(real/Turoysky
above), one can't help but feel that the
Chandos ABRD 1145 digital ( MC: ABTD 1145)
space, acoustical resonance, tone- colouring.
performance here is rather frantic and the
Not only do Ifeel that Ihave ' heard' Vivaldi
playing, especially of the Venusburg music,
here; Ihave heard him in my own home, and
Yuli Turovsky and his violinist wife ( who
sometimes ' purple'. The real strength of this
may repeat the experience as often as Ilike.
leads these Montreal players) are Soviet
set, however, lies in Christa Ludwig's superb
Sensible if meagre documentation, but this
émigrés who had already achieved fame and
is areal event.[A*:1•1
Stephen Dew
contribution as Venus. Kollo's singing is
success in their homeland, and this recordappealingly youthful and strong, but he
ing shows how very stylish ( if thoroughly
lacked the broader dramatic vision, believmodern) baroque interpretations by Russian
able penitence and anguish now brought to
musicians can be these days. Yuli Turovsky's
the role by Konig under Haitink.
tone is richly varied, and his resource with
It's good to see that the original notes have
VIVALDI: Concertos RV 537, 129, 531, 533,
CD
both bow- arm and in fingering are put to
been retained in the libretto booklet, outlin151 & 564
very positive use, which is all the more
ing the hybrid score recorded by Mr Sotti!
AAM/Hogwood
evident because Chandos have obtained an
(sic). The discs are well ' tracked' at the most
L'Oiseau Lyre 414 588-2
outstandingly clear recording, notable for its
obvious breaks, though good indexing is
Reissue from 1978
natural balance. IMusici di Montreal play
really the only satisfactory approach to subwith delicate sensitivity, as in the Vivaldi
dividing opera on CD. [
A/B: 1*/21 David Prakel
This CD has to compete with my memory of
slow movements, but also with athleticism
the LP, which Iheard in the Summer of 1984.
and relish in the fast movements and
As far as Ican recall, the LP is more sonorous
throughout the Boccherini. Indeed, Isuspect
and open- airy in sound, which gives the
that this is the best account of the latter work
performance a glow and vitality that have
WALTON: Piano Quartet/BRIDGE: PhanLP
on record.
somehow been refined away by the digital
tasy Piano Quartet
The acoustic character of the recording is
reprocessing. This is a pity, because HogRoger Steptoe (pno)/Dorian Ens
immediate, but uncluttered and of an admirwood and the Academy were in very good
Phoenix DGS 1047 digital ( NCO, MC: DGSC 1047)
able proportion. The soloist(s) may be well
forward in the image, but all ( including a form on this occasion. If in doubt, then, go
for the LP ( DSLO 544) reviewed by JA very
These delightful works are well chosen for a
stylish harpsichordist) blend so well that this
favourably in Nov 1978. My sonic rating of
coupling, because although the Walton postseems just right. A first-class record for cello
the CD will strike many proud owners of the
dates the Bridge by about ten years, it is not
connoisseurs, which includes ( in the two
LP as very ungenerous: [ C:1*/11 Stephen Daw
too far from the earlier work in idiom and
Vivaldi solo concertos) some comparative
ethos, sharing with it touches of an Edwarrarities. [
A*:1*]
Stephen Daw
dian aroma that is so characteristic of
Bridge's pre-war music. The Walton is one of
his earliest extant pieces, dating from 1919
VIVALDI: Complete Works for Italian Lute
CD
(rev. 1976), and has a standard four- moveJakob Lindberg Iltel/Nils-Erik Sparf ( yln)/Monica
VIVALDI: 12 Concertos Op.8
CD LP
ment format, though the degree of invention
Nugget ( via d'am)/Drottningholm Bar Ens
Cimento.')
and innovation is excellent for a student
BIS CD-290 (
42m 52s)
Janos Rolla ( vin)/Peter Pongratz lobo)/Liszt Ferenc
work, and the technical ease of the composiCO Budapest
tion remarkable. The Bridge is yet another of
Jakob Lindberg uses a 14- course archlute for
Hungaroton HCD 12485-66-2 (
2CDs, 116m 58s)
those British works written at the beginning
all four works, and its effectiveness in prodigital ( 3LPs: SLPD 12465-7, MCs: MK 12465-7)
ducing melody lines of rounded mellow
of this century for WW Cobbett's chambermusic prize, all one- movement works with
quality and also in adding considerable
This is a very good set of recordings and
'Phantasy' in their title. This piano quartet is
richness to accompanying textures, makes it
performances. It may never achieve absolute
particularly fine, imbued as it is with Bridge's
for me a convincing choice of instrument.
super- excellence in any one concerto ( with
typical mix of light-heartedness and regret
Inevitably, much of the musical weight falls
the possibility of the oboe concerto No.9),
for a passing era.
on the other players, and the whole ensemyet it maintains a very high level of conBoth performances are enthusiastic and
ble work well together. There is great presistency in both sound and musical life; the
full-bodied, with no lack of commitment,
sence and poise in the recording of the three
general effect is delightful throughout. The
small-scale works, with the instruments set though there are occasional ragged points
consistency also applies to the standard of
and the odd moment when direction seems
in very close and nicely balanced. The focus
the recording, which is throughout very clear
changes very noticeably for the Concerto for in doubt. The acoustic in which the ensemble
and well- judged in distance, with a warm,
Viola d'amore and Lute and much of the
is recorded carries the strings well, adding
realistic strings- and- continuo sound and just
continuity to the dramatic opening of the
immediacy is lost. [
A/B:1]
Roger Bowen
the right relationship between the soloistWalton, for example, but tending to make
director and the rest of the ensemble. The
the piano swim in resonance, thickening the
standard is maintained in the obvious care
bass and making inner textures indistinct.
with which all twelve Concertos have been
This all sounds fairly realistic though, and
WAGNER: Tannhauser
CD
prepared and performed, and the covering
spacing and front-to- back imaging is good.
Klaus Konig/Lucia Popp/Bernd Weikl/Waltraud
booklet by Judit Peter includes easily the
The works are not otherwise available in the
Meier/Kurt Moll/Bay RSO & Ch/Haitink
best commentary that Ihave read on these
catalogue, so a clear recommendation is
EMI CDS 7472968 (
3CDs, 175m 35s) digital ( 3LPs:
works.
called for. (
B:1/2)
Doug Hammond
EX 27 02653, MC: EX 27 02655)
There is a brightness about the whole set
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Luxman

Arcam Two

M. Short MS10

Mission Cyrus 1

Arcam Three

Mission Cyrus 2

Marantz ST 151
Marantz 251

Denon DRM22
Denon DRM33 HX
Denon DRM44 HX

Mission PSX

Marantz 551

Dual

NAD 3120

Marantz ST 641
Mission Cyrus
NAD 4020 B
NAD 4155

Marantz

AR 18 BX
AR22 BX
AR 33 BX

M. Short M/315
M. Shed MS20
Quad ESL635 A
Rogers LS2

Naliamichi
bac
NAD 6130

AR 44 BX

Rogers LS.15A

B&W DM220

Rogers LS6

Yamaha K220

Celestion DL4

Rogers LS?

Yamaha K320
Yamaha K520

Celestion DL6

NAD 302013
NAD 3155
NAD 1155
NAD 2200

B&W DM110

Quad 44
Quad 405 2

Technics

Turntables

Rotel RA820

Yamaha T320

Anston

Dean Alto Pro

Ratel 820BX

Yamaha T523

AR Lux

Gale 301

Vdale 504
Widale 506
Andale 508

Rotel 840

Yamaha 1720

AR EB101

Gale 402

Widale 708

Nytech CA202
Quad 34

Celestion DL8
Celestion SL6S

Celestion SL600
Dean Alto

NAD
Technics
Yamaha COX 2
YamahaCO3
Hitachi

Piglet
Meridian MCD
Meridian Pro CD

Rogers LS5

Nytech CT 206
0E01230
Quad FM4
Ratel RT830
Ratel RT850

QED A230

Manintz C054 (Ltd offer)
Mettle/ CD74
Mararttt CD84
Mission DAD 700OR

Tannoy Mercury
Tenney Venus
Tannoy M20 Gold
W/dale Diamond Il

Pickups &
Cartridges
Audio Tech
A&R
Goldring
Nagoaka
NAD
Ortofon
Rata
Shure

EAST LONDON

NORTH LONDON

Newly opened, our East Ham branch, is
run on exactly the same principles as our
main branch. So we can now provide our
services to those members of the public
who have so far found the journey to
North London too arduous.
The single speaker demonstration
room is bookable by appointment, and
certainly advisable for Saturday
ENOD

Established at our present location, we
have always endeavoured to provide the
products the public wants, coupled with
knowledgeable sales staff, and excellent
back-up service, which includes atwo
year warranty on all our electronics
Aware of the changing face of ' Hifi
the second half of the eighty's, we now
have comprehensive range of British
and imported ' Hifi to suit all budgets
These can be auditioned in one of our
two single speaker demonstration
rooms. An appointment is not always

175 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON N7 8JB
Mail orders: 01 607 2148, General Enquires: 01 607 2296
Open 9.30-6.00 Mon- Sat ( Closed Thurs)

=

FREE CARRIAGE ON ALL ORDERS.
Large range of other products stocked - if you IIPIF
' don't see what you require please phone or
send s.a.e. for quotation.

EXPORT WORLDWIDE

necessary, but

is advisable to ring first
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CLASSICAL
C011,a: [' IONS
BRITISH BRASS — 1
LP
BLISS: Kenilworth/ELGAR: Severn Suite/HOLST:
Moorside Suite/IRELAND: Comedy Overture
Grimethorpe Colliery Band/Howarth
Decca 414 644-1 (
NCD, MC: 414 644-4)
Reissue from 1977
A timely reissue this, to provide a more
traditional view of the Elgar, Hoist, and
Ireland against which to hear new
approaches to these works from Stobart and
the London Collegiate Brass ( see below).
Grimethorpe are solid and sensitive, producing moments of fine individual playing and
much well- coordinated chording and articulation. The recording captures the smoothness of their sound well witout diminishing
the wide dynamic range and snap of attack.
With only afew moments when the readings
become a little flat, this reissue sets a high
standard for the interpretation of these band
classics. (
A/B: 1]
Doug Hammond

BRITISH BRASS — 2
LP
ELGAR: Severn Suite/HOLST: Moorside Suite/
IRELAND: Comedy Overture/VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Henry V
London Collegiate Brass/Stobart
CRD 1134 digital dmm ( MC: CRDC 4134)
It should not be supposed from its title that
London Collegiate Brass, which is composed
of students and other young players, is
anything but thoroughly professional in its
music- making. Nor should a brass- band
sound be expected from it, for trumpets are
used instead of cornets and French horns in
place of saxhorns. The result is an opentextured, orchestral tone quality ideally
suited to the orchestrally conceived Elgar,
Ireland and Vaughan Williams. It is, however,
Holst's A Moorside Suite, even though it was
written as a brass- band test- piece, that
benefits most from the clearer detail and
stridency of sound that this instrumentation
produces to my mind, the Severn Suite
needs a touch more variety of articulation
and pointing of phrase to bring it to life, even
though its more grandiose sections in this
revised version emerge with more power
and dignity. The fanfares of the VW sound
better on the trumpets used here, and apart
from the recording it is only some small
touches of less-than- perfect ensemble that
detract from some of these performances.
The venue seems to have produced its
problems, but even given that some of the
top of the sound may have been dispersed
by its acoustic qualities, the result still
appears stifled. Attempting to improve presence by increasing volume only highlighted
the surprisingly noisy surfaces of this dmm
production. (C:1/2)
Doug Hammond
IGRANDI TENORI ( Imports/Conifer)

LP

Vet Beniamino Gigli
EMI 1007271 (8 (
MC: 1007274)
Reissues from 1933-51

Vol.8: Francesco Tamagno
EMI 1006581 (8 (
MC: 1006584)
Reissues from 1903-4

The star of this recording is the new ( 1984)
Frobenius organ in Oundle School, one of
their larger instruments in Britain. The programme shows off its possibilities, and it is
clearly a worthy upholder of the Frobenius
stature. But I am sorry to say that the
performance failed to impress, having too
much loose articulation, clipped notes and
ragged phrasing. Slightly reduced speeds
might well have helped.
The building is perhaps a shade dry, but
Priory have managed a good balance, and
the sound is transparent. The 16ft. pedal
stops are well recorded, especially for an
analogue disc. Despite the good engineering, though, I cannot whole-heartedly
recommend this production. [
A:2/31
Trevor Attewell

Vol.9: Giuseppe di Stefano
EMI 1179431 (
8 (MC: 1179434)
Reissues from 1944
Vol.10: Aureliano Pertile
EMI 1176441 g (MC: 1176444)
Reissues from 1927-32
Vol.12: Carlo Bergonzi
EMI 1014651 (
MC: 1014654)
Reissues from the 1960s
Vol.13: Franco Corelli
EMI 1002151 (
MC: 1002154)
Reissues from the 1960s
This series, made in Italy, is naturally very
variable in quality, the earliest recordings
being those of Caruso and Tamagno. These
are well transferred considering their early
date. Some of the Perfile bands distort on the
high notes, and in the case of Di Stefano
there are very noisy surfaces - but the voice
sounds so beautiful that his disc is well
worth having despite the piano accompaniments. All the others have orchestral accompaniment, but in most cases no details are
given. Even allowing for some rather
mediocre transfers, all the discs can be
recommended as examples of some of the
greatest of Italian tenors. The Bergonzi and
Corelli discs are stereo recordings and worth
aBrating, the others are mono and Isuggest
an overall ( H:1/21.
John Freestone

JOSE CARRERAS: Recital of Spanish
CD LP
Songs : 1Songs by De Falla, Ginastera, Guastavino,
Mompou, Obradors, Turina
Jose Carreras (ten)/Martin Katz (pno)
Philips 411 478-2 (
44m 40s) digital ( LP: 411 478-1,
MC: 411 478-4)
This is a well selected programme of Spanish songs, including the well-known ' Seven
Spanish Folk Songs' by De Falla. In all of
them Carreras sings with great artistry and
sensitivity, and in this he is greatly helped by
the brilliant accompaniments of Martin Katz.
The recording of both CD and LP is fine, with
a very natural acoustic, excellent piano tone
and a good balance between voice and
accompaniment. It is a pleasant relief after
listening to some rather over- blown and
over- reverberant recordings to turn to this
excellent recital, which includes a number of
rarely heard but very beautiful songs, superbly sung with great restraint. The LP lacks a
little of the immediacy of the CD version and
the piano tone is less forward, but both can
be highly recommended. A leaflet accompanies each, giving the original Spanish texts
and translations into English, German and
French. [
A:1*]
John Freestone
KATHELEEN FERRIER: Recital of arias by
Bach & Handel
Kathleen Ferrier (alt)/LPO/Boult
Decca 414 623-2 (
47m 38s) g
Reissues from 1952

TWENTIETH CENTURY HOMAGES
LP
HENZE: Telemanniana/CASELLA: Scarlattiana•/
VILLA- LOBOS: Bachianas Brasileiras No.9
Marisa Tanzini (onc)/Radio SO, Berlin/Albrecht
Musica Mundi VMS 1611 digital
This record pleasantly couples three 20th
century homages to earlier masters. Most
impressive is Alfredo Casella's Scarlattiana,
adivertimento for piano and small orchestra
based on themes by Domenico Scarlatti. The
originals are treated with imagination and
the sort of respect which retains essence
rather than surface. Familiar ( and less familiar) themes are bound within a simple,
growing whole which provides asolo vehicle
for the pianist and apleasure for the listener.
Heitor Villa-Lobos wrote numerous
Bachianas Brasileiras: Brasilian Bachisms.
Mostly, ' Bach' is equated with contrapuntal
texture - and not much more - while the
vvorks are Romantic in feeling and material.
This makes them easy to assimilate and
provided Villa-Lobos with wide- spread
popularity. No.9 is scored for small string
orchestra, contains afugue, and is as easy to
grasp as most of its fellows. Good for Yuppy
background music. Henze is the youngest
member of this homage group, and also the
most talented and versatile. All the more sad
that his Suite for Large Orchestra, Telemanniana, is such a shallow, trivial piece. In
manner and substance it nods supercilious
homage to Telemann. Well crafted and
orchestrated, it does little to extend its
material.
The performances are very good throughout. Marisa Tanzini plays with panache and
Gerd Albrecht gets sharp and energetic
responses from his orchestra. The recording
is clean and detail is pin- sharp. The dynamic
range ( at times very demanding) is handled
effortlessly. [
A:1]
Benedict Sarnaker
UNDER THE SILVER MOON
Popular Chinese Classics — Vol.2
Hong Kong PO/Jean
Hong Kong 8.240279 (
41m 55s)

CD

There are some pretty Chinese melodies
here, buried under the crass western ' Musak'
arrangements. In America they call it elevator music. Over here it's destined to waft
around the water chestnuts in ethnic supermarkets. Annoyingly, the conventionally
It is good to see these recordings once again
Western Hong Kong orchestra performs faulavailable. Decca have gone back to the
tlessly, and the sound is unimpeachable. The
original 1952 mono tapes for this release on
theme- sharing between solo woodwind and
CD. There is little need to say much about the
brass shows off the well- delineated stereo;
performances. Ferrier was in radiant voice
the waterfall strings, a natural bloom and
bite; muted cymbals, fine HF detail; and
when these arias were recorded and the
accompaniments under Sir Adrian Boult are
timpani taps and double- bass grunts define
models of their kind. The sound on the new
the bouncy LF. Recorded at Tsuen Wan
disc is superb for its age and the voice comes
Town Hall, there is a nice sense of spaciousout amazingly well with little background
ness. Number One in the series - ' Colourful
hiss. As the sound is mono Ifeel it must
Clouds' - went Platinum, but ' should the
come under the rating as historical, but I nightingale try to sing like the Crow because
hope no lover of great singing will be put off
the Crow catches bigger worms?', as they
by this. [
H•:11
John Freestone
say in The Water Margin. (
A:11
Sue Hudson

Vol.2: Mario del Monaco
EMI 1171681 g ( MC: 1171684)
Reissues from 1948, 51
Vol.3: Giacomo Lauri-Volpi
EMI 1007381 (8 (
MC: 1007384)
Reissues from 1934-48
Vol.4: Aureliano Pertile
EMI 1008081 @ (
MC: 1008084)
Reissues from 1927-30
Vol.5: Enrico Caruso
EMI 1015211
(
MC: 1015214)
Reissues from 1902-04
Vol.6: Beniamino Gigli
EMI 1010531 @ (
MC: 1010534)
Reissues from 1932-56
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ORGAN IN CONCERT
LP
Music by Bach, Davies, Duruflé, Howells, SaintSaens
James Parsons (org)
Priory PR168 INMC)

Vol.7: Tito Schipa
EMI 1009161 g (MC: 1009164)
Reissues from 1929-37
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0732)

4 RailwayStreet

CHATHAM Kent

Kent
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e

162 Powis Street Woolwich

55 Preston Street

If you can buy
cheaper elsewhere,
tell es- we wont
to know!

34 Mount Ephraim

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
(0892) 31543

FREE STANDS*

51 Beckenham Road

BECKENHAM Kent

ALL BRANCHES CLOSED
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and 6 metres QED cable with these Loudspeakers

70W • 70W
Compact speaker
system
ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 6k,"
plastiflexed woofer

100W • 100W
Compact 19mm
ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 117mm
plastiflexed woofer

100W • 100W
High performance
speaker system
k," ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 8'
plastiflexed woofer

Dual
CS505/2

(Or Nad 3120)

Dual
CS505/2
(Deluxe
extra £ 20)

JPW P1

Nad 3020B
Or Nad 3130- add £ 20)

( Or B&W DM110

add £ 30 or Monitor
Audio R2,52v add £25)

/

e

s4mr

Cyrus One

Mission 737

(Or Nad 3130)

(Or B&W DM220
or Monitor
Audio R352)

(Deluxe extra £ 20)

Aaul order to Sevenoaks Hi-Fi,109/113 London
Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 459555

:
1

Address

All good• fully insured agaln•I loss or damage on tr•nout
Please allow up to 10 days for delivery alth ough it should
normally be much less Carriage and Insur•c. I6 per Item.
but FREE of total order over C200 ( UK malnland.)
N.O
Hall Order Sevenoaka branch only

150W • 150W
Broadcast monitor
1" ferrofluid dome
tweeter,
reinforced 8'
woofer

Including cartridge and
all leads. FREE
carnage UK
Mainland
%.1
2

1
.

.e 1
4
/

.•

Including cartridge and
all leads. FREE
carnage UK
Mainland

over £ 50 on these great HiFi Systems. Each component has
been acclaimed ' Best Buy' in the UK HiFi Press, and as
systems offer unbeatable value for money

II Please Send me
I
_ _
enclose cheque/cash/card no. including p. & p.
Name

e•cludear

sele
£80

aa

Dual
CS505/2

Systems

Including cartridge and

Wharfedale 506

a:-tied aiima la

I Suggested

all leads. FREE
carnage UK
Mainland

(Or Mission 7011
or Ce estion DIA
or AR18BX add £5)

(Or Rotel RA820BX

(
01) 658 34 50

Also FREE carriage to Mail
Order customers. • TARGET TAP2

125W
125W
Speaker system
k," ferrofluid dome
tweeter, 8"
polypropylene
woofer

Rotel RA820

(Deluxe extra £ 20)

/

(
0634) 46859

Why
not add
a tuner to your
existing or new system?
NAD 4130
NAD 40205
Rotel RT82D
Rotel RT830
Rotel RT850
Cyrus Tuner

£149.95
£99.95
£69.95
£99.95
£149.95
£ 199.95

You can buy with confidence from Sevenoaks
Hi Fi & Video. We've been in the business tot
nearly 14 years and have lots of experience with personal
callers and Mail Order customers. All goods are BRAND NEW.
FULLY GUARANTEED and maintained by our own service
department.
For personal attention and demonstrations call into any of our branches, should
you live too fax away - don't worry - our efficient Mail Order department at the
Sevenoaks head office ought to have your system safely delivered within 10 days of
ordering. Carriage is free to Mail Order customers and goods are insured against loss or
damage in transit
Payment may be made by cash/cheque/ Access or Barclaycard.

ROCK .1 POP .1 JAZZ
ELLY AMELING: SENTIMENTAL ME
Philips 412 433-2 (412 433-1) (50m 45s)

the first theme of a suite arranged by Chris
Burn which takes an eclectic trip through
seven tunes always associated with BG and
'Lieder meets jazz' would be a fair descrip- sometimes swings like the originals, even
tion of this CD. The Lieder from Elly Ameling, without the benefit of a rhythm accompaniwith her warm and human voice, is fine, the ment. The jazz influence also appears in Ron
jazz is good, too, from Dijk on piano and Goodwin's ' Brimpton Suite' ( named for his
Clayton on bass, but the songs themselves
home village) which takes up most of the
fare badly. Where Kin iTe Kanawa's ' Blue second side. It's neat and compact, no
Skies' had a superb orchestral backing, this
padding, with an appealing Ellingtonish midgives a nightclub accompaniment to a very dle section marked ' Blues', and the presto
un-nightclubable voice. The mixture nearly finale needs ( and gets) virtuoso playing. The
gels on occasion but Elly needs a few more final track offers variations, mostly jazzbuttons undone — and a lot more gin and tinged, on the 24th caprice of Paganini, with
cigarette smoke on the throat — before she'll
the ingenious Joseph Horovitz going harmosound convincing. Sonically speaking, the
nically far beyond the familiar paths taken by
piano is kept slightly in the background in a Rachmaninov and Andrew Lloyd Webber,
room of intimate size and the LP displays no
among many others — or, for that matter,
special characteristics other than those
Benny Goodman's 1942 version. In fact, the
integral to the system. [
A/B:3]
Sue Hudson whole record suggests that this is the kind of
quartet that Benny Goodman, always musically ambitious, might be leading today if he
ALVIN BATISTE, JIMMY HAMILTON, JOHN CARhad not passed the age of retirement. This is
TER, DAVID MURRAY: CLARINET SUMMIT VOL 2 digitally recorded and all clever stuff. It's
India Navigation IN 1067
easy to hear why the Ebony Quartet goes
down so well at schools, festivals and music
JAY HOGGARD: RIVERSIDE DANCE
socieies. [
A:1]
Denis Argent
India Navigation IN 1068

non-fundamentalists. Buy any of the four
and you're in for a treat; buy all four, and
you'll most likely be converted. Which is, I
guess, just what Al wants. [
A:1/1".] for his
latest, [
A/B:11 for Let's Stay Together, and
[A/B:2] for the other pair.
Ken Kessler

VICTOR HERBERT: SOUVENIR
Arabesque 76529 (47m 24s)

A charming mixture of Herbert curios,
mostly orchestral, including a silent film
score and a movement from his Cuban suite
written for Paul Whiteman's 1924 Aeolian
Hall concert, alongside familiar sweetmeats
from Naughty Marietta. The EastmanDryden Orchestra was formed to develop the
art of silent film accompaniment; their style
is light and dynamic with more than a whiff
of greasepaint — which is just as it should be.
The soprano, Teresa Ringholz, briefly spoils
the gaiety by showing off her singing prowess at the expense of one of Herbert's most
well- loved songs ' Sweet Mystery Of Life',
but on the whole, the mood is right. The
ambience is cosily theatrical and the miking
laudably natural. It's the kind of relaxed
At first the participants in the clarinet ensemDEXTER GORDON: DOIN' ALLRIGHT
sound one's ears are grateful for after expoble may seem to be jazzers from widely
Blue Note BST 84077
sure to the ' will the mics take it?' nerve
differing backgrounds. But although David
tattering excesses of Romantic extremes that
Murray may be best known for trying to step
Reviewing Our Man in Paris (
1963) last year, I bully one into awarding As and stars. The
into Albert Ayler's shoes, he shares — with
suggested that Dexter Gordon had then
finesse of the small-scale is no less rewardmany younger generation jazz musicians — a developed beyond his bop- era origins and I ing. [
A:1/3]
Sue Hudson
love for the whole scope of the music. So
quoted Leonard Feather's opinion that he
what you have side by side are pieces like
had been the first tenor player to synthesise
'Mood Indigo' and ' Satin Doll' and also
the Young, Hawkins and Parker styles. The
INXS: LISTEN LIKE THIEVES
material from the contemporary scene. The
odd thing is that this New York recording of
Mercury MERH 82
sound is marvellous. The clarinet is a richtwo years earlier is so mainstream in style.
sounding instrument at the best of times, but
The title track is the Gershwin tune, fortuIf you live in Earl's Court or any other part of
here are four individuals who are capable of
nately spelt properly on the label, and it goes
Australia, you're probably aware that lnxs
inventively extending the colours of the
on at a nice ambling tempo for over 10
are the biggest thing since Bradman down in
clarinet, playing together to create someminutes. Even longer is ' Society Red', a the land of the myriad Bruces. Why this
thing luxurious. The sound is really very
12- minute blues. The quintet also includes
should be isn't exactly clear. Then I've never
special, and the performers play lovingly in a Freddie Hubbard, and there are seven chorbeen clear about the merits of Duran Duran
setting which is extremely uncommon. The
uses of his trumpet before Dexter swoops in
either. Not that lnxs are quite that ordinary
ensembles in particular are gorgeous examwith a hard sound that soon melts into
(or extraordinary if you happen to be a Le
ples of natural, vibrant sound. [
A:1]
something that could be Buddy Tate or Zoot
Bon buddy). In fact, they provide quite
The Hoggard album is a bit disappointing.
Sims. There is also some good piano from
palatable tunefare that often comes wrapped
His vibes playing showed considerable
Horace Parlan, school of Bud Powell. ' It's
in a guitar laden surround. But Michael
promise when he burst on the scene about
You Or No One' is atearaway show-off, but
Hutchence rates alongside Le Bon in Oz
five years ago but this album seems like a even at that tempo, Dexter has some lovely
vocal polls ( actually, he's better) and if the
determined attempt at being popular. The
phrases. It's not the ' ugly on purpose' tenor
Duranies can boast three Taylors, then Inxs
problem with such attempts is that efforts by
playing that Iquoted in my tribute to Philip
can match them man for man with the
talented players to be commercial often fail
Larkin in the February issue. The recording
brothers Farriss. What I'm saying then ( I
to sound as convincing as those by musidates from 1961, when the modish excesses
think!) is that lnxs are currently fashioning
cians whose natural inclinations lie in popuof bop had passed, and it ranks as a fine
the most commercial rock to emerge from
lar music in the first place. The music is very
example of neo mainstream. [
A:1/21
Oz right now. And while nothing they offer is
pleasant, but there's alack of bite and focus.
Denis Argent
that special and some of the influences are
[A:2/31
Ken Hyder
too near the surface — ' Biting Bullets' has a
distinct touch of the Big Countrys — lnxs
AL GREEN: GOING AWAY
could follow in the US path of Little River
KURTIS BLOW: AMERICA
A&M AMA5102
Band and find themselves up to their necks
Mercury 826 141-1
in gold hamburgers, maybe as aresult of this
AL GREEN: HIGHER PLANE
very album. But whether they'll ever mean
Rap records are, for the most part, boring
Hi/Demon HI UK LP431
much in the UK is aquestion Ihope nobody
over a long distance. On singles they make
gets to ask me. [
B:1/21
Fred Dellar
sense. On albums they usually become
AL GREEN: LET'S STAY TOGETHER
tedious after the first ultra- hip- hop five
Hi/Demon HI UK LP405
minutes. Blow, who's a rapper, and a royal
ELVIN JONES: POLY-CURRENTS
one at that, is obviously aware of such
AL GREEN: TRUST IN GOD
Blue Note BST 84331
problems. So he's opted for a complete
Hi/Demon HI UK LP423
sound shakedown, not only flipping through
The drummer who put the fire into the
the jivester's rhythming dictionary but also
Yo! Willie Mitchell is back with The Man! In
classic John Coltrane quartet in the 1960s
tossing in great funk backings, elements of
case you've not yet discovered the delights
cooled off after he left the band. The eviscratch, squirts of synth and dollops of dub.
of Al Green — one of the finest vocalists of all
dence of his phenomenal power gradually
And for the most part it works — predomitime — the return of Mitchell as collaborator
tapered off until he appeared to be coasting
nantly on ' America', a kind of aural scrapafter a 10 year hiatus means that, despite the
in bands designed to suit his style and
book of recent American history that also
ultra holy lyrics, Al is back in a more soulful
attitude rather than challenge. In the process
uses snippets of speeches from Martin
groove. Atheists and agnostics can now
of cooling down, however, Jones put out
Luther King, Nixon, Reagan. So if you need
listen to Green again, because the message
some very strong albums which clarified,
just one album to show where rap was at in
no longer intrudes; the music is that good.
and perhaps simplified, the drumming
'86 ( actually the album was made in ' 85) it
You'll find the restoration of this teamwork
innovations he introduced while at his peak.
might as well be this one. [
A:1]
Fred Dellar
in Green's first LP for A&M, Going Away,
This 1969 album is well worth re-examinawhich contrasts nicely with all three of this
tion for anyone trying to get to grips with
month's Demon reissues. Let's Stay
Jones' contribution to polyrhythmic drumEBONY QUARTET: FLYING HOME
Together gives us Green and Mitchell in the
ming. His vocabulary is well set out, and it
Merlin MRF 85078
secular mode, while Higher Plane and Trust
dovetails with the music and the players to
in God show us the Mitchell- less Green in
provide something much more than adrumEbony doesn't mean they are black; just that
the religious vein. As a result, the new LP is
mer's demonstration record. With saxthe instruments they mainly play are black,
the marriage of the two, and — while Iprefer
ophone players like George Coleman, Joe
apart from the saxes two of them double on.
to have no religion tainting my music — I Farrell and Pepper Adams, listeners are
The title, of course, comes from the Benny
must admit that the added funk makes
guaranteed something appealing, direct
Goodman sextet record of 1942, and it is also
Green's sanctifying far less oppressive for
from the heart of the modern mainstream.
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SPECIALIST GUIDE
BIRMINGHAM

EAST MIDLANDS

ESSEX.

FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY

'MUSICAL. F IDEL IT Y

A&R, ADC, AKG, Akai, Alphason, Audio-Technica,
B&W, Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Calrec,
Castle, Creek, Dean, Denon, Dual, Dynavector, Elite (Inc. Rock), Glanz, Goldring, Hunt-EDA, KEF, Lowther,
NakaMeridian, MFSL, Michell,
michi,
Mission, Monitor
Ortofon, Philips
Audio, Musical
(C.D. only), Pink
Fidelity,
Triangle, Quad, Revox,
NagaRogers, Sansui, Sennheiser,
oka,
Shure, Sondex, Spendor,
Syrinx, Thorens, Trio, Colin Walker,
Wharfedale, Yorkshire HiFi, Zenn.
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BEEC WOOD AUDIO
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Five Ways Hi-Fidelity Ltd.. 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham 815 1LD.
Telephone, 021-055 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment
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LANCASHIRE

MIDDLESEX
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A Et R. Creek,
MR AR, ADC. AIWA, AKAI. ARISTON. B&W. BOSE BOSTON
ACOUSTICS. CASTLE. DENON, DIESIS. DUAL HAFLER HEYBROOK JBL
.WC. KEF. EUXMAN. MARANTZ, MITSUBISHI. MONITOR AUDIO.
MORDAUNT-SHORT, MYST, NAD. NAKAMICH. PICNEER. PROTON.
QED, QUAD, REVOLVER. ROTEL SME. SPENDOR, TANNOY. TEAC,
THORENS. TRIO, VIDEOTONE. VVI-IARFEDALE YAMAHA.
• DEL VERY SERVICE • INSTA.[ AT ON • CAR PARKING • TOP TAPE
• MAIL/TELEPHONE ORDEP' • NSTANT CREDIT UP TO £ 1000 •
ACCESS
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L
7Moor Lane, Clitheroe,
/
Lancs BB7 1BE Tel: 0200 26563

Dual, Linn, Meridian, Quad, Philips, Teac
and many other leading brands.

RUC D

Beard Valve Amps, Musical Fidelity,
Sugden, Wharfedale, Castle, Alphason,
JA Michell, AR Turntables, Aiwa, Akai,
Walker.

(HI- Fl SPECIALISTS) LTD.
45 Radford Road, Nottingham.
Telephone ( 0602)783862

ni

45 HIGH STREET, HOUNSLOW. MIDDLESEX
TEL 01-570-7512

COMPACT DISC/SURREY

tOurnd

PRECISION
SOUNDS

CD SERVICE MAIL-ORDER
T.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SPANDAU BALLET:
SAD'
LEVEL 42:
STING:
PAUL HARDCASTI :

SINGLES COLLECTION £ 0.20
PROMISE
£ 10.20
WORLD MACHINE £9.50
DREAM OF BLUE TURTLES £ 10.20
PAUL HARDCASTLE
L10.20

KENT
JAPANESE AND SUPER PRESSINGS
Direct cut Digital - Compact DISC Hatt Si.. •
Fui irange in stock Thousands more to ordei -, .
phone for details

tall Super Pres ,-.
large SAE tor LP •

Loudspeakers

WEST SUSSEX

Seincrs
Expensive

For the
finest
names
in

Pink V

deelius

HiFi

2, 17p stamps for , dialogue

PRECISION SOUNDS, 31 INGRAINS CLOSE,
FIERSHAM, SURREY, KT1 2 SIFI.
Please slate preference:
popular, lair, eas listening, or rlasso al.
P&P 40p tor Idisc, 20p each (list thereafter.
Please make cheques payable to: Precision Sounds Ltd.
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WARWICKSHIRE

CONTACT US FOR ALL YOUR C.D. REQUIREMENTS,
WE OFFER AT LEAST 15% OFF RRP.
Send

Nakarnicht

RING NICK ON 0788-79736
AGENTS FOR
ADC - Arision - Audio Technca - Castle - Celestion
Concordant Audio - Dual - Denon - Dynavector - Glanz
Grado - Goldring - Helius - Heybrook - Marantz
Meridian - Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst
Ortofon - Pink V - OED - Quad - Rotel - Sondex
Spendor - Syrinx - Tannoy - The Source - Thorens
Yamaha - Zeta.
For Demonstrations. Installations and Expert Advice.
12a Regent Street, Rugby, Warks.

-

BOINER$&
WILKINS

WORTHING
(BOWERS •"

ILKINS

Liltlehampton Road Tel Worthing 64141

CHICIVIESTIEV
11-111G1-1FlIDEILIFY
Appointed stockists of A&R ( Cambridge), Rega,
Quad, Rogers, Kef, Linn Products, Naim Audio,
Nakamichi, Dual, SME, Celestion, Goldring, MordauntShort, ADC, Grace, Supex, Creek Audio,
Castle Acoustics
40 LITTLE LONDON, CHICHESTER, W SUSSEX
TELEPHONE 0243 776402

SPECIAL OFFER ON NIMBUS SUPERCUTS
Ricky Lee Jones
Jackson Browne
Joni Mitchell
Beatles
Pink Floyd
And rnany more tales in stock

First LP
£6 50
Running on Empty
£ 6 50
Hissing of Summer Lawns
ea 50
Saignant Pepper
£6 SO
Wish You Were Here
£6 50
although quantities are limited

LEICESTERSHIRE

SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD LAS DIRECT CUTS

Lab 10 Michael Newman
Classical Guitar
£700
Lab 11 Harry James
Mill Harry
26 00
Lab 12 Don Ranch 6 Oyes!
( Modern Jazz)
£600
Lab 15 Amanda McBroorn
West of Oz
£6 50
We stock the toll range at ( 10 95 0, less including the breath- taking
Lab 23 James Newton Howard A Friends
£ 10 95
Lab 24 Stravinsky Firebird
£ 10 95
AL SO IN STOCK
Reference LPs including Dates
Propnus LPs including Jazz at the Pawnshop
Team. Wyndham Hill MMc and thousands ut Japanese pressings
We endeavour to otter aprompt and helpful mail order sennce
-or we are open or browsing

BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64A BECKENHAM ROAD. BECKENHAM. KENT
01 - 658 3464
Credit Cards Welcome
COMPACT DISCS
Vast range of impon and UK discs in stock
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HiFi
(0533) 393607
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HITACHI HIFI CENTRE
—ALSO--

•Aiwa • Technics • Yamaha • Proton
• Denon • Sansui • Myst • TEAC
•Walker • Dual • Sondex • Castle
• KEF • Tannoy • Celestion
• Heybrook • Spendor
• Mordaunt-Short • Rotel
•Audio Technica • Sennheiser •
53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthing ( 0903) 206820
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And it's not all thrashing away either. The
ballads are beautifully played, and Jones
demonstrates the difficult art of swinging at
very slow tempi. This is one of the more
welcome of the current plethora of reissues.
[A:11
Ken Hyder
HAROLD LAND: HAROLD IN THE LAND OF JAZZ
Boplicity/Contemporary COP 008
JOHN COLTRANE/WILBUR
COAST
Savoy WI 70518

HARDEN:

GOLD

Two tenor saxophonists, and two albums
recorded at the same time in 1958 — one
player makes it to the jazz Valhalla, while the
other stays with the legion of the worthy. Of
course, Coltrane deserved the accolade, but
at this particular stage of the game on this
session, Land actually produces the better
album. Land was one of those might- havemade- it musicians. He moved to the West
Coast of America, liked it there, stayed there,
and consequently stayed out of the limelight.
The drummer on this session falls into the
same camp. Frank Butler never got around
much and was never elevated into the first
league, but his playing here gives much
spring to the proceedings. The music is
muscular and agile and exudes relaxed
confidence at all tempi. It's a good example
of solid modern mainstream jazz. (
13:1/2]
Although the Land album is the more
successful, the Coltrane is the more interesting because it seeks to break out of the
constraints the Land record is happy to
accommodate. Some of the tracks on the
'Trane album are the beginnings of the
experiments in mixing jazz with ethnic music
influences which would later come to fruition in the classic ' 60s 'Trane quartet performances. The experiment fails on this
session, however, because the ideas are
given a tentative, cursory run-through, and
the rhythm section can't handle the new
approach to polyrhythmic propulsion which
was later to be invented and developed by
Elvin Jones, McCoy Tyner and Jimmy Garrison. The importance of this album is its
historic documentary value. The fireworks
came later. (
13:21
Ken Hyder

JOAN MORRIS: SILVER LININGS
Arabesque Z6515 142m 17s)
Joan Morris may be billed as a mezzo
soprano but, happily, she is also a singer.
While producing the odd operatic note to
keep the snobs happy, she actually sings
these terrific songs. Hers is asweet and lig ht
voice with an American lilt which is ideally
suited to the flapper numbers such as
'Cleopatterer', and adapts well to the ballads,
giving us sentiment without pomposity. She
is celebrated in America for her interpretations of popular song and has even appeared
in off-Broadway productions. After listening
to all those unsuitably cast CDs, Ifind this
immensely up-cheering. The sleevenotes
carry the lyrics, allowing us to savour such
gems as PG Wodehouse's ' Bill' and ' Bungalow In Quogue'. The only reservation Ihave
is that the piano accompaniment is limited
and had me itching for a more expansive
orchestral backing at times. The sound
throughout is clean and well handled, except
on a few occasions when the piano is
allowed to become too dominant. On the
whole, this is a real melodic treat which will
have you singing 'All The Things You Are' in
the bathroom, just like Peter Sellers. (
A / B: 1(
Sue Hudson
DES O'CONNOR: THE GREAT SONGS
Telstar STAR 2260 ( STAC 2260)
Forget Eric Morecambe's jokes; Des really
can sing. Haven't you ever heard an
unannounced record on radio, by a British
singer — good, but you can't quite identify
him, and it turns out to be good old Des?
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(The same thing, for me, was always happening with Matt Munro.) So the singing
here is in tune and well phrased; being free
from mannerisms makes him rather anonymous — which on stage or TV he is certainly
not. Are the tunes great? Well, some are;
there's ' Stardust', ' Begin The Beguine' and ' I
Get A Kick Out of You', for the last of which
he makes up some unauthentic words. There
are also Lennon ( Imagine') and Harrison
('Feelings'), but Ican't rate Aznavour's ' She'
or Richie's 'Three Times A Lady' as anything
special. ' Spanish Eyes' may be a hit in the
holiday bars of Benidorm. But great? I
would, however, bet on 'What IDid For Love'
as a modern classic, Hamlisch's best, and
sure to last long beyond the play and the
new film — and Des does it really well. Rich
accompaniments from a United Kingdom
Symphony Orchestra which scarcely sounds
to be of full concert strength. [
B:21
Denis Argent

BLASTS FROM THE PAST
GERRY AND THE PACEMAKERS: THE HIT SINGLES ALBUM
EMI EMS1125
MANFRED MANN: THE SINGLES ALBUM
EMI EMS1121
PETER & GORDON: THE HITS AND MORE
EMI EMS1146
THE PRETTY THINGS:
BLUES
Barn-Caruso KIRI032

TIM RICE & ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER PERFORMANCE . THE VERY BEST OF TIM RICE & ANDREW
LLOYD WEBBER
Telstar STAR 2262
Should it now be Tim Rice plc? This record
reminds us that he has also worked separately from ALW, though the inclusion of
earlier recordings by Elaine Paige emphasises the key importance of their best tunes,
'Don't Cry for Me' and ' Memory'. In the new
recordings, David Essex and Murray Head
also sing well. Is Rice's best yet to come?
When I reviewed the record of Chess in
February last year Isuggested that its international satire was more contemporary and
pungent than Rice had been able to imply
medievally in Blondel, and that ( with some
witty pastiche music by Andersson and
Alvaeus) it was very, very clever. Now that
the show is at last due here in May. Chess
may give Rice's words the full credit they
deserve. Considering the number of shows
this record draws from ( eight), it must be
said that the number of likely lasting hits
offered is small. One probably has to go back
to Noel Coward in the 1930s to find another
writer who had three hit shows running
simultaneously — but consider, for example,
the fact that Bitter Sweet contained five
songs that remain in the repertoire 50 years
later. The selection here is too mixed for a
meaningful rating, but it's worth buying as a
clever conspectus of the modern British
musical theatre.
Denis Argent

CLOSED RESTAURANT

THE SIMNGING BLUE JEANS: SHOUT! THE BEST
OF THE SWINGING BLUE JEANS
EMI EMS1123
THE ZOMBIES: LIVE ON THE BBC 1965-1967
Rhino RNLP 120 ( Making Waves)
Or: another British Invasion. Icannot, for the
life of me, recall such a bumper crop of
retrospective delights. This most important
period in British rock has been ignored by
the major UK labels; now we find them
offering stunning sets worthy of the specialists. The four EMI packages are beautifully
presented, admirably annotated, and perfect
right down to the £3.99 price tag. Best of all
is the chronologically programmed Manfred
Mann A ' n' B-side collection, lacking only
their very obscure final single for HMV. The
other three are less in the completist vein,
but no less desirable. All mix mono with
stereo, sound great, and go a long way to
make up for the neglect. Rhino and Barn
Caruso, American and British specialists
respectively, and dedicated to keeping the
obscure available, have gone astage further
by upping the rarity value. The Pretty Things
LP is a model for all other labels in their
reissuing pursuits by virtue of its fact- laden
insert ( written by the heroic Brian Hogg,
archivist par excellence), and its subject
matter. The Pretties have yet to receive the
recognition they deserve; this LP ( generously paired by Barn- Caruso with Edsel's
earlier Pretty Things compilation) should
help lengthen the footnote to which they've
been reduced. The same goes for the Zombies, heard here live at the Beeb and sounding so damned sophisticated — a soul band,
would you believe? — that one can only
puzzle as to why they weren't a bigger
success. Forget the fact that you can only
name ' She's Not There' and ' Tell Her No';
those tracks give but the slightest indication
of the Zombies' talent. But Rhino's magnificent offering begs the ( eternal) question:
why did it take a Yank label to release these
BBC sessions? Someone, somewhere is
screwing up — at the Beeb perhaps? — so it
looks like you'll have to turn to imports for
these most desirable of British rock collectors' items. (
11:1/1*) for the lot, and indispensable if you want to know what else was
going on in the days of the Fab Four.
Ken Kessler

PARAGONNE: ASPECTS OF PARAGONNE
MMC MMC 010
The safe and sterile landscapes of Windham
Hill offer sonic therapy for urban stress,
rather than any sort of musical experience.
MMC Records seem to be the American
label's nearest equivalent on this side of the
pond, and here feature Tony Hymas and
John Taylor on keyboards with Frank Ricotti
on vibes and percussion. With no drum kit,
the light-textured, rather aimless intricacies
of the keyboards are underpinned only by
the somewhat buzzy-sounding bass of Chris
Lawrence. Recording quality is excellent if a
little ' small'. Stan Sultzmann nearly brings
things to life with some intelligent, agile and
almost gutsy tenor sax, but his rather mewing soprano on the obviously programmatic
'24 Hours' — waking up, bustling through the
day and all that — produces the effect of
Grover Washington without a rhythm section, achintzy sort of jazz funk. [A:31
Steve Harris
CHARLIE PARKER: THE COMPLETE SAVOY SESSIONS VOL 2 ( 1945)
Savoy WI 70527
CHARLIE PARKER: CHARLIE PARKER AT STORY.
VILLE
Blue Note BT 85108
The release of these albums comes at atime
when post war jazz played by teenage musicians is being regarded as contemporary in
Britain. The fashion aspect of jazz has taken
over and we are experiencing the flitting
from trend to trend. The advantage of the
current fixation on ' 50s and ' 60s jazz is that it
makes it extremely easy for the listener
because we are dealing with afamiliar form,
aform which was later to become developed
and more open. The music on these albums
represents the source of the current recreation of ' 60s jazz. The big difference between
the music in these grooves and today's
recreations is that the musicians on these
sessions were creating their own music and
their own musical language. The excitement
of that originality and spark is evident on
these records. But more than that, the performers are outstanding players whose brilliance shines through after all these years.
The Savoy sessions are probably among the
most familiar to jazz fans, with players like
Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie and Max Roach
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SCOTLAND

Westwood & Mason (Oxford) Ltd
Concordant, Logic, Monro, Syrinx, Hehut Sugden, Doxa,
PN, ADC, Alphason, Castle, DiesIs, Dual, Dynayectcx, Elite
Rock. Glanz, QED, Quantum, Questar, Rotel, SID, Thoren's,
CJ Walker, Yorkshire, Alphason, BL.Q , D.N.M Dacca.
Systemdeck, OAK, Beard, S.M.E., Ortofon, Teac, DeRec,
Micro-Scanner, Snell. Auclio-Innoyafions. S.D. Acoustics,
Plus Many More
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BRICJITON HI -FI
1YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON. Tel: 695776

WEST MIDLANDS

f
(

3YEARS PARTS & LABOUR

H

Studio

ANALOG AUDIO

Brighton's CD specialist

-Fi

MONITOR AUDIO • SAW'
ROGERS • NAKAMICI II
B&W • QUAD • RATA. SUPEX • DENON
ORTOFON • PS AUDIO

_shif

Listen in our studio to players from
MARANTZ, MERIDIAN, MISSION,
PHILIPS, PIONEER, SANSUI, TRIO &
YAMAHA or arrange ahome
demonstration.
Large stock of discs

19 MARLBOROUGH PLACE - BRIGHTON
(0273) 671191

Hours of Opening..
Mon, Tues, Wed, Sat 10am-6pni
Thurs, Fri 10am-9pm

LONDON

(HI FI Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12

Warstones

LINN PRODUCT •
CAMBRIDGE • SPENDOF

[INN

SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM: A&R C CELESTION
CREEK ] DEAN O DENON C DUAL 0 HEYBROOK D
KEF
LINN SONDEK O MISSION D MONITOR
AUDIO 71 MORDAUNT-SHORT O MUSICAL FIDELITY
NAIM I
I
]QUAD O REGA D ROTE CI SPENDOR
SYSTEMDEK ;71TANNOY D WHARFEDALE El YAMAHA
BEYER 1FOUNDATION AND TARGET STANDS El
NAGAOKA -IQED D ORTOFDN D GLANZ 0
SENNHEISER C SUPEX D THORENS
Demonstrations striotty by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (
0865) 247783 Closed Thursday

54a Waratonea Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's NAD, Denon, Dual, Yamaha,
Pioneer Centre.
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

1111+1 MARKETSJ
W.R.B.I.

YORKSHIRE

Home Demonstrations

(
El«C cWILEY
()Ill

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

THE CONSULTANCY THAT BRINGS
THE SHOP INTO YOUR LIVING ROOM
-Covering London & Home Counties
* Also Advisory Service Available

01-228 7126

Phone for lull details - 241e Answering Service

CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS
Tel (
0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

Audio Projects
45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Leeds

Tel. 0532 789115.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.

SOMERSET

HiFi SPECIALISTS.

AVALON 111-F1
STUDIO

MON. TO SAT. 9.30am-5.30pm
Closed Wednesday. Late night Thursday
(By Prior appointment)
The Old Nursery, Butleigh, Glastonbury,
Cki Somerset. Telephone: Glastonbury 50370

A.D.C. AKG, ALPHASON. AUDIO TECHNICA.
BEARD. CAMBRIDGE. CASTLE. CELESTION, DECCA.
ELITE ROCK. GIRODEK. HEYBROOK TT2. LOGIC
TEMPO & DATUM. MONSTER TRACKMATE, MYST.
ROGERS. ROTEL, SUGDEN. THAT'S TAPE. TEAC,
WALKER CJ61/C.Ip.

Philip March

audio SL stems
Demonstrations by Appointment
Closed • Mondays
103a Beverley Road. Hull.

TEL 0482 227867

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE'S FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

the sound gallery

A&R.AUDIOLAB. AUDIO TECHNICA, B&W, CELESTION. CREEK.
DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS. LOGIC, HEYBROOK. SYSTEMDEK,
REVOLVER, NAKAMICHI. KEE PROTON, MARANTZ

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND INSTALLATION
SERVICE FOR DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI-Fl.
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"BUYING ELITE DOES NOT MEAN
ELITE PRICES"
Just afew names of stock we carry.

HUMBERSIDE

71

178 Kings Rood, %negate 1101 SulO
Tel (0423) 521831

65 CASTLE STREET, HIGH WYCOMBE RUCKS
lel: 0494 31682
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stoking the fires. I'm not afan of records like
this one, where you get several attempts at
the piece and all the breakdowns are
included. There are gems here, though.
'Meandering', a relaxed ballad, is a moment
of beauty under Bird's fingers, and ' Koko' is
a tour de force of dazzling agility. Even at
blistering tempi like this, Bird sounds relaxed
where most players would sound tight and
edgy. Other tracks see Bird and Dizzy in
mixed company — including Slim Gaillard,
Jack McVea and Zutty Singleton. The groove
is older and simpler than bebop and the
proceedings truck long to a cheerful swing.
[H:1•]
The Storyville sessions are transcriptions
from live broadcasts in Boston in 1953. Bird
is buoyant throughout, and there is something special about hearing him live —
although studio sessions in those days were
very much live affairs too. What comes
across strongly again on these sessions is
the relaxation in the music, which is in sharp
contrast to the way the emulators play. [
H:1*]
Ken Hyder
TITO PUENTE: MAMBO DIABLO
Concord Jazz Picante CJP 283

FOLK FROM MAKING
WAVES
JOHN KIRKPATRICK AND ASHLEY HUTCHINGS:
THE COMPLEAT DANCE MASTER
Hannibal HNBL4416
MOVING HEARTS: THE STORM
Tara 3014

PIERRE DORGE & NEW JUNGLE ORCHESTRA:
EVES THE MOON IS DANCING
Steeplechase SCS 1208
Tito Puente still hits the groove and still turns
in classy salsa. For the most part this album
represents the more polished side of the
music, and some tracks are low-key and lush
accompaniments to unserious drinking. But
there are stormers here, too. And when this
band hits the spot, it burns. Listen to the
brass on the title track and on the imaginative arrangement of ' Take Five'. But, overall,
it's a lighter album than some of his offerings, though it's still worth checking out.
[A:2]
The Danish guitarist Pierre Dorge's New
Jungle Orchestra gets better and better. This
album is an eclectic mixture of jazz styles
and influences going right back to early
Ellingtonia. The other major factor in Dorge's
playing is his love of ethnic music which
translates itself into pieces which are familiar
and folk- like in their sound. The band swings
compulsively and each section is peppered
liberally with tremendously strong players
like Harry Beckett and John Tchicai. There is
a surging confidence in the ensemble and a
powerful vitality which makes this one of the
most exciting and musical of the big bands
going the rounds these days. It's a pity we
don't have a big band of this calibre over
here right now. [
A:1]
Ken Hyder

KEELY SMITH: SWINGIN' PRETTY
EMI ED 26 0423-1 ( ED 26 0423-4)
JO STAFFORD: STARRING JO STAFFORD
EMI ED 26 0429-1 ( ED 26 0429-4)
MARGARET WHITING: LOVE SONGS BY MARGARET WHITING
EMI ED 26 0422-1 ( ED 26 9422-4)
These Capitol reissues from the 1950s are
well worth re- hearing. If there's a first division of living singers, containing the likes of
Ella, Sarah, Cleo, Peggy Lee and Rosemary
Clooney, these three ladies rank high in the
second division. Keely Smith's, in 1959
stereo, is the best selection of standards, and
the most jazz- styled — two Gershwins, ' The
Man ILove' and ' Someone To Watch Over
Me', plus masterworks by Hoagy, Porter and
Harry Warren. Nelson Riddle was already
well experienced and original in 1959, and
his accompaniments must have been startling for the time, with double- tempo backing
to slow classics like ' Stardust'.
Jo Stafford's arranger is now an honoured
name too: Paul Weston, whom she married.
The 12 tracks here include just one jazz
standard, ' On The Alamo', which is given the
smooth Pied Pipers treatment. Don't be
111-11 NI V‘S & lacoRI) RI \ II V‘

fooled by the title ' No Other Love' on the
sleeve. It isn't Rodgers' lovely theme from
'Victory At Sea' but one of those Chopinwith- words mis hits ( the Etude in A Major).
There is a Rodgers track, but it's one of his
lesser songs, ' The Gentleman Is A Dope', his
failure to repeat the sublime ' Lady Is A
Tramp'. Most of the rest are 1950s chart
songs — not bad, but not great either — and
Josephine's voice now seems cold and passionless.
The record Ihave been re- playing most is
Margaret Whiting's, from 1955. She had hits
in her time, such as the original ' Moonlight
in Vermont' ( which is here), but was then
overshadowed by other vocal ladies. Like
Dick Haymes, she has been appreciated at
her true worth since. The mono record starts
superbly with one of her songwriter Father's
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JOHN RENBOURN: THE NINE MAIDENS
Making Waves SPIN102
RICHARD THOMPSON: GUITAR, VOCAL
Hannibal HNBL4801
Two reissues on Hannibal and two all- new
LPs should be enough to sate most folkies
for a month, especially as all four represent
different streams within the genre. The Kirkpatrick/Hutchings LP, dating from 1973, is a
curious package consisting mainly of Morris
Dancing music linked by period chat from
the likes of Michael Hordern and Bernard
Hepton. Basically a soundtrack looking for a
film, this is the most hand-knitted/brown
rice'd LP of the lot. [13:2]
The Thompson double LP, on the other
hand, is a covers- all- bases retrospective
dealing with his eclectic past from 19671976. Thompson fans have long known that
he's capable of wrenching all manner of
music from a guitar; this reissue from the
mid- 1970s reminds us that, beneath his
left-field, wow, man, like, uh exterior, lurks a
true rocker just itching to boogie. He only
does it acouple of times here, so those who
don't want to know that side of him needn't
feel too threatened. (13/C:1/2]
The two new releases, pure Ireland from
Moving Hearts and more guitartistry from
John Renbourn, show two sides of
instrumental folk. The former actually
swings in places; good, rousing stuff
expertly played and beautifully recorded,
while the latter — right down to the sleeve —
skates perilously close to New Age, saved
mainly by distinctively obvious English folk
touches. It won't please those after mere
muzak, as Renbourn must know that his fans
do care about the folk label. [A:1] for both,
and [A:1] to Making Waves for taking the
distribution of folk LPs out of the hands of
brain- damaged tent- dwellers.
Ken Kessler
best, ' My Ideal', an unusual 16- bar tune and
quite advanced for 1930. It ends with a Billy
Butterfield trumpet cadenza which recalls
Bunny Berigan's famous ICan't Get Started.
As well as two more Richard Whiting songs
there are three of Rodgers' and Hammerstein's, in which Margaret equals Mary Martin for verve and warmth, and others by Kern
and Arlen. A gem of a record, and far from
the ancient history which might be implied
by the rating which denotes mono in these
pages. [
H]
Denis Argent
BARBRA STREISAND: THE BROADWAY ALBUM
CBS 86322
A fine album, if a somewhat dishonest one.
Dishonest in that, during the chat that

accompanies the opening ' Putting It
Together', Babs infers that she's making an
album that's ' not what people are buying
today' and one that ' won't sell in middle
America'. The truth is that Streisand, having
lost out on Yentl, has gone for an instant
monetary recoup. It's always been on the
cards that if La Streisand returned to the
Broadway of Bernstein and Sondheim, Rodgers and Hammerstein, and Kern and Gershwin, she'd have an instant success on her
hands. And by doing it in ablatantly obvious
fashion, including such perennial till ringers
as ' If ILoved You', ' Can't Help Lovin' That
Man Of Mine', ' Something's Coming', ' Send
In The Clowns' plus two or three less familiar
spotlight serenades, she has left nothing to
chance. The result has been the fastestselling Streisand album ever, and one that
went multi- platinum before you could say
'Mr Arnstein here Icome'. Dishonest then?
Undisputedly. But when the lady sings
Broadway, she out- Garlands Garland, outMermans Merman and makes virtually all of
the rest sound like — if you'll forgive the
phrase — absolute beginners. Buy a dozen
copies and send half to Linda Ronstadt.
[A : 11
Fred Dallar
JAMES TAYLOR: THAT'S WHY I'M HERE
CBS 25547
So what's new with the one time Sweet
Baby? As you suspected, not too much. Joni
Mitchell's still around, just as she was on
Mud Slide Slim, Peter Asher, who gained the
Bostonian that Apple contract back in ' 68, is
another who's stayed the course in the
home- help department, while Russ Kunkel
and Danny Kortchmar are others for whom
Taylor will one day stage a testimonial
match. Musically, too, he offers little that
doesn't remind you of times gone by. He
sings in much the same effortless, rather
beguiling manner he's always employed —
though there is a brief excursion into gutsiness on the horn- boosted ' Limousine Driver'
— he tosses in a ditty by brother Livingston
(surely you remember Livingston and Kate?)
and, again, not surprisingly, adds the usual
brace of covers, in this instance, Buddy
Holly's ' Everyday' and the Gene Pitney hit
'The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance'. So
there's little here that you couldn't have
caught way back in 1970. Taylor sings on the
opening track: ' Perfect strangers call you by
name/ Pay good money to hear ' Fire And
Rain". And that explains just about all you
need to know! [
A:1/2]
Fred Dallar

VOW WOW: CYCLONE
East Rock Records ERLP50
Despite the Japanese showing a transition
from imitators to innovators ( at least in car
design), their approach to performing Western music remains that of perfect mimicking.
Here's their stab at Heavy Metal, and what
you get is the most superbly recorded and
performed head- banging yet. Taking vocal
hooks from AC- DC and interludes from Rush
and Led Zep ( sorry, Lush and Red Zep), Vow
Wow are eclectic with a vengeance. Motrey
Clue? Nah ... more like Toyotamotorhead.
[A/A•:1]
Ken Kessler

YARBROUGH AND PEOPLES: GUILTY
Total Experience FL85715
Guilty, indeed. Yet more uptown soul- cum disco, sorely in need of an individual stamp,
the kind of indentity which kept Womack and
Womack from anonymity. As it stands,
Guilty is a perfect example of black urban
pop c. 1986, but the genre as a whole is
becoming as repetitive as the segue'd mess
you'd expect down at the local nitery.
Remember when no two soul LPs sounded
the same? Cherish that thought. [
A:1]
Ken Kessler
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THE SERIES V
PRECISION PICK-UP ARM
OBTAINABLE FROM LEADING AUDIO DEALERS.
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The boil pet up arm.. rho world

Write to :
SME LIMITED Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY
Telephone: ( 0903)814321 Telex: 877808
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CAPSULES
BIG SOUND AUTHORITY: AN INWARD REVOLUTION
MCA MCF3279
Yet another generic revival: this time would you believe? - Al Kooper-era Blood,
Sweat and Tears. BSA add the requisite grit
to the sound, with enough social commentary to guarantee appeal to certain political
factions, but that shouldn't stop you from
enjoying a band which tries to live up to its
name. A bit of polish wouldn't go amiss. [ 82]
DANNY & DUSTY: THE LOST WEEKEND
Zippo ZONG 007
E- I- E- I-0: LAND OF OPPORTUNITY
Demon FIEND 56
Danny and Dusty are, like Rainy Day, a loose
organisation consisting of members of the
Long Ryders, Green On Red and Dream
Syndicate, showing here that loose jams can
sound too drunken for pleasure. Fun, yes,
but not on a par with the constituent members' other efforts. E- I- E- I-0, on the other
hand, have whipped up a pure gem of an LP,
recalling the Burritos in all their Gilded
Palace glory and emerge as one of the best
of this new breed. No, we've not yet overdosed on this Country Rock revival, though
voices Stateside tell us these bands are
doing better here than at home. (
13:2/3] [ 13:1]
respectively.
DION: LOVERS WHO WANDER
Ace CH136
With this release, DMM'ed no less, Ace
complete their programme of reissuing the
entire Dion/Dion and the Belmonts Laurie
catalogue. A mix of stereo and mono tracks,
this package contains the whole of the
original LP plus four extra cuts, most of
which prove that Dion had more in common
with Frank Sinatra than Italian ancestry. Even
the LP title could have been Sinatra's. Glcrious stuff. [
A/H:1/2]
GARRIE AND THE ROOSTERS SHAKE IT DOWN
FM Records WKFM LP54
Or: How The Young Play R&B. It's so- o- o
nice to hear somebody carrying on the work
of Dr Feelgood, suitably modernised with
enough post-punkism to temper the latent
purism. This is a party LP, the likes we'd
expect from Roy Loney or George Thorogood, and welcome relief from the synthetic invasion. [8:1/2]
IRON MAIDEN: LIVE AFTER DEATH CD
EMI CDP 746186 2 ( 70m 34e)
Well whaddaya know: for the first time, we
find a CD that's shorter than the LP! This
magnificent vinyl package - a double LP
running to just over 100 minutes - emerges
in silver form on asingle disc, losing the LP's
side 4, as if to suggest that Maiden's fans
wouldn't be able to afford a double CD
covering the whole release. Also lost is the
glorious lavish packaging, reduced to a
palm- sized booklet. No problem, though,
because most Maiden- heads probably
haven't heard of CD. Music is as per any
perfectly recorded slice of HM: heavy. [
A:1].
Honest.
AL JOLSON: YOU AIN'T HEARD NOTHIN' YET
ASV AJA5038
What better time than the 100th Anniversary
of Al Johnson's birth to bring out a magnificent 18- track compilation? It's all here, and
sounding too fresh for words, despite an
[H:1] rating.
GEORGE JONES: LIVE AT DANCETOWN USA
Del Rio/Ace CH156
It's hard to believe that this live package sat
in the vaults for 20 years, but you can thank
Ace for changing all that. Because it's a
'warts ' n' all' recording, slightly cleaned by
judicious editing, it has a feel that few live
III II \ I \11.\. RI ( () RI) RI \ Il ‘,1

LFs can match. A brilliant example of redneck, yahoo, I'm- proud- to- be- a- cretin COUntry music, and worth it just for ' The Race Is
On'. [
A/A • : 2]
HOWARD KEEL: REMINISCING - THE HOWARD
KEEL COLLECTION
Telstar STAR 2259
Poor Howard . . . despite being a marvellous
Broadway- type crooner, future generations
may only remember him for his role in
D.illass. He deserves better, though we
reckon he's made more money as Clayton
Farlowe than he ever did from singing. Slick,
powerful cover versions of what we call
'standards', and enjoyable despite the Texas
infection, er, inflection. [
A • : 1/2]
EVELYN ' CHAMPAGNE' KING: A LONG T:ME
CDMING
RCA PL87015
Still more uptown dance music designer to
manipulate your feet the way Spielberg
manipulates your sentiments. Anonymcus,
despite the fame of the artist, though the title
track does have some identity. [
A:1]
MANNHEIM STEAMROLLER: CHRISTMAS
e;
American Gramaphone AGCD-1984 ( 33m 51s)
American Gramaphone's seasonal offering,
and baroque rock at its best. Nice tinkly sluff,
powerful pseudo(?) brass, and proof that a
good original recording ( the vinyl version
was available ayear earlier) will ' help' the CD
Edition. The only real downer about this is
the use of a non- jewel case package, but at
least AG resisted WEA's cardboard sleeve.
[4:11
RALPH MCTELL: AT THE END OF A PERFECT DAY
Telstar STAR 2263
Between recording kiddies' programmes,
Ralph McTell serves as the kind of balladeer
who keeps Eastender-style pub- goers in
maudlin singalong material. This is an LP's
worth of his best - 16 in all- though ' Streets
Of London' may prove to be his albatross.
File with Roger Whitaker, but above Rolf
Harris. [ A:1/2]
MR MISTER: WELCOME TO THE REAL WORLD
CA PL89647
This one could have been lost in the pack of
stadium rockers that reaches us in a neverending flood from America. Mr Mister,
nowever, have the good fortune of a cladtopping hit ( Stateside) with ' Broken Wi
so they get recognition at the very least.
Expect the usual, perfectly produced, power
pop with a slightly adventurous edge, and
you'll have no complaints. [
A:1]
OST: BACK TO THE FUTURE
MCA MCF3285
Of course it's not as good as the film! What
could be? However, those who have seen the
adventures of Marty McFly will enjoy this
reminder, which contains items by luey
Lewis and the News and Eric Clanton, and of course - Marty McFly's 1955 rendition of
'Johnny B Goode'. Half pop hits, half film
muzak, but worth it as a souvenir of a great
cinematic experience. [
13:1/2]
PASSIONNEL: OUR PROMISE
Enigma/Stiff ENIGMA 2093-1
Passionnel, led by LA local hero Alex Gi3son,
skate perilously close to being an American
Smiths. Luckily, they're more musica and
less warped ( politically), so witness again
the ever- popular tortured artist effect. Chilling stuff for the decline and fall of the West.
[13:2]
DIANA ROSS; EATEN ALIVE
Capitol COP 7 46184 2 I45m 355)
Take one ex- Supreme and feed her a ciet of
Bee Gees compositions, and what do you
get? Jive Talkin' Motown. Eaten Alive fuctu-

ates between pure 1980s Ross and pure Gibb
Bros, though ' Chain Reaction' is simply the
finest Supremes song they never recorded.
Treat this as a one-off, an enjoyable aberration, rather than as the latest in the Ross
canon. [
A/A• : 2]
ROUGH TRADE: ROUGHEST TRADE
FM Records WKFM LP43
Notable for a passion for high sound quality
and strong lyrics, Rough Trade have a cult
following Stateside for a series of rare,
limited edition ' audiophile' pressings. Their
work deserves a wider audience, for this
politically volatile act always delivers intelligent hard rock. Roughest Trade is a 12- track
compilation served up as an introduction, a
DMM pressing, no less, and it shows Carol
Pope as the female guerrilla who doesn't
resort to left-wing stupidity to make her
point. [ A• : 1/2], and [ X] for the lyrical content.
SON HOUSE: DEATH LETTER
Edsel E0167
TAJ MAHAL: TAJ MAHAL
Edsel ED166
An ironic pair of blues reissues, the former a
1965 recording of the rediscovered blues
original, the latter a debut LP for the third
generation, c. '
68. House's LP is sparse, rural
blues at their moodiest, while Taj Mahal
offers the urban approach; both are notable
for guest players, with Al Wilson helping the
old master and one Ryland Cooder backing
the youngster. Two sides of the sanie coin,
and a valuable one at that. [
A:1] for both.
TALK TALK: THE COLOUR OF SPRING
EMI EMC3506
Any band proud of the fact that they've used
no synths in their latest LP deserve our
praise even if they're musically barren. Fortunately, Talk Talk - though moody to afault
- are adventurous enough to warrant attention despite the return to nature. There's
enough Blue Note in The Colour of Spring to
tempt even the odd jazz purist, and the
presence of one S Winwood on keyboards
tells you all you need to know about the
spirit behind it. Not to be taken lightly,
though it probably will be. [
A:2]

TEX AND THE HORSEHEADS: LIFE'S SO COOL
Enigma/Stiff ENIGMA 2062-1
Oh, what the Sex Pistols wrought! Since it's
now ' OK' to record though you may be
devoid of talent, we receive, on occasion,
LPs by people who can't sing or play worth a
damn. Tex and her gang have married heavy
metal, punk, and - oh, dear - country and
western; the results are not a million miles
removed from George Jones jamming with
Siouxsie and The Banshees on a very bad
night. Surprisingly, this LP has moments of
fun amidst the farce, so listen before conde61:31
mning. File under ' Good Trash'. [
VARIOUS: THE CHRISTMAS ALBUM
EMI/Virgin NOX1
Okay, so the holiday's over, but this particular package is so wonderful - and the
proceeds go to the NSPCC- that it should be
a year-round seller. Queen, Paul McC, John
Lennon, Roy Wood, the Band-Aid single even our resident Scrooge loved it. [
A:1/1•]
VARIOUS: THE PRINCE'S TRUST COLLECTION
Telstar STAR 2275
With the royalties ( geddit?) from this LP
benefiting the unemployed youth of this
nation, you need no other incentive to fork
out some pounds. The fact that it contains 20
stunning tracks from the likes of Phil Collins,
Sade, Eric Clapton, Kate Bush, Paul Young
and others of similar stature, makes the
charitable action even easier to perform. Go
for it. [
A:1]
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FOR SALE-Private
BEARD - PURE CLASS-A valve P500/Amp,
P50/Pre-amp, silver wired export models
unavailable in UK. Brand new never opened
completely sealed in makers boxes, dire
circumstances forces immediate sale negotiable £ 1,450 ono. Tel: 01-908 3967 ( D)
QUAD 44 control unit, MC disc module,
leads, instruction book, original packing
box... £ 120. SONDEX SP1 preamplifier, own
power supply, MC and MM disc boards,
instructions ... £ 115. PAIR SAND filled
stands to suit Celestian SL6 loudspeakers
£20 ... 10 YARDS and 5 yards of Monster
Cable, gold 4mm plugs on ends. £ 16 the
lot. LOW NOISE high gain dual channel mic
pre- amp with separate power supply,
leads ... £ 100. VOLUMES 3,4,5,6,7,8,9 and
10 bound HIFi News . . . Offers? Buyer collects. Phone after 6pm 0903 47779 ( Sussex).
(D)
"QUAD 405-2 amplifier vgc £ 160 ono; JVC
7700 video recorder, new heads, vgc £365
ono. Tel: evenings w/ends 0533 673910" ( D)
DNM Series 2a preamplifier ( twin mains
supplies), latest circuitry, with mc and Decca
pu inputs - £ 535. Garrott Decca, gold with
Microscanner stylus - £ 195. Items recent, as
new. 01-586 2898. ( D/
AUDIO RESEARCH SP8, Beard P100 Mk2
(unique silver finish), PRO-AC EBS - together
or separately. Those genuinely interested in
buying excellent equipment. Ring 01-603
6447 for a bargain. ( D)
IMF PROFESSIONAL MONITORS. Excellent
condition, £450 ono., or exchange for smaller speakers plus cash balance. Tel: Brighton
(0273) 722551 evenings. ( D)
AUDIO RESEARCH S.P.A. MK1 very nice
example £ 950.00, Decca Micro Scanner,
bought 2nd December ' 85 - £ 195.00. Tel:
(08951 833752. ( D1
THORENS TD- 124 II, TP14 arm £ 150. SMEll
£30. EMI Unipivot £35. Pair Kelly Ribbons
with crossovers £40. Quadll/QCII £30. Sound
Sales C51-126 amp & pre/amp £20. Armstrong 227M AM- FM receiver £ 15. Tel: 0372
53147. Surrey. ( D)
ETUDE MP1 SPEAKERS, walnut. Bargain
£850. 2West View, Garth Lane, Hook, Goole,
N. Humberside. 0405 768399. ( D)
REVOX A77, 71/
2/15, 1
/
2 track, varispeed, professional mods, perfect £400 ono. Teac 3440
+ DBX + mixer, ideal home studio. Only 30
hour use. Worth £ 1200, accept £850. Sony
TC177/2 3 head cassette. Comprehensive
facilities. Nakamichi quality - an Angus
McKenzie favourite. £ 220 ono. Pair KEFkit 3
loudspeakers. HFN design, large floor- standing, 100w, sounds like £800 monitors. Only
£150. Tel: 01-959 5913. ( D1
13(s

KRELL KSA-50 stereo power amp, £ 1000.
Buyer arranges collection. Tel: evenings,
weekends 0946-861132 ( Cumbria). ( D)
BEARD P100 Mk.2 power amplifier £ 575,
Marantz CD63 upgraded to Meridian specifiction gold £ 235, Meridian 104FM tuner £95.
Linn linnk moving coil pre- amp £ 65, PS
audio VK passive pre- amp £65. Tel: 01-949
4556. ( D1
PAIR OF HEYBROOK HB3 speakers teak
including Heybrook stands, excellent condition £300. ONE ONLY: handbuilt teak tannoy
Arden, magnificent sound £ 140, buyers collects - 01-464 8739 after 8pm. ( D)
ONE PAIR of Lowther Audiovector speakers
for sale, as new, with two new PM2 units,
£500 per pair. Owner selling because moving
to small flat. Tel: Woldingham 2015. ( D)
'HI- Fl LOVERS' are the best, they always
have their styli in the groove. Car stickers.
Send £2.25 to: P. Neale, 7 Church End,
Gt. Dunmow, Essex CM6 2AF. ( D)
THORENS TD 150 and SME Il and various
good cartridges £65 ono. Rodgers A75
amplifier £75 ono. Radford SCA 30 amplifier
£65 ono. All in well loved condition or £ 150
the lot. Tel: 01-994 8840. ( C1
VINTAGE SYSTEM IN custom cabinet, Ferrograth tape recorder many spare tapes
Garrard/SME/Schur Turntable, A.R. Amp,
A.R. Tuner - some attention needed. Serious
offers considered. Berkhamstead 72876. ( D)
HITACHI 3500L AM/FM stereo tuner £80, and
American McIntosh 1700 FM stereo receiver
40 watts per channel with service data £ 120.
Phone 01-449 7045. ( D)
PERREAUX SM3 and 3150B pre and power
amps, latest specification, never used.
Under guarantee save £700 price £ 1850. Tel:
01-485 3542. ( D)

FOR SALE-Trade
SONY D-50 portable compact disc players.
As new. Used only only on special demonstration. Complete with mains transformer.
£199. Tel: Dynavector Systems Ltd. 01-398
8710. ( D)
US/AMERICAN HI- Fl. UPSCALE NEW &
USED Q Audio, 95 Vasssar St., Cambridge
02139 USA. Info/Lit pack U$5. Tel: 617 547
2727 $ ave. ( H)
A MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE sounds best.
Upgrade to high output MC- 3L/11 ' Vital'
stylus £39.79. MC- 2V £39.79 MKIV tonearm
£57.50. Trade prices, reviews available.
Unnecessary to pay more for any tonearm/
cartridge. Unique T-24 MC transformer, no
veiling, coloration or grain. Yes earth tag,
automatic source impedance etc. Mayware,
POB 58, Edgware, Middx. HA8 71_1E. Tel:
01-958 9421. ( E)
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by Sidereal Akustic specifically or high quality audio circuitry
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Mi - gauge stranded oxygen free high- purity copper Leads
Extended contact area lead attachment
Non- permeable lead material for low hysteresis distortion
Superior vanding and lead attachment for minimum self inductance
DC operation blocking, coupling bypass. R F arcuary R C circuits
computers and high sensitivity instrumentation
• A C operation power factoring, line filtering high level audio ( loudspeaker
filler networks)
• High mechanical stability
•Low leakage. high Insulation resistance
• Bypass required - It bypassed with capacitors from other manufacturers
Performance will be degraded aiways bypass the high value SiderealKaps
with our own 01 MED capacitors
• Designed to meet thermal shock vibration and moisture resistance
specifications
• Seithealing. high reliability design
• Competitive 0 E M and distributor preing
• Write to ,leaflet and price list
LI K AGENT
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RUSS ANDREWS TURNTAILE
ACCESSORIES
EDGE BANK HOUSE SKELSMERGH
KENDAL. CUMBRIA LAB DAS
TELEPHONE SaSIDE (053 083)247

Sidereal Akustic
- Audio Systems Inc.
1969 Outrigger Way
Oceanside Co. 92054

SUPER VALUE
LOUDSPEAKER KITS
Two Kord audio production models
now released in kit form at less than
half the retail price
il) KORD TORNADO KIT. Price: C256.40
(Top

end

speaker with excellent reviews ,
retailed at C557.50

(2) KORD D.(.II KIT. Price: £65.00
¡middle if range speaker with good reviewsi
retailed at £210.00
Send large SAE and £ 1.50 for building instructions and
review copies
(£2.85 for both)
Air Cored Inductors, Capacitors and
Circuit Boards supplied for crossover networks. Also
crossovers designed and built for specific applications.
Active crossover modules also available.
KORD AUDIO PRODUCTS, 7THE GREEN,
NETTLEHAM,
NR. LINCOLN.
TEL: 0522 - 750702

HIGH END EQUIPMENT, All American,
Japanese, French, English, German
audiophile products like: Accuphase, AKG,
Alphason, Braun Burnmester, Canton,
Cabasse, Denon, Dynavector, EMT, Elac,
Esoteric, Goldmund, Harman, Hiraga, JVC,
Kenwood, Krell, Koetsu, Linn, Luxman, Mission, Meridian, Magnat, McIntosh, Nakamichi, Oracle, Perreaux, Quad, Revox, SAEC,
Spectral Stax, SME, Sennheiser, Thorens,
many others at lowest export prices. 110V/
220V, 50Hz/60Hz available. Ask for latest
price list and shipping details. Hi Fi Systems,
Herzogsfreudenweg 16, 5300 Bonn, West
Germany. Tel: 0228-253111. Telex: 886646
hfss d. ( C1
BEST BUY MAYWARE MC-2V moving coil
cartridges with ' Vital' super- polished nude
diamond stylus £39.79p. Unnecessary to pay
more for any cartridge or tonearm MKIV
£49.45p. Reviews Tel: 01-958 9421 Mayware
P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middx. HA8 71.1E. ( C)
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QUAD 33 UPDATE
111Is yeniatIlle control unit mas introduced ri Ir,liebn ,
source material has confirmed that Ow 33 , nhrl
r il, hips, pr
tire« . to all inputs Our plug-in 891011tù circuit hoards replaci•
t'as internal Quad hoards. h>passIng tone and balance controlo.
and env an immediate Mimi> ement lu disc. Moe and CD radio treedr
client> and lid, tightric,s 8111019 r pair - £ 26.10
QUAD FM3 TUNER UPDATE
The Quad 1•312 tuner has a eilaracterlslie lieimacil sound balance
especiall> noticeable mith the upgraded Quad 23. Our 811503 C)
circuit board replaces aplug-In Ile>kr >> it hin FM3 tuners ((rom serial
no 58831 dud gnes much memo>
iranspareni> lie FNI reception.
51115111 ' - £ 23.75
COMPACT DISC ArtENUATORS
Overload non-Ilnearlt> distortion results from the leyel mismatch
betmeen CO players ( 2 > gilts) imil typical radio/am amp inputs.
(100n9 IIlke Quads This encu ahard gritty treble, asoftened bass
and an uncomfortably high > olume Our CO attenualors eliminate
these distortions and restore the natural sound \unable in- line or
as complete I5m leads Other sensIthitlesimatches mailable
la-line: MUDD
£10.50 5111233 (0 (phenol -

© (DIN -

5111265 C) ( 1)1\ plug lo phono sockets) - £ 15.90
Leads: 618215 C) ( phono plugs phono plugs) - £ 15.90
5111285 tio ( DIN plug: phono plugs) - £13.90
SOUNDBOX STEREO REMOTE CONTROL
Lortiprtses id 89320 (C2.) infra- red honiscr dud 5113110
rile,,, r•
controller oiled] is conneete9 iti-line helm ern pre and poNer amps
(ter betuneen CO player and amp) Aiming lull remote control of
volume. bass and treble Mein sour armchair The 811300 C) is
matched to Quad pre-piemer amps and is rasil> installed
Sit300/SB320 O. pair- £ 139.90
SOUNDROX, 35 FINCHES PARK ROAD,
UNDRELD, W.SUSSEX Rill 62DA

AUDIOKITS
PRECISION AUDIO COMPONENTS
Hotco 1-18 0 5% 5Opprni"C precut« resrslors 22R1. 33132 47115. 10011.
22IR
47115. 100K. 221K. 332K 40p each Any other E96 value 200 - 45010
Mtn order 8per value £3 20 ERO 1009 Potycarbonate Capacnors O 47p Fus
25p. 1pF Pr 40p 2p2
65p. 4p7 o [ 1 15 BF4s1c) ALS20A Capaceors
10000pF 40902 75, t5000 409 [ 16 75. 10000pF 639 [23 25. 15000pF
£27 J500- J511 let constant current dodos 10 tor £ 14
rl U. panures want rs not Nee - please ask
SAE to AUDIOKIn, 6MIII Close, Borrowash.
Derby 0E7 3GU.
Tel: 0332474929

PUBLICATIONS
BEETHOVEN'S BELIEFS. Have you ever wondered how Beethoven's politics, religion,
philosophy, morality and social attitudes
relate to his music? Which thinkers and
books influenced him? How sincere was his
Catholicism in the Missa Solemnis? Did his
youthful radicalism finally evaporate when
Napoleon became Emperor? The answers to
such questions will be found in Beethoven's
Empire Of The Mind, ahighly praised biography-with-a difference by John Crabbe, onetime editor of HFN/RR. Available from bookshops at £5.95 ( distributor: Kahn & Averill),
or post-free from the publisher: Lovell
Baines Print Ltd., Hollington Farm, Woolton
Hill, Newbury, Berks RG15 9XN.

SERVICES
AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with
nearly 40 years experience. Specialist in
Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible
restoration to original design conception
with afull report covering each unit. 7 Days
enquiry service. Location: Woodford, Essex.
Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)
DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Pressings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio, 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-346 0033. ( X)
SPENDOR, ROGERS, LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, and other high quality loudspeakers
and equipment services and reconditioned.
Barnard Electronics. Tel: 01-531 8705. ( X)
PRECISION ALIGNMENTS
Don't change your equipment unless its best is not
good enough. To hear it at its best send without
obligation for details of unique service to:
Philip Chappell, 38 Heath Drive,
Haynes Park, S.W.20 9BG
or telephone: 01 542-4502
Also, evaluate the benefits of adifferent cartridge,
speaker leads and CD interconnect before deciding
to buy from your dealer. We have no products for
direct sale. Approx. 20-mile radius SW. London
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TURNTABLES, ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models
ADC. AKG; CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD; GOLDRING.
LENCO. ORTOFON: SHURE. SME: THORENS.
All available. Genuine. Equipment. Spares & Manuals,
even for some of the early models.
Servicing, Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops
Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s & LP
Technical & General. 35 Marlow Road, London SE20 7XX
01 778 3737
Tuesday to Friday 1000-6.00 Saturday 10.00-300

01-686-2599

WANTED EKCO C273 mono VHF valve wireless. Cabinet must be good. Need not be in
working order. Barnes Bedford work 855444
- home 857387 ( D)
"TANDBERG' 2080 receiver. Working or not,
but in excellent condition. Phone Mr WalkerTaylor 584 5020 days - 440-7804 evenings.
(D)
WANTED - TANNOY ARDEN

PERSONAL FURNITURE-MAKING SERVICE
Book and LP record cases up to 74" or 84"
high. Units for Hi Fi cocktails, compact
discs, cassettes, videos, etc specially
made to order. Send 3x13p stamps for
our brochure.
EDWARDS CONSTRUCTIONS
282 SKIPTON ROAD,
HARROGATE, YORKSHIRE.
PHONE: (
0423) 500442

SOCIETIES
BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides ameeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 3 Welbeck Mansions, 35 Welbeck Street, London
W.1. ( XIS)

WANTED
SPECIALIST Modern & Old systems, ValveTransistor Amplifiers, Speakers, Turntables,
LP's etc, Bought/Sold; Midland Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane, Birmingham B14 4PE,
Tel: 021 430 7817. ( F)

TANNOY ARDEN WANTED, PREFER
SINGLE BUT WILL CONSIDER PAIR.
MUST BE IN PERFECT WORKING
ORDER, BUT INFERIOR CABINET
CONDITION ACCEPTABLE.
FOR NEGOTIATIONS
PHONE JOHN ON: 0787 477001 AFTER 61311.

IZEC()1ZI)S 1
,
()R SALE
COMPACT DISCS by Mail Order. Hugh discounts. Send for free price lists and details
(state Popular, Classical, Jazz) to Dynamic
Discs, Dept. HN, 13 Inwood Road, Bridgwater, Somerset TA6 7PW. ( D)
COMPACT DISCS ONLY 10p PER DAY! You
can borrow from a large selection, Rock,
Jazz, Classical. Send stamp for FREE catalogue. CD CLUB(HN), 38 Park Street, Wallasey, Merseyside. ( B)

COMPACT DISCS
- 7p per day to hire
- Buy at up to 20% off

free detailsTel: 0825 813253

PO Box 127, Uckfield
ESussex TN223AF

SITUATIONS VACANT

The National Sound Archive

CONSERVATION
MANAGER
You will be responsible for the
management of the Conservation
and Technical Section, including
planning an integrated conservation and restoration programme,
co-ordinating the selection and
recording of broadcasts off-air,
providing equipment for and
participating in the Archive's
external recording assignments
and providing copies of recordings
for the Archives services and
for sale.
You must have athorough
knowledge of digital and analogue
recording techniques and of all
types of sound carriers together
with experience in operating
equipment to aprofessional
standard. Knowledge of computer

science, in particular its application to digital audio processing,
would be desirable as would an
active interest in some aspect of
recorded sound, eg music and its
history.
Salary: as Curator Grade E
9815 - £ 12,630. Starting salary
according to qualifications and
experience.
For further details and an
application form ( to be returned
by 10 April 1986) write to
Civil Service Commission, Alencon
Link, Basingstoke, Hants RG21 WB,
or telephone Basingstoke
(0256) 468551 ( answering service
operates outside office hours ).
Please quote ref: G(8)582.
An equal opportunity employer

The British Library
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BACK DOOR
HEN JAZZ VIBES- PLAYER
Gary Burton suddenly upped
and hoofed it off to Nashville in
'68, alouder than usual gasp
was emitted by those who felt that jazz
should be restricted to certain classic locales.
New Orleans, Kansas City, Chicago — all were
acceptable to those who slept with acopy of
Delauney's Hot Discography under their
pillow— while the finger-snappin' hip okayed
a200- mile radius around Howard Rumsey's
West Coast Lighthouse Club and were
willing to acknowledge that New York's 52nd
Street had something to do with the way
things were. But Nashville! The name simply
reeked of hicks and hoedowns.
Burton, aDownbeat poll-winner from ' 64
through to '75, thought differently. He made
afine album, Tennessee Firebird, in RCA's
famous ' Nashville Sound' Studios using
mainly country musicians and blended blues
with bluegrass, explaining: ' Ihave been
repeatedly reminded of the many similarities
between country music and jazz; both have
the rare distinction of being native American
music and they have asimilar emotional
content.'
Many musicians cottoned on to the
similarity in earlier eras. Jimmie Rodgers,
perhaps the first true country music star,
recorded with Louis Armstrong in 1930,
having already cut several sides using jazz
accompanists, while many of the Nashville
string bands of the ' 20s recorded tracks that
sit comfortably alongside Lang and Venuti's
guitar and fiddle jazz tracks of the period.
When jazz ceased to be the Clark Kent of
Satchmo's Hot Fives and Sixes and became
abig band Superman, country music stuck
its underpants outside its Levis too. The ' hot'
string bands grew in size, sometimes adding
saxes and trumpets but usually hung onto
their banjos and steel guitars, all the time
remembering never to let go of their fiddles.
By the '40s, some of the line-ups headed
by such country musicians as Bob Wills and
Spade Cooley, were of monster proportions,
the latter heading a24- piece band at one
point. But if Cooley could claim the crown
size-wise, it was Wills who became the
acknowledged ' King Of Western Swing'.
From Turkey, Texas, the man whom Merle
Haggard has described as 'the best damn
fiddler in the world' headed aband called
The Light Crust Doughboys, with vocalist
Milton Brown, in 1930, the Doughboys taking
their name from Light Crust flour, a
commodity made by the sponsors of the
radio show on which the band was featured.
But while the company approved the use of
yeast in leavening bread, they objected to
the amount that was seemingly used in
fermenting Wills' beer. He was fired in ' 33
because of excessive drinking.
But Texas' loss was Oklahoma's gain.
Wills made his base there and began
broadcasting over station KV00 with his new
outfit, The Playboys, perhaps the finest band
to be bedecked by stetsons. In Brian Rust's
masterful discography, Jazz Records 18971942, The Playboys receive scant coverage,
Rust observing 'This was primarily a
country-and-western unit but some of the
most obvious titles may prove rewarding'.
Completely untrue, of course. Though the
Wills band did play country material, he
flavoured even this with ajazz feel. But much
of the time he and The Playboys recorded
plain, unabashed Western Swing, one 1936
session alone yielding versions of 'Trouble
In Mind', ' Darktown Strutters Ball', ' Basin
Street Blues', ' Sugar Blues' and ' Bluin' The
Blues' — at least 20 out of 31 sides being jazz
and nothing but. And while the line-up
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Fred Dellar traces the histor of
Cowboy Jazz
featured two other fiddle players apart from
Wills, they soloed in horn- like mode.
Meanwhile, Milton Brown, too, had formed
his own Western- Swing band, The Musical
Brownies, and vying with Wills in popularity.
But in ' 36, shortly before Wills embarked
on his aforementioned record session,
Brown was killed, wrapping his car around a
telegraph pole while travelling at over
90mph. It was the first of acrop of unusual
deaths that was to afflict Western Swing.
Later, in ' 69, Spade Cooley died while
playing at asheriff's benefit, just acouple of
months before he was due to be paroled
from Vacaville Prison, where he'd served

pedal steel guitarman, Buddy Emmons, to
cut Buddies, a1977 album which featured
Spicher playing his multi-dubbed version of
Clifford Brown's classic 'Joy Spring'.
Emmons is another phenomenon. A bowlerhatted picker, he plays it weepy on Tammy
Wynette records by day and, as night falls,
becomes aTennessee ( actually he comes
from Indiana, but what the hell!) bebopper,
flattening fifths on an arrangement of Charlie
Parker's ' Scrapple From The Apple' in such a
manner that listening jazz buffs, even those
protected by the best in anti-perspirant, have
been known to break into abodysoaking
sweat.
Cowboy jazz is everywhere these days.
You can hear it on records by Ricky Skaggs,
Willie Nelson and George Jones. It hides
away on scores of otherwise MOR Nashville
sessions and comes out in the open on
albums by Asleep At The Wheel and Merle
Haggard. It once inspired sometimes
cornball entertainer Roy ' Hee Haw' Clark to
join Airto Moreira, The Memphis Horns,
members of The Oak Ridge Boys Band and
the unclassifiable Gatemouth Brown, in
order to fashion the Swing soiree that
became MCA's Makin' Music album. There
have been other theoretically oddball
sessions. None more so, perhaps, than one
that took place in 1979, when Jethro Burns,
for many years part of hick humour duo,
Homer and Jethro, hauled his mandolin out
of hock to team with ex- Playboys Tiny Moore
(mandolin) and Eldon Shamblin ( guitar) plus
jazz greats Ray Brown and Shelly Manne on
tunes that ranged from Ellington's ' In A
Mellotone' and Lester Young's 'Tickle Toe'
through to astring assault on Dizzy
Gillespie's ' Groovin' High'. But then again, it
wasn't so odd- ball. For Burns is an
outstanding musician, agenius, perhaps. As
keyboardist, Robert Hoban, once observed
about that certain indefinable something
that sets certain musicians apart: ' Art Tatum
had it. Jack Teagarden had it. Venuti,
Goodman, Krupa, Berigan, Ellington and
Basie had or have it. And Jethro is lousy
with it!'
Maybe one day somebody will actually
include his name in ajazz encyclopedia,
alongside, hopefully, those of Wills, Milton
Brown, Clements, Emmons, Spicher and
Moore. As Fats Waller once said: ' One never
knows, do onew ,
,i,-

Recommended listenin:
nine years of alife sentence for slaying his
wife. And Wills' life expired in equally
dramatic circumstances. After attending the
first date on aPlayboys recording session in
'73, he suffered astroke and never regained
consciousness, remaining comatose until his
death some 17 months later.
The heyday of Western Swing is now long
gone. The big bands of the mid-West were
swept away alongside their more revered,
more brass- hinged counterparts. But many
of the original musicians that made such
bands as The Playboys top of their own
regional heap still keep the legend alive.
Former Playboy, Johnny Gimble, aone-man
Hot Club — he can vie with Grappelly on
violin and makes like Reinhardt on mandolin
—still provides added kick to otherwise
routine Nashville sessions.
Another veteran fiddleman, Vassar
Clements, once of Bill Monroe's bluegrass
band, and Music City sessionman, Buddy
Spicher, are among those who likewise offer
aural proof that strings can still be the thing
jazzwise, violinist Spicher, teaming with

Jethro Burns & Tiny Moore: Back To Back
(Kaleidescope)
Buddy Emmons: Minors Aloud (
Sonet)
Various Artists: Hillbilly Jazz (
Sonet)
Gary Burton Tennessee Firebird (
RCA)
Various ' 30s Bands: Devil With The Devil
(Rambler)
Various Artists: Western Swing (
Epic)
Various ' 30s Bands: Stompin' At The Honky
Tonk' (
String)
Roy Clark/Gatemouth Brown: Makin' Music
(MCA)
Johnny Gimble & The Texas Swing
Pioneers: Still Swingin (
CMH)
The Hi- Flyers: THe Hi-Flyers 1937-41 (
Texas
Rose)
Spicher-Emmons. Buddies (
Flying Fish)
Bob Wills: Lone Star Rag (
CBS Encore)
Bob Wills: The Bob Wills Anthology (
CBS)
Milton Brown: Milton Brown & His Musical
Brownies (
Texas Rose)
Billy Jack Wills. Crazy Man Crazy (
Western)
Johnnie Lee Wills: Tulsa Swing (
Rounder)
For afull list of available Western Swing and
Jazz titles, send an SAE to Paul Vernon, do
Making Waves Ltd, 6Alie Street, London El
8DE.
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MERIDIAN PROFESSIONAL COMPACT DISC PLAYER
The experts choiceThe Meridian PRO-MCD is the best
sounding compact disc player Ihave
tested.'
John Dunkerley- The Decca Record
Company Limited

300THROYD SLAW

/MERIDIAN
BOOTHROYD STUART LIMITED, 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS PE18 7EJ, ENGLAND. TEL. ( 0480) bi 119
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Mission Electronics Limited, Huntingdon PE18 6ED, England. Phone: ( 0480) 57477 Telex: 32333

